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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is about the spa town of Bad Ems in West Germany -
its social and economic development. It analyses the town's 
rise to fame as a fashionable centre for relaxation and 
recuperation and the emergence of a 'spa culture' in the 
nineteenth century. It also studies the impact of the gradual 
'dellOcratisation' of cures l.e. how spa towns like Bad Ems 
changed in this century with the increase in the number of 
cure-guests funded by the statutory insurance bodies. 
This inevitably involves an examination of the system of 
national health provision from the late 19th century and the 
incorporation of spa treatment into benefit schemes. 
The subsequent analysis of medical knowledge and opinion, with 
particular reference to spa remedies and treatment considers 
both medical practi Uoners in Bad Ems and the development of 
the science of balneology over the past one hundred and fifty 
years. This analysis includes the debates and arguments about 
the modern cure and the growing concern since the Second World 
War with the efficiency and effectiveness of social insurance 
cures. 
Finally, this study looks at the cure-takers themselves, both 
in their relationship with the medical profession and their 
experience of spa life. 
Because no comprehensive study of Germany's spas has been 
attempted, this thesis aims to bring together different 
perspecti ves adopted by vari ous disci pH nes. However, gi ven 
the present state of research, it seemed that the only viable 
approach would be through a case study which analyses the town 
of Bad Ems at a grass-root level, though without ignoring the 
impact of national events and policies in Germany on cure-
taking and spa culture. 
The findings of the research indicate that the introduction of 
cures as a benefit of national welfare policies ensured the 
survival of spas as health centres. No less importantly, 
today a cure is no longer the preserve of a wealthy elite as 
in the 19th century but available to all Germans. 
The success of cures in Germany today would also seem to 
reflect a culturally specific attitude to health and illness 
which stands in marked contrast to that in this country where 
spas have declined and where there is little interest in the 
forms of treatment offered by mineral springs and thermal 
waters. 
I IT RODUCT 101 
This thesis deals with the social and economic development of 
the German town of Bad Ems near Koblenz in the Rhineland. It 
is not an ordinary town. It is faJ1XJus not only for the Ems 
Telegram incident in 1870 but is also aJ1XJng the best-known 
spa resorts of the Federal Republic, and its history provides 
many special insights into German society and culture and 
indirect comparisons with Britain. One of the alJ1XJst uniform 
aspects of spas in this country is their steady decline in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Elsewhere 
in Europe, in particular in Germany, spas and health resorts 
have not only survived but also achieved even greater success 
in this century whilst retaining the essential curative and 
convalescent provisions of spa treatment. Over the past one 
hundred years the cure homes, sanatoria and clinics have 
improved their facilities and modernised their equipment in 
line with advances in medical science whilst treatment has 
reJlllined essentially unchanged, relying as it does on the 
natural resources of water and air. 
As the American novelist Mark Twain put it in 1885: "People 
say that Germany ... is the home of rheumatism. If that is so, 
Providence Jalst have foreseen it would be so and therefore 
filled the land with these healing baths. Perhaps no other 
country is so generOUSly supplied with medicinal springs as 
GerJlllny.Wl) This is even truer today when West Germany has 
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no fewer than two hundred and fifty spa resorts and when, as 
far as the cure-takers are concerned, the system has become 
'demacratised' in a way which will be at the centre of our 
analysis in subsequent chapters. 
There is no precise date to pinpoint when the natural springs 
in Germany were first used although archaeological finds 
indicate that the practice of bathing in the thermal waters 
and drinking from the mineral springs began in pre-historic 
times, a custom later improved and embellished during Roman 
occupation. Throughout the KiddIe Ages physicians, mast 
notably Arab, Greek and Italian, wrote on the practical uses 
of natural springs, and their methods were adopted and 
applied in Germany well into the 16th century: the word Kur 
first appeared in the 14th century, being translated from the 
Latin. ::v 
During the 15th century the "emerging and we1l-off 
bourgeoisie rediscovered the mineral water and hot springs 
for themselves"3) in Germany and visits to spas began to 
increase. The aim was "not so much for the treatment of same 
illness but rather for recuperation and relaxation, above all 
for the social life ... and for robust sensual pleasure. "4) 
Reports from spas at this time speak of guests bathing 
"three to four times a day and spending the greater part of 
their day singing, drinking and, after the bath, dancing." ED 
In 1565 there were seventy-five spa resorts recordedG ) which, 
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up to the 17th century, were almost exclusively used for 
bathing. Xedical practitioners, keen to recommend the hot 
springs for bathing in the 16th century, increasingly focused 
their attention on imbibing the mineral waters from the mid-
sixteenth century and in less than one hundred years the 
faJlQus waters of Spa, for example, were no longer bathed in 
but only drunk, ·principally because it was recognised that 
the carbonate content (the 'spirit') from which the strength 
of the waters was sought was lost when the water reached 
bathing temperature .• 7) The drinking cure was also well 
suited to the exigencies of ·high society·e) which now 
visi ted spas, allowing guests ample opportunities to 
socialise as they promenaded along tree-lined walks and in 
the pump rOOE. Throughout the 18th century visits to spa 
resorts increased and -there was hardly a prominent doctor in 
the three centuries after the Renaissance who did not at 
least include balneology* among his array of treatment.- 9 ) 
By the 19th century spas in Germany had taken on an 
atJlOsphere of fashion and comfort and by the end of the 
century many resorts had become international meeting places 
not only for the aristocracy and wealthy but also for 
poli ticians, writers, artists and musicians. This 
development encouraged the establishment of Dany new resorts 
*&lneology: the branch of medical science concerned with 
treating illness using mineral and thermal waters. 
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and by the second half of the nineteenth century, "new spas 
were sprouting like mushroo.s from the earth."lO) In England 
spas had become fashionable pleasure resorts in the previous 
century and during the 19th century were gradually to decline 
with the rise in popularity of sea-side resorts. Leamington 
Spa, so popular in the first half of the nineteenth century, 
has been described as probably "the last spa in the great 
aristocratic tradition" in this country. 1 1 ) Elsewhere in 
Europe, in France for example, spas in the 19th century were 
increasing in popularity with Vichy emerging "at the top of 
the hierarchy of French spas ... with few rivals anywhere in 
Europe- . 1:2) Germany, however, boasted a number of highl y 
fashionable resorts with Baden-Baden, Bad Ems, Bad Homburg, 
Karl sbad , Bad Kissingen, Bad Pyrmont and Wiesbaden emerging 
as affluent centres attracting a cosmopolitan elite. 
Records of spa visits in the last century are far from 
comprehensive. However, an increase in bureaucratic activity 
by the spa authorities, whereby all visitors were obliged to 
register, resulted in the keeping of Kur11ste, which provide 
valuable statistical information. 13) The Kur11ste of seven 
resorts in Silesia 14) compiled between 1875 and 1908 have 
been collated and categorised 1 S) and reveal the largest 
single professional group to be that of "merchants and 
associated occupations", who represented an average of 23% of 
all guests over the thirty-three year period. Civil servants 
accounte~ for an average of 14~ and other professions 
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included university teachers, members of the clergy, artists 
and land-owners. The nobil1 ty aJIIJunted to only a small 
percentage of all guests, although they were over-represented 
in co~rison with their percentage in the total population 
of the country. The category of "women and widows alone" 
shows an increase from 3.2~ in 1878 to 16.2~ by 1905. The 
records show that a cure in GerD8ny was almost exclusively 
the preserve of the well-off, the category ·working-class" at 
no time exceeded 2.7~ and at one point fell below 1~. 
Visits to the seven Silesian spas reflect the dramatic 
increase in cure-taking during this period, rising from 
4,601 in 1875 to 65,857 by 190816 ). In other resorts the 
pattern was repeated, in fashionable Baden-Baden visits had 
risen from 11,356 in 1832 to 70,908 by 1902, in Bad lauheim 
from 95 in 1835 to 22,917 by the same year and in Karlsbad 
from 5,633 in 1832 to 51,496. 17 ) 
Bntertainment varied with the size of the spa, but music was 
an integral part of a cure at all resorts. Before the First 
Yorld Yar, Yiesbaden, for example, employed sixty musicians, 
Bad lauheim, fifty and Bad Yildungen forty. lEI) All resorts 
organised parties and social gatherings including garden 
parties with illuminations and fireworks displays. Horse 
riding and jumping events were held in many resorts and there 
were opportunities for hunting, shooting and fishing. Golf 
and hockey tournaments were held in larger spas such as 
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Baden-Baden and Bad Homburg; there were communal outings and 
sightseeing trips and the towns offered a programme of 
concerts, theatrical productions, art exhibitions and 
.useu.s. In the larger resorts there were casinos and in the 
smaller spas there was usually an opportunity to participate 
in some for. of gaBing. Dostoevski, for example, writing of 
a visit to Bad Homburg in 1867, referred to pleasant walks 
in the park and to the wonderful music. He commented, 
however, that he would have been able -to live contentedly, 
if only the daaned roulette was not here.- 19 ) 
A progra..a of entertainment in Baden-Baden in 1882 offered: 
Great instrumental and vocal concerts with the most 
distinguished celebrities: concert parties and 
oratoria. Xilt tary concerts, opera, dramatic and 
cOEdy productions ... guest perforDlllnces by foreign 
coapanies ... and popular scientific lectures by 
fa.aus JlBn of learning... Children's parties, an 
Italian evening with illuminations ... : fireworks and 
.aamoth ailitary concerts: great horse races - flat 
and steeple-chase and great Army hunt races. 20 ) 
Even small resorts offered a wide range of amusements; Bad 
lohlgrub, a spa adDinistering mineral spring water, mud and 
pine-needle baths, advertised a programme in 1885 of: 
Iorning and afternoon concerts by an excellent 
orchestra in the park, plus weekly concerts and 
social gatherings in the Assembly ROODS. One 
cultivates conversation, plays billiards, skat and 
tarock, reads the latest novels and newspapers and 
allows oneself the occasional glass of champagne. 21 ) 
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By the turn of the century spas in Germany were international 
resorts, as JeroBe K. Jerome reported: 
In Carlsbad ... the band plays under the colonnade and 
the Sprudel is filled with a packed throng a mile 
long ... Here you may hear DOre languages spoken than 
the Tower of Babel could have echoed. Polish Jews 
and Russian princes, Chinese )(andarins and Turkish 
Pashas, lorwegians looking as if they had stepped 
out of Ibsen's plays, women from the boulevard, 
Spanish grandees and Bnglish countesses, 
.:>untaineers fro. Xontenegro and millionaires from 
Chicago. 22> 
Cures were prescribed for those with heart, circulatory, 
aJscular, skin, arthritic and rheuJlatoid complaints, sexual 
diseases, nervous ailments and disorders of the stomach and 
intestines. There were special clinics for drug and alcohol 
addiction, for treating wollens' afflictions and chlldrens' 
diseases. Treatment involved the drinking of mineral water 
and bathing in therJllll spring water, mud, loam, am plne-
needles. There were steaD. baths, showers, radium baths, 
inhalatoria and electrotherapy rooms. 
When war broke out in 1914 the larger, JlDre cosDlOpal1 tan 
resorts had consolidated their position whilst numerous 
sJIIlller spas had emerged and also beCOJlS successful. Cures 
continued to be taken throughout the First World War both by 
civilians and by wounded and convalescing soldiers. In the 
first two years of the war 140,000 invalided servicemen were 
cared for in spa resorts and by the end of 1916 the state had 
cOJmandeered 6.135 beds for officers and 37,045 for other 
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ranks in spas throughout Germany.23) Spa remedies were used 
in their treatmenti in the three years up to 1917 in Bad 
Kreuznach, for example, 81,000 baths were administered to the 
18,000 convalescing serviceJlSn. 24 ) Figures for cures taken 
at four leading spas in 1912 and 1922 <Table 1), show an 
increase in all but one resort; however, the political and 
econoldc crisis which followed the end of the war, the 
effects of wartime inflation and later hyperinflation drained 
the wealth of the nation and spas faced a crisis as their 
well-to-do guests stayed away. 
TABLE l. 
l.9.l2.. l222. ~ 
Baden-Baden 78,684 85,531 58,033 
Bad 'auhei. 35,876 35,485 25.441 
Reichenhall 15,900 21,000 16,174 
Bad Salzuflen 18.083 23,712 17.163 
SOURCB: quoted in Bufner. G., Die Sbzialkur und ihre 
statistische Erfassung (Kassel, 1969), p.2 
The First World War marks the beginning of a significant 
change in the sociology of cure-guests in Germany. Bad Ems, 
like many other resorts, provided cures for wounded and 
convalescing soldiers who did not belong to the affluent 
classes which previously frequented the spa. The war and 
Revolution of 1918/19 disrupted the traditional social, 
econoldc and political structure of Germany which underwent a 
painful process of 'democratisation' reflected in the 
visi tors to spa towns like Bad EllS. The arrival of guests 
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funded by the statutory insurance schemes was part of that 
process and provided an i~ulse for the extension of cures to 
all sections of society. The provision of cures as a 
statutory benefit grew out of health and welfare schemes 
introduced in the 1880s and, as we shall see, made advances 
in the 1920s when economc considerations helped to sDDoth 
the path to these exclusive resorts for guests from humbler 
backgrounds. The number of social cure-guests was, however, 
small and the majority of visits were paid for privately. 
The period following the economc crisis of 1923 and before 
the Great Slump ~s one of relative prosperity. Cure-taking 
by private guests revived and at the same time the number of 
social cures gradually increased. By 1929 the total number 
of guests in Bad Bms matched that of 1910, more than 11,000. 
The DepreSSion saw this number whi ttled down to six and a 
half thousand within three years. 
Hi tler' s colling to power was greeted with optimism and, as 
the economy began to recover, so too did the number of cures. 
Whilst it would be wrong to speak of any great promotion of 
cures under lational Socia1is., nothing was done to reduce or 
adversely affect the.. Indeed, losing no opportunity to 
extoll the progress made by the lazis, claims were made both 
of advances in the science of balneology and in the extension 
of cures to workers, and figures for Bad Bus bear the latter 
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out - in the 1930's at least 25~ of all cure-guests were 
funded by the social insurance system. 
Spas thus retained their popularity during National 
Socialisa, and their ellPhasis on healthy living and natural 
remedies was compatible with the party's idealogy. There 
were so_ changes in the structure of the umbrella 
organisation, as Cure Director lave put it: 
After 1933 the Federation of German Spas became the 
Reich's Tourist Association. The close association 
of the leading personalities in German spas 
reaained, however, and with few exceptions were not 
too liaited in their work ... by the new leaders. The 
founding of the Reich's Institute for German Spas 
under the leadership of the well-known balneologist 
Professor Dr. Vogt, formed the initial phase for a 
great spa congress in 1934 ... Even if the scene at 
this and subsequent congresses before and ... during 
the war was so_thing other than before 1933 with 
variOUS new faces and numerous uniforms, it must be 
said that the spirit of neutrality ... towards all 
cure guests and concern with the health of the 
nation was aaintained and protected by a staff of 
upright men. 25> 
During the Second World War spa homes and clinics in Germany 
were once again used as military hospitals as well as 
providing cures for the civilian population. Bad Ems 
suttered no bombing during the war thanks to its protected 
status as a large ailitary hospital base, and Cures continued 
to be adllinistered until 1945, when for the first and only 
time, none was taken. 
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Defeat brought occupation, in Bad Bms initially by the 
AEricans and then by the French. Throughout Germany the 
transport network was badly disrupted and the country was 
occupied by foreign powers in four ZOnes which further 
restricted .,veEnt. Spas popular with Germans for many 
years were lost as part of territorial changes. There was, 
however, enough potential in the Western zones of occupation. 
which were transfor.ad into the Federal Republic of Germany 
in 1949. Between 1945 and the founding of the Federal 
Republic of Ger.any spa visits began slowly to increase 
although shortages of fuel and food, restricted accommodation 
because of occupation, .eant that in many cases resorts were 
hard pressed to provide even the most basic facilities. 
The Federation of Ger_n Spas (Deutscber Baderverband - DBY> 
was reconstituted and held its first congress in 1947. 
Statistics were collected at a national level froD 1950 
onwards and show 95~.000 cure-guests for that year, rising to 
1,648,000 by 1954. 26 ) However. annual changes in the 
classification syste. and the number of resorts subJli tting 
figures .ake any definitive analysis of this early war period 
proble_tic. Thus whilst the Spa calender for 1949 lists 239 
spas only 170 subldtted figures for 1950. lew resorts were 
established within the Federal Republic and followed the 
tiE-honoured pattern of providing concert halls, parks and 
gardens and as reconstruction got underway from the late 
1940's traditional resorts were able to take advantage of a 
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new start, .adernising and iaproving both technical equipment 
and soc1al a.enities. lany spas laid out golf-courses, 
constructed conference centres and built new indoor and open-
air ther.al swilmdng pools in an attempt to attract an even 
broader section of the population, particularly in the off-
season mnths. 
lost significantly for this study, the number of social 
1 nsurance guests rose dra_tically in the years iJlllllediately 
after the war. In Bad S .. just four years after 1945 there 
were for the first ti.. .ore social cure-guests than private 
guests - a situation which has reuined ever since - thus 
co..,letlng -the change from outstanding, elegant 
international spa to social welfare Spa-:27) which began in 
1923. 
Since 1957 the nuaber of social cures at a national level 
has .ore than doubled, froa 593,000 to 1,250,000 in 1980. 
Private cures registered an even greater rise, from 1,691,000 
in 1957 to 4,570,692 in 1979. This category is, however, 
rather vague in that .any 'private' cures are, as we shall 
see in Chapter Two, subsidised and/or funded by agenCies 
other than the statutory insurance bodies. 
A cure still relies on the traditional methods of treatment 
of the application of .ud and loam, bathing in and drinking 
ot aineral water, .assage, steam baths and inhalation coupled 
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with exercise and in many cases a controlled diet. Spas in 
Ger.any are categorised into four distinct types: 
1) Xineral and Xud spas 
2) Coastal resorts 
3) Ineipp spas 
4) Cli .. tic health resorts. 
Social Insurance guests account for 49~ of all guests in the 
first type of spa and 22~ of all Kneipp spa guests. At 
coastal resorts, however, they only account for 9~ and at the 
cli.atic resorts 7~. 
The nuaber of different insurance institutions in West 
Ger.any and the coaplexity of the insurance system could lead 
foreign observers to assuJle that these bodies are private, 
profit-seeking organisations. However, both the pension 
bodies and health funds are non-profi t-making, autonoDlOus 
legal entities subject to state supervision and intervention. 
Indeed state concern has both proaoted the gradual extension 
of cures and, in tiES of economc receSSion, turned its 
attention to provisions when considering possible areas in 
which econoiUes could be .ade. 
Bconoaic recessions have been reflected in spa visits since 
the Second World War particularly in the social cure sector. 
In 1968, for exaaple, a downturn in the economy was reflected 
in a 17.5~ fall in the nuaber of social cures (180,000 less 
taken in 1~8 coapared with the previous year) and recovery 
was sloWi it was not until 1973 that the 1967 figure was 
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exceeded. 1974 was a boom year for social insurance cures, 
followed by a decline for the next three years. Again between 
1975 and 1978 the oil shock and wider economic problems were 
mirrored 1n another decrease in the number of social cures. 
This second decline was intensified in 1977 by a re-
adjustment to the rules regulating the granting of social 
insurance cures whereby a minimum waiting period of two years 
between cures was introduced. 
Growing criticism of the provision of cures as part of state 
welfare beneft ts maintained that the fall in the number of 
social cures during the 1967-68 recession was an indication 
that not all cures were medical necessities. The second oil 
shock and the most recent economic recession in West Germany 
resul ted 1n a reduction in state contributions for social 
insurance cures. Legislation introduced in 1982 demanded 
that the pension insurance bodies reduce their expenditure by 
400 JIillion Karks in that year and by 800 million by 1985 
whilst the health insurance funds were ordered to cut their 
spending by 200 million }(arks over the same period. The 
ainillUm waiting period between cures was raised to three 
years and excluded insurants over the age of 59. 
In Bad BIIS the effect of the 1982 Kostendlim:fung-
Ergllnzungsgesetz was immediate and drastic. The number of 
social insurance cures fell from 8,159 in 1981 to 4,911 by 
the follOwing year and to 3,953 in 1983 - the worst year for 
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social cures for thirty-three years. Bad Ems had, however, 
survived many reverses in its fortunes in the past and was to 
do so again. Within two years the number of social cures had 
DKlre than doubled and 1985 proved to be the best for ten 
years, thus compensat1ng for the cont1nuing decline in the 
number of pri vate guests visi t1 ng Bad Ems si nce the Second 
World War, in 1985 lower than at any time since 1948. This 
latest development in Bad Ems underlines a theme central to 
this study - the relationship between the gradual extension 
of cures through the introduction and implementation of the 
statutory insurance schemes and the survival of spas in 
Germany. 
Until now there has been no comprehensive analysis of the 
historical development of Germany's many spas and mi I lions 
of cure-guests. I was, therefore, faced with considerable 
probleJlS of having to bring together the evidence from a 
large variety of fields and sources. Accordingly, this study 
will try to integrate elements hitherto approached by a 
number of different disciplines and interests. In exploring 
the hypothesis that spas and cures have undergone a process 
of 'democratisation', the continued success and unique 
posi tion of the cure as part of state health and welfare 
policy in the twentieth century plays a vi tal role. :zen An 
analysis of this development uses material provided by the 
social insurance bodies and the Federation of German Spas, in 
particular Gerhard Htifner's Die Sbzialiur und ihre 
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stat1st1sche Erfassung. The opportunity of attending the 
Federation's annual conference provided valuable insights, 
particularly in the light of government spending cuts 
relating to cures which had just been announced. And state 
heal th and welfare policy in post-war Germany uses material 
produced by the Federal Jlinistry for Labour and Social 
Affairs. 30) 
Since cures at spas are prescribed for medical reasons one 
could reasonably expect the medical profession to have taken 
a special interest in the development of cures and spa 
treatment. Indeed, there is a specific branch within medical 
science devoted to the application of spa treatment 
balneology. Curiously, however, the history of medicine 
seldom considers cures and spa treatment. This programme of 
research thus includes developments in health care, in the 
science of medicine and the role of practitioners, 
particularly Claudia Huerkamp's Der Aufst1eg der Arzte im 19. 
Jabrbundert and for Bad Ems, Xoerchel' s D1e 'assau1schen 
Badellrzte in 1brer "i ssenscbaft 11 eben und pralrt1seben 
Tllt1glreit. 31) From the vast array of specialist literature 
on the practices of bathing in and drinking of mineral water 
Dietrich and Kaminer's Handbucb der Balneolog1e, ~d1zinscbe 
Kl1.wtolog1e und Balneotberap1e, Alfred Martin's MHistorical 
Sketch of Balneology· and DOre recently Amelung and Evers' 
Handbucb der ~der- und K11.abe11lrunde together with the many 
publications of the Federation of German Spas provide 
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detailed descriptions of the various forms of spa treatment. 
Interviews with spa doctors in Bad Bms, in particular those 
attached to the various clinics there, made sense of much of 
the rather technical specialist information. 
A cure, however, involves DJre than the application of spa 
remedies. It is a medically supervised period of treatment 
and recuperation spent away from home without confinement to 
either bed or hospital. Ioreover the cure-guest utilises the 
facilities and participates in the social activities provided 
by the spa. Thus an analysis of the cure in Germany requires 
more than a purely scientific approach - indeed the medical 
profession has increasingly become the focus for much broader 
discussions on aspects of health, illness and health care a 
wide ranging discussion of which may be found in Currer and 
Stacey's Concepts of Health, Illness and Dlsease32 ) Analyses 
and research conducted within the field of social and 
occupational medicine are especially relevant for this stUdy, 
in particular the contributions included in Blohmke et aI's 
Handbuch der Sbzial.edlzin. 
Obviously two hundred and fifty spas, visited annually by 
mllions of Germans, cannot be studied in their entirety. 
This is why I have decided to conduct a case study. The 
advantage of such a stUdy of the spa resort Bad Bus, is that 
it not only allows a narrow focus and detailed investigation 
but also provides the material for a DJre general assessment. 
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Again there is no social history of Bad Ems of this kind and 
the field is only just opening Up.33) However, the archival 
base was sufficiently promising with regard to Bad Ems to 
make a local case study appear to be viable. Sources were 
provided by the town's archives and spa administration. The 
archives house records of visitors in the form of Kurliste 
dating from the early 19th century as well as a complete 
library of books and articles on the spa's history. Local 
spa doctors have written extensively on the cure at Bad Ems 
and the works of Ludwig Spengler, Der Kurgast in Ems and 
Ferdinand Stemmler, Bad EE und seine Quellen have proved 
particularly useful. 34 ) Local historians have also provided 
valuable information on the last century especially Al bert 
Henche's Bad EE, Bausteine zu einer Ortslrunde, the many 
publications of Adolf Bach and the Kleine Chronik von Bad 
Ems by his daughter Gertrud. 3S ) The many visits to Bad Ems 
entailed much more than work in the archives. I also tried 
to gain a 'feel' for the place, and meeting the people who 
work, live and visit increased and enhanced my understanding 
of the town's development and problems. In other words. some 
of my evidence, especially in Chapter Six, relies on 
participant observation as a method of empirical social 
research. In analysing the social, cultural, economic and 
medical significance of cures in Germany particular emphasis 
is placed on the gradual extension of cures through the 
introduction and implementation of the statutory insurance 
schemes. 
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The study begins with a social and economic 
EllS until the end of the Second World War, 
social insurance guests were enjoying the 
history of Bad 
by whi ch ti me 
spa's mineral 
waters, fonerly the preserve of a Buropean e11 teo Here we 
shall therefore have to look at the changing sociology and 
economy of the town. Chapter Two analyses the development of 
cures as a provision of statutory social welfare measures, 
first introduced in the 1880' S. Legislative changes made 
over the following one hundred years contributed greatly to 
the 'democratisation' of cures in Germany. 
Chapter Three returns to Bad EllS after the Second World War 
and considers the impact of the social cure on the town. 
Once again the sociology and economic structure of the town 
will be considered along with decisions taken in the 
iJlEdiate post-war years concerning the future of the spa. 
The particular importance of spa doctors in Ems is analysed 
in the following chapter. Chapter Five continues the medical 
theBe and studies the practices and techniques of spa 
treat.ant ending with an analysis of the most recent 
research conducted wi thin the field of social medicine and 
leads on to the final chapter which considers the evolution 
of the doctor-patient relationship and presents a profile of 
the .oo.ern-day cure guest. The Conclusion will try to put 
our findings into a broader context of the development of 
German society and its welfare provision and culture. 
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These themes are inter-related and each reflects both 
continui ty and change wi thin German society and more 
specifically, as the title implies, within German spa culture 
and the welfare state. Each chapter deals with a specific 
aspect and the theme is approached chronologically, 
analysing the historical development of the spa, the cure, 
treatment and the medical practitioners. In this way the 
study tries to bring together previously fragmented research 
and thereby provide a cohesive framework wi thin which to 
examine the durability and popularity of cure-taking in 
Germany. 
Xy interest in this problem stems from my six years of 
employment with Butlin's Holidays which, when I did my first 
degree, encouraged me to study that organisation as an 
example of the industrialisation of holidays. Xy research at 
that time included the development of hOlidays and the advent 
of mass tourism, and began by looking at spas in this country 
and their steady decline in the nineteenth century. Xy 
interest in spas was reawakened when I moved to Germany and 
found to my surprise that spas had not only survived but that 
the waters were being taken by an astonishing number of 
Germans each year. I became fascinated by what then seemed 
to me to be a peculiarly German habit of spending a holiday 
drinking mineral water or bathing in thermal springs under 
the direction of a spa doctor. 
work had been done on the 
I discovered that very little 
social history of spas and 
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therefore decided to undertake a systematic research 
programme on this topic. After preliminary investigations it 
seemed that the best way to tackle the research would be to 
conduct a local study of a spa. I contemplated a number of 
the .any spas in the area but decided on Bad Ems because the 
archives there seemed to have the most complete records. The 
alDOSt total lack of any comprehensive research on the 
development of spas and the cure in Germany, particularly 
regarding their growth and success over the past fifty years, 
led me to pose a number of broader 
study will try to raise. 
questions which this 
How did the relatively early introduction of statutory health 
and welfare benefits affect cure-taking and what is the 
relationship between spas and the emergence of the welfare 
state in Germany? Does the popularity of cures and spa 
treatment represent a particular, even culturally specific, 
concern with health and illness? How far is this related to 
the influence of specific interest groups, for example, the 
medical profession? The aiD of this thesis is to examine 
such questions in the context of the hypothesis that the 
process of • deJlOcratisation' which cures have undergone in 
Germany has ensured the survival of resorts such as Bad Ems. 
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Bad EJIIS. since the Second World War part of the Rhineland 
Palatinate. lies in a narrow steeply-sided valley on the 
banks of the river Lahn. The town with its 11.000 
inhabitants consists of what were. until the last century. 
three separate centres: the village Ems to the west and the 
spa to the east on the right bank and the vi llage Spie~ on 
the left bank. 
Archaeological finds indicate a settlement at Ems dating from 
the Bronze Age. when the rich minerals and ore deposits were 
mined. The Romans established a garrison at Ems. mined 
precious .tals. in particular silver. and also used the 
therJlal mineral springs which rise approximately one mile 
froll the village; springs which were to become a centre of 
economic and social activity in the town. 
The village Ems, together with the surrounding forests and 
mines. beca. the property of the Gastor bishopric of Koblenz 
in the tenth century and remained so until 1803. The edicts 
of canon law necessitated the appointment of a lay governor, 
an office held in the 12th century by the House of lassau. 
In the centuries that followed lassau became increasingly 
powerful. ruling alone until the 15th century, for a short 
period jOintly with the House of Katzenelnbogen and finally. 
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from the late 15th century until the 19th, together with the 
House of Hesse. 
The oldest church in the Village, believed to have been built 
in the 12th century, was Roman Catholic until the 
Reformation. From the 16th to the second hal f of the 17th 
century there was nowhere for Catholics to worship, and when 
re-established the first chapel was sited in Spie2. The 
villagers of Ems farmed the land, cultivated wine and worked 
in the mines. In the 17th century the population was cut by 
two-thirds following the Thirty Years' War and a series of 
plagues and the village was described as "an agglomerate of 
miserable huts in which, at best, the cure-guests could leave 
their horses." 1 ) Very 11 ttle remains of the Village that 
pre-dates the 18th century, having suffered a number of fires 
in the late 17th and early 18th centuries. In 1712 all but 
three of the sixty houses burned down and the last serious 
fire, in 1720, "razed the church, the school house and a 
further 46 of the best houses to the ground. "::0 Despite 
these problems, the Village grew and the population increased 
and numbered 790 by 1823. The spa centre was considerably 
smaller, having a population of 409 in the same year. 3 ) It 
was described as relying wholly on visitors, with hotels and 
private houses providing accommodation for guests, shops 
offering a wide selection of luxury goods as well as cafes 
and restaurants for their amusement and relaxation. 
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At the beginning of the 19th century the bishopric in 
Koblenz lost the last of its rights to the nobles of lassau 
and Besse-Darmstadt and in 1815, as part of the Congress of 
Vienna Settlement, Bms became part of the newly created Duchy 
of lassau. In 1822 the village and spa were officially 
uni ted and there followed a period of peace and stability 
which lasted for nearly fifty years when the town benefited 
froll the centralised administration and government. The 
town's income and expenditure rose considerabl y under 
lassau's rule (see Table I), from which the spa profited more 
than the village, much being spent on strengthening the banks 
of the river, improving pavements, laying roads and drains 
etc. Streets in the spa were lighted and a lamp-watchman 
employed to -take care of the lanterns. M4 ) 
1803 
1813 
1825 
1835 
1845 
1855 
1864 
TABLE I 
llCOIB AID. EXPEIDIIURE 11. 
~ Ala 1800-1864 ~ Gulden) 
I Icon 
2,554 
4,570 
16,775 
22,657 
24,702 
29,237 
62,932 
BXPEIDITURB 
4,657 
4,802 
7,029 
17,711 
24,764 
24,953 
64,690 
SOURCH: Henche, A., Bad E~. Bausteine zu einer 
Qrtskunde (Bad Bms, 1927) pp.352-353. 
The 1830's witnessed a building boom in the spa centre, a new 
Kursaal was completed and many houses and pensions 
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constructed, increasing available accommodation to 1,630 
rooDS for rent by the end of the decadeS.) and to 3,000 by 
1860. 6 ) Permanent residents in the spa were predOminantly 
middle-class people who spoke High German,7) and by 1866 the 
population in the spa had risen to 1,733. EO:S 
Spiei, on the left bank of the Lahn opposite the spa centre, 
was part of Oberlahnstein until 1876 and was mainly farming 
land. In the 17th century a Catholic chapel was built -
belonging as it did to the Catholic Electorate in Kainz. In 
the 18th century there were approximately two hundred 
cOllJlUnicants, mainly farmers. 9) The 19th century saw plans 
to construct a church in SpieS, but this was eventually built 
in Ems in 1876 - the year that SpieS was ceded to Bad Ems. 
SpieS was linked to the spa centre in 1821 by a ship-bridge 
and by a permanent construction in 1857. From the first 
quarter of the 19th century the left bank of the Lahn was 
gradually developed to provide further accommodation for the 
growing number of guests visiting the spa and many villas and 
large houses were built. The railway line was laid on this 
side of the Lahn and the station sited in the centre in the 
village. 
The population grew in all three centres throughout the 19th 
century: from a combined total of 912 in 1818 to 6,791 by 
1905, and quickly became by far the largest of the seven 
cODJIUni ties in the area. In 1818 only 22% of the local 
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population lived in Bad Ems, but by 1871 55~ was concentrated 
there. (see Tables II and III) 
TABLE II 
POPULATIQI QE ~ EIa 
1818 
1830 
1640 
1850 
1664 
912 
1,666 
2,120 
2,411 
3,544 
1871 
1865 
1895 
1905 
1939 
5,464 
6,731 
6,222 
6,791 
7,726 
SOURCE; 1818-1853, Spengler, L.,Der Kurgast in Ems 
(Wetzlar, 1660) p.112. 
1864-1895, BOrsch, D., Die Kulturland-
scbaft an der unteren Labn Ph.D. thesis, 
University of Kainz, 1963, p.91. 
1905 & 1939, Statistisches Landesamt 
Rheinland-Pfalz, Die Bevolkerung der 
Gemeinden in Rbelnland-Pflaz 1815 bis 1980 
(Bad Bms, 1982) vol 299, pp.64 and 65. 
TABLE III 
POPULATIOI QE SiIiI COIlUIITIBS II 
~ EIa W.A. 
l.ala. 1835/46 lM.l. l.2mi 193.9.. 
BAD BE 912 2,551 5,464 6,791 7,726 
IASSAU 1,353 1,615 1,963 3,104 4,145 
DAUSBIAU 650 739 787 716 798 
FACDACH 248 437 760 709 751 
II EVBRI 328 525 735 817 799 
DBBRIHOF 240 324 295 270 376 
YBlliHR 353 438 444 388 460 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pflaz 
Die Bevolkerung der Gemeinden in 
Rbeinland-Pfalz 1815 bls 1980 
(Bad Ems, 1982) vol 299, pp.64 and 65. 
At the beginning of the 19th century the religious conviction 
in the community was overwhelmingly Evangelical with a small 
Catholic population of approximately 200 in 1840,lC') 
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representing under 8~. Over the next twenty-five years there 
was a large increase in the number of catholics, reaching 29~ 
by 1866 11 ) and more than 33~ by 1885. 12 ) The increase in the 
population and the growing number of visitors led to the 
construction of four new churches in the nineteenth century, 
one Catholic, one Bvange li cal , one English Church, and one 
Russian Orthodox, joining the two existing ones one 
Bvangelical and one catholic. The Jewish population also 
grew from the beginning of the century and a synagogue was 
opened in 1837. 
Despi te the official union of the Village and spa and its 
status as a town from 1863 there were considerable divisions 
between them. 
The narrowness of the valley, the exclusiveness of 
the spa's old traditions and the village's special 
economic position ... the social imbalance of 
interests and energies of the inhabitants, who have 
pursued their separate ways - of the cure and 
mning and agriculture - all this still forms ... a 
real demarcation line between the village and 
spa. 13) 
lany of the spa's amenities and entertainment facilities 
excluded the working population by warrant of price alone 
and, for example, waiters and servants were barred entry to 
the casino and games rooE. 14 ) By-laws forbade begging or 
touting in the spa centre or at the railway station as guests 
arrived and there were complaints about the beggars and 
prosti tutes attracted to the town by the weal thy visitors. 
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At the end of the 1820's the local vicar wrote to the 
regional government expressing deep concern over the 
·scandalous trade of iDDOral females, legalised by 
Koblenz· to be found in a house ·right on the street where 
chi ldren pass each day on their way to school.·' So) Spa 
director Hehl criticised the vicar as too narrow, and wrote 
of the ·mala necessaria in mundo· and pointed out that there 
was even a brothel in the home town of the bishop. The 
governEnt, anxious to avoid a public scandal, issued an 
order prohibiting soliciting on the streets and recommending 
regUlar .adical examinations for the prostitutes. The problem 
of • obtrusi ve beggars· caused the spa authori ties to "fear 
for the spa's reputation for public safety· in the 1850's'6), 
particularly for guests walking in the )(alberg woods, and 
whilst the number of thefts was reportedly down by 1859'7) 
six years later it was reported that ·with the increase in 
the number of visitors there has also been a rise in the 
number of frauds and cheats in Ems,·'B) 
Shops in the spa offered luxury goods at high prices. In 
the Jdd-18th century it was said that, ·Ems shop-keepers and 
business.en are still very expensive, only too often 
excessive prices are charged, particularly by tailors, which 
are 300~ higher than the normal price in larger towns,·'9) 
SOE people obviously prof! ted from employment generated by 
the spa's popularity, In the 1840's the Commissar reported 
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that ·even the poorest class of people in the area has an 
illportant source of income by providing donkey rides· and 
that the townsfolk had becOJlle Mdecidely lKJre refined" and 
less ·common ... in earlier times there were no sofas or other 
respectable furniture in any private house. low there is 
elegant furniture ... many new, beautiful houses ... and the old 
ones painted and made more pleasing to the eye. M20 ) 
levertheless, social stratification sharpened as, for 
eDlIPle, many of the traditional festivals of the village 
died out during the 19th century and their place was taken by 
social events in the spa Mwhich no longer, however, involved 
the whole co..unity.w21) 
The requireJllents of the spa even influenced decisions on 
education and when in 1846 the first intermediate school was 
being set up in the Village the application emphasi2ed that: 
In a spa as this, in which cure-guests from all 
countries and classes are concentrated, there 
appears to be a pressing need for all inhabitants 
who CODe into contact with visitors to have a wider 
education than would normally be necessary, namely 
to be competent enough in French and EngUsh so 
that they can co-.unicate with the cure-guests and 
fulfill their wishes. 22 ) 
It would appear that SOE inhabitants at least were quite 
happy to maintain the language barrier. Profits were 
increased by • 111 sunderstandingsM about which the guests 
complained. In the middle of the century the local 
comadssar wrote to the regional administration that, Mit is, 
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unfortunately, a well known fact, that foreign cure-guests 
who cannot speak German are often swindled by a large part of 
the inhabitants here, .23) as in the case of "an English 
family, charged 117 Thaler for a two-hour rest in a room at 
the hotel Stadt Wiesbaden.· 24 ) 
The general supervision of the town by a commissar - first 
appointed in 1810 - whose duties were extended in 1858 to 
cover the position of spa director, concerned the maintenance 
of public order and safety and more specifically the "removal 
of any disadvantageous influences· 2S ) which could spoil the 
pleasures enjoyed by visitors to the resort. And a 
succession of comadssars clearly pursued the interests of the 
spa throughout the 19th century. 
By the Did-nineteenth century the town was flourishing with 
its dual economic structure - mining and activities connected 
with spa treat.ent and the provision of cures. How did the 
socio-economic structure of the town develop? A census 
conducted in 1863, when Bad Bms was officially designated a 
town, reveals a total of 2,765 persons employed in the town 
(see Table IV), of which 1,536 were craftsmen and blue-collar 
workers and 1,229 white-collar workers, professionals and 
those employed in service industries, including 940 servants. 
Of the 1,300 miners only 174 lived in Bad Bms. Crafts such 
as smi tha, cartwrights and sadlers had declined since the 
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turn of the century - particularly since 1857 and the coming 
of the railway to Bad Bms - whilst Halong with public 
employees, there had been an increase in work connected with 
the cure as well as tailors, drivers and butchers. HZ6) 
Tradespeople in particular flourished with the increase of 
visitors and even in 1847 it was claimed that whereas 
Hearlier the inhabitants had to live more from agriculture 
and crafts, now the cure is the main business. HZ?) 
TABLE IV 
OCCUPATIONAL SIRUCTURB Q[ ~ EXSL ~ 
liners 
Servants 
Craftsmen 
Staff at Lodgings 
Shop Staff 
Innkeepers 
Farm Workers* 
Foremen at mines 
Staff at baths 
Butchers 
Teachers 
Doctors 
Clergy 
1,300 
940 
197 
124 
46 
43 
33 
24 
20 
20 
8 
7 
3 
2,765 
* of whom 29 also acted as coachmen 
SOURCE: based on Henche, A., Bad Ems. Bausteine zu einer 
Drtskunde (Bad Ems, 1927) p.93. 
Whilst employment during the 19th century relied increasingly 
on visitors to the spa, this was neither the sale means of 
income for the inhabitants nor were the financial ties such 
as to alter the social structure of the town fundamentally. 
As mentioned above, in the 19th century the village Ems, the 
spa and Spie8 were separate entities with diverse economic 
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bases - particularly the village and spa. And although the 
three centres grew and merged there was a "considerable 
difference in milieu"2e) between them. 
Until the Second World War mining around Ems also played an 
important role in the economic structure of the town. 
Xinerals and ore, particularly lead and silver, had been 
mined in Ems for centuries. By the 19th century Germany's 
rapid industrialisation and improved mining techniques 
resulted in a dramatic rise in mining and smelting activity 
in Ems which provided a considerable number of jobs and 
contributed to the town's economy. 
In the 18th century 10~ of tax-payers in Ems worked in the 
mines, although until the mid-nineteenth century the number 
employed in the industry never exceeded 300. 29 ) At the end 
of the 18th century the mines and smelting works came under 
the ownership of one company, Remy, Hofmann and Co., which 
later (1872) became a limited company, with members of the 
RellY family as major shareholders, AJrtiengesellschaft des 
E1ISer Blei- und Sil berl!ferJre. From the middle of the century 
until the end of the eighties the output of lead products 
rose, from 167 tons in 1850 to 5,952 tons by 1661,30) and the 
company recorded profits, in 1875 for example, of 1.65 
million Xarks. 31 ) In 1880 the mines and smelting works 
employed 1,634 workers. A fall in the price of metal, 
particularly zinc, at the end of the 1880' s brought about 
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redundancies and cuts in wages which together with the 
closure of one mine resulted in a fall in the number 
employed to 1,046 by 1894. 32 ) hny mine-workers travelled 
from distant villages to work, and up to the 1860' s more 
workers came from surrounding districts than from the town of 
Ems. For this reason the company built homes for workers in 
the Emsbach valley, creating the settlements of Fahnenberg, 
Eisenbach and Pfingstwiesen. In 1882 two-hundred and two 
homes were available, all but five of which were occupied. 33) 
Twel ve years later the number of available homes had been 
reduced and twenty were empty following the slump in the 
industry. As well as these homes the company provided 
dormitory accommodation in hostels for men staying overnight. 
In 1881 444 beds were available in eighty-six rooms, a number 
which had been reduced to 325 by 1894 and of which 142 were 
unused. 34) 
In 1866 the education of the mine-workers' children also 
became the concern of the company and a school room was set 
up for the fifty-four children of school age, for whom the 
walk to the Village of Ems, 1. 8 kilometres, was considered 
too far and too dangerous. A second room was opened in 1872, 
and in 1875 work began on a purpose-built school, completed 
in 1876. Lessons were given only to the children of mine-
workers and schooling was compulsory for all until the age of 
seventeen. In 1881 157 children attended the school.3S) 
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The company considered wages to be higher than average in 
Germany, "but not higher than they ought to be in the 
interest of the worker and, therefore, in the interest of the 
company. "3ED 
faDil1es were, 
indeed at some 
And although the mine-workers and their 
in the main, accommodated outside the town, 
distance from the spa centre, there is 
evidence that important economic links existed between them. 
Whilst meals were provided for workers in the hostels, all 
other needs were catered for by the shops in Bad Ems. With 
so many workers this must have accounted for a considerable 
amount of business, particularly in the village, and the 
setting up of a Consu1IIVerein (co-operative store) in 1875 
gave rise to a certain amount of friction between the mining 
community and local shopkeepers. Trade with the workers and 
their families had to a great extent been conducted on a 
credi t basis, which meant that they were often heavily in 
debt to local tradespeople. The success of the co-operative 
was, therefore, dependent to a large extent on loosening 
these financial ties. The company complained that the system 
of obtaining goods on credit in the town, "with all its 
harmful effects, had developed to a high degree here because 
of the cure industry."37) However, such credit transactions 
were not a specific feature of a spa town, but rather of the 
predicament of many low-paid workers. 
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The company reported resistance to the scheme in the early 
years caused, it was claimed, by "the mistrust harboured by 
workers towards the co-operative [which] was fueled by local 
tradespeople, who feared competition. "3E1) "Adverse propaganda 
by commercial interests in the town·,·3~) consisted mainly of 
threatening the immediate calling in of all debts should a 
worker join the scheme. And it would appear that these were 
not idle threats since the company soon had to introduce a 
system of loans in order to free workers from their 
obligations to local tradespeople. 
In the first year only thirty-nine white-collar and thirty-
four blue-collar workers joined the scheme. One year later 
the total was 233, and following the introduction of the 
system of loans in 1878 , membership rose to 429. In 1877 
the co-operative opened its own bakery, and produced such 
cheap bread that shops in the town were forced to reduce 
their prices in order to compete. The original plan was to 
sell only to mine-workers and their families, but townsfolk 
soon came, much to the chagrin of local shop-keepers, and in 
1882 the co-operative officially changed its policy to allow 
anyone to join the scheme. In 1882 42% of sales were to non-
mine-workers. 40) The range of goods was quickly expanded, 
·above all because the tradespeople [in the town] were 
unfriendly towards co-op members who only bought the odd item 
froll them .• 41 ) The store stocked wine, and in 1880 a 
shoe_ker was employed. All this would clearly have been 
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extremely unpopular with the trades people of Bad Ems and may 
well have heightened existing misgivings concerning the mines 
and their effect on the town's springs at a time when the spa 
had beco.e one of Burope's most fashionable and popular 
resorts. 
Tensions between the town's two main sources of income became 
public during a long-lasting dispute over the mineral 
springs which began in the 1880' s. The spa authorities, 
concerned by a deterioration in the quality and quantity of 
the springs, called for an investigation into the effects of 
lUning activity particularly on the rate of flow, which had 
begun to falli one spring, the Kr§ncben, had fallen from 2.5 
cubic metres per minute in 0.8 by 1879. The State Geological 
Depart.nt· s report, published in 1883, studied one mine in 
particular, the Ie uboffnung, where excavations were begun in 
1865. It found no evidence of a connection between mining 
activity there and the decline in the springs, and 
recollJllBnded relaying and repairing the ducts of the mineral 
water springs. Some work had already been carried out in 
1880 and a temporary improvement registered in the flow 
rate. However, the report was not accepted as conclusive by 
the spa authorities and despite its emphasis on the economic 
iJlpDrtance of the mines the 'euhoffnung was shut down in 
1882. Closure of the Dine was ordered by the Prussian Spring 
Authori ty which applied a Royal Decree of the Kingdom of 
Jassau (1860) that forbade any undertaking in the vicinity 
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of the mineral springs unless it was, -beyond all doubt that 
such work did not damage the springs. 114;2) The loss of the 
mine, made worse by the fall in metal prices, resulted in 
wage cuts and unemployment and it was not until the 
twentieth century that production increased. The closure 
of the 'euboffnung mine has been seen as the start of the 
decline of the mining industry in Ems,43) however it is more 
significant as the first official clash between the spa and 
the mnes. 
Despite the closure of the Neuboffnung mine the flow rate of 
the springs continued to decline and subsequent 
investigations established that the whole system had been 
damaged by increased building activity in the town. Work was 
undertaken to remedy this by modernising the ductsj 
nevertheless, the suspicion remained that the mines were to 
blame. Subsequent applications for the re-opening of the 
'euboffnung mi ne were rej ected until 1909, when the duct 
system had been completely repaired, on the groundS that this 
could damage the springs. 
By 1910 the mines and smelting works at Bms were producing 
3.5~ of German demand and by 1913 employed more than 700 men. 
The country's need for metals, particularly during the First 
World War, resulted in a shift in favour of mining activity 
and antagonisms did not flare up again until 1923 when an 
application was made to sink the Neuboffnung mine to a deeper 
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level. There followed a profusion of "expert" studies, few 
conducted by disinterested parties, and accusations and 
denials flew between the spa authorities and the mining 
company. The most neutral report stems from the lational 
Geographical Office which investigated the claim that mining 
activity in Ems was responSible for the poor flow rate of the 
mineral springs. The spa administration's report blamed the 
mines and the mining company and regional mines office blamed 
the duct system and the recent construction of a weir down 
river from the spa. The reports were collected together and 
published in 1929. The findings were inconclusive, that is 
to say each report claimed to have found incontrovertible 
proof to support their own case. The result of the 
conflicting evidence and wider economic reqUirements was that 
no decision was taken on the future of the mines. 
During lational Socialism mining activity increased. 
Germany's need for raw materials and the reqUirements of the 
armaJlents industry made the mines more important and no 
further clashes between the two industries occurred. In 1933 
639 men were employed in the mines, and by 1940, 936. Over 
the same period output of zinc in one mine alone rose from 
12,707 tons to 16,024,44) and overall production by 20~. 
The mines continued to produce until January 1945 when 
electrici ty failed and the mines were flooded. After the 
Second World War it was considered too costly to put the 
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mines in order. and the majority of the men employed had to 
find alternative work. 
Both mining and cure-taking had co-existed happily for the 
_jor part of their history and antagonisms arose with the 
development of each sector into an industry. During the two 
World Wars national requirements of raw materials resulted in 
rises in output and employment in the mining industry. 
however in the long run it was the spa which survived. At 
the beginning of this century it was already the case that. 
Ems possesses no manufacturing industry besides the 
considerable establishments of a lead and s11 ver 
.une ... some inhabitants are farmers but most of 
theJl depend on such branches of industry as are 
connected with the use of the hot springs. 4S ) 
The hotels. inns. caf~s. bathing houses and the spa treatment 
centre provided a considerable amount of employment. In the 
19th century much of this would have been seasonal and this 
partly explains the persistence of the dual structure. One 
small but profitable industry did. however. operate during 
the winter months - the bottling of Ems water and the 
production of Easer Pastl11en. In the 18th century the town 
was already exporting "many thousands of pitchers of Ems 
waterU6 ) and in 1781 it was recorded that 20.000 pitchers 
were sent by river allover Germany.47) By the turn of the 
this century t three and a quarter mi 11i on bottles of Ems 
water were produced and "exported in large quanti ties. even 
to Rio de Janeiro in South America. "48) 
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In the Diddle of the last century production also began of 
E1lISer Pasti 11 en. A group of French businessmen from Vichy 
first applied for a licence to produce such pastilles in 1850 
but were turned down in favour of a proposal put forward by 
three local men, HaBlacher, a steward, Dr. Spengler, a spa 
doctor and Weber, a local pharmacist. The first pastilles, 
recoJlJlended to alleviate all forms of catarrh, appeared in 
1858 and were advertised in the Kurliste. The pastilles were 
.ade at HaQlacher's home using water from one of the mineral 
springs, boiled up in kettles together with sugar and a 
binding agent. The Ha81acher children made the boxes, lined 
the. with tissue paper and packed the pastilles, giving the 
dosage in three languages. Soon demand was so great that the 
children could not cope and a woman was employed during the 
winter lIOnths. "Sales rose so rapidly that earnings were 
soon greater fro. the pastilles than from the water and 
treatments at the pump rooms."49) In 1862 22,193 boxes were 
sold and by 1868 sales had risen to 66,199. 60 ) 
Towards the end of the sixties, when Bad Ems had come under 
Prusslan adJlinistration, Weber began to produce a rival 
brand of pastilles using the Konig ~ilbelm Felsenquellen 
.1neral spring water. For forty years the two manufacturers 
competed, at times acrimoniously, "in a small, costly war, 
wi th reports, analyses and experts" S1 ) each attempting to 
discredit the other. The pastilles were very similar in 
appearance - both oval and stamped with the word E1lIS - only 
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close inspection of the boxes could determine any difference. 
The popularity of the pastilles was, however, such as to 
accommodate the rivals and it was not until a further 
producer entered the scene at the beginning of the 20th 
century that the local authority intervened. Following an 
inquiry the Felsenquelle company sold up, and the most recent 
pastille producer, son of the spa director, bankrupted. A 
new spa director had to be installed who set about improving 
the production process. In 1907 the pastilles were given a 
new trademark, and production reached 60,000 packets per 
annum. 52) The range of products was gradually increased, and 
following a period of low production during the First World 
War caused by a lack of necessary materials, reached sales of 
half a million packets by 1931 and over one million by 
1938. 53 ) 
So far we have concentrated on the inhabitants of Bad Ems. 
The employment structure has already given some indication of 
the peculiarity of the spa - the gradual focus on and concern 
with the provision of services for visitors. low the guests 
and their impact on the town will be considered. 
PiJllott54 ) identified three main factors in the development 
of a fashionable resort in England in the eighteenth century: 
-the approval of the medical profession, Court patronage, and 
local enterprise, .55) all of which played a vital role a 
century later in Bad Ems. Before considering the qualitative 
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aspects behind visits to spas in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, the following section will first look at 
the quantitative data provided by lists of guests, drawn up 
and published in Bad Ems, which, between 1857 and the First 
World War, included the home town/nationality, title and/or 
profession of guests. Table V shows the number of cures 
taken at Bad Ems between 1817, the first year that the 
Kurlist was published, and 1856; Table VI guests between 1857 
and 1914, broken down into foreign and German cure-takers. 
Research is in progress in Germany66) compiling an analysis 
of this pre-1914 information, and preliminary work on the 
male visitors shows an increase in visits of the nobi li ty 
from 110 in 1838 to 125 in 1886 and then a fall to 58 by 
1902. Xen with the title "von" increased from 74 in 1838 to 
161 in 1886, and again their numbers fall by 1902 to 85. 
1817 
1616 
1619 
1820 
1821 
1822 
1823 
1624 
1825 
1826 
652 
817 
872 
954 
1,171 
1,343 
1,192 
1,140 
1,566 
1,601 
1827 
1828 
1829 
1830 
1831 
1632 
1833 
1634 
1835 
1836 
TABLE V 
1,536 
1,561 
1 966 
2,413 
2,260 
2,527 
2,940 
3,306 
2,810 
3,038 
1837 
1838 
1839 
1840 
1841 
1842 
1643 
1844 
1845 
1846 
3,071 
3,489 
4,556 
5,225 
4,912 
3,805 
3,895 
4,210 
4,590 
4,303 
1847 
1848 
1849 
1850 
1851 
1852 
1853 
1854 
1855 
1856 
4,535 
2,166 
3,732 
5,346 
5,306 
5,161 
5,124 
5,063 
5,595 
6,358 
SOURCB: Kotz, G., "Besucherzahlen des Emser Bades im 19. und 
20. Jahrhundert" in Nassauische Annalen vol 82. 
(Wiesbaden, 1971>, p.371. 
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TABLE VI 
GUESTS AI. BAll BlIS. la5..'L :tiJ. l2.il. 
IEAi GBRIlI FORBIGI IQIAk IEAi GERIAI FORBIGI IQIAl 
1657 
1658 
1659 
1660 
1661 
1662 
1663 
1664 
1665 
1866 
1667 
1668 
1869 
1670 
1671 
1872 
1673 
1674 
1675 
1676 
1677 
1678 
1679 
1660 
1661 
1662 
1663 
1684 
1865 
3,099 
2,432 
2,427 
3,058 
3,309 
4,177 
3,994 
4,333 
4,664 
2,043 
6,497 
5,714 
5,401 
4,318 
7,637 
7,208 
5,395 
6,017 
6,525 
5,797 
5,651 
5,671 
6,377 
6,534 
6,299 
6,302 
6,794 
6,685 
6,653 
3,513 
3,659 
2,723 
3,347 
3,712 
2,922 
3,441 
3,186 
3,172 
1,063 
3,316 
5,037 
4,904 
2,626 
4,095 
4,243 
4,760 
3,726 
3,447 
3,114 
2,327 
2,516 
2,612 
2,952 
2,932 
2,992 
2,725 
2,792 
2,751 
6,612 
6,091 
5,150 
6,405 
7,021 
7,099 
7,435 
7,519 
7,636 
3,106 
9,613 
10,751 
10,305 
7,144 
11,732 
11,451 
10,155 
9,745 
9,972 
6,911 
6,176 
6,169 
9,189 
9,486 
9,231 
9,294 
9,519 
9,477 
9,404 
1866 
1867 
1868 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1696 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1906 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
6,945 
7,939 
7,293 
6,846 
7,759 
7,126 
6,973 
6,754 
6,865 
7,299 
6,960 
7,369 
8,553 
8,410 
8,554 
8,071 
7,555 
7,420 
7,549 
8,212 
8,630 
6,715 
8,620 
6,469 
6,288 
6,132 
7,311 
7,915 
5,379 
2,928 
2,613 
2,540 
2,388 
2,829 
2,594 
2,504 
2,227 
2,609 
2,962 
2,423 
2,500 
2,608 
2,803 
2,931 
2,744 
2,676 
2,544 
2,236 
2,440 
2,609 
2,933 
2,679 
2,771 
2,766 
2,724 
2,692 
2,792 
1,605 
9,673 
10,752 
9,633 
9,234 
10,566 
9,722 
9,477 
6,981 
9,474 
10,261 
9,403 
9,889 
11,161 
11,213 
11,485 
10,815 
10,231 
9,964 
9,787 
10,652 
11,239 
11,648 
11,299 
11,240 
11,076 
10,856 
10,003 
10,707 
7,164 
SOURCE: 1657-1699: Kotz, G., MBesucherzahlen des Emser Eades 
1m 19. und 20. JahrhundertM 1n Na~uiscbe Annalen, 
vol 82, (Wiesbaden, 1971); 
1900-1914: in Blllaudelle , K. (ed.), Die latur- und 
Kulturlandschaft von Bad Ems (Bad Ems, 1979) 
pp.153-154. 
Throughout the sixty-four years between 1838 and 1902 
businessEn made up the largest category, representing a 
steady 20~ of all male visitors for whom a title or 
profession was recorded. Over the same period the number of 
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factory owners increased from less than 1~ to more than 5~, 
teachers from 0.7% to 3.3~ and Angestellte from 0.7~ to 2.6~. 
The percentage of public servants <including those employed 
by the post and railways, but not doctors, teachers, 
engineers, clerics or artists), fell from over 10% to 6%, and 
there were fewer military officers by 1902, 1.9% compared 
with 10.9% in 1838. The percentage of those on private 
incomes, pensioners and property owners also fell, from 12% 
in 1838 to 9.5% by 1902. The professions - doctors, 
dentists, pharmacists, lawyers, university professors, 
members of parliament, consuls, senators and diplomats were 
always represented, and whilst some male guests registered as 
workmen, in 1838 of the five so listed three were 
hairdressers and two watch-makers, and included in the 
fourteen in 1902 there were goldsmiths and furriers - highly 
skilled workers. 
Graph I illustrates the steady increase of guests during the 
19th century which encouraged a building boom and 
improvements to facilities in order to provide suitable 
accoJlllOdation and entertainment for "sovereigns and other 
eXlll ted personages who annually visit ... among who [sic] are 
the Bmperor and Bmpress of Russia, the King of Hanover 
etc. ,"57) as well as the "artists, scholars, mil! tary and 
well-off private citizens,"SS) who came to take the waters at 
Bms. 
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The cosmopolitan character of European upper class society in 
the 19th century is demonstrated by the guests visiting Bad 
Ems, who came from far and wide. In 1857 there were actually 
more guests from overseas - 3,580, from eleven countries -
than Germans - 3,099, and in the 1860's Bad Ems was 
described as: 
... the crown of Rhine spa life. Every year she 
decorates herself with new jewels. Ems has become 
the rendezvous for the powerful in this world. 
Emperors, kings, princes and the ruling nobility 
gather together here every season in their 
d02ens. .. In Bad Ems those without a crown are of 
no importance ... the Tzar of Russia appears with his 
entourage of one hundred... Amongst spas in this 
area Ems always has the most excellent public ... one 
will always find the best society there. s9 ) 
Graph II shows the number of German and foreign guests from 
1857 onwards and graphs III to VII analyse these data further 
according to specific nationalities. Apart from Austria-
Hungary, all the great powers of the nineteenth century were 
represented at Bad Ems. Conversely, their absences reflect 
domestic or international crises, especially military 
conflicts and wars most drastically when Germany was 
directly involved, as in the case of France from 1870 
onwards. Before the 1870 war between France and Prussia the 
French were the largest group visiting Bad Ems; they even had 
their own newspaper - Late et les bards du Rhin. The 
provision of foreign newspapers in the Kursaal reading room 
in general reflects the increase and variety of guests from 
abroad ; as well as ten German papers there were six French 
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in 1832, by 1847 there were fourteen German, eight French, 
three English, one Dutch, one Italian and one Russian60 ), and 
fifteen German, ten French, four English, one Dutch, four 
Russian, two Austrian and two Belgian by 1881. 61:. The 
international flavour of the resort was also reflected in the 
names of the leading hotels - Prinz von Vales, Pariser Hof, 
Englischer Hot, SChloE Balmoral and Russischer Hof. 62 ) 
The tables and graphs also provide the background material 
for considerations of a qualitative naturej Why did Europe's 
e11 te choose to visit a spa and why in particular Bad Ems? 
How did they behave during their stay and what was their 
attitude towards the cure? 
As Pimlott pointed out, there were a number of reasons for 
taking a cure "and amongst them health and pleasure are not 
easily disentangled."63) Medical opinion, or rather medical 
recommendation undoubtedly played a vital role in attracting 
visitors to spas. During the 19th century in Bad Ems alone 
fifty-six publications appeared extolling the efficacy of the 
local mineral waters and exhorting the wide range of 
entertainment facilities, regarded increasingly as essential 
for relaxation and, therefore, for the success of a cure. 
This shift in emphasis occurred at the same time as, or was 
perhaps the result of, a growing awareness of and attraction 
to nature as industrialisation gathered pace and large cities 
became less hospitable, particularly during the summer. This 
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combination encouraged the leisure classes to undertake 
journeys into the countryside and since spas were already 
well established as attractive pleasure resorts they would 
have been natural centres for such excursions. 
Bad Ems was well prepared for the increase in popularity of 
spas; it also benefited from the wealth in the Rhineland 
accumulated through industrialisation, from its geographical 
location - being close to the Rhine so loved by the Romantics 
- and from the type of cure available, predominantly the 
drinking cure which was infinitely more suited to the leisure 
classes. As the nineteenth century progressed, taking the 
waters became an essential part of the yearly round of social 
activities and Bad Ems responded by expanding and improving 
its entertainment facilities. In short, there was not merely 
a medical side to a stay at Bad Ems. One hoped to enjoy the 
social 11fe of the town, with its theatre, concert room, 
gaBes rooms and cafes. One wanted to see and be seen at the 
weekly balls, often in fancy dress, attending the symphony 
concerts or 
Jenny Lind, 
Offenbach. 
reci tals featuring celebrities such as Liszt, 
Henriette Sontag, Clara Schumann and Jacques 
Bad Ems provided opportunities for hunting, 
shooting and fishing; there were tennis courts and crocquet 
lawns, boat trips on the river, donkey rides in the 
surrounding countryside as well as firework displays, a 
flower festival and an annual rowing regatta. 
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The visits of Wilhelm I, who became Kaiser of a unified 
Germany, undoubtedly acted as a magnet in attracting guests 
to Bad Ems, visits which began in 1859 and from 1867 became 
an annual event for almost twenty years until his death. And 
whilst accounts of his stay in Bad Ems present a picture of a 
rather remote man, the conventions of and constraints on 19th 
century SOCiety dictated exactly such behaviour. He was said 
to work "until midday ... and only then taking a short walk 
along the promenade. In the afternoon he worked again from 
three until five or six, sometimes even longer. He enjoyed 
speaking to acquaintances on the promenade, always amiable, 
sometimes telling a friendly joke, totally natural without 
stiffness or airs, but never other than royal."64) Simply to 
glimpse the great man wearing civilian clothes (the only time 
he appeared in public out of uniform) and later recount this, 
f1 ts perfectly with the predOminant concern of guests for 
status and recognition: "One had to have been to this 
fashionable spa if one belonged to high society. "GS) 
How then did guests spend their time at Bad Ems? The main 
body of 11 terature on cures there presents a somewhat one-
sided view, concentrating on the medical benefits and 
curative properties of the local mineral springs rather than 
the social activities of guests. 
Diaries written by some of the famous visitors to Bad Ems in 
the nineteenth century, such as Ferdinand Delacraix, Richard 
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Wagner, Paul Heyse and Fyodor Dostoevski record contentment 
with the resort and, with the exception of Wagner, successful 
cures. Each was less satisfied with his fellow guests. 
Delacroix, who went to Ems in 1850, described the guests 
promenading with -painted faces, whether middle-class or 
aristocracy ... they are all marionettes. _e.6) And Paul Heyse 
the novelist, immensely popular in his day, was so disturbed 
by autograph hunters during his cure in 1897 that he was 
soon obliged to take the waters at -unconventional hours in 
the pump rooms- to avoid his fans. 67) Dostoevski, who took 
the waters on a number of occasions complained about the town 
and its inhabitants especially the "unscrupulous pursuit of 
prof! t in Ems where one is charged three times the real 
price.- 69) He was very fond of the surrounding countryside 
but disturbed that the hillside paths were "over-run" with 
people. e.,) 
lot only have the diaries of the famous survived, but also of 
less enl ted guests: one wri tten in 1886, recently 
reproduced by the local history society in Bad Ems,70) gives 
a detailed account of a cure at Bad Ems in the last century. 
Seventeen year old George Becker came with his mother to take 
the waters at Ems in the summer of 1886 and wrote down his 
experiences. They had travelled by train from a small town 
in Bast Prussia and stayed for a three week cure in an hotel 
near the railway station. On their first day in Bad Ems, 
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having risen at 6.30.a.m. and before visiting a doctor, they 
.. went straight away to the pump rooms, tasted a glass of 
Krancben and promenaded for a whUe as the cure orchestra 
played." On his first morning in Bad Ems George was greatly 
exci ted when he caught a glimpse of the Kaiser, and "of 
course we tried to follow him everywhere, we could not see 
enough of him." 
At the pump rooms the Beckers purchased drinking cards, which 
allowed unlimited use of all the Imperial springs, and 
numbered tags were issued to be attached to their glasses; 
"my beaker is very small, whi ch does not bother me" - a 
beaker which he retained for the duration of his stay. After 
lunch on the first day, for which guests dressed, much to the 
surprise and annoyance of George, who commented wryly that he 
·would have to get used to it", the Beckers went to consult 
the spa doctor, by the name of Panthel. They were 
·courteously received" and George's throat was examined by 
Panthel, ·complimenting me several times on my abUi ty to 
open my mouth, and prescribed two to three beakers of 
Krancben each morning. Gargling and inhaling for a quarter 
of an hour ... another beaker in the afternoon. Furthermore, 
to follow a diet, no beer, no red fruit, no fat or acid food, 
to keep warm and never eat too much." George's appetising 
accounts of the meals he consumed during his stay would seem 
to indicate that this last piece of advice was not adhered to 
too strictly, for example on Friday 23rd July, "Filet sauteau 
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vin de Jlad~re, an excellent dish with mushrooms and 
everything good." 
Frau Becker, ordered to drink Kaiser spring water and bathe 
every second or third day, and her son began their cures that 
very afternoon. George found the gargling cabinet "highly 
original" albeit that the noise was "dreadful when hearing it 
for the first tiDe." Inhaling, by contrast, was "much nicer 
and lIIOre refined; there one sits ... and inhales a spray of 
lukewarm mineral water. One wears a napkin around the neck 
and a huge rubber apron, so that one does not get dirty." 
The Beckers enjoyed taking walks, especially in the park and 
listening to the band which played "beautifully" mornings and 
afternoons. They soon made the acquaintance of their fellow 
residents, George being particularly interested in some 
French guests (he tried to learn some "vocabulary") and a 
gentleman froll Singapore. Their free time was spent in 
caf~s, walking, listening to concerts and, like many other 
guests, Kaiser-watching. George decribes an occasion when, 
"IIIlny people were standing in front of the window ... who 
wanted nothing lIIOre in life than to see the Kaiser, but only 
got a glimpse of the tip of his nose." Such was their 
interest in the Kaiser that upon his departure from Bad Ems 
they "illllll9diately repaired to have a look at his apartment. 
It was settled, at a price, and was of course very 
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interesting for me... I took a rose as a souvenir. 
sat in his study chair. A 
I also 
George especially enjoyed sightseeing trips, by coach or by 
train, and visited nearby villages and beauty spots. His 
JIOst memorable and exciting trip being one to see the Rhine 
for the first time, an event which led him to write many 
pages in his diary, describing the occasion as "the most 
wonderful memory of my first journey in the ReichA. 
When not travelling, and after having drunk of, or bathed in, 
the mineral springs, the Beckers regularly visited cafes in 
the afternoon, being especially fond of the cafe in the 
KurgarteD. In the evening they would - weather permitting -
take a stroll, go to a concert: "Tonight we found a potpourri 
froJl Tannhauser particularly good": they went to the 
theatre, watched a fire-work display or attended the weekly 
ball - the R~UDioD, -that is to say, to watch. I did, 
however, wonder at the poor quality of the dancing there.-
Towards the end of their stay George records that they were 
running short of money and that his mother had to send home 
for more, which arrived by return, which was Ablissful A. 
Since Herr Becker owned a factory there was presumably never 
any real financial problem, and even when money was short 
JIOther and son continued to enjoy themselves at the theatre 
and dining table. 
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George makes little mention of his health, but judging by his 
appetite and the increasing length of his walks, he very soon 
felt better. His mother on the other hand, appears to have 
had less success and George reported that she was still 
having "difficulties" on longer walks at the end of their 
stay. 
Becker's diary has been cited at some length as a good 
illustration of the relative freedom enjoyed by guests in the 
second half of the 19th century. Spa life in the last 
century at Bad Ems, as previously in England, involved "the 
art of being ill", that of being either "socially sick" or a 
"sick socialite": 71 and for those "being faintly ill as a 
social art and grace, the rules of etiquette and procedure 
governing the day were rigid ... rules which remained 
remarkably constant from spa to spa whether in England or in 
Europe. "72) 
Rigorous rules were also laid down for a successful cure, 
rules which at times clashed with the equally rigorous 
conventi ons governi ng beha vi our. Such rules included 
drinking the mineral waters, but it would appear that for 
salle guests at Bad Ems there was more to their visit than 
simply improving their health. A leading doctor in Bad Ems, 
Ludwig Spengler, wri ting in 1860 gave both advice on the 
cure in Bms and commented on current spa life in Der Kurgast 
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in Ems and his views give some insight into the behaviour and 
attitude of cure-guests. 73 ) 
Spengler railed against the followers of fashion who went "to 
drink at the springs dressed as though attending a 
ball ... tightly corseted". He audaciously questioned the 
custom of ·greeting by raising one's hat, [i tJ should be 
forbidden by the authorities; it goes against all the rules 
of a cure to bare a sweating head ... There are spas (Karlsbad 
and Bad Bertrich), where such greetings are forbidden by 
doctors and a military salute is given instead." However, 
despite his recommendation, gentlemen continued to bow rather 
to the rules of good society than those of the cure in Bad 
EllS. 
Little of the wide-ranging entertainment programme, so 
central in the success of the resort, gained Spengler's 
approval; ·billards, dominos, chess, whist and L'hombre are 
calm games and welcomed" and the daily concerts, held in the 
pump rooms or spa gardens were highly recommended. lot so 
dancing, ·which can only be permitted wi thin very narrow 
limits ... such pleasures as the waltz, the gallop, the polka 
etc. ,being dangerous ones!· In fact all entertainment held 
in the evening was condemned, which was unlikely to find a 
posi ti ve response from members of a social class who spent 
their evenings pursuing acti vi ties which were "communal-
dancing, music, gambling, conversation ...• 74) 
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If the cure was to succeed, Spengler maintained, "it needs 
above all a strong will to curb one's passion as well as 
limit one's melancholy, and one must overcome all excitement 
in the sexual sphere for the duration of the cure." 
The extent of such 'exci tement' during a stay at a spa in 
the previous century is difficult to assess. As we have 
already seen, spas were centres for relaxation and 
amusement, meeting places for a cosmopolitan elite. In such 
an atmosphere cure-guests got to know people and made 
friends both with members of their own and the opposite sex. 
Indeed, ·some love-affairs and some celebrated romances began 
there. It would by no means be an exaggeration to see many 
spas. .. as 'IIlrriage markets' in the last century - they 
were." 76) The social life which surrounded a cure provided 
ideal opportunities to find a sui table partner. It would 
appear, however, that such relationships did not always 
result in matrimony, nor were they formed for that purpose. 
The rules and conventions governing 19th century society's 
conduct were rigid although it would seem that they were not 
always adhered to strictly. To appear to conduct one's life 
in accordance with social norms was, in the main, enough to 
satisfy the ever-critical company assembled at the spa - at 
least if you were a man. Rules governing the behaviour of 
women were, however, more rigid and any deviancy more likely 
to be condemed. Historical evidence regarding the sexual 
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behaviour of guests is especially subjective, reflecting 
dominant attitudes and opinions. This must be emphasized 
when considering the few references to the sexual conduct 
of cure-guests in the last century which have been found. 
They are, without exception, written by men and confined to 
comments, mainly 'humourous', concerning the conduct of 
female cure-guests. 
Many spas in Germany, and elsewhere in Europe, recommended a 
cure for sterility in women. Bad Ems, for example, 
·originally enjoyed the reputation of having the power to 
bless barren women with male offspringj later this power was 
ascribed to but one spring, the so-called 'Bubenquelle'." 76) 
And it is in connection with such springs that references to 
sexual activity are made. The Bubenquelle at Ems, "that 
famous spring which drew a number of young women to Ems·, was 
also ·maligned· by those who, ·unfairly want to credit the 
cl1J11lte and the officers of the neighbouring garrison with 
success. .. Only the spa doctors know what is a miracle and 
what is achieved by nature, but they are also discrete and do 
not speak about it. II 77) In France too " ... the waters of 
Forges [in lormandyl continued to draw hundreds of barren 
wives. According to the author of Les Divertissements de 
FOTges (1668) all of them expected to return home fertilej 
and the usual malign gossip said that their chances of doing 
so were strengthened by the attention of the local 
gallants. 117&1) 
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Baden in Switzerland was also credited with the power to 
cure barrenness and again it was said that, "women who 
recovered their fertility had been CUCkolding their 
husbands.· 79> Or in more polite terms, "some husbands sent 
their wives ... because the new generation had failed to 
appear. It helped in many cases. Those concerned, however, 
remained silent as to whether success lay in the water, the 
'spirit of the springs' or the attentions of gallants." eO ) 
These accounts, written by men and, therefore, expressing 
their values and attitudes are part of that "writing of 
modern history [which] has resulted in a viewpoint that is 
nothing short of that of a stag party".Sl) The sexual 
behaviour of cure-guests in the 19th century was ignored with 
regard to men and treated as a joke at the expense of women. 
Whether and how attitudes and/or behaviour changed in this 
century will be considered in Chapter Six. 
Xeal times were important opportunities to meet, see and be 
seen and Spengler commented ruefully that some guests came 
·not for the healing springs but rather for the food." He 
complained that guests rose and retired late and asked, "how 
can the springs help when the cure guest lies in bed until 10 
o'clock in the morning. roves around till late in the night, 
sits at the gaming table and lounges on a sofa instead of 
taking a walk in the fresh air?" 
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Gambling, predictably, found no favour with Spengler who 
described it as -one of the passions, the most dangerous 
poison for cure-guests; and the most detestable passion of 
all rules at the green baize tables. In rooms full of 
people, where the air is poisoned by the sweat of excited 
gamblers, cure-guests sit amidst great tension for hours on 
end. -
There had been a galling room in Ems since the 18th century, 
where guests played billards, card and board games and 
lotteries were held. A succession of mainly French private 
businessmen ran the casino as leaseholders until the middle 
of the 19th century. Under the management of Huyn the 
facilities were extended and improved, so that separate 
billiard and gambling rooms were built. There were concerts 
on Sundays, dances were held, one could drink tea in the 
afternoon indeed -it was more the centre for social life than 
a straightforward casino-. 84 ) 
In 1834 the former manager of the casino at Baden-Baden, 
Chabert, took over in Ems and business flourished. The 
profits earned were such that Chabert could afford to give 
large sums of DIlney towards the cost of building a new 
Kursaal as well as donations for the construction of a river 
wall and colonnade. The casino opened daily and offered 
the games of faro from 11.30 until lunch, trente et quarante 
froll 4. p. m. onwards, and both before and after the evening 
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Sunday was the most popular day for 
gambling, and roulette could be played all day. The closure 
of casinos in France in 1839 resulted in a rise in the 
number of French visitors who, together with the many guests 
from both Germany and the rest of Europe, gambled in the 
ornate Jfar1l«Jrsaal in the new Kursaal completed in that same 
year. 
The casino was temporarily closed in 1849, on orders of the 
Frankfurt Parliament, soon to reopen and attract ever more 
guests. In 1856 a limited company was set up, Gesellschaft 
ZUJI Betriebe des Cur-EtablisseJllents in den Badeorten 
Viesbaden und E.s, Mgiving the government sufficient shares 
and, therefore, seats on the board ... in order to represent 
JIOre effectively the interests of the spa. Me:;;,) Dividends 
from the company between 1857 and 1866 averaged 32~ each year 
84) and brought in a healthy income to the spa; in the twenty 
years up to 1860 contributions increased threefold. 66) 
Spengler remarked that, -like so many other spas, in Ems too 
gambling is of great importance- 96) and not simply as 
entertainment for visitors. The town, albeit mainly the spa 
centre, benefited from profits made by the casino which were 
used to finance the entertainment facilities and other 
establishments in the Kursaal such as balls and the wages of 
muSicians, as well as street lighting in the town and direct 
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support for the "building of the new school in Ems ... paid for 
solely by the casino". a7) 
Support for the casino had not always been unanimous, a 
petition was drawn up to abolish all gambling in 1862; it 
was unsuccessful and received little backing from local 
people, and they "were probably doctors"aa) and certainly 
Spengler expressed his disapproval most strongly. The 
Prussian government had campaigned against casinos for some 
time, and when the Duchy of Nassau was ceded to Prussia in 
1866 the town's mayor and other local worthies, aware that 
the casino was under threat, got up a petition which claimed 
that the town could not survive without the income from the 
casino. Indeed the casino and its assests were seized when 
Prussian troops arrived in Ems. And whilst a deputation to 
Berlin succeeded in petitioning the king, they were only 
granted a temporary stay of execution and the casino finally 
closed its doors in 1872. 
Spengler's description of the "oft unsuitable way of life 
pursued" in Bad Bms during a cure presents a vivid picture of 
the amusements and divertions available and enjoyed in the 
spa. He drew some comfort from the fact that despite all the 
adverse influences "so many cures succeed" which he regarded 
as "the strongest proof of the excellence of our springs." 
The continued growth in the popularity of Bad Ems was also 
proof of the excellence of its guests, crucial for its 
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reputation as a cosmopolitan resort, a reputation which 
gradually fi 1 tered down the social scale and attracted a 
growing number of day visitors, particularly once the railway 
reached Bad Ems in 1857. 
The com ng of the rail way made travel possible for a new 
section of the population previously handicapped both by a 
lack of time and money. They could also now use the 
opportuni ty to pursue their pleasures away from the cities 
and towns and the entertainment facilities and reputation of 
spas made them highly attract! ve, albeit only for a day 
visi t. Only one year after the coming of the railway the 
director of the spa institutions in Bad Ems, Count von 
Bismark [sic], complained that "the disadvantageous influence 
of the railway connection on the quality of cure-guests is 
particularly noticeable on Sundays when cure-guests are 
crowded together ... wi th people from the middle and lower 
classes who arrive in great numbers. tieS') He expressed fears 
that the day-trippers would alter the character of the resort 
and deter the traditional guests; .. It would be extremely 
regrettable if Ems was demoted to the status of a luxury spa 
(rather than one for sovereigns) since this would certainly 
also adversely affect the visits of genuine cure-guests."S'CI) 
Whilst the number of short-stay visits to Bad Ems did indeed 
increase dramatically in the second half of the 19th century, 
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(see Table VII), his fears were unfounded and Bad Ems 
retained its reputation throughout the nineteenth century. 
1820 
1830 
1840 
1856 
1867 
1880 
TABLE VII 
SHOiI SIll VISITORS IQ BAll B.I£ 
(AVERAGE QE ~ DALal 
151 1890 11,755 
989 1900 13,619 
2,781 1910 12,130 
1,306 1913 13,294 
4,114 1914- 8,260 
7,064 
SOURCE: Stieda, W., -Alt Ems - Bilder aus seiner 
Vergangenheit- in Nassauische Annalen 
vol 44, (Wiesbaden, 1918), p.322 ff 
This attitude was not, however, untypical of the spa 
administrations which deemed it necessary to keep the lower 
classes at a distance, including those who benefited from the 
town's chari table institution which provided cures for the 
less fortunate. 
The Araenbad - literally 'the poor-bath' - was founded in Ems 
in the 16th century and originally accommodated twenty-seven 
people free of charge for the duration of the cure - usually 
four weeks. Its aim was to provide cures for the sick with 
no financial means, regardless of nationality, creed or sex -
unusual in the history of Armenbader in Germany91) where such 
cures were normally limited to the town's inhabitants. 
Cond1t1ons at the Armenbad were far from luxurious, and had 
deteriorated to such an extent by the beginning of the 19th 
century that Die192 ), who pressed for reforms and for a new 
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building, wrote that, "as things are at present, the poor 
suffer more from their accommodation than from their 
illness.· 93 ) Subsequently a new bath was opened - Herzoglich 
Kassauische Hospital badstiftung in 1822 and its 
administrators undertook to do away with its former character 
of an asylum for beggars and the homeless and to function as 
a charitable institution. The care of the poor was no longer 
entrusted to ex-soldiers but to medical personnel and 
administered by a local doctor, a representative of the local 
police, the local priest and a secretary. It had twelve 
bedrooms, each accolllllXldating two persons, six baths and a 
mineral spring for drinking. Running costs were met by 
contributions from the casino and local businesses and 
donations from guests, either directly or indirectly by 
attending fund-raiSing concerts. 
By definition the patients had little or no money and a local 
by-law passed in 1823 laid down that "those individuals cared 
for in the Poor Bath are forbidden to loiter in public places 
and annoy guests either by their appearance or by 
beggi ng. • 94) 
By 1855 1,485 patients had been treated at the Haspi tal bad. 
In 1866 Bad Ems became part of Prussia and between 1810 and 
1811 those beds not maintained by donations or bequests in 
the Ar~nbad were taken over to care for (rather than 
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adll1 nister a cure to) wounded and sick soldiers from the 
Franco-Prussian War. 
The running of the Ar~nbad was gradually tightened up under 
the Prussian adll1nistraUon and in 1872, when the military 
had departed, charges were introduced which could be waived 
in cases of real need. In the early 1880's there were moves 
to abolish the Dame Araenbad on the grounds that patients 
were, in the main, paying for their cure, and the name was 
eventually changed. In the 1880' s legislation was enacted 
introducing a statutory social insurance scheme9S ) which came 
to affect the adDdnistration of the Armenbad in Bad Ems. 
In 1684 the Prussian authorities in Wiesbaden revised the 
administration of the Araenbad to provide cures for the low 
paid. A cOllllission was set up - Konigl1che Hospitalbad-
Co~ss1on zu Bas - which assumed responsibility for the cost 
of bed, board and treatEnt in 1892, finally shedding its 
charitable status. Payment was extracted from patients, 
which could be reduced or waived in cases of need. In 1909 
the Araenbad was DDved to new premises on the left bank of 
the Lahn and renamed PIlDOrIlJla. El1gibUi ty for a cure was 
extended to those whose abU i ty to serve their country or 
earn a living would thereby be improved - a concept on which 
cures as a part of social welfare benefits is based. 
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During the First World War the PanDraJ1la, together with many 
other clinics and homes, was again taken over as a military 
hospital, and when it once DOre operated as a civlltan cure 
home all guests wishing to benefit from a cure had to prove 
that they could not afford the full cost of a private cure 
and produce a medical certificate showing the nature of their 
illness and the necessity of a cure. The concept of a Poor 
Bath, providing cures for the destitute disappeared, although 
atti tudes towards the disadvantaged changed more slowly and 
there was considerable resistance to changes which took place 
in the cure-taking public after the war. 
lore than one thousand inhabitants of Bad Ems were 
conscripted to fight in the First World War, one hundred and 
fifty of whom were killed. ~&) The number of doctors 
practising in the town had fallen from seventeen in 1913 to 
ten by 1915 as their services were called for elsewhere. The 
KurlJaus, ROJl8rbad, PanDra_ and Vier Tiirme hotels were used 
as military hospitals as well as the Evangelical and Catholic 
Hospital, the town hall and "a dozen private cure-houses. "97> 
Cures were, nevertheless, taken by private citzens, although 
statistics for this period are not clear as to whether they 
include soldiers convalescing in the town. Obviously the 
war had an adverse affect on the number of foreign guests, 
who dwindled to 125 by 1915, compared with 2,792 in 1913 (see 
Table VII I) . 
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1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
GBRIAI 
5,379 
5,167 
5,621 
5,335 
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TABLE VIII 
FORBIGIBRS 
1,805 
125 
71 
120 
265 
SHORT SIll 
8,260 
5,730 
6,347 
5,668 
7,592 
SOURCE: Billaudelle, K. (ed.), Die Natur- und 
Kulturlandscbaft von Bad Ems (Bad Ems, 
1979), p. 154. 
When the First World War ended "the whole of central Europe 
was in a state both of economic collapse and political 
i nstabill ty- . 98) The Kaiser abdicated, a republic was 
proclaimed in Germany and there was widespread hardship. In 
the elections for the lational Assembly in January 1919 in 
Bad Ems the German Democratic Party (DDP) gained 1,045 votes 
representing 31.7~, the Centre Party 902, representing 27.4~, 
the Kebrbeltssozlalisten 720, 21.9~, the Deutsche Volkspartei 
<DVP) 568, 17.2~ and the Deutsch-Nationale Volkspartel (DIVP) 
57, 1.7~.99) The result in Bad Ems, and at a national level, 
<DDP, 18.6"i Centre Party 19.7%j SPD, 37.9%j DVP, 4.4~i 
DIVP 1.7%) -demonstrate an overwhelming support for a 
Republican parliamentary system. The three 'Weimar' parties, 
the SPD, the Centre Party and the German Democratic Party 
(DDP) gained 76.2 per cent of the votes" lOO)and 81 per cent 
in Bad BlIS. 
The number of guests from abroad was minimal immediately 
after the war. Anti-German sentiments persisted and Europe's 
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rul i ng classes were rocked and threatened by the 
revolution. The last record of guests from Russia in 1912, 
for example, shows 791; between 1916 and 1925 the largest 
number came in 1922 (130) with numbers falling as low as ten 
in 1916 and seven in 1924. Htifner 101 ), writing on the 
development of the modern cure, pin-points "the first crisis" 
for spas occurring "with the disappearance of the traditional 
social structure in 1918" and points to "a gradual 
regroupi ng" of guests visiting spas. 1 e'2) The general social 
upheavals which followed the cessation of hostilities brought 
further changes to Bad Ems. Table IX below shows the gradual 
recovery after the First World War, and the steep fall which 
occurred in 1923. 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
GERXAII 
3,406 
3,879 
4,262 
3,033 
822 
TABLE IX 
FOREIGIERS 
81 
452 
1,858 
3,441 
655 
SOURCE: Bi1laude1le, K. (ed.), Die Natur- und 
Kulturlandscbaft VDn Bad Ems (Bad Ems, 
1979) p.154 
Bad Ems had the additional problem of the presence of 
occupying troops from France between 1918 and 1929. On 13 
December 1918, "cavalry, artillery, infantry, columns of cars 
and tanks and troops of all shades, rangi ng from whi te, 
Xoroccan, coloured to negroes from Senegal poured over the 
town and countryside." 103) In the initial period "on some 
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Xen were quartered in private homes, hotels, barns and 
schools thus reducing available accommodation considerably. 
In 1922, for example, the hotels Romerbad, Guttenberg, 
Xonopol-Xetropole, Babnbof, and Bromet were occupied, with 
the loss of 320 rooms. Business was reportedly very bad in 
the early twenties and it has been said that it was "a 
miracle that no-one was banltrupted."'os:> 
In 1921 and 1922 the number of foreign guests (for full 
breakdown of individual national! ties see graphs II I to VII 
above, p.49 ff) did begin to recover, indeed, in 1922 there 
were more guests from abroad than Germans. Inflation in 
Germany did not spiral out of control until after the season 
at Ems in 1922 and actually the exchange rate made a visit 
there a bargain for foreigners. The largest groups of guests 
came from France, Holland and Belgium, all well placed 
geographically to respond quickly to the favourable economic 
situation. Hyper-inflation and political unrest in 1923 
however, had an adverse affect and the number of foreign 
guests fell dramatically once again 
"The grandeur of spa life [in Bad Ems] ended with the 
outbreak of the First World War and the French occupation 
between 1918 and 1929. It, 06) The pre-war German cure-taking 
public was shattered, patriotism made travel to French 
occupied terri tory unpalatable and the presence of troops 
billeted in the town restricted available accommodation. 
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levertheless, between 1919 and 1922 a total of 14,580 cures 
were taken at Bad Ems by Germans and the inter-war period, 
viewed quantitatively, shows a gradual recovery, albeit that 
numbers never achieved the pre-war peaks. 
The decline in the number of guests, particularly in the 
twenties, has been blaDed on political unrest and French 
occupation - which doubtless deterred many a patriotic German 
- and the dramatic fall in 1923 has been laid at the door of 
the Separatist KoveDent in Bad Ems, which declared a 
Rhineland Republic in that year. 
Political unrest was widespread in Germany in the 1920's with 
waves of nationalism and protest running through the country 
and separatist movements emerging in Bavaria and the 
Rhineland. Separatism and the declaration of the Rhineland 
Republic in Bad Ems was both short lived and occurred after 
the season in Ems and as such did not really deter visits to 
the resort. Nevertheless, a closer look at the separatist 
movement in Bad Ems is of value, for it is clearly part of 
the general history of the town and its politics. 
Research has shown 107) that separatism in Bad Ems, whilst 
part of a wider DX)vement in Germany, was in effect the 
brainchild of one man, also DX)tivated by political revenge 
and/or ambition, Karl Kaffine. Kaffine was born in Ems in 
1895, was a member of the SPD, becoming deputy leder of the 
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party in 1921. He was described in the local paper in 1922 
as "a confounded socialist and agitator" and at the same time 
rejected as a possible leader by local miners who saw him as 
"a man in silk stockings who celebrates socialism with 
champagne in the town's bars."lOe 
In 1921 there was both inter and intra party political 
conflict in Ems: Kaffine conducted a campaign against the 
non-socialist parties and issued a warning to the "bourgeois 
SOCiety in Ems", which eventually led to his dismissal from 
the party in 1922. The presence of French occupying forces 
and the many regulations which they introduced were bitterly 
resented. Restrictions were imposed on imports and exports 
wi th non-occupied terri tories, and despite the presence of 
the headquarters of the Inter-Allied Commission, whose task 
it was to issue licences which provided five hundred much 
needed jobs for the local population, unemployment in Bad Ems 
was reportedly high. 
Kaffine founded a "Republican People's Union" soon after his 
disllissal from the SPD, and forged links with a leading 
separatist in Koblenz. Antagonisms between the separatists 
and other parties grew and fears were fuelled that a republic 
would be declared by the occupation of the Ruhr in January 
1923. Subsequently the printing works in Koblenz used by the 
separatists were smashed. By July 1923 Kaffine's brother had 
organised a para-military force, the Rhineland Defence, with 
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the tacit consent of the French, who otherwise proscribed the 
bearing of arms by German citizens. All through 1923 the 
local press published numerous anti -Prussian articles, 
claiming that the people of the Rhineland had no desire to be 
part of Prussia nor did they regard themselves as Prussian 
The proclamation of a Rhineland Republic in Aachen on 21 
October 1923 rather forced Kaffine's hand. who in fact felt 
unready to declare the same in Bad Ems. Nevertheless, on the 
night of 21/22 October armed supporters occupied the local 
printing works and forced the publication of handbills and 
posters proclaiming the republic. The town hall was also 
occupied by armed men and the separatist flag hoisted. There 
was fierce resistance in the town over the next few days and 
on 24 October only the intervention of French troops with 
bayonets drawn prevented the kill i ng of a number of 
separatists set upon by an angry crowd. On 4 November, the 
printing works were reoccupied by force and the separatists 
supervised the printing of administrative documents and 
emormous sums of money. It was a sign of the inflationary 
times that billion mark notes were printed, and in many ways 
this new currency played a major part in the failure of the 
separatists to maintain power. 
flatly refused to recognise it. 
The local business community 
it was also rejected by the 
Inter Allied Commission and currency reform in Germany 
followed within a very short time. On 17 November the 
town hall was cleared. and the headquarters of the 
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provisional government of the Rhineland Republic set up in 
the Kurhaus, but the movement had already begun to crumble 
and finally collapsed in February 1924. 
Kaffine's adoption of separatist sentiments was not entirely 
without personal motives of political revenge, and the 
declaration of the Republic was an integral part of the waves 
of political unrest sweeping through Germany in that year. 
Occurring when it did, there would have been a negligible 
effect on cure-taking in the town. The crisis in 1923 was an 
economic one which was not , of course, confined to Bad Ems. 
Inflation, which began to spiral in the autumn of 1922 and 
continued to rage throughout 1923, did, however, hit 
precisely that section of the population which took cures -
the affluent middle-class - most hard. 109) 
Thus the visits of guests on whom this study has concentrated 
in the nineteenth century and early twentieth declined, 
eroded by vast social changes and economic catastrophe after 
the war, which served to heighten a dilemma facing German 
spas concerning their future, indeed, their survival. 
The first tangible evidence of the result of this dilemma 
occurred in Bad Ems in 1923 when forty-five of the 822 cures 
taken by Germans were registered as social cures. 1 1 (>:. 
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TABLE X. 
GUESTS AI.. B.A.ll us. ~ :t.c. 1..9..32.. 
GEEKAI SOCIAL EQEEIGI IOI.AL. 
C!liES. 
1923 822 45 655 1,522 
1924 3,469 113 471 4,053 
1925 5,813 399 672 6,884 
1926 6,145 490 845 7,480 
1927 7,143 753 1,239 9,135 
1928* 9,251 1,469 10,720 
1929 9,625 1,499 11,124 
1930 8,278 1,170 9,448 
1931 6,818 1,132 7,950 
1932 5,672 832 6,504 
* 10 separate figures for social insurance guests 
from 1928 to 1933 
SOURCE: B1llaudelle, K. (ed.), Die Natur- und 
Kulturlandschaft von Bad E11JS (Bad Ems, 
1979), p.154 
There is no statistical breakdown of social cures between 
1928 and 1932; they were however, taken. The Albert 
Genesungsheim was opened in 1928, owned at that time by the 
Provicial Association of German Health Funds for the Rhine 
Province, adding to those already accommodated at the 
Panorma. The arrival of social insurance guests in 1923, 
described by one local historian as "a totally new Typ of spa 
guest 111) brought about a "radical change in the visitors" 
according to another commentator. 112) The "social shift 
from well-to-do private guests to social guests financed by 
insurance, the change from outstanding, elegant inter-
national spa to social welfare spa" has been recorded with 
regret and exaggerates the impact of social cures with claims 
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that this "brought far-reaching changes and heavy financial 
10sses."113) 
There is no real evidence of great hardship or significant 
changes. The number of social insurance guests was small in 
the early years. Local historians have presented rueful 
accounts of the passing of an era and ignored the fact that 
in Bad Ems, as elsewhere throughout Germany, social insurance 
cures WQuld prove to be the saviour not destroyer of spas in 
this century. 
In 1926 the Hotel Riimerbad reopened, having been completely 
renovated once the French had left, and in 1928 the 
Staatlicbe Kurbotel was also renovated and modernised. In 
1927 the Neue Badebaus, in which a laboratory for medical 
research had been set up during the war, was converted into a 
spa remedy centre, "whose aim and establishment grew from the 
belief that the remedies of the spa in their various forms 
should be available to the cure-patients in one and the same 
building." 1 14) The new centre offered forty bathing cabins 
for thermal baths and five for fango treatment, as well as 
a pneumatic room, inhalation rooms, x-ray facHi ties, 
apparatus for examining heart diseases, a laboratory for 
chemical-microscopic-bacteriological research, ultra-violet, 
diathermy, and electrotherapy treatment and a special section 
offering all types of showers. lot only had treatment 
facHi ties been improved, entertainment too had recovered. 
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In 1927 a brochure describing the town's accommodation also 
announced that: 
Every hour of the guests is filled, whether by 
treatment, entertainment or sport. Every day in 
Bad Ems has its special attractions: one can take 
a leisurely stroll in the Kurgarten to the sound of 
the good Kurorchesterj There are theatre plays, 
lectures, dances, varied musical and social 
gatherings ... wonderful illuminations and firework 
displays ... half and whole day walks, tours by bus 
or motorboat ... Hunting, fishing, sailing ... tennis, 
hockey ... and golf. 116) 
The number of guests had been rising steadily since the 
catastrophic year of 1923, and by 1929 topped the eleven 
thousand mark, including almost one and a half thousand 
foreigners. Then the effects of the Great Depression began 
to be felt and numbers fell once again, to 6,504 by 1932 a 
fal1 of 4a compared with 1929. The spa authorities were 
once more alarmed by the drop in numbers, which took place 
against the background of wider political changes. 
There had been National Socialist groups in the area of Ems 
since 1926, supported by the NSDAP district of Rhineland 
South under the leadership of Robert Ley, characteristically 
expressing hatred for Jews, "above all the Jewish businessmen 
and doctors in Bad Ems, Nassau and Oberlahnstein."ll~) The 
NSDAP gradually won electoral support in the area, by 1928 
they were the fourth largest party with 11.3% of the vote. 
The National Socialist movement also made gains as a result 
of "disputes between the two workers' parties, the SPD and 
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the Communist party, and the Centre Party, which prevented 
any possible collective effort to fight National 
Socialism.""?) By 1933 the National Socialists were able to 
celebrate their electoral success in Bad Ems. As the local 
paper of 8 Karch 1933 reported; 
The 6th Karch is to be recorded as an important 
historical and memorable day for the national 
movement. It is Xonday evening. Punctually at 
eight the members of the NSDAP and the Stahlhelm 
marched into town. A crowd of hundreds accompanied 
them to the town hall ... Suddenly there was 
movement in the crowd, the order rang out, hands 
were raised in greeting as the swastika and black-
white red flag unfurled over the town hall. 11a) 
In the national and local elections of 1933 the NSDAP won 
53.8 and 50% of the votes respectively. Elections for the 
town council of Bad Ems gave the NSDAP seven members, and by 
forming an alliance with the Kampffront Schwarz-reiB-Rot who 
gained three, had an absolute majority over the Centre Party 
with four, who subsequently agreed to work with the new 
administration, the SPD with three, and the Communists' one, 
who was in any case barred from taking part in proceedings. 
The lads soon turned their attention to medical 
practitioners in Bad Ems. In September of the same year the 
Reich's ComDdssion for Xedical Affairs in Xunich ordered the 
appointment of two doctors to regulate medical services in 
the town, and the Association of Ems Spa doctors was formed -
only aryan doctors being allowed to join. 119 :' 
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There are few references to the period of National Socialism 
in local histories of the town. One author remarked that, 
"apart from the disappearance of considerable numbers of 
Jewish citizens, there are no important or extraordinary 
events to report from the town or spa." 1 20) Elsewhere the 
same writer referred to Reichskristallnacht (8. November, 
1938), "when the synagogue here was set on fire, homes and 
businesses of Jews plundered and destroyed, [and after which] 
the many Jewish citizens were removed from the town ... " 121) 
The paucity of evidence cannot alter the fact that National 
Socialism affected the spa. In many ways, however, Bad Ems 
was able to ignore what was happening to the town's Jewish 
citizens and instead rejoice that an upturn in the national 
economy was soon reflected in the number of cures taken 
there, maintaining as a result of the National Socialist 
policy of extending the provision of social cures. 122) 
Between 1933 and the year when war broke out social cures 
accounted for an average of 25% of all cures taken in Bad 
Ems, compensating considerably for the drop in the number of 
foreign visitors which had occurred since the First World 
War, and the figures shown in Table XI below belie the 
assertion that, "during the 12 years of the National 
Social ist government [the number ofl cures was poor, 
foreigners hardly came at a11."123) It was during this 
period that the foundations were laid for the survival of Bad 
Ems as a spa and social insurance guests played a vital role 
in the interwar period. The tradition of cure-taking was 
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adopted by members of other classes and continued the process 
of 'democratisation' begun in the 1920's. 
TABLE Xl.. 
GUESTS AI. BAll WIS. ~ :t..Q. l.2ll. 
GEBKAI SOCIAL EQREIGI IQIAL 
IISUBAICE 
1933 4,765 1,439 676 6,900 
1934 4,979 1,906 654 7,739 
1935 5,143 2,236 931 6,310 
1936 5,333 2,254 921 6,506 
1937 6,396 2,277 915 9,590 
1936 6,160 2,501 753 9,414 
1939 5,933 2,250 346 6,547 
1940 2,302 1,063 2 3,367 
1941 4,561 1,933 24 6,516 
1942 3,907 2,036 4 5,947 
1943 3,539 1,595 3 5,137 
1944* 4,162 4,162 
• 10 separate figures for social insurance guests. 
SOURCE; Billaudelle, K. (ed.), Die Natur- und 
Kulturlandschaft von Bad Ems (Bad Ems, 
1979), pp.154-155 
In the Second World War, as in the First, the hospitals and 
many hotels and clinics were used as military hospitals. A 
growing tide of evacuees from bombed cities was also 
accommodated in the town and later joined by refugees from 
the border areas. It is, therefore, remarkable that any 
cures were taken at all between 1939 and 1945 and Billaudelle 
underestimates the persistence of cure-taking when he remarks 
that -the cure hardly played any role in the years of total 
war. - 1 24) As Table XI shows, numbers began to fall after 
1941, but not simply because accommodation was scarce. The 
exigencies and disruptions of war prevented many prospective 
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guests from undertaking a cure. Correspondence between Bad 
Ems and the social insurance fund for white-collar workers 
(Reichsversicherungsanstalt fur Angestellte), for example, 
reveals that guests had their leave of absence from work 
cancelled, that travel was too difficult and in some cases 
that they were too ill to make the journey. 126) 
Because of its protected status the town suffered no bombing 
until 1945, when in )(arch the railway station came under 
attack. The town thus sustained 11 ttle damage, although 
retreating German soldiers blew up the bridges across the 
Lahn. On the 26th Karch 1945 American tanks rolled into Bad 
Ems and the war ended for the spa town. 
In the course of this chapter we have begun to discuss the 
social insurance guest and the statutory provision funding 
them. Therefore before continuing the analysis of Bad Ems 
after the Second World War it would appear to be appropriate 
to pursue the theme of the statutory social insurance system 
in Germany and to trace its historical development. This 
means that we shall have to go back in time again to the 
origins of the statutory insurance provisions introduced in 
the nineteenth century. 
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So far we have looked at the broad development of Bad Ems, 
which at the beginning of the 19th century entertained 
wealthy, private guests. In times of war establishments at 
the spa were used to treat wounded soldiers and there were 
provisions for the less well-off in the town's Armenbad. 
We have seen the first social cure-guests arrive in the town 
in 1923, and because of the part which they have played in 
the gradual 'democratisation' of cures this development will 
now be considered DOre closely. 
As mentioned above, cures for the poor had been provided in 
Bad Ems from the 16th century onwards by a charitable 
insti tution, the ArJllenbad, as part of wider welfare 
provisions for the poor in Germany, which in turn formed the 
background to and basis for legislation introduced in the 
1880's establishing a variety of welfare benefits. 
In order to understand the development of cures as a benefit 
of the social insurance system it is necessary to go back to 
the introduction of three insurance schemes, the Health 
Insurance Act of 1883 (Gesetz betreffend die 
Krankenversicberung der Arbeiter, RGB1., S.73) the Accident 
Insurance Act of 1884 (Unfallversicberungsgesetz, RGB1., 
S.69) and the Invalidity and Old Age Pension Act of 1889 
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(Gesetz betreffend die Invaliditats- und Altersversicherung. 
RGE1., S.97). 
With Germany's rapid industrialisation in the second half of 
the nineteenth century, an industrial workforce emerged whose 
growing strength and socialist tendencies were perceived as a 
threat to the doDdnant classes. Bismarck in particular was 
"genuinely afraid of revolution and had an exaggerated fear 
of the socialist movement. He tried to stop its growth ... by 
legislation imposing severe restrictions on the political 
activity of the socialists"l) and in 1818 anti-socialist law 
was promulgated. A few years later welfare legislation was 
introduced by Bismarck, which from its inception was 
conceived as "the necessary correlative to repressive 
socialist legislationR2 ) - the carrot to the stick of anti-
socialist laws. As Bismarck himself stated, "A man with a 
pension for his old age is far more satisfied and much easier 
to handle than the man who has no such prospect. """:> 
Bismarck, also hoped thereby to strengthen his flagging 
position in parliament as well as "to solve the problem of a 
tax and finance reform and in this way strengthen the German 
economy and in general secure the constitutional monarchy.R4) 
The first of the acts - that covering health insurance -
introduced a compu Isory scheme for the maj ori t y, but by no 
means for the whole of the industrial workforce. It was 
organised by autonomous insurance bodies at a regional level 
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or on a factory/industry basis. Workers wi thin a specific 
income bracket contributed two-thirds and the employer one-
third towards the premium, and by 1885, 4.7 million workers 
were members of the scheme, representing 10% of the 
population. S ) 
The Accident Insurance scheme of 1884 was also compulsory and 
organised by insurance bodies on the basis of professional 
and trade associations (Berufsgenossenschaften) in industry. 
Again these bodies were self-governing, although, like the 
health insurance bodies, subject to state supervision. 
Finally, there was the scheme covering invalidity and old 
age of 1889, implemented by self-administering bodies. This 
programme not only provided pensions for those of retirement 
age or invalids but also treatment in cases no longer covered 
by the health insurance scheme and where a claim for a 
statutory pension could arise because the insurant would be 
unable to earn a living. Despite shortcomings in the 
legislation, it established pensions for a large proportion 
of the working population. And whilst at the time this 
provision did not extend to cures, its impact on the future 
of spas can hardly be overestimated. As we shall see, they, 
too had in fact become insured - against decline and 
obl1 teration. 
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There is another tradition which must also be considered. 
The insurance schemes gave some protection in the case of 
illness, invalidity or old age, general medical facilities 
were improved and the number of doctors per head of the 
population rose from 1: 2,972 in 1885 to 1: 1,952 by 1905. 
Industrialisation, improvements to, and the extension of, 
heal th and welfare benefits did not immediately affect spa 
life. Provisions for workers did not enable any significant 
numbers of them to participate in what was condidered to be 
an essential form of medical treatment by the middle and 
upper class. Chari table institutions, administered by the 
church or town council, provided cures for the poor and, for 
example, the Kiners Association set up its own cure homes 
from 1834 onwards also achieving concessions for members with 
a number of spa authorities for reduced bathing and drinking 
tariffs. Thus the poor and some sections of workers did 
receive the benefit of a cure in the nineteenth century but 
in restricted numbers. 
Following the introduction of the statutory insurance schemes 
in the 1880's the insurance bodies began to campaign for the 
right to offer a cure as part of the benefits of the 
programme. Both the pension and health insurance bodies 
attempted to achieve concessions for their insurants by 
negotiating directly with the spa authorities following two 
unsuccessful claims to interpret the Health Insurance Act as 
being applicable to cures. E:D Officially the pension 
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insurance bodies were limited to providing treatment in 
hospitals and sanatoria when it was considered probable that 
a permanent inability to earn a living and a claim for a 
pension would arise. However, a more liberal interpretation 
of the 1889 Act by the self-administering regional insurance 
bodies soon went beyond what parliament had envisaged. A 
number of price reductions for bathing and the payment of 
cure tax were secured by the insurance bodies even before the 
first major reform to the Acts, introduced through the 
Invalidi ty Insurance Act of 1899 (Jnvaliden-Versicherungs-
gesetz) which made the conditions for, and scope of, 
treatment independent of the statutory health insurance funds 
and gave sale discretion over the granting of such treatment 
to the pension insurance bodies. As section 18 of the Act 
stated: 
In order to prevent a disadvantageous situation, the 
pension insurance bodies are authorised to introduce 
a form of healing treatment considered appropriate 
by them when, as a consequence of illness, an 
insurant's ability to earn a living is so endangered 
as to justify a claim for a statutory pension. 7) 
Section 47 of the Act also recognised the administrative 
practice of the pension insurance bodies by expressly 
allowing them to grant treatment to insurants already 
receiving a pension when there were well-founded indications 
that they would thereby regain the ability to earn a living. 
The intention behind the 1899 Act was to restrict the 
granting of treatment by stipulating that it could be 
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provided only in order to avoid the undesirable al ternati ve 
of paying out an early pension. It came, however, at a time 
when the current practice of pension insurance bodies already 
involved a much wider and JIIOre liberal interpretation of 
their tasks and failed to halt further expansion. A leading 
commentary on the 1899 Act remarked that: 
the provision of rational forms of treatment through 
the granting of cures in clinics, spas, tubercular 
sanatoria and other special institutions offers 
insurants a greater security for the maintenance or 
recovery of their ability to earn a living than that 
accorded the members of the so-called middle-class. 
This extended provision has already. in the few 
years in which it has been practised, proved to be a 
pioneer in the area of state health and welfare 
provision and will continue to do so in its further 
development to an even greater extent.e~ 
The statutory insurance schemes were indeed limited to wage-
earners and low-income salaried staff and not extended to 
cover all salaried staff until 1911. And it cannot really be 
said that cures were taken by members of the statutory 
insurance schemes in any significant numbers prior to the 
First World War. Spa authorities and administrations could 
easily control and/or veto visits by social insurants. 
Economically spas were successful at this time and demand 
often exceeded supply, especially during the summer season, 
and it was not until the financial situation altered 
unfavourably that any serious consideration was given and 
agreement reached on the question of granting cures for 
members of the statutory insurance schemes. 
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The above mentioned worries of the prestige-class-status 
problem was typical of Wllhelmian society. This did not, 
however, prevent the insurance bodies from continuing their 
campaign, and with some success. They were able to provide 
many more cures following the introduction of the Reich 
Insurance Regulation Act (Reicbsversicberungs-ordnung, RGB!., 
S.509) in 1911. This Act brought in a compulsory pension 
insurance scheme for white-collar employees (Reicbsgesetz 
ilber die Angestelltenversicberung, RGB1., S.989) and marks a 
further significant change for the future of cures in 
Germany. 
The number of white-collar employees 
1882 and 19079 ). They had become 
had quadrupled between 
an important political 
and economic force in German society and the setting up of a 
separate pension insurance scheme for them reflects this. 
From the turn of this century white-collar employees in 
Germany had been pressing for a separate insurance scheme and 
.. the reasons which led to decisions to grant social policy 
pri vlleges to white-collar employees rather than to bl ue-
collar workers are to be found in the developing separatist 
consciousness of the farmer, in financial calculations an the 
part of the government, in the vying of the parties for 
voters and, above all, in the Xittelstand policies of certain 
powerful groups." 1 0) Vhi 1st the Social Democrats promoted 
the idea of a unified scheme and apposed separation, the 
Liberals, the conservative Relchspartei and Catholic Centre 
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Party, anxious to stem any move towards Social Democracy, 
all gave their support. The Act was designed to "secure a 
higher measure of state support than can be offered to them 
[whi te-collar employees] through the workers' insurance" 11 ) 
and resulted in .. a clear legal and semantic separation of 
blue-collar workers (Arbeiter) from white-collar employees 
(Angestellte) which has continued into our own times ... tll::n 
The term Angestellte has always proved to be a difficult one 
to define. At the inception of the Act the government, having 
rejected terms such as "private civil servant" and "private 
white-collar worker" as unworkable, settled on a set of 
occupational categories which were and are loose and 
confusing whilst emphasizing .. the following criteria ... as 
common to white-collar employees: education, living 
conditions and social status."13) The Angestellte 
"succeeded in fixing by law ... a special position for 
theJlSelves within the welfare and insurance systemtt14) and 
the 1911 Act meant that, "employees with higher incomes were 
drawn into the circle of insurants. In consequence of 
social, economic and legislative developments the social 
insurance bodies represented an increased proportion of the 
population. Thus their demands ... on the spa administrations 
also gained weight. "lS) 
Henceforward, not only were white-collar employees and blue-
collar workers insured by separate organisations, but the 
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restriction was lifted which had previously confined the 
granting of treatment only in order to ward off negative 
effects, i.e. the obligation to pay a pension. Furthermore, 
where formerly treatment was limited to hospitals or 
sanatoria, the Acts were amended to read "in particular" in 
hospitals and convalescent homes, so that according to legal 
techniques other institutions could now be considered. In 
addition, the necessary -well-founded indications" that an 
insurant would regain the ability to earn a living set down 
in the previous Acts, was revised to allow "an expectation" 
suffice. This revision was part of the gradual 
liberalisation and recognition of the practices of the 
pension insurance bodies. 
sympathy amongst the spa 
These practices 
authorities, who 
found Ii ttle 
once again 
expressed grave fears concerning both the financial and 
social standing of resorts should social insurance guests be 
allowed to take cures. 
In the face of this opposition the insurance bodies pursued a 
determined course. They began to construct their own homes 
and continued to negotiate concessions with spas for the 
cost of bathing and/or the payment of cure-tax. Before the 
First World War twenty-one resorts granted reductions, which 
were usually restricted to the off-season months or 
stipulated off-peak drinking or bathing times during the day. 
(e.g. Bad Kissingen, reduced prices only applied between 
6. a. m. and 8. a. m. and between 3. p. m. and 6. p. m. ) 1 G:. 
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Two surveys conducted by the Federation of German Spas in 
1903 and 1913 were undertaken to establish the extent of 
reductions. Only twenty-one spas participated in the first, 
all of which granted some form of concession. These, 
however, varied considerably from resort to resort; Bad 
Oeynhausen granting up to 40% reductions on bathing prices on 
the one hand and Baden-Baden on the other, only 
all but one case reductions were given only 
1. 7%. In 
in the low 
season. In some cases reductions were made, not to social 
insurants but to doctors and their immediate families, civil 
servants and members of the armed forces. In all cases 
verification from a doctor was required and in many proof of 
a low income was mandatory. 
The second survey, conducted in 1913 covered sixty spas and 
established that one-third granted reductions in the payment 
of cure-tax, one-sixth, reductions in the cost of spa 
treatment (mineral water springs, mud packs etc.) and one-
third, both tax and treatment concessions. Five spas in 
particular (Aachen, Bad Jauheim, Bad Neuenahr, Bad Oeynhausen 
and Bad Orb) granted reductions amounting to three-quarters 
of all the concessions granted, - 74,992 marks out of a total 
of 101,323 marks. 17) 
Thus whilst the insurance bodies continued to press for 
further reductions and concessions, the spa administrations' 
financial strength allowed them to stem the flow of social 
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insurants and in the pre-war period social insurance cures 
were very much the exception. 
With the outbreak of the First World War, the debate 
surrounding concessions for social insurants was hal ted and 
the spa administrations responded to a "patriotic 
proclamation", issued by the Federation of German Spas in 
1914, by agreeing to waive the payment of cure-tax and to 
provide bathing facil1 ties at half-price and free access to 
the mineral water springs for members of the armed forces. 
At a meeting of the heads of the German Red Cross and the 
Federation of German Spas in 1915 it was announced that spas 
had thus far contributed 500,000 DK towards the care of those 
serving in the war and by 1916 3.5 million bottles of mineral 
water had been donated to convalescing soldiers. 1e) 
In other spas, as in Bad Ems, significant numbers of cure-
homes, clinics and sanatoria were commandeered for use as 
military hospitals and after the war invalided soldiers 
benefi ted from an extension of war-time concessions and by 
1921 a further 30,000 cures had been financed by the Red 
Cross welfare division. But these were primarily patriotic 
not social cures, and hence they never achieved permanent 
status. 
Despite fears about their reputation resulting from guests of 
humbler status which the spa administrations harboured, 
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social insurance cures had little impact on and made few 
inroads into spa life in pre-1914 Germany. The economic 
success of spas prior to the First World War rendered 
discussions on a massive extension of cures unnecessary for 
spa administrators and the exclusive nature of resorts made 
all but the very best society unwelcome. Spas were concerned 
with preserving their status, both before and after the war, 
and opposed the idea of democratising the cure, "the reason 
for this strange phenomenon lay undoubtedly in the fears of 
individual spas, that accepting too many social insurance 
guests would mean their classification as a second-class 
Spa."lS) 
The last days of the war witnessed an important 
consti tutional change in Germany. Wi th the November 
Revolution of 1918 the monarchical structure of the German 
Empire collapsed and representative government was 
introduced. In the Weimar Republic political parties 
proliferated under the new system of proportional 
representation but there was no consensus about the new 
order, which in turn made stable government difficult. The 
extension of political and social rights was welcomed by 
some sections of German society which envisaged the beginning 
of a new era, whilst changes were deeply resented by other 
sections which were distrustful and disdainful of the new 
order. In its first five years the Weimar Republic was 
haunted by the Peace Treaty and dogged by the question of 
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reparations, both of which created resentment on a national 
scale. There were also daunting economic problems. The 
Republic faced a major crisis in 1923 when confidence in 
the German economy collapsed completely. Hyper-inflation and 
unemployment rocked an already unstable government and left-
and right-wing attempts were made throughout Germany to 
overthrow it. Under Stresemann the government however 
managed to re-organise the currency and together wi th the 
agreement on reparations, a period of relative economic and 
political stability began. 
The strong desire for social reform expressed by the German 
people following defeat at the end of the war was recognised 
by all parties in the Weimar Republic. Progressive income 
tax was introduced in 1919 as well as capital gains and 
inheritance tax, "measures which were very advanced for their 
era."20) Social welfare provisions were extended and 
unemployment benefits were improved, and despite all the 
problems of the Weimar period as Carr points out, "One of the 
characteristic features of the republic was its genuine 
concern for the quality of life of the citizen. ":21 ) 
levertheless, clashes between social traditions and the needs 
of the economy continued. Institutions such as the military, 
the civil service and the education system jealously guarded 
their status and impeded moves towards a more equal society. 
Even in the period between 1924 and 1929 the Weimar Republic 
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was no more than a system of compromises flawed by "the 
contradiction ... between a political system that permitted and 
a social structure that forbade democracy." :;2;;':» 
Against this background, spa authorities were facing a 
dilemma: whilst visits to spas had resumed after the war, 
business was not booming. On the other hand the idea of the 
welfare state had been strengthened. Financial 
difficul ties, especially those experienced in 1923, pushed 
spa administrators to consider their future more seriously, 
and the debate about whether to remain I exclusi vist I or 
become social cure oriented 
throughout the twenties. 
gathered pace and importance 
When the Federation of German Spas reconvened for its first 
annual conference in 1920 the emphasiS was on "the effective 
co-operation on, and representation of, the economic 
interests of spas. 11:23) Economic interests which, after the 
catastrophe of 1923, increasingly considered the advantages 
of accepting more guests financed by social insurance schemes 
- a prospect which "was not always greeted enthusiastically 
by the spas. "24) 
The insurance bodies had continued to extend their 
possiblities to provide cures and between 1920 and 1930 
fifteen new company-owned homes were opened and the LVA 
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regional bodies had secured one hundred and seven contract 
homes by 1930. 
At their annual conference in 1925 the Federation agreed to 
work towards the "extensive co-operation of the main 
Association of Health Insurance Bodies and the Federation of 
German Spas in the interest of introducing cures on 
prescription."2S) In fact records of social cures taken in 
the following year indicate that considerable numbers were 
already granted - a total of 154,460 social insurance cures 
were taken (plus 111,486 cures for r.B. patients).2tO.' By 
1927 the total, excluding T.B. patients, had reached 188,221 
:27 ) , most of which were funded by the Invalidity and Health 
Insurance Funds. 
The growing importance and influence, 
Health Insurance bodies, on the 
particularly of the 
Ii ves of medical 
practitioners at this time caused friction between them, the 
doctors fearing that they would .. be turned into supervised 
health workers on an assembly line. "28) Antagonisms were 
such that there was even a possiblity of a strike by 
doctors. 29) However, state finance for the treatment of 
diseases such as tuberculosis, essentially a 'poor man's' 
illness, had provided a steady income for spa doctors 
at a time when revenue from their traditional source - the 
middle class - had been reduced to a trickle. And the 
medical profession at spas seem, an the whole, to have 
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welcomed the increase in social insurance cures. As Dr 
Behrend, a physician at Bad Kolberg, put it: 
Enemy occupation, the decline of foreign visitors, 
the dwindling wealth, indeed, for the greater part 
the impoverishment of the middle classes would have 
led to a large fall in the number of visits if the 
unexpected expansion of social welfare provisions 
had not compensated [for this 10ssJ. 30:> 
The prospect of a future with a guaranteed income at a time 
of great financial insecurity must have been very appealing 
to spa doctors. As was the espied opportunity to assert 
balneology by conducting wide-scale and more uniform surveys 
of treatment, thus furthering the development of the 
discipline as a science and bringing about a more serious, 
scientific approach to cures. In the past, privately funded 
cures, they argued,~l) had been almost impossible to control 
and therefore to assess. Such submissions by spa doctors 
were, however, easier to put forward at a national level as 
a pressure group than at a local level, where as part of a 
communi ty dependent on guests their interests clashed with 
those of many spa administrations, anxious to maintain the 
traditional atmosphere of luxury. lot surprisingly then the 
arguments put forward by spa doctors met with considerable 
resistance at first, but in alliance with the insurance 
bodies, were made more palatable by emphasizing that 
social cures could be taken in the unpopular off-season thus 
extending the use of and income from spa treatment and 
entertainment facilities. 
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Spa administrations were often less enthusiastic and 
sometimes openly hostile to the idea of more social insurance 
guests. At the 1927 Conference views such as these were 
expressed: 
The whole atmosphere of the spa or health resort 
will be lowered, particularly by the practice of 
treating insurants in company homes, so that the 
well-to-do guests will no longer see the spa as a 
place where he can not only recover his damaged 
health but also relax and generally refresh himself 
- a necessity sought at least once a year. Thus the 
private paying guests will turn more and more to 
foreign resorts where the old atmosphere of luxury 
and elegance has been preserved, and the consequence 
must follow that German spas would be 
proletarianised."32) 
The national picture, reflected in the case stUdy of Bad Ems. 
shows the slow progress of social cures in the mid- twenties: 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
4,053 
6,884 
7,480 
9,135 
TABLE 1 
DE.. WlUQi 
SOCIAL C!l.RES. 
113 
399 
490 
753 
SOURCE: Staatliche Kurverwaltung, Bad Ems. 
Although the actual number of social cures was fairly small, 
their proportion increased each year; from 2. 8~ in 1924 to 
8. 2~ by 1927 - a time of relative economic stability. when 
pri vate paying guests from home and abroad also came in 
growing numbers. In 1928 the total number of guests (there 
are no separate figures for social guests) rose to over ten 
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thousand and in 1929, when the occupying forces from France 
finally left, the total was 11,124, comparing favourably 
wi th pre-war numbers for the first time since the war, a 
situation which would not re-occur until 1952. 
Reverberations from the collapse of the Stock Karket in New 
York in 1929 reached Europe, and in Germany in particular an 
economic crisis began which gathered pace throughout 1930 and 
1931. Unemployment rose and as the economic situation 
worsened steadily, alarm spread, fuelled by recent experience 
of the 1923 crisis and memories of mass unemployment and 
inflation. Once again a crisis in the economy resulted in a 
fall in the number of cures taken. In Baden-Baden business 
was down by 32% compared even with 1922, in Bad Nauheim by 
28% and in Bad Salzuflen by 27%. In Bad Ems the total of 
9,448 in 1930 was reduced to 7,950 in 1931 and to 6,504 in 
1932, a drop of 31%. 
The Weimar Republic, already unstable, was unable to counter 
the growing economic crisis and fell into political disarray. 
Elections showed gains for the National Socialists, whose 
success lay in promises of something for 
disseminated by effectively organised propaganda 
everyone 
machinery. 
The economic strains and political chaos proved too much for 
the Weimar Republic which finally collapsed. 
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Hitler became Chancellor in January 1933 and immediately set 
about conSOlidating his power. He systematically dissolved 
or disbanded other political parties and those economic, 
social and cultural organisations which stood in the way of 
total rule. Trade Unions were summarily abolished and 
replaced by the German Labour Front (DAF) , the party system 
was dissolved and the one-party state was proclaimed in July 
1933. The churches, Protestant and Catholic, capitulated in 
the process of Gleichschaltung as education, culture, indeed 
all aspects of life in Germany were brought under Nazi 
control, which was retained not simply by the effective use 
of propaganda or by the terror instilled by organisations 
such as the Gestapo, but also by the widespread belief that 
Hitler was keeping his electoral promises to restore 
Germany's power and bring prosperity to all. Unemployment 
was reduced as the economy began to recover and Hi tIer's 
foreign policy was seen to be pursuing a successful path. 
However, behind these accomplishments and the fa~ade of mass 
propaganda many promises were not kept. In the field of 
social policy the National Socialist regime, as Bismarck 
fifty years earlier, used welfare measures as a sop to the 
effecti ve loss of power suffered by the workforce, al bei t 
that "socialism in the Third Reich was by no means a rigid or 
well-thought-out concept, but was frequently stretched to 
embrace varyi ng aspects of German society." 33:> In fact 
advances in social welfare were few and for the most part, 
"like the population to which it applied, social policy was 
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neither advanced nor neglected in the Third Reich, rather it 
was manipulated. "34:' 
In this sense, the promotion of cures as a benefit of social 
insurance provided an ideal vehicle for the furtherance of 
lational Socialist claims that the regime was pursuing a 
policy of improving health and welfare services, of creating 
an egalitarian Volksgemeinschaft and of advancing the cause 
of science and medicine. 
The cure, with its emphasis on natural remedies, fresh air, 
exercise and healthy diet, was promoted as part of a campaign 
to improve the nation's fitness, "many sick persons ... regain 
their full capacity and abilt ty to work as a benefit of a 
drinking cure or spa treatment. "36) And at the same time "a 
stay in a spa or health resort should ... help to educate 
healthy and sick alike for the structuring of the new German 
Volk."36) Remedies used for spa treatment were ideologically 
sound, issuing as they did from German Boden and those 
aspects which corresponded to the ideals of a II back to 
nature" and heal thy 11 ving 
recommended. 
movement were emphasized and 
In 1934 an amendment was made to the Insurance Acts which 
telescoped §1269 and §1306 into §1310 and stated that a cure 
could be granted when in so dOing, "the threatened invalidity 
of an insurant or widow would be prevented and when an 
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invalid, widow or widower entitled to a pension would recover 
their ability to earn a living." Which in reality meant that 
the 1911 Acts remained unchanged in essence. 
The cure as a luxury and the old exclusive atmosphere of 
traditional spa life had, it was claimed, disappeared. As K. 
Schnelle wrote: 
Whilst in earlier times it was the privilege of some 
well-off classes, along with many other comforts in 
life, to take a cure in a spa, the years since the 
war, and particularly the years since the lational 
Socialist seizure of power have wi tnessed all 
classes benefiting from these healing treasures of 
nature.::EI7) 
The medical profession, still smarting from their experiences 
of the Weimar Republic which had not "given the doctor what 
is his due",3e> were enthusiatic supporters of the new 
regime. They joined the ISDAP in significant numbers. 
visualizing a prosperous future and restitution of their 
former revered status. This was true of spa doctors too. 
Balneotherapy was said to have received scant attention prior 
to 1933; "only in the Third Reich did treatment employing the 
natural healing properties of the German earth come to wide 
public attention. "39) 
In line with the programme of Gleichschal tung the formerly 
self-administering health insurance bodies lost their 
autonomy and the Federation of German Spas was dissolved in 
1933 and the administration of spas incorporated into the 
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National Tourist Authority. This was not, however, a shift 
in emphasis towards cures as holidays; holidays with pay as 
a statutory entitlement were extended from three to six days 
in 1933 and the average stay of a cure-guest was 21. 7 days40:> 
And whilst many claims made by the National Socialist regime 
concerning cures were exaggerated and used for propaganda 
purposes, the essential elements of a cure as a period of 
recuperation and convalescence using mineral water springs 
were not altered nor were their beneficial effects 
challenged. 
It is d1fficul t to assess the impact of the Kraft durch 
Freude (KdF) movement on cure-taking. 
Labour Front KdF provided cheap 
As part of the German 
leisure and holiday 
activities for its members of which there were 2.3 million in 
1934 and 10.3 million by 1938. 41 ;' Tourism gained economic 
significance under fascism - 9.6 million holidays taken by 
KdF members in 193742 :> - a holiday for one in nine Germans. 
For many this would have been their first. However, the 
extent of Jazi propaganda must be taken into consideration. 
A survey conducted in Mannheim43 :> suggests that holidays 
accounted for only a small part of KdF activities. Of the 
820,000 who had taken part in KdF events there in 1937, only 
100,000 went on one or two day excursions, 11,000 on a 
fortnights holiday and barely 1,000 enj oyed one of the 
cruises to Norway, Italy or Madeira of which Nazi propaganda 
made so much. 
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The figures for short-stay visits to Bad Ems (see Table I I 
below) show an increase from 1933 to 1936. KdF members had 
the payment of local cure tax waived or reduced by mayors of 
spa resorts, as their conscience led them: "When taking a 
decision it should be remembered that these journeys are an 
important measure of social relief work and an add1 tional 
promotion to the tourist economy." 44.) However, II spas and 
health resorts were only partly affected by these trips. 
Spas were only involved with KdF travellers to a limited 
extent so that revised cure tax arrangements were unimportant 
for cure-taking and unproblematic for spa 
administrations. "45) 
TABLE II 
SHORT-STAY VISITS IU ~ ~ 
1933 13,621 
1934 16,335 
1935 17,559 
1936 20,829 
1937 19,662 
1938 16,209 
1939 14,155 
SOURCE: Staatliche Kurverwaltung, Bad Ems. 
Even if it is true that holidays were not taken in great 
numbers through KdF, their activities must have raised a 
great many Germans' awareness and perception of travel and 
leisure opportunities. And whilst research for this study at 
a national level and in Bad Ems revealed no evidence of any 
direct involvement with KdF, one spa, Bad Soden-Salmunster in 
Hessen reported that in 1939, " the German Labour Front's 
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plan to extend the spa to become a social spa (KdF-spa) was 
wrecked by the outbreak of the Second World War,"4"" 
What does emerge from this period is that cures at spas and 
heal th resorts, were promoted and extended on egalitarian 
lines under National Socialism; ega 11 tarian, that is, as 
defined by the liazis who had begun to exclude large numbers 
of Germans (Jews, po 11 tical opponents, 'asocials' and 
severely handicapped persons) from their concept of 
Valksgemeinschaft. The year 1933 thus marks a turning point 
in the fortunes of cures at Bad Ems when the decline in the 
total number of guests which had occurred since 1930 was 
hal ted, albeit the number of foreign guests did not improve 
until the following year and even then only for two years. 
The number of social insurance cures at Bad Ems increased as 
a percentage of all cures in this period from 21~ in 1933 to 
27~ in 1938, compared with only 8~ in 1927. 
TABLE III 
~RnAIB SOCIAL ~RIYAIB IOI.AL. 
(GBRXA.I) IISURAICB (FORBIGN) 
1933 4,785 1,439 676 6,900 
1934 4,979 1,906 854 7,739 
1935 5,143 2,236 931 8,310 
1936 5,333 2,254 921 8,508 
1937 6,398 2,277 915 9,509 
1938 6,160 2,501 753 9,414 
1939 5,933 2,250 346 8,547 
SOURCE: Staatliche Kurverwaltung, Bad Ems. 
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Guests enjoying a cure as a benefit of social welfare 
policies were members of one of the statutory insurance 
bodies, beneficiaries of charitable institutions, members of 
the armed forces, special SS troops, war invalids and the 
less well-off German Vol1rsgenossen of Aryan decent. 47> 
Foreigners were granted no price reductions, and concessions 
-of any kind for Jews cannot be considered under any 
circumstances.- 4e ) 
The increased number of social insurance guests did not, 
however, mean that Bad Ems had become totally reliant on the 
spa economy. As will be remembered, there was sti11 mining 
in Bad Ems, and whilst its fortunes had been waning for a 
number of years in the face of fierce opposition from the 
spa administration, there was a change after 1933. 
Rearmament and autarky meant that metal deposits became vital 
to the needs of the regime. And during National Socialism 
the quest for, and importance of, raw materials resulted in 
increased mining activity in Ems and an end to the dispute 
concerning possible adverse effects on the mineral 
springs. 49) 
The main economic base in the town remained, however, the spa 
and the cure, which flourished in 1937 and 1938. There was a 
fall in numbers in 1939, and again in 1940 and, as in the 
Great War, so in World War II many cure homes and clinics 
were taken over as military hospitals. Despite reduced 
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capacity private cures were undertaken and social insurance 
cures were still granted as the regime attempted to maintain 
normali ty. Indeed, social cures provided an average of more 
than 30% of all guests in the war years. 
TABLE IV 
PRIVATE SOCIAL INSURANCE IOIAL. 
1940 2,304 1,063 3,367 
1941 4,585 1,933 6,518 
1942 3,911 2,036 5,947 
1943 3,542 1,595 5,137 
1944 4,162 4,162 
1945 
SOURCE: Staatliche Kurverwaltung, Bad Ems. 
Germany's defeat was followed by a period of hardship and 
disruption, especially before the currency reform. There 
were shortages of food, fuel and shelter. Travel was 
dislocated and further hindered by the problems involved in 
moving between the occupied zones. Nevertheless spas quickly 
began to administer cures once more. And whilst there are no 
national figures for the early years, the German Spa Yearbook 
of 1949 reported that, "it is a particularly pleasing fact 
that already in 1946 ... efforts to administer cures were 
successful and that the often restricted space ... was 
constant 1 yin use" SO) In a country where "at least one 
million ex-servicemen had suffered severe injuries and were 
disabled [and] civilian health was also badly shaken"Sl;' it 
is not surprising that demand exceeded supply. 
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The first Federation of German Spas Congress after the war 
was held in September 1947 in Norderney and reported a "tough 
struggle" with the occupying powers in their efforts to re-
open spas "principally because one often came up against a 
total lack of understanding as to the importance of cures for 
the health of the population. "62) Much accommodation had 
been commandeered for troops, evacuees and refugees which 
together with territorial changes, was restricted. 
In 1949, following the currency reform, contributions to, and 
the scope of, social insurance was adjusted (Sozial-
vericherungs-Anpassungsgesetz 17.6.1949) Henceforward an 
invalid was defined as "that insurant who, as a result of 
illness or other debility or weakness of his physical or 
mental strength, is unable to earn at least 50~ of expected 
earnings of someone with similar training in similar 
employment" - previously the loss of earnings level had been 
66.6~.S3) In 1954 it was reported that apprOXimately 80t of 
the total population of the Federal Republic was part of the 
statutory insurance schemes. Thus the possibility of 
granting a cure had existed in substantially the same form 
since 1911. Changes in the economic climate and the 
experience of the interwar period had, however, produced a 
new attitude towards the social curei the social insurance 
guest, who had been the cinderella at the spa, became a much 
wooed princess. 
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The medical profession too was changing its stance. As we 
shall see below, balneology had gained greater recognition. 
Xedical opinion "increasingly recommend cures in spas and 
heal th resorts as necessary to prevent chronic i llness ... 
(and) ... the idea is put forward that cures are primarily part 
of medical preventative measures". 54:' It was this notion of 
prevention which was to play an important role in the future 
of the social cure, especially in the revision of the pension 
insurance system undertaken in 1957. 
Hufner's study5S) of the social cure takes the 1957 Insurance 
Revision Acts as its starting point, but, as the figures 
show, social insurance cures had been playing an important 
role in the survival of spas for a number of years before 
that. From a purely statistical standpoint, data collected 
from 1957 onwards are more accurate and reliable. However, 
to begin so late in the history of the modern social cure 
would miss the continuity of cure-taking in Germany and its 
dramatic recovery after the Second World War. 
In the early postwar years cures were funded by the health 
insurance and the invalidity and old age pensions bodies 
and granted as a benefit of the War Pensions scheme, "to 
provide compensation in respect of injuries sustained, by 
means of curative treatment ... "&6) Such measures promoted 
Erhard's idea of fiohlstand fiir alle which, it was hoped, 
would grow out of the 'Economic Xiracle' which brought 
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prosperity to many, although by no means all Germans. 
Economic recovery enabled many Germans to finance their cure 
themselves and this return to the spa immediately after the 
war can be at least partially explained when seen as part of 
the general attempt by "many middle-class West Germans... to 
restore their social and cultural insti tutions" which "by 
starting up again after the war as if nothing had happened ... 
contributed to the creation of a public atmosphere in which 
self-pity and nostalgia replaced self-scrutiny. "S?') 
In 1949 the Deutscber Baderverband reported that "compared 
with the summer of 1948 there is an encouraging increase in 
Figures for cures in sixty-eight spas 
(none of which was a coastal spa) show that the number of 
cure-guests had risen from 170,881 to around 276,000, an 
increase of 61~ although in comparison with 1938, for which 
only 26 spas submitted figures, numbers were still only 50~ 
of the pre-war figure. 
The 1949 Yearbook lists 239 spa and coastal health resorts, 
substantially less than pre-war numbers, at least seventy-
four lost through boundary changes. 59) Of the 239 only 170 
submitted figures for cures and it is unclear why the others 
failed to do sOi nine reported that they were unable to take 
guests because they were occupied by Allied army troops, four 
were simply "closed" and fourteen had either no or very 
restricted opportunities to provide accommodation, and of the 
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86,652 beds registered, 43% were in coastal resorts. One 
year later a total of 956, 000 cures were registered in 170 
spas. &0) By 1953 the total number of cures had risen to 
1,490,000, by 1955 to 1,828,000 and in 1956 topped the two 
million mark - 2,045,000. 61 ) 
A survey conducted in nine spas in the Federal Republic of 
Germany shows a mean average increase in the three years 
between 1951 and 1954 of 72't, which had slowed to a mean 
average of 39't between 1954 and 1957. 
TABLE V 
195i. l. 1 n!:::I:~a.5e l251. ~1n!:::I:~a.~~ 
twU:. twU:. 
p[e~lcl.l~ p[a~lcl.l~ 
~ ~ 
Driburg 6,300 11,800 +B7.3't 16,800 +42.4% 
I'auheim 16,BOO 29,100 +73.2't 32,600 +10.7% 
Orb 17,700 24,200 +36.7't 32,000 +32.2't 
I'enndorf 8,400 12,300 +46.4't 17,700 +43.9't 
Schlangenbad 3,000 4,200 +40.0't 6,300 +50.0% 
Wildbad 13,700 20,500 +49.6't 26,200 +27.8% 
Hersfeld 2,100 4,900 +133.3't 7,300 +48.9't 
Homburg 2,000 4,800 +140.0't 7,300 +52.0% 
I'euenahr 9,700 . 14,100 +45.4't 19,800 +40.2't 
*Figures to nearest thousand. 
SOURCEj Hufner, G., Die Sbzialkur und ihre statistische 
Erfassung (Kassel, 1969), p.83 (Calculations JBR) 
In Bad Ems there was an increase of 50't between 1951 and 1954 
and 19't between 1954 and 1957. And as we shall see in the 
following chapter, recovery there had begun much earlier. By 
1953 Bad Ems had more guests than at any time in its history, 
12,271 and by 1957 this figure had reached 16,359. The 
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significance of the social cure in this recovery process has 
been paramount - from 1949 onwards there have al ways been 
more social insurance cure-guests there than private guests 
in Bad Ems. 
A breakdown of national figures into private and social 
insurance cures was first conducted in 1955 when 452,000 
social cures were registered, rising to 512,000 in 1956 and 
to 593,000 by 1957, representing an annual increase of 13.3% 
and 15.Bt respectively and accounting for 24.7t of all cures 
in 1955, 25t in 1956 and 25.9% in 1957."';<:) The growing 
importance of social insurance cures is also evident in the 
numerous references to social cures in the 1949 and 1951 
Yearbooks, "The social insurance bodies, who have become ever 
more important for cure treatment, have not failed in times 
of financial need. "0=.3) By 1954 a whole chapter of the 
yearbook is devoted to "spa cures in statutory insurance and 
national welfare laws"€·4) and sets out entitlements to and 
the principles behind cures as a benefit of social insurance 
based on the 1934 Amendment Acts."·E') 
In 1953 an Advisory Committee for the Reform of Social 
Services was set up which, after a period of discussion, 
outlined the framework of legislative reforms to the welfare 
system of the Federal Republic. The revised system of social 
insurance aimed at moving "beyond the bounds of its original 
purpose, which was merely to provide help in the case of 
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extreme need. It is no longer confined, either in its nature 
or its amount merely to the relief of distress, but is 
designed to safeguard the social status of the insured person 
and his survivors. "SS) With this in mind provisions "for the 
maintenance, improvement and recovery of employability" were 
extended and clarified by the Pension Insurance Reform Laws 
(Rentenversicberungs Neuregelungsgesetze) of 1957. 
The draft bill presented in 1956,67:> (Entwurf eines Gesetzes 
zur Neuregelung des Recbts der Rentenversicberung der 
Arbei ter und der Angestell ten)E.EI) on the reform of the pension 
insurance system emphasized that its proposals would bring 
about "a decisive improvement through the reshaping of the 
benefi ts system in the case of invalidity. The aim of 
invalidity insurance is no longer primarily the provision of 
a pension but rather re-integration into working life. "6'3) 
On the basis of statistics provided by the Pension Insurance 
Bodies (which were not quoted) the explanatory notes of the 
draft bill concluded that "since the last war the proportion 
of pension claimants below retirement age has increased 
extraordinarily, "7C1) and the concept behind the provisions of 
the Pension Insurance Reform Acts was that "the promotion of 
heal th and occupation [1s] mare rational and advantageous, 
both for the insured person and the economy as a whole, than 
the payment of a pension."?l) 
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Xeasures were thus introduced "which have been applied by the 
Accident Insurance system and War Victims Welfare ... with 
good results,"72) which would enable the insurant "to provide 
for his livelihood through work"73) and gave precedence to 
the recovery of the ability to earn a living: 
Xeasures for the maintenance, improvement and 
recovery of the abi 11 ty to earn a li vi ng stand at 
the forefront ... of the attempt [to reduce the number 
of early pensions] which is in the interest of both 
the insurant himself ... as well as in the interest of 
the whole population. 74 ) 
The Acts7S ) defined the task of the Pension Insurance Bodies 
as: 
1. The maintenance, improvement and recovery of the 
insurant's ability to earn a living. 
2. The provision of a pension in the event of inabil1 ty to 
pursue a profession (Berufsunfahigkeit), earn a living 
(Erwerbsunfahigkeit) or in old age. 
3. The provision of a pension to dependents of deceased 
insurant and, 
4. the pursuit of measures to improve the health of the 
insured population. 7G ) 
The new legislation aimed to "keep insured persons, so long 
as possible, and to the greatest extent possible, fit and 
well as full members of their community up to the time they 
reach the age of retirement"77) and the special task of the 
Pension Insurance was to "maintain the employability, the 
will to work, of the insured person when it is endangered, to 
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improve it if it is diminished, and, if possible, to restore 
it completely, "7El.' or, as the Act itself states: 
If the ability to earn a living of an insurant is in 
danger or reduced as a consequence of illness or 
other infirmities, or debilities of his physical or 
mental capacities, and can probably be maintained, 
essentially improved or recovered, then the Pension 
Insurance can provide measures described in §123T79) 
for the maintenance, improvement or recovery of the 
ability to earn a living. eo) 
Before looking at the measures it would perhaps be helpful to 
look at exactly who is covered by these insurance schemes and 
also to define and clarify the term" (in)ability to earn a 
living, or as the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social 
Affairs translates it" (un)employabili ty", which, because of 
its relative brevity will be used in the following. 
Firstly then the scope of the penSion insurance schemes. As 
mentioned above, in 1911 manual workers and non-manual 
employees were organised into separate insurance schemes and 
these old divisions have been maintained, thus restoring the 
social structure of the pre-Nazi era. Today there are 
eighteen federal-state institutions for manual workers and 
craftsmen (Landesversicberun~nstalten filr Arbeiter - LVA) a 
National Insurance Institution for non-manual workers 
(Bundesversi cberungsanstal t filr Angestell te BfA), a 
lational Miners Relief Association (Bundesknappschaft) , 
together with a National Railworkers Insurance Institution, a 
lational Seaman's Fund and an Agricultural Workers Fund. The 
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schemes are compulsory for all employees "working for 
remunerationw , including "apprentices and others engaged in 
vocational training, even if they receive no pay',ell) 
regardless of income. 
Wemployees of the 
Those not insured in these schemes are 
Federal Government, the Minder, 
Associations of J(unicipali ties, Local Authori ties, 
Admi nistrations of Social Insurance, the Federal Institute 
for Labour, the German Federal Bank, religious communi ties 
recognised as corporations in public law, judges and 
clergymen ... regular soldiers of the Federal Armed ForcestlS2 ), 
who are part of a different state scheme. 
The major part of the schemes is financed by contributions, 
wi th a grant from the government which is linked to past 
national average income. This compensates for the lack of 
contributions from the unemployed, 
those doing National Service. 
low paid, students and 
The government also 
contri butes towards the payment of pensions for war 
invalids/widows and the Rehabilitation programme (see below). 
The statutory pension insurance bodies are incorporated under 
public law (as are, for example, universities and local 
authori ties). They are autonomous legal entities, whose 
self-governing organs are solely responsible for carrying out 
the tasks assigned them by law, although they are subject to 
state supervision. The self-governing organs are the 
member's representative board (Vertreterversa1l11l1ung> and the 
management board «(Vorstand). Both comprise an equal number 
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of elected representatives of the insurants and their 
employers. The 
legislative body, 
members' representative board act as the 
while the management board is reponsi ble 
for administration. 
Contributions were calculated at 18.5t of the insurants gross 
income in 1981, having risen steadily from 10% in 1950, the 
cost being equally divided between employer and employee. 
The amount of the contribution is now adjusted annually and 
is set by the Ministry of Employment and Social Affairs. 
As mentioned above, the statutory pension insurance schemes 
provide pensions as well as measures for maintaining, 
improving or recovering the insurants employability in the 
event of a "reduced standard of employment in the customary 
occupation - Berufsunfahlgkelt. 9 "':' This is judged to have 
occurred when an insurant's earning capacity "has been 
reduced to less than half of that of a physically and 
mentally healthy person with similar training and equal 
knowl edge and skill" 94:0 as a consequence of illness, 
infirmity or deterioration of physical or mental health. 
The term "unemployability"es:o (Erwerbsunfsbigkelt) is applied 
to insurants who, "by reason of sickness or other infirmity, 
or weakness of their physical or mental health, are for an 
unforeseeable period incapable of following a gainful 
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occupation with any degree of regularity, or of earning mare 
than a negligible amount. neG) 
Having established who the acts cover and how 
(un)employability is defined, section §1237 of the ArVNG (§14 
of the AnVNGj §36 KnVNG) can be considered. Here the 
measures for the maintenance, improvement or recovery of 
employability are set down as encompassing curative 
treatment, occupational furtherance and social welfareErn and 
curative treatment further defined as including "all 
necessary medical treatment, in particular in spas and health 
resorts as well as in special establishments. "E.e) 
In essence then a cure could be provided if it was expected 
that it would prevent invalidity, i.e. a claim for an early 
pension and restore the ability to earn a living to those 
otherwise entitled to such a pension, a concept which became 
the foundation of the work of the Pension Insurance Bodies, 
known by the blanket term 'rehabilitation'. 
The term rehabilitation was not new, but was embodied for the 
first time in the 1957 Acts. It emerged from the medical 
concept of re-integrating patients following an accident. In 
its post-war guise, "it does not simply mean the recovery of 
physical health but also the mental and social re-
introduction into the ordered, sui table rhythm of life and 
employment. "99) Rehabili tatton thus includes "medical 
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treatment, drugs and surgical 
including physiotheraphy etc. 
dressing, cure treatment 
the curative treatments 
Particularly emphasized are 
above all in spas ... including 
necessary accommodation and care. "'~O:l Indeed such has been 
the impact of rehabilitation that the BfA defines cure 
treatment as "belonging to rehabilitation measures" rather 
than the other way round. 91 :. 
A cure as a benefit of the social insurance bodies covers the 
cost of doctors or specialists in clinics, accommodation and 
care in a cure home, plus medicines and treatment including 
spa remedies (e. g. mineral spring water baths, mud baths, 
exercise baths, inhalation, etc) and spa treatment (massage, 
Kneipp, electrotherapy etc.) as well as relaxation therapy, 
advice on diet and lectures on health. 92) 
The path to obtaining a cure involves an application from the 
insurant, which must be accompanied by a medical certificate 
recommending same issued by the family doctor, the doctor at 
the workplace or a doctor who has known the insurant for some 
time, to the relevant insurance institution. The insurance 
body in turn arranges for one of their own doctors to examine 
the applicant and both medical reports are then scrutinised. 
Provided that the insurant is entitled to a cure under the 
terms of their insurance and that there are sufficient 
medical grounds, the insurant will be granted a cure, usually 
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of four weeks, at a spa designated by the insurance body's 
doctor and at a date recommended by same. 
To sUIlll!larise, the Pension Insurance Revision Acts of 1957 
clarified the procedure of granting cures as a benefit of 
statutory insurance. Henceforward cures could be financed by 
the pension insurance schemes when it was expected that such 
treatment would maintain, improve or restore employablli ty 
rather than the former practice of granting cures when the 
insurant was already an invalid, or was threatened by 
invalidity and, furthermore, specifically stated that 
treatment was to be administered primarily in spas. 
Figures show, however, that social cures were being taken in 
substantial numbers in the years immediately after the Second 
World War and had increased dramatically before the Acts took 
effect, and in this sense they merely formalised a well-
established practice. On a national level, despite 
rationing, scarce accommodation and travel restrictions, the 
first decade after the war witnessed a boom in cure-taking, 
and this upward trend in the number of cures, both private 
and social, continued for a further decade (see Table VI). 
The ten years immediately following the introduction of the 
1957 Revision Acts were ones of economic growth in West 
Germany and over this period there was a steady increase in 
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the number of social cures which passed the million mark for 
the first time in 1967. 
TABLE II 
rnE.S. I.AKll IT WES.I. GERMANY 
PRIVATE SOCIAL I.O.IA.L-
1956 1,533,000 512,000 2,045,000 
1957 1,691,000 593,000 2,284,000 
1958 1, 634,000 653,000 2,287,000 
1959 1,928,000 708,000 2,636,000 
1960 2,117,000 762,000 2,879,000 
1961 2,245,000 781,000 3,026,000 
1962 2,215,000 832,000 3,047,000 
1963 2,333,000 842,000 3,175,000 
1964 2,456,000 867,000 3,323,000 
1965 2,580,000 885,000 3,465,000 
1966 2,618,000 914,000 3,532,000 
1967 2,579,000 1,044,000 3,623,000 
Figures to nearest thousand. 
SOURCE: 1956-1964; Deutscher Badervervand e.V. (ed.), 
Jahresbericht 1964-65 (Bonn, 1965), p.4 
1964-67; Deutscher Baderverband e.V. (ed.), 
Jahresbericht 1980 (Kassel, 1981), p.24 
As mentioned above, the separation of social from private 
cures at a national level was first conducted in 1955. 
Unfortunately, however, the categorisation methods employed 
present an unclear and often misleading picture of the number 
of guests visiting a spa or health resort to undertake a 
cure. 
The figures, compiled by the Federation of German Spas 
(Deutscher Baderverband) - DBV, are based on information 
submitted by the spa administrations which in turn draw their 
statistics from the register of guests paying cure tax. This 
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is a tax levied on all visi tors staying for more than four 
nights (visitors staying for less than four nights bei ng 
Passanten). The category 'social insurance cure-guest' 
includes all those whose cure has been funded by one of the 
statutory insurance bodies as members of the health insurance 
funds - Orts- Ersatz- Innungs- and Be triebskrankenkassen 
and the Pension insurance bodies - Landesversicherungsanstalt 
fiir Arbei ter (LVA), Bundesversicherungsanstal t fiir 
Angestellte (BfA), Bundesknappschaft, Bundesbahn and 
Seekasse. 
guests. 
All other guests are defined as 'private' cure-
This classification cannot, however, be taken to 
mean either that all such guests are undertaking a cure or 
that as a cure-guest they have actually financed a cure 
themsel ves. Friends or relatives accompanying a social 
insurance cure-guest, persons on business trips and holiday-
makers who may partake in no form of cure treatment are 
counted together with cure-guests paying for their own cure 
and cure-guests who are not members of a statutory insurance 
scheme, such as civil servants and Angestellte in public 
service, whose own welfare facilities provide financial 
support for a cure which can be as high as 75% of the total 
cost. 
The Trade Association of German Spas and Health Resorts 
(riirtschaftsverband Deutscher Heil biider und Kurorte) defines 
a private guest as one who "essentially bears the cost of the 
cure themself. "98') Whilst the subsidy given by some health 
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insurance bodies is so small, around 10 DM per day, that it 
is accurate to state that the cure-guest is "essentially 
self-financed" Beamte and Angestellte in public service , as 
Hiifner points out,94) receive substantial support. 
Writing in 1976, DeliuS9E.;, found it "problematic to accept 
that there is a yearly total of around 5 million cure 
guests," and the inclusion of visitors to coastal resorts 
would seem to inflate the number of actual cure-takers with 
an unspecified number of hOliday-makers. Delius has 
estimated that the ratio of social insurance and 'private' 
cure-guests receiving a subsidy is something in the region 
of 70:30, thus making a yearly total of twa million 
"contract-guests". 9.) The German Economic Institute for 
Tourism at the University of Munich, in its 1973/1974 report, 
97) paints to the substantial subsidies which many 'private' 
guests receive and concludes that "the number of real self-
financers can therefore, not be more than 10~ of all cure-
guests in spas. "9S) Unfortunately, neither gives statistical 
information to substantiate these figures. 
Hiifner's study reveals a pattern in the private category 
which suggests that many of those subsumed under the heading 
I pri vate cure-guest' are holiday-makers. He considers the 
length of stay, the time of year of the visit and the number 
of cure remedies (i.e. massages, mud-packs, baths etc.) 
administered. Figures for private cure-guests reveal that on 
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average they visit a resort for two weeks - the traditional 
duration of a holiday - compared with the usual four week 
cure. The pattern of high demand during the popular summer 
months has also been retained by the private category, 
whereas social insurance cures are represented by a fairly 
stable demand spread between January and November. :':'9' The 
number of remedies administered to all guests shows that 
each cure-guest at a mineral water spa partakes, on average, 
13.28 remedies during their stay, whilst visitors to coastal 
or climatic resorts consume only 0.75 each. 100' This 
indicates a much lower degree of participation in treatment 
at the more traditional holiday resorts which would support 
the theory that many of the so-called private cure-guests are 
in fact holiday-makers. 
Looking at a breakdown of guests visiting the four main types 
of spas and health resorts in Germany we find that at the 
mineral water and mud spas, where spa treatment has retained 
the traditional remedies of bathing or drinking cures, the 
proportion of social cure-guests, in 1964 for example, 101) is 
greater than at the other types of resort. 
In percentage terms social insurance guests represented 47% 
of guests at mineral water spas, 16% at Kneipp spas, 12% at 
coastal resorts and 8% at climatic resorts, and by 1979 these 
percentages were 48.6%, 22.3%, 9.1% and 7.3% respectively. 
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NATIONAL FIGURES EaR ~ 11 ~ 
fRIYAIE SOCIAL IO.IAk 
INSURANCE 
Mineral and Mud spas 721,672 649,639 1,371,311 
Coastal resorts 768,318 108,211 876,529 
Kneipp spas 232,476 44,024 276,500 
Climatic resorts 733,634 65,594 799,228 
------- ------- ---------
2,456,100 867,468 3,323,568 
SOURCE: Deutscher Baderverband e.V. (ed.), Jahresbericht 
1964-65 (Bonn, 1965), p.6 
The significance of the social insurance cure-guest is, 
therefore, particularly important in spas such as Bad Ems 
where, as mentioned above, since 1949 there have been more 
social insurance guests than 'private'. Indeed, 77% of all 
social insuarnce cures taken in 1965 (72% in 1980) were taken 
at the more traditional mineral water/mud spas. 
A downturn in the economy between 1967 and 1968 was mirrored 
by an immediate 17.5% fall in the number of social cures. 
As we see from Table VIII, recovery was slow, and it was not 
until 1973 that the 1967 figure was exceeded at a national 
level. 
After the decline in social cures during the recession in 
the sixties, and a boom year in 1974, numbers fell between 
1976 and 1978 when once again wider economic trends were 
reflected in the number of social cures. This second decline 
was intensified in 1977 by a re-adjustment to the 1957 
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Insurance Act which imposed a minimum waiting period of two 
years between cures. At the same time the government 
recommended that the health insurance funds and the pension 
TABLE Y.ll.l. 
NATIONAL FIGURES EQR ~ 1968-1980 
fRHAIE SOCIAL I.OIAL. 
INSURANCE 
1968 2,810,000 861,000 3,671,000 
1969 3,084,000 931,000 4,015,000 
1970 3,244,000 949,000 4,193,000 
1971 3,412,000 1,007,000 4,419,000 
1972 3,495,000 1,043,000 4,538,000 
1973 3,787,000 1,087,000 4,874,000 
1974 3,764,000 1,156,000 4,920,000 
1975 3,932,000 1,146,000 5,078,000 
1976 3,963,000 1,000,000 4,963,000 
1977 4,243,000 983,000 5,226,000 
1978 4,427,000 1,051,000 5,478,000 
1979 4,391,000 1,175,000 5,566,000 
1980 4,667,000 1,250,000 5,917,000 
SOURCE: Deutscher Baderverband e. V. <ed. ), 
Jahresbericht 1980 (Kassel, 1981) , p.24 
insurance bodies should co-operate and eXChange information 
regarding applications for cures following the discovery that 
some insurants were claiming a cure as a benefit alternately 
from each scheme. There are no figures to show the extent of 
this practice, but its revelation produced strong criticisms 
in the national press. In an article in Die Zeit in 1976102 • 
the fall in the number of social cures during the 1967-68 
recession was seen as an indication that not all cures were 
medical necessities: "In the years of crisis between 1967 and 
1968 many people suddenly felt much heal thier ll • The fact 
that there was only a slight hiccup in the number of 
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'private' cures was explained in the same article by the fact 
that the security of tenure enjoyed, for example by civil 
servants, enabled them to take leave of absence without fear 
of losing their job and that they "take cures, even in a 
slump, as keenly as before." 1 o:cn 
A number of articles have since appeared alleging that cures 
were hOlidays on prescription. The media coi ned the word 
Kurlaub (j oini ng the German Kur with the word for holiday 
Urlaub) to express the opinion that many people were taking 
advantage of the statutory insurance schemes to finance a 
hOliday. 
Accusations of Kurlaub have been vehemently denied and 
disputed by the spa authorties, spa doctors and the insurance 
bodies. They were further annoyed by Chancellor Schmidt who, 
when outlining proposed government spending cuts during the 
most recent economic recession in West Germany 
statement to the press on 31st July 1981 remarked: 
I want to name the most important areas in which 
spending cuts, either by legislative or budgetary 
decisions, will have effect. The limitation of the 
Kurlaub will prove a considerable saVing ... we do not 
intend to curtail those cures which are 
necessary. 104:' 
in a 
Schmidt's use of the term Kurlaub caused much anger among the 
insurance bodies and spa authorities who had been attempting 
to combat criticisms that cures were simply glorified 
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holidays financed by the statutory insurance schemes for some 
years and as we shall see in the chapter on treatment below, 
efforts to allay such suspicions resulted in more strictly 
administered and controlled cures. 
The legislation introduced on 1st January 1982 < Kosten-
dampfungs-Erganzungsgesetz) reduced state contri butions 
towards the cost of social cures. The pension insurance 
bodies were ordered to reduce their expenditure in the area 
of cures by 400 million DK in 1982 and by 800 million by 1985 
and the health insurance bodies to reduce their spending on 
cures by 200 million DM: by the same date. The minimum 
waiting period between cures was increased to three years and 
insurants over the age of 59 were excluded from the 
rehabilitation programme. The conditions for granting a cure 
were also amended so that they could be given only if the 
ability to earn a living "was considerably endangered or 
weakened" and "only when treatment can ... essentially improve 
or restore the ability to earn a living" omitting the earlier 
aim of "maintaining" the ability to earn a living. At the 
Federation of German Spa's annual conference in 1981 all 
delegates expressed deep concern over the government's plans 
and predicted a fall of 30% in the number of cures with a 
resulting loss of 10,000 beds and 50,000 jobs. 10£.;) 
The slogan adopted at the time of the 1957 Insurance Acts -
Kur geht var Rente - has been modified in the press to read 
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Hunde. 1 C'E".:O At the beginning of 1983 a 
of 10 DK per day per patient was 
together with the other restrictions 
mentioned above did indeed result in an average 30% fall 
in the number of cure-guests by 1983. 107 :> Since then, 
however, the number of cures has once more begun to rise and 
spas continue to play an important and integral part of life 
in West Germany today. 
This chapter has been concerned with the evolution of the 
social cure. Cures as a benefit of state welfare provision 
arose in national context from the insurance schemes 
introduced in the 1870' s. 
legislative changes, some 
Since then there have been many 
of which have been rather 
technical. Such developments have been discussed in detail 
because this forms the background to a more detailed 
examination of the shift in the sociology of guests in Bad 
Ems in the age of the social cure to be examined in Chapter 
Six. 
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This chapter picks up the thread at the end of Chapter One 
and continues to examine the social history of Bad Ems after 
the Second World War. However, before we begin our detailed 
look at the spa town it seems appropriate to provide the 
wider political and economic background to post-war 
developments in the region. This means that we shall have to 
examine the impact of occupation and the re-emergence of 
political and economic life in what was to become the state 
of Rhineland-Palatinate. 
As a large mi 11 tary hospital base Bad Ems was nat bombed 
during the Second World War, although the last few days of 
hostilities brought fighting and some casualties to the town. 
All four bridges across the River Lahn were destroyed by the 
retreating German troops, thus separating the approaching 1st 
and 3rd U. S. Armies which entered Bad Ems in March 1945. In 
the uncertain days immediately before the arrival of the 
Americans the military hospitals were cleared and food 
supplies for the town removed from the depot by the departing 
German troops. On 26th Karch the mayor ordered the 
evacuation of the town, "but only a few women obeyed. He 
fled together with some officials, but did not get far." 1 ;. 
There was some resistance on the Spie2 side of the Lahn near 
the railway station and "twelve people, mainly women, were 
killed and forty houses damaged"2) when American tanks rolled 
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in. U.S. troops occupied Bad Ems until July 1945 when it was 
handed over to the French. 
Local historian Billaudelle claims that, lithe change from 
American to French occupation ... produced harsh consequences 
for the population of the town and spa, II;,,:. particularly with 
the setting up in Bad Ems of the General Command North of the 
French occupying army. 
homes were used to 
accommodate evacuees 
Many hotels, guest-houses and private 
billet troops and commandeered to 
from bombed towns and cities, 
particularly from Koblenz. Billaudelle adds further that 
the spa "lost the basis of its livelihood for an indefinite 
period."4) The town must indeed have been overcrowded for 
some time. At its height the military presence amounted to 
eight thousand personnel which allegedly "harassed and 
oppressed the population of a town already 
refugees and evacuees ... living on rations 
full up with 
of only 438 
calories per day in 1948"6) - compared with 1,100 calories in 
19466 • and well below the daily ration recommended in the 
British zone of 1,500 calories daily albeit that in 1945 
this "had slumped to between 950 and 1,150 calories. 7) 
The housing shortage was acute and the economic situation 
was no doubt difficult; "most Germans in the late 40's 
[were] living ... under conditions of extreme austerity.""") 
Food and fuel were in short supply and the population was 
confused and demoralised. Soldiers returning to Bad Ems 
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found the mines closed - flooded when the electricity failed 
- and employment scarce. Under conditions such as these it 
is remarkable that any cures were administered at all in the 
years immediately after the war. Nonetheless, a total of 
1,069 cures were taken in 1947, of which 222 were funded by 
the statutory insurance schemes. When, in the following 
year, the Albert Kurhei11l and the Narian Krankenhaus regained 
civilian status, numbers increased with social insurance 
cures representing 36% of all cure-guests in the town. Just 
one year later, in 1949, there were for the first time more 
social insurance guests than private guests (see Table 1). 
Thus whilst the presence of French troops in Bad Ems 
obviously affected business in the town a claim that "after 
the Second World War the cure and spa institutions were 
blocked by the occupation until 1953""3) is contradicted by 
statistics. 
TABLE l. 
fRIV:AIE SOCIAL EQREIGNERS 
INSURANCE 
1947 847 222 1,069 
1948 739 424 2 1,166 
1949 1,731 1,928 22 3,701 
1950 2,745 3,487 101 6,333 
1951 4,064 4,845 196 9,105 
1952 4,150 6,105 289 10,544 
SOURCE: Staatliche Kurverwaltung, Bad Ems. 
MThe development of (Bad Ems] ... in the last century was 
hampered by the conflict between the needs of a restful spa 
on the one hand and those of ... industry. In the meantime it 
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has became clear that the decision has been taken in favour 
of the spa." 10) The importance of the cure for the future 
of Bad Ems is evident in the programme of reconstruction 
undertaken in the immediate past-war years. In 1946 
essential work began repairing the bridges across the Lahn, 
the Kaiserbrucke being the last to be restored in 1954, and 
on the railway. Priority was, however, given to the spa's 
faclli ties. Thus in 1946 work began replanting the spa 
gardens and relaying the golf-course, part of which had been 
ploughed up and farmed during the war. The roof of the 
Kurhaus, damaged by fire in the spring of that year, was 
repaired and despite a shortage of materials and 
investment money the spa was soan able to offer a surprising 
amount of traditional entertainment. A cinema opened in 1946 
and the theatre was re-opened in the following year along 
wi th the reading room in the Kursaal. In September 1948 a 
Grand Ball was held in the Kursaal and by the summer of the 
fallowing year the ~rlbergbahn was operating once more. 
Treatment facilities were also limited in the early past-war 
years. In 1946 Heyer's inhalatorium re-opened, but the spa 
remedy centre was unable to operate that year since it was 
used by the French as a military court. 
By 1948 Bad Ems could advertise a total of six hundred beds 
and an entertainment programme including "concerts, symphony 
concerts and guest appearances, theatre, cinema, variety 
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shows and dancing providing the cultural programme ... wi th 
numerous sporting acti vi ties. Tennis courts, golf course, 
fishing, water sports, motor-boat trips and coach tours. "11 :> 
In 1949 "action special train" was introduced and in June of 
that year three hundred guests arrived by special train from 
Kassel "and from then on one saw larger groups of visitors in 
the spa garden, park and promenade. "lZ:> 
In 1950 a twenty-two piece orchestra was hired for the season 
and the rowing regatta was resumed in July of that year. The 
first Spa magazine for the 1951 season advertised a week's 
entertainment of three daily concerts, two cinemas, showing 
light entertainment films like Abbott and Costello, Sinbad 
the Sailor, The Count of Konte Cristo and One Thousand And 
One Nights. A fashion show was held modelling, "gowns 
previously only seen in Paris, Cairo, Alexandria and Athens 
that have only been in Germany for a few days." 1 ::;.) There was 
a Whitsuntide Ball, plays at the theatre, cabaret and a 
symphony concert. A tennis tournament was organised, there 
were opportunities to ride and play golf and a special 
celebration to mark the 75th anniversary of the Russian 
Church in Ems. Clearly much thought and energy was being 
given to setting things in motion again and to providing some 
light relief for a nation recovering from the devastation of 
total war. Efforts to re-establish the social and cultural 
institutions of the spa also reflect the more general mood of 
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nostalgia and desire to ignore the recent past in the 
immediate post-war period identified by Berghahn. 14 :> 
In 1952 half a million Marks was given by the Land of 
Rhineland-Palatinate to the town of Bad Ems "primarily for 
the restoration of the spa... The regional government is 
totally committed to a substantial investment programme in 
order to give Bad Ems a strong start for the future."'S) 
Because the spa at Ems was owned by the government, formerly 
Prussian, and since the founding of the Rhineland-Palatinate 
in 1947 owned by the Land, the regional government obviously 
had a greater interest in the future of the spa than in that 
of other economic sectors in the town and was able to exert 
its influence on reconstruction plans. Accordingly the money 
was given with certain proviSOS, so that none would be 
invested in re-opening the mines. The foundry had restarted 
in 1946, providing much needed jobs for some of the ex-mine 
workers salvaging Rhine steamers sunk during the war. And 
whilst the local administration recognised the need to 
establish new industries to compensate for the loss of the 
mines and reduced number of cure-guests, it was obliged to 
finance only environmentally sound industries. Bad Ems was 
consequently "forced to demand the highest (muniCipal) 
trade tax in order to maintain Land subsidies"lG) which 
deterred many potential private investors. At the same time 
the local administration was concerned that .. the greatest 
assets of the place, the beautiful countrYSide, would be 
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impaired ... [by industry] so that possible future guests would 
stay away." 17:> The result was that Bad Ems' industrial base 
was limited to a number of small, specialised industries; a 
factory making dentists' equipment, two glass works, a saw 
mill, a timber works and the Ems Pastil1en factory. 
During the Second World War the Ems Pasti11en industry had 
again been hit by shortages of vi tal ingredients and full 
production was not resumed until 1948. Ten years later 
Siemens took over and extended the range af products further 
and today employs twenty persons and manufactures fifty 
million pastilles each year. The pastilles are recommended 
for prevention and healing of colds, catarrh, sore throats, 
hoarseness, catarrh accompanying asthma, bronchitis and 
heartburn. Siemens also produce Emser KrHnchen water for a 
drinking cure at home, Emser 5alz for infections of the nose 
and mouth, Emser Balsam for external treatment of breathing 
problems, Emser Nasensalbe for use with colds and hayfever 
and finally Emser Sale for the treatment of all the above 
mentioned complaints using inhalation. 
Recovery in Bad Ems was also shaped and influenced by the 
occupying powers. In 1945 French troops moved into the town 
when France was allocated the south-western regions of 
Germany from the Palatinate to Baden and Bad Ems became part 
of the French zone. The occupying powers determined policy 
in the respective zones and any political activity had to be 
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sanctioned by them. The two local newspapers appearing by 
1946 were both licensed and censured by the French military 
government. 
Whilst the Amercian and Bri Ush zones soon combined as an 
economic unit (1.1.1947), the French were anxious to retain 
an autonomous zone and opposed moves towards a centralised 
administration or inter-zonal organisation. Thus whilst 
sanctioning the creation of trade unions and political 
parties at a local level, zonal and inter-zonal organisations 
were vetoed in 1945. France had specific plans for her zone 
which were "incompatible with the creation of a central 
economic administration or with political unification. III En 
They rejected centralisation fearing that this would "lead to 
the recreation of German's military power ... [and] to the 
acceptance of the then-existing frontiers of Germany. II 19) 
And although there was agreement on such issues as the 
disarmament and demilitarisation of Germany, France had 
special demands relating to her security as well as "a direct 
demand that the ecomony of Germany should be placed at the 
service of the other powers of Europe and, in particular, 
France. ":20) 
The administration of the French zone, under the mil i tary 
government with its seat in Baden-Baden, was at first divided 
along the lines of existing administrative units within the 
zone. Each unit, a delegation superieure was headed by a 
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military governor and further sub-divided into provincial 
adminstrative districts (Regierungsbezirlre) , county boroughs 
(Landlrreise) local authorities (Gemeinden). Representati ves 
of the military government were appointed at all levels and 
until September 1946, "German participation in government was 
restricted to local administration carried out by nominated 
officials chosen from the ranks of known opponents of the 
Nazi regime. M21 ) The orders of the military government were 
passed on by a mayor chosen by the French, whose "method of 
appointment of these men was haphazard. "22) 
Bad Ems, formerly part of the Prussian province of Hesse-
Nassau, together with three other Landlrreise, was separated 
off and given to the French so as to provide a bridgehead on 
the right bank of the Rhine. This area had a slightly larger 
Catholic population (53%) as opposed to the Protestant 
majority (61%) in Nassau as a whole so that it was felt that 
joining this area with the predominantly Catholic area across 
the Rhine would be unproblematic. In 1946 Hesse-Nassau was 
subsumed into the larger regional administrative area of 
Rhineland-Hesse-Nassau which only lasted for six months with 
the creation in August 1946 of the Rhineland-Palatinate, 
which was to have a consultative assembly to be set up after 
local elections in September and October. 
A cabinet for Rhineland-Palatinate was announced in August 
1946 made up of officials nominated by the French: six CDU 
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members, two SPD and one KPD. The elections that followed 
created an assembly in each Gemeinde, which replaced the 
consul tati ve committees set up six months previously. The 
Landlrreis and Stadtlrreis elections in October created 
assemblies which administered local roads, railways, 
hospitals, public works and finances of the Kreis. The 
consul tative assembly was then elected by members of the 
Kreis and GeJDeinde assemblies of towns with a population of 
more than seven thousand inhabitants. 
TABLE II 
RESULT QE GE!EINDE ~ KEELS ELECTION 
II RHINELAND-HESSE-NASSAU ~ 
GEJlE..IlII2E K1Ui.lS 
Turn out 86.4t 79.5t 
CDU 49.9t 65.5% 
SPD 17.4t 25.9t 
KPD 3.8% 5.2% 
FDP 3.3t 
Independent 28.9t 
SOURCE: Willis, F.R., The French in Germany 1945-1949 
(Stanford, 1962), p.196 
After the announcement of the Marshall Plan in 1947 France no 
longer needed German goods and raw materials in order to 
rebuild her economy. Nevertheless, France did benefit 
substantially from her zone, indeed figures show that the 
cost of the occupation was felt more heavily in the French 
zone than in either the American or British. 2 :::') 
The burden of occupation was therefore quite heavy in the 
French zone and the policy of extracting goods, raw materials 
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and food necessary to the French economy did result in some 
hardship. On the other hand the military government quickly 
undertook repairs to the transport system and cleared rivers, 
work essential for economic recovery. And whilst political 
act! vi ty was restricted to the local level at first, the 
inhabi tants of the French zone were gradually allowed to 
participate more fully in administration and local decision-
making and were subjected to a less stringent de-nazification 
programme than that applied in the American and British 
zones. France agreed that the National Socialist party and 
all organisations allied to it be destroyed, that all Nazi 
laws be abrogated and that all war criminals be arrested and 
punished. 24) Xembers of the Nazi Party were nat, however, 
removed from public office or from positions of 
responsibility in the private sector in accordance with the 
Potsdam Agreement.:2S) Consequently, Germans barred from 
certain positions on political grounds were able to find jobs 
in the French zone. Subsequently, the French were on 
occasion accused of being 'soft on Nazis· II .:2€.) 
In 1947 elections were held for the Land of Rhineland-
Palatinate and the assemblies and government so elected 
remained the highest form of government until 1949 when the 
inhabitants of the French zone were allowed to participate in 
elections for a parliament for the whole of Germany. Voters 
in the Landtag election were offered a choice between four 
parties sanctioned by the occupying powers in each zone since 
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1946 or earlier; the Christlich-De1llOlrratische Union (CDU) , 
the Sozialde1llOlrratische Partei Deutschlands (SPD) , the Freie 
De1llOlrratische Partei (PDP) and the Kommunistische Partei 
Deutschlands (KPD). Before looking at the results of this 
and sUbsequent elections the programme of each party will be 
considered. ' 
The newly formed CDU had its roots in, and many former 
members of, the Catholic Centre Party of the Weimar Republic. 
In post-war Germany, however, it was felt necessary to 
broaden its appeal to include Protestants in a wider 
Christian movement and to present itself as a "non-
denominational, non-socialist, • catch-all party'. 11:<:7) Its 
manifesto promoted intellectual and religious freedom, 
pledged to regenerate the economy, secure jobs, food, 
clothing and housing, giving precedence to an emergency 
programme for bread, shelter and work. The CDU had obvious 
attractions to the Catholic electorate, whose relative size 
had been increased in West Germany as a result of the lost, 
mainly Protestant, territories in the east (from 33% to 
45%).28:' And demographic changes following two World Wars 
meant that the electorate had a large proportion of older 
voters and women, which tended to 
conservative parties. 
work in favour of 
The SPD was one of the first political parties to advocate 
radical reform in Germany after the war. It was well 
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organised throughout the country, despi te ini tlal 
restrictions imposed by the occupying powers to limit 
political activity to a local and then regional level. Its 
credibility was high because of its anti-nazi history and it 
was attractive to its former working-class supporters, whilst 
also seeking to widen its appeal. Thus, for example, its 
slogan for the 1946 elections in Bad Ems proclaimed that 
"Christianity and Socialism must march together. 11:;<:9) A 
sui table approach to the mixed denominational structure of 
the town. In the early elections the SPD met with some 
success, however its programme of democratic socialism was 
increasingly rejected, particularly with the outbreak of the 
Cold War and the subsequent reaction against any kind of 
socialism. 
In the first decade after the war the FDP was a party which 
"leaned more towards nationalism than towards democracy [and] 
in economic affairs ... was more to the right than the CDU. ",,;.0) 
This tendency was attractive to industry, which provided 
financial support until disunity wi thin the party and the 
success of the CDU as the main burgerlich party caused it to 
switch allegiances. 
The KPD re-emerged with yet another political pedigree. In 
the 1946 elections in Bad Ems it called upon voters to 
register a protest by voting for the KPD: "Your vote ... will 
be the voice of protest, the cry of anger about the 
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acquittal, the indulgent treatment of downright monsters who 
deserve death not once but a million times over. Remember 
this!"31) The KPD, however, failed to sustain or improve on 
ini tial electoral success. Its alignment with the Soviet 
Union - which became increasingly unpopular with West Germans 
- and its dogmatic Karxist programme was rej ected by an 
electorate anxious for democracy and it faced the opposition 
of all three main parties. 
In many ways all the party programmes were mirrors of the 
post-war situation in that they appealed to an electorate 
whose material circumstances had undergone considerable 
changes since 1933. The upheaval of the intervening years 
had not destroyed traditional allegiances of class and 
religion to which the parties' ideology appealed, as the 
following election results show. 
In Tables II I to V we see that after an initial success in 
1947 parties on the left in Bad Ems were unable to combine 
to secure a majority. Even when the fortunes of the CDU 
declined as, for example, in the 1951 Landtag election, by 
forming a coalition with the Liberals, the SPD and KPD were 
easily defeated. It is interesting to note, however, that 
between 1947 and 1955 the SPD in Bad Ems consistently secured 
a greater share of votes if compared with the percentage 
gained either in the Rhineland-Palatinate or in West Germany 
as a whole. Conversely, the CDU had less electoral support 
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ron COUJiCIL 
cmI. 
37.3 
34.5 
34.6 
33.9 
34.5 
43.7 
43.7 
TABLE LU.. 
ELECTIOJiS 
s.F.D. 
31. 1 
35.4 
43.6 
44.3 
47.0 
41. 5 
35.2 
II BAD. El!S. 
ED£. 
25.6 <DP) 
26.4 
16.5 
15.5 
11. 7 
10.2 
7.2 
SOURCE: Rhein Zeitung; 9.11. 1952: 12.11. 1956: 
24.10.1960: 26.10.1964: 8.6.1969: 18.3.1974. 
TABLE II 
LUI2 ELEen QIlS i ~ ~ ~ RHIIlELAIlD PALATIIlATE 
cmI. s.F.D. EDf. 
1947: Bad Ems 34.4 45.4 14.7 
Rhineland-Palatinate 47.2 34.3 9.8 
1951: BadBms 30.8 39.9 22.6 
Rhineland-Palatinate 39.2 34.0 16.7 
1955: Bad Ems 37.9 35.9 17.4 
Rhineland-Palatinate 46.8 31. 7 12.7 
1959: Bad Ems 39.3 42.0 12.8 
Rhineland-Palatinate 48.4 34.9 9.7 
1963: BadBms 33.9 48.7 13.6 
Rhineland-Palatinate 44.4 40.7 10.1 
1967: Bad Ems 38.7 42.8 11. 2 
Rhineland-Palatinate 46.7 36.8 8.3 
1971 : Bad Ems 43.5 46.0 7.9 
Rhineland-Palatinate 50.0 40.5 5.9 
1975: Bad Ems 45.9 46.4 6.0 
Rhineland-Palatinate 53.9 38.5 5.6 
1979: BadBms 43.9 48.7 6.5 
Rhineland-Palatinate 50.1 42.3 6.4 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz. Die ~ahlen 
zum Landtag und Bundestag in Rheinland-Pfalz 1947-
1955, (Bad Bms, 1956), vol 39: Die ~ahl zum Landtag 
in Rheinland-Pfalz am 19 April 1959, (Bad Ems, 1959) 
vol 69: Die ~ahl zum Landtag in Rheinland-Pfalz 
am 23 April 1967, (Bad Ems, 1967), vol 171: Die 
Vahl zum siebten Landtag in Rheinland-Pfalz am 21. 
~rz 1971, (Bad Ems, 1971), vol 245: Die Vahl zum 
achten Landtag in Rheinland-Pfalz am 9. Marz 1975, 
(Bad Ems, 1975), vol 277: Die Vahl zum neunten 
deutschen Bundestag in Rheinland-Pfalz am 5, 
Oktober 1980, (Bad Ems, 1981), vol 290. 
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TABLE Y... 
GENERAL ELECTIONS 
em!. S.fD. ED£. 
1949: Bad Ems 38.1 32.9 22.9 
Rhineland-Palatinate 49.1 28.6 15.8 
National 31. 0 29.2 11. 9 
1953: Bad Ems 44.1 30.5 15.3 
Rhineland-Palatinate 52.1 27.2 12.1 
National 45.2 28.8 9.5 
1957: Bad Ems 45.3 34.3 13.6 
Rhineland-Palatinate 53.7 30.4 9.8 
National 50.2 31. 8 7.7 
1961 : Bad Ems 37.9 39.0 19.7 
Rhineland-Palatinate 48.9 33.5 13.2 
National 45.4 36.2 12.8 
1965: Bad Ems 42.5 40.5 14.6 
Rhineland-Palatinate 49.3 36.7 10.2 
iational 47.6 39.3 9.5 
1969: Bad Ems 44.4 44.2 6.9 
Rhineland-Palatinate 47.8 40.1 6.3 
Bational 46.1 42.7 5.8 
1972: Bad Ems 40.2 53.0 5.7 
Rhineland-Palatinate 45.9 44.9 8.1 
National 44.9 45.8 8.4 
1976: Bad Ems 41. 6 50.6 7.1 
Rhineland-Palatinate 50.2 42.4 6.5 
National 48.6 42.6 7.9 
1980: Bad Ems 40.5 49.6 8.1 
Rhineland-Palatinate 47.2 44.1 6.8 
National 44.5 42.9 10.6 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz. Die Wahlen 
zum Landtag und Bundestag in Rheinland-Pfalz 1947-
1955, (Bad Ems, 1956), vol 39: Die Wahl zum dritten 
Bundestag in Rheinland-Pfalz am 15 September 1957 
(Bad Ems, 1958), vol 53: Die Wahl zum vierten 
Bundestag in Rheinland-Pfalz am 17 September 1961, 
(Bad Ems, 1961), vol 94: Die Wahl zum funften 
deutschen Bundestag in Rheinland-Pfalz am 19 
september 1965, (Bad Ems, 1966), vol 152: Die Wahl 
zum sechsten deutscben Bundestag in Rheinland-Pfalz 
am 28 September 1969, (Bad Ems, 1969), vol 203: Die 
Wabl zum siebten deutschen Bundestag in Rheinland-
Pfalz am 19. November 1972, <Bad Ems,1974) vol 265: 
Die Wahl zum achten deutschen Bundestag in Rheinland 
Pfalz am 3. Oktober 1976 (Bad Ems, 1976), vol 281: 
Die Wahl zum neunten deutschen Bundestag in 
Rbeinland-Pfalz am 5. Dktober 1980 (Bad Ems, 1981), 
vol 290. 
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in Bad Ems than in the Rhineland-Palatinate as a whole in all 
five elections, and less than the national total in the 1953 
Bundestag elections. The FDP, like the SPD, also gained a 
larger share of the vote in Bad Ems than the regional or 
national result. 
Between 1947 and 1953 there was a steady increase in the 
number of those entitled to vote: 44.2% over six years, with 
the largest rise between 1951 and 1953 - 18.5%. There were 
several factors which could have contributed to this rise. 
In Landtag and Bundestag elections different criteria were 
employed to judge entitlement.;:':;;:) There were also 
demographic changes. Xoreover, holiday-makers/travellers 
were granted a special vote, which would have been 
particularly significant in 1949 when the election was held 
in August and, to a certain extent, in the September election 
of 1953. Finally some people were disenfranchised because of 
their Nazi record until 1953. ;21;:') 
Differences between local and regional results, i. e. a high 
proportion of SPD and FDP votes in Bad Ems, can be explained 
to a certain degree when the socia-economic structure of the 
town and Land are taken into consideration. In 1950 53.8% of 
the population in Bad Ems was Protestant and 43.1% Catholic, 
whilst in the Land this figure was 40.8% and 57.7% 
respectively. This could account for the greater success of 
the CDU at the Land level, although the success of the FDP 
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would seem to indicate considerable conservative support in 
Bad Ems. 
Jot only were there religious differences between Bad Ems and 
the Land as a whole, there were also variations in the 
employment structure. In the Land 36% worked in 
agriculture/forestry compared with 4.3% in Bad Ems. 
Conversely, the public/service sector accounted for only 14% 
in the Land, whilst in Bad Ems this percentage was 42.4%. 
As can be seen from Tables III to V, since the Second World 
War there has consistently been more support for the Social 
Democrats in Bad Ems than at the Land or national level. In 
the local town council elections the SPD was the largest 
single party between 1952 and 1969. However, between 1964 
and 1969 only did the SPD have an overall majority when faced 
with a CDU/FDP coalition. 
Against this wider pOlitical background of the occupation 
period how did the economic and demographic structure of the 
town develop? A census conducted in 1950::"~4) provides the 
quantitative information which, together with various 
studies that have used these data, will form the basis for a 
qualitative analysis, which will be presented after the 
statistical evidence. 
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The population of Bad Ems, which had been growing steadily 
throughout the 19th and first half of the 20th centuries had 
reached 9,272 by 1950, (excluding members of the occupying 
forces or foreign representatives and their dependents) an 
increase of 21~ since the outbreak of war in 1939. This rise 
has been seen as the consequence of the influx of refugees 
and evacuees, who came to the town in search of shelter 
rather than jobs. Of the seven other towns which make up the 
local authority, only one registered a fall in population -
lassau - which had suffered severe damage during the final 
year of the war. 
Of the 9,272 inhabitants, 57. 9~ were female and 42. U male. 
The proportIon of female inhabitants was higher in Bad Ems 
than in any of the other seven members of the local authority 
and hIgher than the national average (53~ and 471. 
respectlvely).3S) The largest religious group remained 
Evangelical, although the proportion of Catholics had been 
increasing throughout the 19th and first half of the 20th 
centuries. In 1950 4,990 were Evangelical, representing 
53.8~ of the population and 3,999 were Catholic, having 
increased from 33~ in the late nineteenth century to 43. 1~. 
Of the eight towns making up the local authority, Bad Ems was 
the least polarised in terms of religious allegiance. Of the 
other seven, four were at least 72% Evangelical (!assau, 721.; 
Obernhof, 73~; Bergnassau, 76~i Dausenau, 87%) and three 
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overwhelmingly Catholic (Fachbach, 82%: Weinahr, 87%, 
Nievern, 88%). 
The age structure in Bad Ems (see Table VI) in 1950 was such 
that more than 60% of the population was of employable age. 
Compared with the other seven towns, Bad Ems had a smaller 
percentage of children and a greater number of over-sixty-
fi ves. In other words the population of Bad Ems was older 
than in the district as a whole and had a larger proportion 
of women. 
TABLE II 
AGE. STRUCTURE II. ill. JillS. IT ~ 
AGE. lIUIBER ~ QE POPULATION 
Under 6 years 628 6.8 
Between 6 and 15 1,255 13.5 
Between 15 and 20 617 6.6 
Between 20 and 65 5,625 60.7 
Over 65 1,147 12.4 
9.272 100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz (Bad Ems, 
1952), vol 21. 
The employment structure of Bad Ems is presented in the 1950 
census in two forms; in 'occupational categories' and as 
'wage and salary earners'* which has, as we shall see, led to 
some confusion. 
* This category includes those unemployed at the time of the 
census, classified according to their last paid employment. 
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Table VII shows the population according to occupational 
categories, made up of wage and salary earners and their 
dependents plus those living on independent means. 
TABLE TI.l. 
POPULATION 11 ~ ACCORDING IQ OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES 
IUKBER ~ QE. POPULAr 101 
Agriculture and Forestry 256 2.8 
Kanufacturing Industry 2,887 31. 1 
Commerce, Banking, 
Insurance and Transport 1,235 13.3 
Public Service and 
Service Sector 2,753 29.7 
Pensioners and those living 
on independent means 2,141 23.1 
9,272 100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz 
Gemeindestatistlk VDn Rheinland-Pfalz <Bad Ems, 
1952), vol 21. 
These figures do not, as Petry claims:':'E.:>, represent the 
employment market, which Borsch:::'7 :> also fails to analyse 
fully by ignoring some important data on employment contained 
in the admittedly confusing census. In consequence they both 
identify manufacturing industry as the most important 
sector of the economy, whi ch, on the basis of "wage and 
salary earners" in fact falls into second place behind the 
public employment and service sector as is demonstrated by 
Table VIII. 
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TABLE llll. 
iA.GE. Am SALARY EARNERS ill. BAll ~ II ~ 
IUIBER ~ OF. EKPLOYED 
Agriculture and Forestry 171 4.3 
Manufacturing Industry 1,474 36.7 
Commerce, Banking, Insurance 
and Transport 668 16.6 
Public Service and 
Service Sector 1,703 42.4 
4,016 100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz (Bad Ems, 
1952), vol 21 
The 4,016 persons employed represented 43. 3~ of the 
population. Employment in the public/service sector had been 
conSiderably increased by the establishment of important 
administrati ve offices in the years immediately after the 
war. The Regional lUning Office had moved to Ems from 
Koblenz in 1947 and the Regional Statistical Bureau for the 
Rhineland-Palatinate was set up in the town in 1948 which 
together with the the public health department, the local 
court, an army training centre, a police training school and 
the spa' s service sector provided most employment in the 
town. The structure of the job market in Bad Ems had thus 
changed considerably compared with the previous century when 
82~ of those employed in the town were servants or mine-
workers. oil"') Wi thout the mining industry Bad Ems welcomed 
these agencies in the post-war years. They provided much 
needed jobs and marked tithe beginning of a new development 
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which to a certain extent turned the spa into an 
administrative centre. "39) 
The manufacturing sector had been drastically reduced by the 
closure of the mines, although twa-hundred jabs were still 
provided in industries associated with mining, in particular 
the smelting works, albeit nat necessarily jabs taken by 
residents of Bad Ems. 40) This sector appears to have 
suffered badly from lack of investment brought about by the 
restrictions imposed by the regional government mentioned 
above. 
In the third largest category, that of commerce, banking, 
insurance and transport, 44~ of jabs were in banking and 
insurance, 37~ in the retail trade and 19~ in transport. 41 ) 
Whilst the figures for the public/service sector only 
concern the number of persons resident in Bad Ems so 
employed, that figure alone - 1,703 - was still greater than 
the number of actual jobs in the town in any of the other 
sectors. In the industrial sector there were 1,659 jabs in 
Ems and 804 in commerce, banking etc.. The excess of actual 
jabs over the number so employed and resident in Bad Ems is 
accounted for by commuters. In 1950 Bad Ems attracted more 
commuters than it last; 1,037 persons travelled to the town 
and 495 from Ems, almost half of wham went to Koblenz. 4 4:) 
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People travelled to Bad Ems from the nearby towns of 
Dausenau, Fachbach and Nievern as well as the more distant 
Nassau, Bergnassau, Wein~hr and Obernhof. Almost two hundred 
came to Ems from the old mining settlements in the Emsbach 
valley, from Arzbach, Eitelborn and Kadenbach, a number which 
would have been far greater before the Second World War. 
Indeed, the number commuting to Bad Ems from these towns 
represented only one-third of the total number of their 
commuters, the rest going overwhelmingly to Koblenz. 43 ' One 
hundred and forty one persons came to Bad Ems from the larger 
centres such as Lahnstein, Koblenz and Diez, most probably, 
as Petry points out, to work in offices in the town. 44J 
Agricul ture and forestry played only a minor role in the 
economic structure of Bad Ems in 1950. Farms in the area 
were small, of the ninety-nine registered, sixty-five had 
less than five acres, seven between five and twelve, seven 
between twelve and twenty and only two with more than twenty. 
Of the 171 persons so earning a living, more than half were 
women, whereas their share of the employment market as a 
whole in the town was only 40%. 
The classification according to occupational categories, 
which consisted of those employed and their dependents, 
accounted for 7,131 persons which together with 2,141 people 
living on independent means make up the total population. Of 
those included in the occupational category 3,914 were female 
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and 3,217 male, representing 55~ and 45~ respectively. These 
proportions, however, fall by 15~ for females and, therefore, 
correspondingly rise for males, when it comes to actual 
employment. Thus 2,300 females and 815 males, representing 
34% of the total population were dependents. 
The category 'independent' included those living on a 
retirement pension, those receiving an annuity, those 
receiving state support but not those receiving 
unemployment benefit - or those living on their own savings. 
Also included were students or school children not resident 
with their own family and those housewives for whom there was 
no record of any source of income. The self-employed were 
included in the figures for wage and salary earners and as 
Table IX below shows, represented 21~ of earners, and of the 
845 self-employed, 30~ were family members helping another 
self-employed person (249). 
TABLE l.X. 
EMPLOYIEIT STATUS DE ~ ~ SALARY EARIERS: ~ 
STATUS 
Manual Workers 
Beamte and Angestellte 
Self-Employed 
IUKBER 
1,856 
1,315 
845 
4,016 
AS. iDE 
GAINFULLY 
EXPLOYED 
46.2 
37.7 
21. 1 
100. 
SOURCE: Statististiches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, 
Gemelndestatlstlk von Rheinland-Pfalz 
vol 21, (Bad Ems, 1952). 
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Looking finally at those employed according to their 
employment status (which although not stated would appear to 
have been compiled according to membership of specific 
statutory insurance schemes) it is clear that whilst the 
sector of the economy providing most jobs in Bad Ems at this 
time was the public/service sector, in fact the largest group 
according to status was that of blue-collar workers. 
Thus the economic base of the town had undergone significant 
changes since the outbreak of the Second World War. The 
closure of the mines in the area "created a marked 
vacuum". 46:> And whilst the successful recovery of the cure 
business compensated for this loss to a certain extent for 
the town as a whole it could not, for example, prevent the 
decline of three nearby Villages, Pfingstwiese, Eisenbach and 
Fahnenberg, described as 'derelict villages', 46. in post-war 
years used to house "poorer sections of the population."·7. 
As long as the spa continued to attract guests the future of 
Bad Ems was secure. A decline in the cure sector would, 
however I be disastrous for a town reliant on one source of 
income for its livelihood. 
For almost two decades after the war the cure business 
thri ved in Bad Ems. Recovery was swift, despite the claim 
that 
only after 1952 did investment flow from the 
Land into the spa so that at least the worst 
damage could be repaired and most pressing 
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renovations could be carried aut. In the 
background a change in the political climate 
(nat least as a consequence of the Korean War) 
and the Marshall Plan essentially effected a 
positive development ... with the Virtschafts-
wunder and resulting rise in living standards 
building also began in Ems. 4e :o 
The 'Economic Miracle' of the 1950's in West Germany and the 
emphasis an the papulation' s welfare in the Soziale Karkt-
wirtschaft which included the care of the needy and the 
revival of the cure 'idealogy' also performed wonders for Bad 
Ems in the number of cure-guests (see Table X below), and 
cures funded by the statutory insurance bodies were of 
particular importance. As we have seen, in 1949 the number 
of social cures exceeded private cures and this trend 
continued. In 1950 social cures represented 55% of all 
cures, ten years later this proportion had risen to 61%, and 
to 65% by 1962. 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
SOURCE: 
TABLE X. 
ClliES. lli. BAD. EllS. 1953-1963 
PRIVATE SOCIAL 
INSURANCE 
4,863 7,008 
5,780 7,525 
6,493 8,254 
6,397 9,230 
6,638 9,342 
6,333 9,542 
5,854 10,124 
6,064 10,151 
6,149 10,430 
5,538 11,079 
4,925 10,997 
FOREIGNERS 
400 
411 
428 
411 
379 
389 
336 
287 
256 
292 
249 
12,271 
13,716 
15,175 
16,038 
16,359 
16,264 
16,314 
16,502 
16,835 
16,909 
16,171 
Billaudelle, K. (ed. ), Die Natur- und Kulturland-
schaft von Bad E11JS <Bad Ems, 1979), p.155. 
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In 1953 Bad Ems entertained more cure-guests than ever before 
in its illustrious history; only in 1871 had numbers 
previously exceeded twelve thousand guests in one year. A 
cure in Bad Ems was recomnended for those suffering from 
catarrh, asthma, heart and circulatory compliants and offered 
thermal mineral baths, drinking cures, all forms of 
inhalation, pneumatic rooms, climatic rooms, mud pack 
treatment and massages. 4~) In 1952 twenty doctors cared for 
cure-guests, twenty-four by 1958 when the entertainment 
programme offered: 
Daily concerts, symphony and celebrity concerts, 
performances of well-known plays at the Spa 
theatre, three cinemas, lectures, variety shows, 
dances, water and swimming galas, illuminations 
and summer festivals in the extended and 
improved spa's gardens, halls and rooms. F.,c') 
Hotels in the town were renovated and modernised and 
accommodation further increased in 1953 when the LVA built 
a new clinic for its members, the fiestfalenheim with one 
hundred beds, adding to the number of homes and clinics 
already catering for social insurance guests, i.e. the Albert 
Kurheim the sanatorium der BarJDherzige Bruder, Canisiushaus, 
Prinz Eitel. Dr. Doepner's and the Katholik Sch westernha us. 
For almost twenty years after the Second World War the spa 
in Bad Ems experienced a steady growth in cure-taking. 
particularly in the social insurance cure sector (see Table 
XI>. 
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From 1963, however, the trend was reversed. To a certain 
extent the economic recession in West Germany, which reached 
its peak 1967 and 1968, took its toll on the number of 
cures. In Bad EllIS, however, the decline in cure-taking was 
more acute than at the national level, where social cures 
registered a drop in 1968 of 17.5% and a slow recovery over 
the following three years. In Bad Ems the decline began 
earlier, so that by 1968 total numbers were down by 33% 
compared with 1962 with the biggest fall occurring in the 
social insurance sector. The 'private' sector had been 
registering a fall since 1961 which continued until 1971, 
apart from a small rise in 1966. 
TABLE Xl.. 
flU JlAIE SOCIAL EOREIGNERS 
IISURANCE 
1964 4,890 10,739 262 15,891 
1965 4,477 10,453 221 15,151 
1966 4,998 9,929 14,927 
1967 4,460 8,368 171 12,999 
1968 3,940 7,425 220 11,585 
1969 3,731 6,879 152 10,762 
1970 3,075 7,526 162 11,363 
1971 4,162 8,499 121 12,782 
1972 4,189 8,858 102 13,149 
SOURCE: Billaudelle, K. (ed. ). Die Natur und Kulturland-
schaft von Bad Ems (Bad EllIS, 1979) p.155. 
Even then the recovery was only temporary and numbers fell 
again from 1973 to 1978 following the oil-shock of 1973/4. 
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TABLE Xli.. 
SOCIAL fQE.I3IGliI3BS 
IISURAlICI3 
9,400 83 13,041 
9,138 82 12,927 
8,155 69 11,951 
6,365 82 9,566 
6,215 63 9,082 
SOURCE: Billaudelle, K. (ed.), Die Natur und Kulturland-
schaft von Bad Ems (Bad Ems 1979), p.155. 
This adverse trend in the visits of private guests was not 
necessarily a reaction to the huge numbers of social 
insurance guests as had been feared fifty years earlier, but 
their presence did mean that accommodation in town was for 
the major part used for social insurance guests. Even some 
rooms of the fashionable Kurhaus were used from 1961 onwards 
by the BfA. The problem of accommodation in the town, 
particularly for social insurance guests, became increasingly 
apparent in Bad Ems in the late sixties. The dissatisfaction 
expressed by' the social insurance companies, which had 
substantial investments in the spa, was particularly worrying 
to the local community now so dependent on the social cure-
guest. A withdrawal by even one of the two major insurance 
companies would spell economic disaster for the town. Their 
requirements, therefore, were given prime consideration in 
decisions regarding the future expansion and development of 
the resort which, as we shall see below, has had a 
considerable impact on the town in recent years. 
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The fact that social insurance cure-guests visited Bad Ems 
throughout the year, providing a steady income to the town, 
was crucial once the number of private cures began to fall -
an advantage foreseen in the 1920's when the debate 
surrounding the social cure was being conducted. 51 I In 1965, 
for example, ten clinics catered for social insurance guests 
for eleven months of the year, one of which was open for the 
whole year (see Table XIII ). 
The gradual shift in attitudes towards, and the importance to 
the local economy of, social insurance cure-guests which had 
been taking place for the past forty years had, by the 
1960' s, become clearly visible. 
TABLE Xl.ll 
Jan. Feb. Kar. Apr. Kay. Jun. JuI. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Albert 
Kurheim 127 95 114 94 89 94 97 105 96 103 108 
Barmherzige 
Briider 126 84 97 101 91 94 78 96 104 96 72 
Canisius-
haus 40 32 46 38 43 36 34 48 41 39 38 
Dr. Daepner 201 107 148 184 159 158 172 173 148 160 149 
Dr. Eclrert 80 77 83 82 78 91 83 90 93 80 88 
Hindenberg 5 9 11 11 17 16 18 21 16 12 10 
lfarien-
Kranlrenhaus 20 16 20 17 32 23 23 32 30 29 26 
Katha1ilr 
Schwestern-
haus 26 21 26 26 28 27 23 27 27 24 27 
Staatliche 
Kurlrlinilr 95 82 135 124 110 108 104 115 121 104 88 
Vestfalen-
heim 6 93 117 99 90 107 94 101 78 77 82 93 
SOURCE: Archives at Bad Ems. 
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How then did the town develop during this period of boom and 
decline? Since 1950 the population of Bad Ems has increased 
slowly to 10,284 in 1983. Between 1950 and 1970 two hundred 
an fifty more people moved to Bad Ems than moved away. s~" > 
The proportion of female and male inhabitants has changed 
very little, 56.3% to 43.7% by 1983, with the percentage of 
widows being slightly above the national average. E.;~:'" Most 
recent figures on religious conviction in the town taken from 
the 1970 census also shows only a slight change - 5,294 
Evangelical, being 54.6% of the population and 4,132 
Catholics, representing 42.6%. In the same census 214 
persons living in Bad Ems were classifued as Auslander. 
Whilst the size of the population has remained fairly 
static since 1950, during the post-war years in Bad Ems: 
There has been a considerable regrouping [of 
classes], changes of a far-reaching nature. 
Thousands of new citizens (evacuees, refugees, 
the bomb-damaged resettlers, the exiled, guests-
workers, pensioners, inmates from old peoples' 
homes) have settled here. Much has changed. It 
remains to be seen whether they will all succeed 
in integrating and assimilating, which will 
produce further changes - in the character of 
the town, in the mental! ty of its inhabitants, 
in the social structure and whatever else one 
wants to name ... 54) 
One of the most notable changes has occurred in the age 
structure of the town (see Tables XIV to XVI), particularly 
in the percentage of those over the age 65 - which has 
increased from 12.4% in 1950 to 23.6% in 1982. Since 1961 
the birth rate has fallen in Bad Ems. Between 1950 and 1961 
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the proportion of children under six rose to 8.1%. Since 
then, however, this age group has become smaller so that in 
1982 they represented only 4,2% of the total population. 
Between 1950 and 1970 more inhabitants died than were born, 
whereas the national average over the same period shows a 
surplus of births over deaths of 3.1%.55) 
TABLE XlY 
A.QE. STRUCTURE II BAlL B.!S .l1i 19.2.l 
AGE. NUMBER ~ QE POPULATI ON 
Under 6 years 788 8.1 
Between 6 and 15 993 10.2 
Between 15 and 18 392 4.1 
Between 18 and 21 430 4.4 
Between 21 and 45 2,783 28.7 
Between 45 and 65 2,817 29.0 
Over 65 1,497 15.5 
9,313 100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, Gemeinde-
statistik van Rheinland-Pfalz Teil I Bevdlkerung und 
Erwerbstatigkeit vol 109, <Bad Ems, 1964). 
TABLE XY 
AGE. STRUCTURE II. BAD. B.!S .l1i l2.1.Q. 
A.QE. BUl(BER ~ QE POPULATI ON 
Under 6 years 751 7.6 
Between 6 and 15 1,302 13.1 
Between 15 and 18 377 3.8 
Between 18 and 21 354 3.6 
Between 21 and 45 2,801 28.3 
Between 45 and 65 2,458 24.8 
Between 65 and 75 1,208 12.1 
Over 75 666 6.7 
9,917 100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, 
Gemeinedestatistik van Rheinland-Pfalz 1970, Teil II 
Bevolkerung und Erwerbstatiglkeit vol 221, 
<Bad Ems, 1973). 
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TABLE XY.l. 
AGE. STRUCTURE 11. BAll us. ill. ~ 
MLE. NUKBER ~ QE. POPULATION 
Under 6 years 430 4.2 
Between 6 and 15 832 8.1 
Between 15 and 21 890 8.7 
Between 21 and 45 3,035 29.6 
Between 45 and 65 2,640 25.8 
Over 65 2,414 23.6 
------
10,241 100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, 
Informationsystem 9.5.1984. 
In line with the changing age structure, the number of those 
11 vi ng on a pension or independent means rose in the twa 
decades after 1950. Tables XVII and XVIII below define the 
population according to the occupation of the main wage 
earner in the household. 
TABLE XYll 
POPULATION ACCORDING IQ OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES ~ 
Agriculture and Forestry 
Manufacturing Industry 
Other 
Pensioners and those living on 
independent means 
Armed Forces 
k. QE. POPULAII ON 
1.4 
27.3 
43.1 
25.7 
2.5 
100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz. Tei1 I 
Bevo1kerung und Erwerbstatigkeit vol 109, 
(Bad Ems, 1964) 
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TABLE XYIII 
POPULATION ACCORDING IQ OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORIES ~ 
Agriculture and Forestry 
Manufacturing Industry 
Commerce and Transport 
Other 
Pensioners and those living on 
independent means 
~ QE POPULATION 
1.1 
25.9 
11.9 
33.3 
27.8 
100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz. Teil II 
Bevollrerung und Erwerbstatiglreit vol 221. 
<Bad Ems, 1973). 
The tables show a decline in the proportion of the population 
whose main income was derived from the agricultural and 
manufacturing sector. Between 1950 and 1961 the percentage 
of the population involved in agriculture and forestry had 
been halved and registered a further fall by 1970. The 
number whose main source of income came from manufacturing 
industry also fell over this period as is born out in Tables 
XIX and XX which consider wage and salary earners. Whilst 
according to statistics on the age structure 62% of the 
population in 1961 and 56.6t of the population in 1970 was of 
working age. only 44% and 40.5% respectively were classified 
as earning a wage or salary. The difference being made up by 
students, housewives, the sick, invalids and those who 
retired early. The unemployed were again classified as wage 
and salary earners according to their last job. 
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TABLE X.l.X. 
~ ~ SALARY EARNERS: ~ 
Agriculture and Forestry 
Manufacturing Industry 
Commerce, Transport and 
Information 
Service Industry 
NUMBER 
118 
1,379 
768 
1,985 
~ DE EMPLOYED 
2.8 
32.4 
18.1 
46.7 
4,250 100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz. Tei1 I 
Bevo1kerung und Erwerbstatigkeit vol 109, 
<Bad Ems, 1964). 
TABLE XX 
~ ~ SALARY EARNERS: ~ 
Agriculture and Forestry 
Manufacturing Industry 
Commerce and Transport 
Service Industry 
NUlffiER 
55 
1,260 
712 
l,9B7 
~ DE EMPLOYED 
1.4 
31. 4 
17.7 
49.5 
4,014 100. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, 
Gemeinde statistik von Rheinland-Pfalz Teil II 
Bevolkerung und Erwerbstatigkeit vol 221, 
(Bad Ems, 1973). 
Tables XIX and XX above show a steady growth in the service 
sector. In 1950 42.4% of the working population was so 
employed, rising to 49.5% by 1970. In line with this trend 
there has been a corresponding increase in the number of 
Beamte and Angeste11te (see Tables XXI and XXII below) from 
32.7% of those employed in 1950 to 46.3% in 1970. 
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TABLE XXI.. 
EXPLOYXENT STATUS QE nGE. AIll SALARY EARNERS: 19.Q.l. 
STATUS NUKBER AS. k. QE EKPLOYED 
Kanual Workers 
Apprentices 
Beamte and Angestel1te 
Self-Employed 
1,664 
263 
1,475 
595 
39.1 
6.2 
34.7 
14.0 
Members of family working 
for self-employed 253 6.0 
4,250 100. 
SOURCE: Statlstisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz. Tei1 I 
Bevolkerung und Erwerbstatigkeit vol 109, 
(Bad Ems, 1964). 
TABLE XXl.L 
EKPLOYMENT STATUS QE ~ AIll SALARY EARNERS: ~ 
STATUS NUKBER AS. 1 Of. EKPLOYED 
Kanual Workers including Apprentices 
Beamte and Angestel1te 
Self-Employed 
Members of family working 
for self-employed 
1,516 
1,860 
459 
179 
37.8 
46.3 
11. 4 
4.5 
4,014 100. 
Tell 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz. 
Bevolkerung und Erwerbstatigkeit vol 221, 
(Bad Ems, 1973). 
II 
The structure of employment opportunities in Bad Ems in 1971 
shows the greatest number of jobs, 986, in the sector 
·connected with social insurance institutions", followed by 
the service industry with 911 jobs. In this sector there 
were 334 businesses of which 202 were hotels, inns and 
establishments providing entertainment. 
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TABLE XXIII 
EMPLOYMENT SECTORS ~ ~ EIa ~ 
NUXBER OE.. ruBS'" 
Water and Kining 
Building Trade 
Kanufacturing Industry 
Commerce 
Transport and Information 
Banking and Insurance 
Service Industry 
Others 
In connection with the 31 Social 
Insurance Institutions 
40 
336 
829 
619 
233 
48 
911 
255 
986 
4,257 
..... These figures include part-time jobs. Thus the number of 
jobs exceeds the number of people working in this sector 
because only one occupation per person is counted. 
SOURCE: Statistisches Landesamt Rheinland-Pfalz, 
Gemeindestatistik von Rheinland-Pfalz. Teil 111 
Nichtwirtschaftliche Arbeitsstatten 1970. 
vol 222, <Bad Ems, 1973). 
The restrictions which accompanied the subsidy given by the 
Land in 1952 towards the renovation and repair of the most 
important buildings connected with the provision of cures in 
Bad Ems meant that the administrative offices which came to 
Ems provided employment but did not offer real opportunities 
for the unemployed mine-workers. This meant that many had to 
commute to find work because of the gap left by the closure 
of the mines. Commuters from the town almost doubled between 
1950 and 1970 to 984G~) whilst the number travelling to Bad 
Ems increased by 314 by 1961 compared with 195067 ) and by a 
further 107, to 1,458 by 1970. 5e ) 
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Reconstruction after the Second World War in Bad Ems thus 
resulted in a local economy relying heavily on the presence 
of cure-guests for its income, and particularly on social 
insurance cure-guests. The importance of this sector of the 
economy has affected the growth and development of the town 
not only with regards to the type of employment available in 
the town but also in planning decisions. Before looking at 
some of these recent developments the structure of the town's 
administration will be considered in more detail. 
Since 1969 Bad Ems has been the Kreisstadt of the Rhine-Lahn 
district and is, at the same time a Staatsbad. Three 
different agencies have their seat in Ems and work together 
administering functionally differentiated areas. 
The Kreisver~ltung - district administration - of the Rhine-
Lahn district is concerned with those matters which are not 
of purely local relevance. Its territorial jurisdiction is 
extended to include eight different Verbandsgemeinden and the 
town of Lahnstein. Besides taking care of such things as the 
registration of cars etc., the Kreisverwaltung also controls 
the legality of the acti vi ties of the Verbandsgemeinden in 
its territory and, therefore, the Verbandsgemeinde Bad Ems. 
The Verbandsgemeinde Bad Ems was created in 1972 to extend to 
a larger administrative entity, joining Bad Ems and nine 
other centres under one local authority. Both the 
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Verbandsgemeinde and the Kreisverwal tung have elected 
councils. 
Because Bad Ems has the status of a Staatsbad there is a 
third administrative entity in Ems 
the staatliche Kurverwaltung -
the spa administration -
which is involved with 
matters specifically affecting the towns's status as a spa. 
The Kurverwaltung is an administrative agency of the 
Rhineland Palatinate and as such independent of local or 
district assemblies. However, as the local authority also 
has a natural interest in the spa it has established a kind 
of private company, the Staatsbad GmBH which, for example, 
publishes the spa gazette. 
To summarise thenj besides more general agencies such as the 
tax office, three administrations are active in Bad Ems. Two 
of which are the usual agencies found in almost all German 
towns, whereas one is there specifically because Bad Ems is a 
spa. However, one the 'normal' administrations is also 
involved in the running of the spa by means of a 11mi ted 
private company which is in fact wholly owned by the local 
authority. Besides these, several other agencies also have 
their offices in Bad Ems such as the state mineral springs 
agency -staatliche Quellenamt and the Regional Statistical 
Bureau. 
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As we have seen, there had been an increase in the population 
of the town of 21t between 1939 and 1950 and a further rise 
of ten per cent over the next thirty-two years. The growing 
population necessitated the construction of new living 
accommodation which has, in the main, been sited outside the 
old centre along the banks of the River Lahn or in one the 
small valleys which lead down to the river. The narrowness 
of the valley making further building in the town centre 
i mpossi bl e. 
A census of buildings (excluding holiday homes) conducted in 
1968 registered 1,395 residential buildings containing 3,448 
dwellings accommodating 9,066 persons, compared with 2,397 in 
1950. 131 other buildings, where less than half the space 
was used for residential purposes, provided 257 dwellings for 
701 persons.s~) Of the residential buildings 42% were 
constructed before 1900, 24% between 1901 and 1948 and the 
remaining 34t after 1949. €.(.») The 583 bUildings constructed 
before 1900 contained almost half of all dwellings in the 
town which together with the 340 built between 1901 and 1948 
means that two-thirds of 11 ving accommodation predates the 
Second World War. The layout of Bad Ems remains essentially 
that of the original three centres - the village and the spa 
on the right bank and SpieB on the left bank. The banks of 
the river are particularly narrow between the two main road 
bridges across the Lahn so that there is only enough space 
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for one row of buildings between the river and the very steep 
slopes of the surrounding hills. 
The narrowness of the valley has also created particular 
problems with the increase in motor traffic since the Second 
World War. This has brought congestion, noise and pollution 
to the streets of Bad Ems, and since the beginning of the 
1950' s attempts have been made to find a solution. Whilst 
there was complete agreement that something had to be done, 
arguments as to the best solution have raged for almost 
thirty years. A one-way system operates in the town, running 
east to west on the right bank and west to east on the left 
bank and whilst this has done something to speed up traffic 
flow this still means that all traffic to and from Koblenz 
travels through the heart of the spa. One particularly 
controversial decision taken in the hope of relieving the 
traffic problem resulted in the demolition in 1968 of one of 
the oldest and most beautiful houses in the town, the 
Steinerne Haus built in 1696 but its removal did not improve 
the flow of traffic. A number of plans have been put forward 
and abandoned on the grounds of cost and/or possible damage 
to the springs. The present solution, to by-pass the centre 
of the town by building a new road along the foot of the 
Mal berg should "bring considerable relief to the central 
residential area, although opponents of this scheme maintain 
that it will do nothing about the noise and stench in the 
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valley and that additionally a formerly quiet area will be 
disturbed. -61 , 
The geographical 11mi tations of the narrow valley and the 
unresolved traffic problem have influenced important 
decisions concerning the future of the resort. The key role 
played by the social insurance institutions in the town's 
economy since the Second World War has meant that their 
requirements have been given prime consideration in planning 
matters. Dissatisfaction with the standard of accommodation, 
in the main in old buildings in the traditional spa centre, 
and the adverse effects of the increase in motor traffic 
through the narrow valley led the social insurance companies 
to reconsider their investment in the town. The need for 
expansion to keep pace with the dramatic increase in the 
number of cure-patients since the Second World War was a 
pressing one. The insurance bodies were also eager to 
provide the very best accommodation facilities for their 
members who had in turn experienced a general rise in living 
standards in post-war Germany and many of whom had begun to 
travel abroad and savour well appointed hotels, which made 
the old style accommodation in the tradtional cure homes and 
clinics less appealing. particularly since many cure-guests 
had to share a twin-bedded room with a stranger. 
As we have seen. by the 
began to fall once again. 
mid-1970's the number of guests 
Whilst this was undoubtedly part 
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of the wider economic recession in Germany following the oil 
crisis, a solution to the particular problem facing Bad Ems 
had to be found. The BfA in Berlin had been expressing its 
dissatisfaction with the accommodation in the old spa centre 
for a number of years, and when in 1975 it proposed the 
building of a new clinic on the Bis1IJarclrhohe, the spa 
authori ties had to bargain It in order to retain a contract 
with the BfA." &2) The town quickly complied with the 
planned BfA clinic and at a cost of 30 million Marks the 
Hufeland clinic opened in 1976, having taken only fifteen 
months to build. The Hufeland was heralded as "securing the 
future of Bad Ems and the cure business. "63) The clinic was 
financed privately, eventually to be sold to the local 
authori ty who at present act as leaseholders. The clinic 
boasts 164 single rooms, T.V. and reading rooms, gynmasiums, 
sauna, two bowling alleys, a swimming pool and table tennis 
rooms. In the first five years the Hufeland treated almost 
12,000 patients and operated with between 97% and 98% of full 
capacity and in 1981 employed one hundred and fifteen 
persons. In 1981 work began on a second clinic on the 
Bir~rckhobe, and the Kurklinik II, completed in 1982 has 240 
beds, similar faci 11 ties to the Hufeland and caters for LVA 
cure-guests. 
The opening of these modern clinics has forced the closure of 
a number of smaller homes, the Jlestfalenbeim formally owned 
by the LV! was closed in 1980 and transformed into an old 
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peoples' home, the Panorama was closed in 1982 and the 
Barmberzigen Bruder home was closed in 1983, unable to 
survive once the BfA began sending its members to the 
Hufeland. Their accommodation 105 beds was not 
considered to be up to standard and despite much protest from 
the town and satisfied guests it administered its last cure 
in 1983 and has since been turned into a Chinese restaurant 
on the ground floor with flats above, and the natural spring 
which rises there, plugged. 
This trend away from small cure homes and pensions towards 
modern hospi tal-like blocks reflects a wider development in 
spas throughout Germany in recent years, a process referred 
to as the clinification of cure accommodation. ,,;.4:> It has 
been estimated that at least 50,000 beds in homes, pensions 
and hotels providing 15 mi 11 ion overnight stays have been 
abandoned in favour of cures in newly constructed clinics in 
the past few years. t.S> 
Depending on who financed the cure, accommodation for guests 
in Bad Ems in 1982 was provided by twenty-one hotels with 
more than seven hundred beds, twenty-six pensions with just 
over three hundred beds as well as rooms in private homes and 
twenty-six holiday flats providing just under one hundred 
beds. The Al bert Kurbeim, owned by the AOK, with ninety-one 
beds, the oldest cure home in Bad Ems, together with the 
Deutscb-Ordens-Hospital, the Hufeland and the Kurklinik II 
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provide the vast majority of beds for social insurance cure-
guests. 
Recovery from the economic recession of the early seventies 
was slow. The Hufeland clinic would appear to have been 
successful in that the number of guests began to rise again 
after 1977 (see Table XXIV), with social insurance guests 
consistently making up by far the greater number. This was, 
however, only a temporary improvement, and the implementation 
of the KostendlJIJpfungsgesetz in January 1982 produced an 
immediate and drastic fall in the number of social insurance 
guests at Bad Ems. Just one year after the introduction of 
spending cuts the number of social cures had fallen by 40~, 
and between 1981 and 1983 by 53~. Over the same period the 
number of private cures registered a 42~ drop, making 1983 
the worst year for cures since 1949. 
TABLE XXl.Y 
cmm. GUESTS 11. BAll EIS. l2Z.a. m ~ 
f.RaAI:6 SOCIAL l1lIAL. 
IISURAICE 
1978 3,028 6,539 9,567 
1979 3,211 1,815 11,086 
1980 2,840 1,686 10,526 
1981 2,864 8,159 11,023 
1982 2,524 4,911 1,435 
1983 1,647 3,953 5,600 
1984 1,624 6,131 7,761 
1985 1,667 8,505 10,172 
SOURCE: Staatl1che Kurverwaltung Bad Ems 
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Recovery from this most recent recession in the cure-taking 
sector has depended heavily on the social insurance cure-
guests, there having been only a slight increase in the 
number of private cures since 1983. It seems unlikely that 
Bad Ems, or any of the other two hundred and fifty spas in 
Germany, will again experience the extraordinary success of 
the late fifties and early sixties. The survival of the 
resort has clearly depended on the continuing visits of 
guests funded by the statutory insurance bodies. The number 
of cure-guests in Bad Ems in the 1980's is similar to the 
figure taking the waters there one hundred years earlier, and 
whilst the type of cure-guest has changed considerably, the 
spa still provides treatment and entertainment facilties 
enjoyed at the time of the Kaiser's stay at the resort. A 
publicity brochure produced in 1981 by the Staatsbad Bad Ems 
GmblF'-;' promotes this "harmony of modern life in a classical 
setting". 
Bad Ems for the joy of living... It is our 
constant endeavour to offer the visitor not only 
traditional spa facilities but also the 
opportunity of self-fulfilment, intellectual 
freedom and unlimited physical activity. In 
other words; the opportunity to 11 ve in a way 
that is often not passi ble in everyday life. 67:> 
The spa centre, wi th its Kurparlr laid out as an 'English 
Garden', Kursaal with reading, conference and concert rooms, 
theatre and ~rmorsaal used taday for balls and concerts and 
Kurhaus, an hotel which also houses the administrative 
offices for the spa and contains the Kranchen spring 
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dominates the town of Bad Ems. The most fashionable cafes 
are situated here and the Romerstrasse is lined on one side 
by boutiques, hotels and restaurants. The buildings and 
gardens which line the river have survived two world wars and 
witnessed considerable changes in the sociology of guests to 
the resort. The atmosphere of nineteenth century elegance 
has been retained and nourished, thus providing an ideal 
setting for convalescence, recuperation and relaxation. 
Treatment facil1 ties in the town have been modernised and 
extended, but still rely on the classic drinking and bathing 
cure so popular one hundred years earlier. 
Your health Cure. The hot springs of Bad Ems -
where healing powers are a gift of nature. The 
basis for your health cure is provided by the 
hot springs of Bad Ems or, in scientific terms, 
by sparkling mineral water containing sodium 
bicarbonate and a high content of natural carbon 
dioxide. An ideal water for drinking and 
bathing cures and for inhalation in its atomised 
state. Recommended as a cure for: catarrh, 
asthma, heart and circulatory diseases, 
rheumatism, allergies, diseases of the joints 
and vertebrae. Bad Ems offers full therapeutic 
treatment for an optimum cure from a 
comprehensive diagnosis using the latest 
scientific methods, constant medical supervision 
by experienced physicians through to all 
necessary curative applications, aids and 
facilities. 68> 
The emphasis on exercise and sport is a more recent 
development, not only as part of a cure programme but as a 
more general trend in Germany. Organised group acti vi ties 
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being particularly encouraged. Thus the 
administration promotes: 
Boundless opportunities for active leisure. For 
young and old alike - BAD E:MS offers fun and 
relaxation through sports and games. Who 
wouldn't at some time or other like to be 
ini tiated into the secrets of forest wildlife? 
"Rambling with the Forest Ranger" is a popular 
pastime which testifies to the emormous interest 
and pleasure which our visitors have in the life 
and habits of our "forest inhabitants". Or 
would you prefer a sporting acti vi ty? BAD EMS 
offers excellent facilities for golf, tennis and 
riding enthusiasts. Anglers and marksmen are 
also ideally catered for. It goes without 
saying that there is a well laid-out jogging 
course, well-kept footpaths and rambling routes, 
a gymnaSium, a minigolf links and a hot spring 
[sic] [meaning the thermal swimming pool. JBJ 
with all modern facilities such as sauna, 
solarium and suntan studio. There is 
practically no end to the choice of activities 
available to visitors at Bad Ems. ", . .':, > 
town's 
Finally the cultural programme, so important to the success 
of the resort over the past one hundred years. 
Cure and Culture. No health cure is complete 
wi thout its cultural framework: the pump-rooms, 
the spa park, the open-air concerts and a 
cultural background that has lost nothing of its 
original magic charm. It is this cultural 
framework which is so important when it comes to 
restoring the necessary harmony between healthy 
activity and recuperative rest. Visitors to BAD 
EMS will find everything they need in the way of 
leisure activities, amusement and entertainment. 
The carefully chosen programme of cultural 
activities does justice to the good reputation 
of BAD EMS as a health resort where life is 
li ved to the full, with its... variegated 
attractions available for the entertainment of 
visitors to BAD EMS. 7<..'" ) 
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The promotion of these various activities connected with the 
cure in Bad Ems demonstrates the continuity of much of spa 
life over the past one hundred years. Bad Ems has undergone 
considerable changes, particularly with regards to the cure-
guests since the First World War. The economic base, once a 
dual structure of mining and cure business, is now heavily 
dependent on the continued investment of social insurance 
bodies in clinics in the town. This particular development 
was not universally welcomed in Bad Ems before the Second 
World War. reflecting the more general view which feared a 
loss of status. After the Second World War the extention of 
health and welfare benefits, indeed the positive promotion of 
cures as part of state provisions was increasingly accepted, 
if not welcomed by all the inhabitants of the town. 
At the beginning of this chapter we looked at the occupation, 
at the return of local politics in Bad Ems, and the attempts 
of the community to restore the local economy. In this 
context the revival of the spa economy was particularly 
important and led us to examine planning and deciSion-making 
processes in Bad Ems. Kining disappeared completely and the 
town quickly developed almst exclusively into a spa with a 
number of environmentally approved administrative agenCies 
attached to the town's economy. Since the Second World War 
cure-guests have been the centre of attention in Bad Ems and 
the spa doctors were bound to play an important role in the 
town. This is why we shall turn to doctors in the next 
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chapter. However, the position of these doctors can only be 
understood against the background of the historical role of 
medical practitioners in Bad Ems and for this reason we shall 
once more have to go back in time to look at the town's 
medical profession. 
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Within the socia-political context described in the previous 
chapters one particular group has consistently exerted a 
powerful influence on Bad Ems - the medical practitioners who 
prescribed treatment using the mineral waters of the spa. In 
general ·western medicine is ... an occupation of high prestige 
and authori tati ve pre-eminence,"') a position which, in the 
specific case of the socio-economic structure of Bad Ems, has 
been further enhanced by the key role that doctors have 
played in the local economy. In Bad Ems, too, doctors have 
been considered as notables in the local community and have 
been accorded considerable prestige. Before looking in 
detail at the medical practice of treating illness with 
mineral water cures the sciences of balneology and 
hydrotherapy - the spa doctors of Bad Ems, the relationship 
between them and with the local community will be considered. 
The number of practising doctors in Bad Ems had increased 
throughout the 19th and 20th centuries: in 1822 there were 
three doctors, six by 1859 and twelve by 1883. On the eve of 
the First World War eighteen doctors were registered, falling 
slightly to fifteen by 1930. Six years after the end of 
World War II numbers had risen again to seventeen and 
continued increasing, reaching twenty-seven by 1965. In 1981 
thirteen of the twenty-seven doctors practising in Bad Ems 
specialised in cure treatment and mare doctors were 
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specifically attached to cure clinics and homes owned and/or 
administered by insurance companies. 
The springs at Bad Ems had attracted the attention of medical 
practitioners well before the 19th century. They came to Ems 
to investigate the waters and write about their findings, to 
practice and improve treatment :methods and, as with other 
spas in Germany, because a spa "is interesting for the spa 
doctor for financial reasons.";;;::) 
In the 18th century Lavater refers to his consultation with 
the bath medicus in 1774"") and there was a bath and spring 
doctor on the staff of the Kurhaus in 1782. 4 ) During the 
16th and 17th centuries a number of publications appeared 
which attempted to analyse the contents of the mineral waters 
of Ems and described their effects on a variety of 
illnesses,:t: two of which had an important impact on cures 
in Bad Ems; Von Eymser Bad by Dryander, which appeared in 
15356 ) and in 1627, Ausfiihrliche Beschreibungen des 
vartreff11chen und warmen Badts Embtz by Weigel, who spent 
"many years in Ems""'), although it is not clear whether he 
* The word illness will be used throughout for continuity 
rather than sickness or disease. 
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practised there. Following Dryander's book at least thirteen 
works were published on the cure in Bad Ems over the next two 
hundred and fifty years. 7) This establ ished the spa as a 
centre of curative treatment. 
Thenceforward doctors were to play an increasingly important 
role in the promotion of the resort and in changing the local 
economy. In the 19th century their efforts to establish and 
improve both their personal reputation and that of the spa 
and its waters at times adversely affected their commitments 
to local inhabitants and tensions existed between the doctors 
and the local community which periodically flared up 
publicly. The position of the local authority in such 
matters was often ambiguous; it too was eager to attract 
guests to the resort but was also aware of obligations to 
the local population. However, as we shall see, in cases of 
complaint, whilst occaSionally issuing reprimands to doctors, 
it invariably supported the professionals. 
The first doctor officially appointed by the local 
administration - Friedrich Diel had worked as medical 
adviser to the district from 1790 and in 1818. As part of 
wider reforms of the health system of the Duchy of Nassau he 
was promoted within the Duke's advisory staff "in recognition 
of his excellent work in the past" and appointed "spa and 
spring doctor for Bad EllS. "Ei!) This and subsequent offiCial 
appointments provide valuable records of the relationship 
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between the local administration and spa doctors and between 
the doctors, local people and cure-guests. 
The seasonal nature of cure-taking meant that Diel only 
practised as a spa doctor during the summer months, and his 
contract stipulated that he must be present in Bad Ems from 
the first of Kay until the end of September. Diel apparently 
did not always comply with his employer's wishes and the 
administration complained that he left when there were still 
guests present. Diel maintained that it was sufficient to 
arrive "in the first days of spring and to remain until late 
autumn. "9:> Diel also had duties elsewhere in the district 
and to the rest of the town. He supervised medical 
institutions and was instrumental in the relocation and 
improvement of the Armenbad. 
Diel's appOintment lasted for forty years and his 
contri bution to the cure in Bad Ems was acclaimed by both 
Stemmler and Spengler in their books on the town. Stemmler, 
writing in 1937, devoted a special chapter to Diel, "to whom 
Ems is actually indebted for its rise and prosperity. II 10:> And 
Spengler described Diel in 1859 as the "reformer, or rather 
founder of the whole of present day cure 11fe."ll:> Among his 
many publications, 12:> tiber den Gebrauch der Thermal bader in 
Ems (1828) and tiber den innerlichen Ge bra uch der 
Thermal quell en in Ems (1832) were particularly widely read 
and highly regarded by other spa doctors in Germany and 
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abroad and "had a great influence on the development of 
Ems. "13' Diel spoke English and French and his popularity 
and reputation spread beyond Germany, in particular 
attracting many eminent Russians "who hurried in great 
numbers to Ems to consult him; Russian noblemen and women 
formed orderly queues outside his room for a consultation. "14 
In 1814 Diel was joined in Bad Ems during the season by the 
physician to the Duchy of Nassau, Christian Thilenius, who 
had had connections with Bad Ems for some time, and in the 
late 18th century was responsible for introducing a small 
band of Bohemian musicians to entertain the guests during the 
season. Spengler maintains that Diel, .. in contrast to other 
spa doctors ... showed no rivalry towards his colleagues,"'6' 
there was apparently little need to fear competition from 
Thilenius, who earned only about one-third as much as him. 
Thilenius found that the inhabitants of the district were so 
poor that he could not earn a living from them and wrote 
that, "what is earned during the summer at the spa is spent 
over the winter and in spring debts are incurred which rely 
on the following summer's income which remains very 
uncertain. II 16) 
In 1818, as part of the medical reform in 
Thilenius lost his post and died later that same 
the Duchy 
year. His 
position as physician to the Duchy was taken by Johann August 
Vogler, who had served at regimental doctor to the Nassau 
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troops and went with them to Waterloo. Whilst enjoying the 
office of privy councillor and having an "excellent"171 
medical training as a surgeon, Vogler had no formal 
qualification to practice as a spa doctor. This did not, 
however, deter him from making Bad Ems his home and setting 
up his consulting room there. Indeed, reports indicate his 
exclusive interest in cure guests, to the detriment of the 
residents in the district and his official obligations. In 
the mid-1820's complaints were made to the regional 
administration by a number of local residents who claimed 
that Vogler "did not visit the district's inhabitants and 
disregarded his other official duties during the summer." 1 e' I 
Even mare worrying to the regional administration, which 
subsequently issued a serious reprimand to Vogler, was an 
incident involving a cure-guest. Vogler, dissatisfied with 
the payment received from a guest, refused to allow him to 
leave and demanded an addi tional payment, which the guest 
refused to settle, complaining that the fee was exhorbitant. 
The police had to intervene and whilst a compromise sum was 
eventually agreed, the administration remained extremely 
concerned about the reputation of the spa. Nevertheless, 
Vogler continued to practice, and to upset the regional 
administration which in 1825 complained the "he [Vogler] 
cultivates his cure practice in a mast careful way to his own 
advantage whilst neglecting his official duties as medical 
officer.- 19 ) 
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A solution to the continuing problem of Vogler's indifference 
to the local population and his obligations to the local 
authority was found in 1827 when a post as assitant to Vogler 
was created, a move necessitated "because of the limited 
trust which he [Vogler] enjoys and because during the summer 
seson he can be said not to exist for the rest of the 
area. ",20) Vogler's career was in no way adversely affected 
by such complaints, on the contrary, in 1829 he was appointed 
to deputise as local commissioner for one year. Not 
suprisingly, Vogler eventually sought to shed all his 
official duties in order to concentrate on his spa practice. 
By the early 1830' s the number of cure-guests had almost 
tripled since he first came to Bad Ems, keeping him too busy 
to attend to the local population. Two further and serious 
complaints of neglect of duty were lodged against him - two 
local women died and Vogler, arriving too late, excused his 
tardy response to their condition saying that he must "first 
attend to new cure-guests at the springs." 21 ' This time the 
authorities accepted his resignation from his official post, 
not before, however, a letter signed by eighteen residents of 
Bad Ems had been sent to the Duke proclaiming that he "has 
always been an obliging doctor as well as a helpful and 
honest citizen and that his excellent medical understanding 
has been recognised by the residents as well as by the 
visiting public. "2.2) 
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Vogler continued to practice in Bad Ems and treated a great 
many influential cure-guests. In 1854 he was joined by his 
son who wrote his thesis on the springs at Ems in 1851. 
Vogler senior fell ill at the end of the 1850's and died aged 
70 in 1860. He had been a controversial figure in Bad Ems 
and his fortunes encapsulate the various tensions which 
existed between the spa doctors and the local community. His 
continued success, despite some very serious complaints, 
would suggest that he had some loyal and influential 
supporters. Services rendered to the Nassau regiment and the 
Duke would have found him favour, he treated many important 
visitors and enhanced his reputation as a spa doctor through 
his publications::<:::u which were recognised, or at least 
accepted by fellow practitioners, and most importantly by his 
cOlleagues in Bad Ems. 
By 1820 Diel, having served as a spa doctor in Bad Ems for 
thirty-one years, "and having sacrificed the best time of my 
life by foregOing the pleasures of summer"24) was finding the 
workload too heavy and requested the appointment of a further 
doctor. "Ky age and the almost annual increase in the number 
of guests no longer permit me to look after this spa in a way 
that the cure-guests can depend satisfactorily on medical 
care. "26) A third doctor, recommended by Diel and opposed 
unsuccessfully by Vogler, was appointed in 1820 - the first 
of four generations of Dorings to settle and practice in Bad 
Ems. Sebastian Johann Ludwig Doring practised in the 
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Kurhaus, where, unlike his colleagues he was charged rent. 
He expressed his dissatisfaction with this and went on to 
refuse to declare his earnings to the tax office, maintaining 
that he was exempt. He thus struck what must have been a 
popular blow with the other and future spa doctors in Ems 
when the local government found in his favour and declared 
that earnings from spa practices were not subject to tax. 
Doring worked hard and in 1822 took over from Diel as doctor 
to the Armenbad and increased the number of patients treated 
there. He retired in 1835 and his son, Albert Jacob Gustav, 
took over the spa practice as well as the care of the 
patients in the Armenbad as part of his duties as medical 
adviser to the Duchy. Under A. J. G. Doring the Armenbad was 
enlarged, and between 1837 and 1854 2,914 patients were 
treated there. 261 In 1843 he was promoted to chief medical 
adviser, he had a successful spa practice, particularly with 
French guests whose language he spoke well. His popularity 
wi th cure-guests did not, however, extend to his call eague 
Vogler. Relations between them were so strained that the 
regional administration admonished them for their public 
quarrels - Vogler had accused Doring of issuing a false death 
certificate and Doring had encouraged a local man to lodge a 
complaint about Vogler's treatment of his son as well as his 
own accusation of Vogler' 5 neglect of local patients. The 
administration resolved to let the matters rest "so as not to 
heighten the already tense situation existing between Privy 
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Councillor Vogler and Chief Medical Officer Doring by a 
further prosecution."27l 
Doring also encountered difficulties with the administration 
of the Duchy following his involvement in the Citizens 
Association founded by Dr. von Ibell. Late in 1848 the 
local administration reprimanded Doring for neglecting his 
official duties, which caused a storm of protest from the 
town. A petition, signed by two-hundred citizens of Bad Ems, 
was drawn up both to express their confidence in Doring and 
to dismiss the accusation as "an intrigue created 
by ... [Doring'sJ brother-in-law and deadly enemy Vogler."2€iI> 
Doring, however, felt that "the events of 1848 were behind 
it-, 29) a reference to the fact that Germany was hit by a 
Revolution that year which politicised and divided many 
communi ties. Perhaps it was a combination of the two. 
Certainly the result was that in 1849 the Duke of Nassau 
forced Doring to leave Bad Ems and reside in Nassau, where he 
continued to work as medical adviser and to press for a 
return to Bad Ems, a request always denied. Doring's 
subsequent reports on Bad Ems, written in his capacity as 
heal th inspector, are particularly critical from 1850 
onwards. He described the sanitary arrangements as poor and 
when an epidemic of fever broke out in 1852 he blamed the 
fil thy streets, which were not drained and were "sailed by 
herds of pigs.. Stinking animals are herded through the 
streets to drink at the Lahn in broad daylight and sewerage 
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goes directly into the river which smells terrible. "".0> 
Whilst the public conveniences in the Kurhaus "are the 
greatest blemish [in Bad Ems] and anyone forced to use 
them ... has to be pi tied ... and are lucky to escape before 
suffocating. "31 ) 
Despite the experiences of his father, Albert returned to Bad 
Ems in 1862 and practised there for more than thirty years. 
He was in turn joined by his son, also Albert, in 1887, who 
remained in Ems until 1907 so that the Dorings spanned 
eighty-seven years with one short interruption in Bad Ems. 
The two Alberts compiled a thorough analysis of the illnesses 
they treated, and this provides valuable information for the 
chapter on balneology below. 
As mentioned above, Doring was not the only local doctor 
invol ved in the Citizens Association. Indeed it was founded 
by Dr. von Ibell. It was a democratically organised 
association, all members of the executive had equal status, 
and concerned itself both with national and local polt tics. 
It sent greetings to the new interim head of state and the 
Frankfurt Parliament: 
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High assembly of the Reich! 
The Ci tizens Association of Ems is very happy to 
support fully the sentiments expressed by the 
Frankfurt Assembly. We, the citizens of Ems, are 
also convinced of the importance ... of holding on 
to the binding legislative power of the majority 
decisions of the German Parliament. We too are 
prepared to defend ... the foundations of our newly 
built state (the people's sovereignty). 33) 
It also proposed changes in the administration of the spaj 
profits from the casino were to go to the local authority to 
pay for public amenitiesj a toll on the bridge for visitors 
to fund an improvement scheme in the town and a system of 
agreed rent to be charged because, it was claimed, landlords 
were receiving so little from guests. The committee also set 
aut to "fight petty rivalry between the village and spa and 
any ather prejudice which would upset harmonious 
understanding and thus impede reasonable progress. "33) 
The only concrete achievement would appear to be the 
banishment of the BDhemian orchestra and its replacement by 
German musicians as "an act in the spirit of the times ... 
giving gainful employment to citizens of Nassau."34) Indeed 
"in these troubled days Ems actually remained a haven of 
peace":!'5) and the committee's activities had no effect on 
guests, although numbers did drop dramatically as a result of 
unrest nationally (from 4,535 in 1847 to 2,166 in 18(8). 
Political activities were not the only cause of friction 
between the spa doctors in Bad Ems and the local 
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administration. A colleague of Doring and von Ibell, 
Johannes Baptista Franque, was at the centre of a dispute 
between the town council and the state ministry. Franque, 
who was first appointed as medical adviser to the government 
in 1821, began practising as a spa doctor in Bad Ems in the 
summer months in 1835. The following year he was promoted to 
the office of chief medical adviser to the district and made 
a member of the state ministry, advising on health matters. 
His work as a spa doctor in Ems earned him an hereditary 
ti tIe from the Russian Tsar in 1840 and much acclaim as a 
very skilled medical practitioner. 2.6. By 1848 the town 
council was pressing for von Franque to stay permanently in 
Bad Ems so as to "devote himself totally to raiSing the 
status of the Spa."37) The ministry demanded that von 
Franque choose between his careers as spa doctor and 
ministerial adviser, since to continue with both was "no 
longer tenable", 36. and Franque chose the ministry. There 
was immediate outcry in Bad Ems and the council petitioned 
for Franque's return: "Doctor von Franque had inspired great 
confidence and many patients will go to other spas rather 
than to a doctor other than him in Ems. "3':;;') The petition was 
successful and von Franque was allowed to return, although he 
was stripped of his ministerial office until 1854 and he 
practised in Ems until his death in 1865. 
By the mid-nineteenth century six doctors were practising in 
Bad Ems and the number of guests had risen to more than five 
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thousand. The volume of guests appears to have occupied 
their time fully and the town's commissar complained that the 
doctors in Ems "did not concern themselves with the vitally 
important sanitary arrangements of the town" ,0-<>:' and their 
eagerness to encourage visitors meant that an epidemic of 
scarlet fever in 1857 "was kept secret. "41 " 
As the number of doctors increased, so did the forms of and 
opinions on treatment using the mineral waters of Bad Ems. 
Rivalry between the spa doctors grew as the number of guests 
rose and in the late 1850's a particularly unpleasant 
campaign was waged against one of the town's most famous 
practitioners - Dr. Ludwig Spengler. 
Spengler, who wrote many books on the cure at Ems, 4:2) has 
been descr 1 bed as II the greatest propagandi st f or Ems. II 4"n He 
wrote historical as well as medical accounts of the cure in 
Bad Ems. He fell foul of his COlleagues, however, with the 
introduction of an inhalation apparatus of his own design. 
Other doctors in Bad Ems were less enthusiatic about 
Spengler's machine and treatment and an" unsavoury dispute, 
partly academic, partly personal" erupted. 44) The campaign 
against Spengler led by two spa doctors <Orth and 
Heydenreich) found support among the "maj ori ty of the other 
practitioners"4S)in the town. Feelings ran high against 
Spengler for a number of years and in 1860, when he organised 
a day of celebration to mark the unveiling of a commemorative 
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statue of Diel in the Kurgarten: "Participation by the 
townsfolk was very low and, as expected, none of the local 
doctors appeared at the procession, dinner or ball - the 
doctors kept their distance because of their enmity towards 
Dr. Spengler.M4G) Despi te this ill-feeling and isolation 
Spengler continued with his practice and "because of his 
great reputation as a spa doctor most patients tended 
unquestioningly to attribute the furtive animosity of his 
fellow professionals to the unceasing envy of the dear 
colleagues. M 47) 
Although opposition was fierce and criticisms strong of 
Spengler's methods, no official complaints were made by his 
medical colleagues until after his death in 1866, when in 
response to increasing pressure from local doctors, the new 
Prussian government ordered the closure of Spengler's 
treatment rooms. Henche attributes the reserve of local 
doctors to their "respect for a COlleague, efficient and 
hardworking in more than one area. "49) Spengler's 
reputation, his popularity as a spa doctor and his position 
of trust in the town as a privy councillor together with self 
interest in and concern for the wider reputation of the 
resort and their profession could equally explain their 
reluctance to quarrel too publicly and possibly cause a 
scandal. 
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There were also diverse opinions regarding the treatment of 
tuberculosis and the matter was debated among the 
practitioners, although not publicly, in Bad Ems for a number 
of years. Medical knowledge concerning the disease was, to 
say the least, limited in the 19th century. Whilst Koch 
succeeded in isolating the bacillus in the 1880' s no real 
cure was found for many more decades. Opinion in Bad Ems was 
divided as to the resort's suitability for tuberculosis 
sufferers. The town's medical adviser, Panthel, inluded the 
treatment of "the long and wearying catarrhs of the organs of 
the chest [and] ... most strongly recommend [Ems] to all 
suffering from tuberculosis diseases," in his guide to the 
resort published in 1889. 49 ) Less than twenty years later, 
however, opinions had changed conSiderably, and most 
practi tioners in Bad Ems agreed that tuberculosis patients 
could not be helped by a cure there. Dr. Reuter, published 
in English in 190860 ), pointed out that "Tubercular affection 
of the lungs was considered till late years as a complaint 
sui ted to our cure. According to our present convictions, 
this disease can only in rare cases benefit by it."Sl) And 
Dr. Eduard Aronsohn's Erfahrungen und Studien uber die 
Indilrationen der Emser Kur2 ) published in 1912 blamed the 
slow growth of the resort in the twentieth century on the 
fact that tuberculosis patients were now going to new 
sanatoria or were being cured by surgery. 
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In fact cure business was still thriving, more than ten 
thousand guests in 1913, keeping eighteen doctors busy~;:":>: 
·Up until the First World War theirs [the doctors of Ems] was 
a wonderful time, many earned five or six figure 
salaries. "Eo4:> Tensions still existed, however, between the 
spa doctors and the local inhabitants who, just as a century 
earlier, were, it was claimed "ignored" by doctors "who were 
only interested in the guests" and concerned "to earn enough 
in five months to live all year. "66:' Despite their attitude 
to the townsfolk, at the turn of this century "doctors in Ems 
occupied the highest rank as a social group." s".:' This did 
not, however, mean that they were particularly popular in the 
town: "They were not totally pleasant ... since their local 
independence made them look haughtily upon everything else, 
including their own colleagues."S7:> Bach, writing in 1942, 
argued that, "the First World War, inflation and what 
followed has devoured this type to the last man. "SEn In fact 
seven doctors, who had been practising in Bad Ems since the 
previous century, were still in Ems in 1913, four of whom 
were still working in 1931 and one, Dr. Stemmler, in 1934 
although, "during the Third Reich Dr. Stemmler gradually lost 
all his offices and functions because of his former political 
activities (in the conservative Catholic Centre Party). tlEo9) 
Stemmler had begun to practice in Ems in 1893, taking over 
the surgery of Dr. Heeb on his death. He worked not only as a 
spa doctor but also as a surgeon in the Nari enkrankenha us, 
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established in 1901. In 1904 he bought the Nainzer Haus in 
Spiee built in 1696 which he made his home and his consulting 
room. Stemmler was also interested in local history and 
publ ished two books on Bad Ems. 6C>:O He was president of the 
Centre Party in lassau for many years and a delegate to the 
Prussian State Parliament and still found time to attend 
numerous meetings of spa doctors at home and abroad in his 
capacity as a member of the executive board of the 
association of German spa doctors. He spake French fluently 
and is credited with attracting "a remarkable increase of the 
stream of French visitors to the spa" fallowing a lecture in 
Paris and "his publications on balneological and bronchi tis 
therapy ... are to a certain extent still valid tOday, and they 
made the name of Bad Ems widely known. 1161 :0 
During the First World War the indefatigable Stemmler, 
together with Dr. Reuter, set up the first balneological 
research institute in Bad Ems, taken over in 
Diener. 
1922 by Dr. 
The gradual specialisation of spa medicine, the formation af 
the Balneology Society and the Federation of German Spas in 
the late 19th century and the appearance of journals 
concerned solely with spa treatment and aspects of the cure 
at the beginning of the this century, meant that debates were 
increasingly conducted within a specific forum. Thus since 
the First World War spa doctors in Ems, as those elsewhere in 
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Germany. contributed articles on specialised aspects of the 
cure rather than the individual books on the spa which had 
appeared previously. Stemmler, writing in 1937, noted that 
- in line with the enormous rise in specialisation in the 
practice of medical science spas and health resorts have also 
increasingly refined, i. e. specialised, the indications of 
spa treatment. _62) In the inter-war period Bad Ems became 
known as a spa particularly useful for the treatment of 
asthma and catarrhal complaints, a reputation boosted by the 
work of the research institute which concentrated on the 
diagnosis and treatment of these illnesses. The treatment of 
some diseases thus became less important as "cartarrhal 
complaints of the breathing organs and asthma became the most 
prominent objects of the cure in Ems. liE.::;') 
In 1920 sixteen doctors were practising in Bad Ems, numbers 
falling slightly ten years later to fourteen. The coming to 
power of the National Socialists in 1933 soon had its 
influence on the doctors in Bad Ems. In September 1933 the 
Reich's Commission for Medical Affairs appointed two doctors 
to regulate medical services in the town. A meeting was 
called of 'Aryan' members of the local medical board, which 
was disbanded and a new assc1ation formed - the Verein E1JJSer 
Badearzte zu Bad EJIIS with twel ve members. The minutes of 
that meeting record that "those present were sworn to 
complete secrecy over the content of the discussion. "",.4;' 
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Wi th the coming to power of the Nazis in 1933 "began the 
systematic organisation of the persecution of Jews ... 
instituting the boycott of Jews, expelling them from public 
life, making them subject to special laws, and finally 
annihilating them. "E'S) Within a matter of months laws were 
introduced to exclude Jews from public life and by the spring 
of the following year "the restrictions affected ... 3,000 
physicians ... of Jewish descent. "66) 
The fate of the Jewish Dr. Cohn is not known. He was 
euphemistically described as 'on holiday' in the minutes of 
the first meeting of the Verein Bmser Badearzte zu Bad B:ms in 
1934. The arrangements necessitated by his absence would 
indicate that he had left Bad Ems and would not be returning. 
In response to a dispute which had taken place the Chairman 
of the Verein read out a letter sent to a resident of Ems who 
had telephoned for a doctor to stand in for Dr. Cohn and 
treat his mother: 
Herr. .. had to refuse your request since it is 
forbidden for Aryan doctors to deputise for Jewish 
doctors. However, the medical care of your mother 
is in no way endangered by this regulation. You 
need simply to call ... another doctor as an 
independent doctor and he will of course attend. 
Under these circumstances there would be ~ 
request for a deputy but a chaUie Of doctor, which 
is practically the same thing. Herr. Dr.... did 
try to explain this to you on the telephone. You 
chose, however, to hang up complaining. The 
si tua t i on has been shared wi th you so that no 
false rumours are spread. E·.,.) 
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As we have seen in Chapter One, the number of cures taken 
during the period of National Socialism and before the 
outbreak of World War II averaged circa seven thousand each 
year thus providing sufficient income for the twelve doctors 
employed in Bad Ems. When war began some spa doctors were 
conscripted to care for the wounded elsewhere. Dr. 
Schlosser, who had come to Bad Ems in 1938 and was attached 
to the DiakDnissenheim, was sent to care for the wounded on 
the Eastern Front, returning to Bad Ems to resume his 
posi tion after the war. Doctors Schlaudecker and Mock 
served with the military throughout the war and in 1945 came 
back to practice as cure and spa doctors. Schlaudecker, who 
died in 1979, unlike some of his predecessors did not confine 
his attentions to the cure-guests after the war, and is 
remembered for his interest in and care of the civilian 
population of Bad Ems, especially the poor in the immediate 
post-war years and the miners of Bad Ems with their specific 
lung complaints. 
The dramatic recovery of Bad Ems as a spa after the Second 
World War also attracted new doctors to the town. One 
particularly important doctor was Dr. Doepner who came to Bad 
Ems in 1949. He began his practice in the town in an hotel, 
treating cure-guests. From only twenty beds Doepner soon 
expanded and rented a further fifty beds in a house in 1952. 
His sanatorium's success was not, however, universally 
welcomed in the town and in 1954 there was a complaint 
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concerning Doepner's behaviour in his search for further 
properties. The writer of the letter expressed concern to 
the spa director that by expanding his clinic for civil 
servants and Angestellte, "Bad Ems will indeed be branded as 
a Sozial bad, which the restaurateurs and doctors wish to 
avoid, particularly since ... only one person will profit 
therefrom. M68:> Despite resistance Doepner opened two more 
small clinics in 1955 and 1963 and the total number of beds 
rose to 260. Not only was Doepner actively involved in 
treating social insurance cure-guests until his retirement in 
1975, he also played a part in local politics. He was SPD 
member of the Krelstag and participated in the local Spa and 
Tourist association. Doepner died in 1981 and his clinic in 
the RomerstraBe is now the Deutschen Ordenshospital. 
As the number of cure-guests began to rise, so did the number 
of medical practitioners in the town and by 1951 there were 
seventeen doctors in Ems. The process of 'democratisation' 
which cures and spas underwent with the increase in the 
number of cures as part of state health and welfare benefits 
has meant that less information is available concerning 
individual guests, particularly noticeable with regard to the 
details included in the Kurliste. In much the same way, the 
development of 
specialisation 
scientific 
within the 
medicine, the 
profeSSion 
institutionalisation of modern treatment 
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especially the vast new cure-clinics. has made the doctors 
who practice there more anonymous. 
As we have seen in the first half of this chapter there were 
eminent medical practitioners in Bad Ems. people who did much 
to build up the spa and turn it into a major factor for the 
local economy and who published books on the cure in Ems and 
the forms of treatment for particular diseases. All these 
aspects experienced a noticeable decline especially after the 
Second World War. Spa doctors in Bad Ems no longer published 
books nor were they as active in the community, working in 
the clinics and cure-homes in the town. Of course in this 
role they still wielded considerable authority over the cure-
guests. an aspect with which we shall deal in Chapter Six. 
It would be wrong. however. to assume that this was their 
only sphere of influence. On the contrary they were an 
important factor in local politics and influenced decisions 
regarding the development of the town. It is true that few 
appeared publicly in local polt tics as members of the town 
council, the above mentioned Dr Doepner being an exception. 
However, the rest of the medical community was certainly 
indirectly involved in local politics as a kind of pressure 
group supported by the • faceless bureaucrats' of the social 
insurance bodies. Thus doctors were able to exert the weight 
of their opinions when it came to plans regarding the 
regulation of traffic in the town and the eventual decision 
to construct clinics on the Bismarckhohe because of the noise 
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and pollution caused by the increase in road traffic through 
the town over the past twenty years. 
But what even these instances point to is that the distance 
between the local spa doctors, the local community and the 
cure patients has increased. In Chapter Six we shall have to 
look at the doctor-patient question in more detail. As far 
as this chapter on spa doctors in Bad Ems is concerned the 
increasing anonymity of the medical profession presents 
certain methodological problems for this study. Materials 
and information concerning doctors in Bad Ems before the 
First World War was fairly comprehensive. Since the Second 
World War in particular such detailed information is not so 
readily available. Thus whilst knowing the names of spa 
doctors practising in Bad Ems it has proved an impossi hle 
task to find specific data on them. It would be wrong, 
however, to assume that the medical community in Bad Ems has 
stopped publishing all together. Rather they, like spa 
doctors throughout Germany, now write for the medical 
profession, in particular for the balneological 
practitioners, and not for the general public which in this 
instance includes historians. The setting up of the 
Balneology Society, of various institutions researching 
balneology and hydrotherapy and the growth in the number of 
specialist journals such as Heilbad und Kurort has meant that 
spa doctors today contribute articles to journals and present 
their papers at conferences in other places for spa 
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practitioners from allover the world. An international spa 
federation of spa medicine was set up in 1937, with members 
from twenty-six countries and after the Second World War 
contact between German spas and those in other countries was 
re-established in 1947 and the Federation Internationale du 
Tbermalisme et du Climatisme CFITEC) was founded in 1950. 
This gradual specialisation of spa medicine is reflected in 
the publications on treatment in Bad Ems which has become 
known as a centre for the treatment of lung complaints. 
Bopp, director of the Staatlicben Kur- und Spezialklinik fur 
Erkrankungen der At111ungsorgane Bad Ems, for example, has 
wri tten a number of papers and articles an the treatment of 
unspecific diseases of the lungs""::':' and also contributed to a 
brochure an Bad Ems detailing the "new direction of the cure 
in Bad Ems"70) in which he emphasized the role of spa 
medicine in the statutory health and welfare provisions. A 
cure in Bad Ems is recommended by Bopp for a wide range of 
illnesses including: 
Unspecific lung and bronchial illnesses <under 
which umbrella term at the moment comes branchial 
asthma and its effects especially chronic 
bronchitis and other complaints which obstruct 
ventilation as well as allergic and non-allergic 
reactions in the upper respiratory tracts), 
Heart and circulation complaints and, 
Diseases of the joints and tissues. 71:, 
In the immediate past-war years the future of the balneology 
research institute in Bad Ems, founded by Stemmler anq Reuter 
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during the First World War, was uncertain. The pressing task 
of reconstruction facing the spa appears to have delayed the 
re-opening of the institute for almost twenty years. In 1964 
a new state research institute was opened under the 
leadership of Dr. Bopp aiming to "expand and consolidate 
empirical balneology through planned research, the use of 
statistics and of quantitative and exact methods of natural 
science. "7Z) 
By 1961 there were at least twenty-five doctors practising in 
Bad Ems and almost twenty years later, in 1980, the number 
had risen to thirty. The relationship between the doctors and 
the local community at the end of the seventies appears to 
have been particularly strained when the two new cure clinics 
and a new general hospital were opened on the Bisnarckhdhe on 
a plateau above the town. Not only were local residents 
concerned about a possible loss of income with the removal 
of cure-guests from the town but also that general 
practitioners would forsake the valley. However, in 1980 the 
local board of doctors issued a statement reassuring patients 
that no general practitioner intended to move to the 
Bi snarckhohe. 
The relationship between the local community and the spa 
doctors in Bad Ems has been at the centre of this chapter. 
However, as mentioned earlier, there is also the relationship 
between the doctor and patient to be considered. At the same 
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time this relationship cannot be understood without a 
detailed analysis of traditions of spa treatment and it is 
with this aspect that the next chapter is concerned. 
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However important the role of doctors in Bad Ems may be in 
terms of community politics and society, their relationship 
with patients taking a cure deserves an even more detailed 
analysis. In order to understand this relationship it is 
first necessary to examine the development of various forms 
of treatment which they prescribed. This involves the study 
of practices and techniques associated with the science of 
balneology, with special reference to therapies used in Bad 
Ems, as well as considering the debates and arguments 
surrounding the cure in Germany, particularly since the 
Second World War. 
The history of spas as centres of medical care and treatment 
reflects wider developments in the history of medicine. 
Until the end of the eighteenth century, medical knowledge 
was 11mi ted; it was a time of experimentation, superstt tion 
and tradition, During the nineteenth century the growth and 
spread of scientific knowledge and methods included forms of 
treatment of the science of balneology. 
References to the practice of the bathing in, or the 
drinking of, mineral spring waters to treat illness can be 
found in wi tings dating back to Roman times when both 
mineral waters and mud were used in the treatment of gout, 
lameness, bladder and kidney complaints and for general 
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debil1 ty. Until the fifteenth century the use of mineral 
springs was often associated with superstitious or religious 
practices, which brtinl )has studied in detail "in order to 
see how, from the orginally mythical uses of the healing 
springs, scientific balneology crystallized and developed. "2) 
The traditional pagan festivals of the ltay Bath and the 
Kidsummer Day Bath, when spas were centres for feasting and 
bathing, survived vigorous opposition from the authorities 
and the church and "certainly can be attributed to the 
effects of the baths of preserving or promoting heal th"::;n and 
probably accounts for the fact that until the sixteenth 
century a cure was undertaken in springtime rather than in 
the summer. A number of books appeared on the uses and 
benefi ts of mineral waters from the eleventh to fourteenth 
centuries, predominantly in Italy, and contained information 
which was subsequently included in German books published in 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries "when German doctors 
began to look at the therapeutic uses of mineral springs. 114:. 
The earliest German book on spas appeared in 1480, i.e. Hans 
Foltz, Dlses Puchlein saget uns VDn allen Paden, die VDn 
Natur heiS sein. It described the spas at Baden-Baden, Ems, 
Karlsbad, Liebenzell, Pf~ffers, Wiesbaden and Wildbad as well 
as resorts in Switzerland, Italy, France and Hungary. Foltz, 
like his predecessors writing elsewhere in Europe,S) stressed 
the importance of medical consul tat10n before undertaking a 
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cure and recommended taking a doctor along if possible. 
Doctors only began to set up practices in spas at the end of 
the sixteenth century and noblemen usually took their 
personal physician with them. S ) Medical knowledge was 
improving but still very limited in the sixteenth century and 
ill health was ascribed to the presence of evil humours in 
the body. 7) Treatment at a spa thus took the form of a 
purge, bathing until a severe rash erupted allover the body 
or drinking until acute diarrhoea was induced. A cure was 
undertaken for three weeks and, in the case of a bathing 
cure, involved around one hundred hours spent in the water, 
and there are records of many more hours - one hundred and 
seventy-seven over three weeks in one case. ED The three 
weeks were divided into three periods: for the first six days 
bathing for two hours in the morning and two in the 
afternoon, after which at least four hours, twice daily, 
increasing to a total of nine to twelve hours a day - at 
which pOint the rash should erupt and bathing would be 
reduced to two hours twice daily for the last six days"";', "i t 
being assumed that the evil humours were driven from the body 
into the eruption in the skin; and then the eruption was 
bathed away, thus removing it from the body.R10) 
Drinking cures were also based on the principle of quantity 
rather than qual! ty t and over a similar period consumption 
was increased from one and a half litres daily to three and 
back to one and a half - the evil humours being driven out 
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of the body in an equally unpleasant and uncomfortable way. 
The dedicated often combined a bathing and drinking cure and 
the informal social life which took place in spas provided a 
welcome relief from the rigors of treatment. Bathing at that 
time was communal - up to thirty people of both sexes in one 
pool. Bathers received visitors, enjoyed conversation, took 
their meals in the water in floating trays, wrote letters on 
floating desks and played chess on floating boards whilst 
musicians played and sang. Many guests, wishing to hasten 
the eruption of the rash, remained longer than recommended in 
the water, indeed there are reports of people staying in the 
water for twenty-four hours, sleeping, and sometimes drowning 
in the bath. 11 ) 
In the sixteenth century one doctor in particular became very 
important in the field of medicine and in the area of cures, 
Paracelsus <1493-1541), a physician and scientist who was 
particularly interested in diseases such as gout, arthritis 
and kidney complaints. He was "dissatisfied with the 
traditional medical theories" and developed one which "was 
meant to be scientific, but actually, although concepts of 
science were used, ... was a philosophic system and was just 
as speculative as the Greek systems had been."12) In his 
many publications Paracelsus provided extensive lists on the 
application of spring waters for a variety of illnesses. 
Wi thout conducting an analysis of the waters, hundreds of 
spas were recommended, many of which were subsequently shown 
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to contain no special minerals and have since been forgotten. 
And whilst it may be true that "he accomplished noth! ng in 
the realm of the chemistry of mineral springs" his wri tings 
remained extremely influential over the next three centuries 
having "replaced tradition with practical experience."l;~.l 
In the sixteenth century individual resorts began producing 
pamphlets to advertise the spa, describing the town, the 
surrounding countryside and listing the complaints which 
would benefit from a cure there. Such works were written 
"only by spa doctors at first"14) who began setting up their 
practices in spas for the two or three months of the season 
at the end of the sixteenth century - "many of whom were 
Jews." IS ) These works were accompanied by more general books 
giving advice on preparations for a cure and emphasizing the 
need for consultation: "This production of 
doctors shows that they were prepared to make 
literature by 
use of [spas] 
and that, apparently, there was also a demand for such 
information from the educated lay people."l(~) 
In 1535 Professor Dr. Joban Dryander published his Vom Bymser 
Bade in which he recommended the mineral springs at Bms for 
"those with much 11qu id in the lungs ... agai nst lameness and 
paralysiS, spasms and numbness, as well as for cholic or too 
much or too 11 ttle fluid in the stomach. It dissolves small 
stones in the kidneys and it restores women who are 
barren."17) This was the first such work on the spa waters 
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at Ems and "established the reputation of the springs at Ems 
and spread it in wider circles."lS) 
The end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth 
century was also a period of increased contact between spa 
doctors and other medical practi Uoners and professors at 
universities which "brought about an exchange of experiences 
and comparisons between therapies." 19) 
Until the seventeenth century bathing was the most popular 
form of cure-taking, but by the end of that century the 
drinking cure had become predominant. The Thirty Years War 
effected a "far-reaching change in the social structure of 
the spa public"2c,) after which "only the peasants employed 
the bathing cure in the old manner ... people of rank had taken 
up drinking cures."21) Those who did bathe "covered the body 
more and withdrew into small, private rooms. The ideas on 
morality and decency having changed. "22) Baths were taken 
for shorter periods and treatment was no longer directed at 
producing an eruption of a bath-rash. Whilst this change was 
partially effected by moral standards, the devastating series 
of epidemics of typhus fever, bubonic plague and syphilis 
during and after the Thirty Years War made communal bathing 
unwise. The baths were often unhygienic, sometimes 
dangerously unhealthy, making bathing both inadvisable and 
undesirable and many cure-takers turned to the less rigorous 
and eminently more acceptable practice of the drinking cure. 
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In Bad Ems, too, this move towards a more gentle cure can be 
seen in the writings of Dr. Johann Jacob Grambs (Neue 
Beschreibung des Embser BaadesJ who in 1732 recommended the 
waters to those with coughs, palpitations, tight-chests and 
shortness of breath. His regulations for drinking cure were 
also milder: "On first day one good pint; up to the third day 
increase by half a pint daily. Retain this measure until the 
fifteenth day and from the sixteenth to twenty-second reduce 
the amount by half a pint daily. 1123) And for the bathing 
cure the rules were as follows: 
only in the 
for half an 
more than a 
mornings at 
For the first three days a foot bath 
eveningj on the fourth day, one bath 
hour, at the peak of drinking, never 
bath for three-quarters of an houri 
9.a.m. (two to three hours after 
undertaking a second bath in one day 
For the last three days a foot 
drinking); if 
then at 4. p. m. 
bath in the 
evening. 24) 
Thus resorts such as Bad Pyrmont, famous since the mid-
sixteenth century for miracle cures from bathing26) had no 
baths at all by the eighteenth century26) and was given over 
exclusively to drinking cures. Visits to spas increased and 
became ever more fashionable during the eighteenth century in 
Germany. The "season" was established, from Kay to 
September, and the number of publications on the use of 
mineral springs expanded. Some claimed scientific proof of 
the effect! veness of the waters whilst others relied on a 
higher authority: 
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God has actually prescribed the mineral springs for 
internal usage and for drinking and the warm and hot 
springs for external usage, and this, primarily for 
bathing and this is what the doctor should also do, 
he should faithfully follow the way God has ordered 
nature and this is when he will fulfill his 
office. 27 ) 
A further type of cure treatment emerged at this time which 
opposed the use of mineral spring waters and advocated cold 
water cures using simple water: "At the beginning of the 
eighteenth century the cold water customs which originally 
probably represented a cult going back to pagan times were 
recommended and employed ... especially for the general 
treatment of disease. In other words, hydrotherapy was 
The Hahn family, Siegmund and his two sons Johann Gottfried 
and Johann Siegmund, promoted the plain water cure throughout 
the eighteenth century and opposed mineral water spas 
because, they maintained, the effects of such waters "were 
not known"29) and "recommended plain cold water as being best 
suited for bathing and drinking."~c,) Siegmund Hahn, personal 
physician to the heir to the Polish throne, prescribed three 
sorts of cold water cure, which ranged from daily washing 
wi th, to total immersion in cold water. His successful 
treatment of a corporal in the Prussian army during the First 
Silesian War led to Hahn's therapy being included in the 
medical practices of the armYi and his recovery from typhus 
following treatment given by his son in 1737 was subsequently 
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used by the family as proof of the healing power of cold 
water therapy. Each member of the family published works 
promoting hydrotherapeutic cures but "left the indications 
and dosage to experienced colleagues"31) and their use of 
plain water freed them from the necessity of explaining the 
chemical contents and their effects. 
In contrast, and not surprisingly, doctors in Bad Ems 
continued to promote treatment using mineral water cures, 
and in 1781 Dr. Friedrich August Cartheuser explained the 
effects of Ems springs in detail: 
These alcaline waters ... calm the unnatural acids in 
both the stomach and intestines as well as the 
humours of the body; they dilute and dissolve thick 
viscous blood and other fluids; they clear away 
blockages in parts of the body and, if used in time, 
prevent the production of such blockages and 
congestion; they act as a diuretic and in this way 
clear out much uncleanliness, this last effect has 
often and clearly been proven by experience, in that 
the urine of many persons, who drink the waters in 
the appropriate amount, is thick and filled with 
much mucous. Whilst there is only a small portion 
of alcaline calcareous sediment in the water, this 
nevertheless helps to break down or calm the acids 
in the body and the water as such proootes the 
dilution and dissolving of alcaline salts in that it 
dilutes the blood and increases the water or serum 
content thereof; at the same time it dissolves the 
harsh, salty uncleanliness of the blood and lymphs 
and removes it through the urine and other emptying 
passages. The natural warmth of the water ... meant 
that it mare easily and better penetrates the 
vessels of the body ... It clears the pares and 
promotes perspiration ... whereby much uncleanliness 
is cleared from the body; they drive and disperse 
viscous maistures in the outer part of the body; 
they make rigid tissues supple and dissolve cramping 
contractions. 32) 
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The end of the eighteenth century, "the time when spa 
treatment became a science ... [saw] ... the birth of 
balneology. "33) lew discoveries were being made through 
chemical analysis and advances achieved in the wider medical 
field. The age of science and systematic inquiry began. 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, medicine was 
practised by treating observable symptoms and treatment was 
unavailable to or beyond the financial reach of the poor who 
used herbal or "quack" remedies. :;;'1.1.:> "The doctor's main 
function was the alleviation of symptoms"36) being unable "to 
deal with the underlying cause of his patients illness for 
the simple reason that the cause of most diseases was as yet 
unknown. "36) As the century progressed, however, so did 
medical science - "in line with the development of the other 
sciences, taking advantage of every discovery made in 
physics, chemistry or biology. "37) Kedical knowledge was 
"revolutionised by the application of the new chemical and 
biological sciences to the experimental analysis of bodily 
processes and functions."3e) 
There were three distinct phases in the practice of and 
atti tudes towards spa treatment in the 19th century which 
reflected developments in medicine. The first few decades 
characterised by "an unreflective, basically romantic trust 
in the healing power of springs."3g) There followed a period 
of scepticism, when past experience was jettisoned in favour 
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of a scientific approach. An insistence on proof using the 
methods of natural science was to pose a problem for 
balneology and brought about "the downfall of [ i tsl 
theoretical structure."40) The third period began around the 
middle of the century, when attempts were made to give 
balneology a physiological foundation, whereby the effect of 
the springs could be "precisely defined, chemically or 
physically, H41) and progressed slowly until the end of the 
century. 
In the first two decades of the nineteenth century Professor 
Johann Evangelist Wetzlar produced uber Gesundbrunnen und 
Hellbader at the universities of Xunich and Wtirzburg. 
Professor Dr. Emil Osann, "regarded as the founder of 
scientific balneology, "42> taught at the university of 
Berlin. Osann published his research in 1832 Physikal1sch-
medlz1nische Darstellung der bekannten Hell quell en der 
vorziigl i chsten Llinder Europas and later edited the Journal 
der praktlschen Hellkunde and the Bibliothek der praktlschen 
Hellkunde. ](any doctors reported on research conducted at 
uni vers1 ties and spa resorts, and Osann was the nephew and 
son-in-law of the most important and influential writers on 
spa treatment Dr. Christian Wilhelm Hufeland. Hufeland, 
personal physician to the king of Prussia, published his 
findings in the Praktlscbe iiberslcht der vorziiglicben 
Hellquellen Deutscblands nacb elgenen Erfahrungen in 1815, 
which was hailed as "one of the fundamental books on 
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balneology as a scienceR43 ) which "enabled science to 
specialise and to point out the influence of spas and natural 
springs upon the metabolism or whatever else might be in 
question along therapeutic lines."44) 
Hufeland's impact was considerable and his research "based on 
real medical knowledge. "4G) He was particularly interested 
in the causal link between the weather and ill health and did 
much to promote cli.atherapy which had begun to develop 
slowly in the mid-eighteenth century. 
The practice in England of visiting the coast for a cure -
both for the sea-bathing and for the invigorating climate -
began in the first half of the eighteenth century and quickly 
became very popular. 46 ) This development was noted by Georg 
Christoph Lichtenberg who, following a visit to England in 
1793, recommended that Germany too should establish such 
resorts. Many doctors in Germany thought the coast, 
particularly the Borth Sea coast, too harsh. However, with 
the support of the Grand Duke of Xecklenburg-Schwerin, the 
first sea-bathing institution was set up at Doberan on the 
Bal tic coast in 1793, quickly followed by one on Norderney 
off the Borth Sea coast 1797. 47 ) Writing in 1815 Hufeland 
maintained that a sea spa offered "one of the most effective 
means of treating scrofula"4S) and that "precise records of 
the readings of barometers and thermometers make it possible 
to see the causal link between weather and sickness and to 
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bring this knowledge into therapy."4'£0:> In the same year that 
Hufeland's book appeared , Johann Feiler was recommending 
"healthy sojourns in the countryside"GO) and from the general 
medical opinions on the importance of fresh, clean air -
particularly in the mountains - the first sanatoria for 
tuberculosis sufferers was established in the mid-nineteenth 
century. 
Hufeland visited Bad Ems and reported that the springs there 
"were not fully apprec1atedM51 ) and "quite distinct from 
other alcaline waters, for some illnesses, very healing, 
al though there are some for which they are not good. 1162) 
Advances made in the field of chemistry, which "had its great 
revolution towards the end of the 18th century when it became 
a qualitative science"53) encouraged spas throughout Germany 
to analyse their mineral springs. The identification of 
minerals contained in natural spring waters led some to 
conclude that by adding these same minerals to ordinary water 
a spa could be created and "artificial bathing and drinking 
spas were established. "64) Such was the popularity of this 
new discovery that some established mineral spring spas 
recommended their artificial waters rather than their natural 
ones. S6 ) Coastal health resorts were manufactured inland in 
the form of brine spas, the first of which was opened in 1803 
at Elmen near Xagdeburg. Brine works, prev10usly used to 
produce salt, were transformed into spas which could "replace 
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the sea-spas because qualitatively they both contain the same 
constituents. "&G) Brine spas not only offered "the goodness 
of sea-resorts"S7) but also meant that "the long journey to 
the ocean could be avoided ... the salty air is available in 
the grading works of the salines, no matter from which 
direction the wind comes. On the ocean, this is only 
possible when the wind comes from the sea. "SEn A second 
brine spa was opened in 1809 at Halle, after which they 
appeared "rapidly throughout Europe"S9) and a number of 
saline works which had .. financial difficulties ... saved 
themselves by establishing baths. "60) 
The ideas and practices of hydrotherapy, made popular by the 
Hahn family, were adopted and applied by Vinzenz Priessni tz 
in the nineteenth century. Priessnitz, who had not studied 
medicine, successfully treated himself with cold water when 
young and in 1820 settled in Gr8fenberg in Sudetenland, where 
he began treating wounds, bruises and sprains; "the people 
there [Gr8fenberg] were superstitious, thus it was easy for 
him to find customers. "G1 ) His reputation as a healer soon 
spread and he began to treat internal disorders as well as 
external injuries. In the early days at Gr~fenberg treatment 
consisted of washing patients using sponges and imposing a 
simple diet. As the number of his clients increased so did 
"the envy of other medical practioners ... [who] denounced him 
as a quack. "52) Following an official investigation 
Priessnitz was forbidden to use his sponges, which had been 
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examined for "traces of magic substances" in 1829. None was 
found but Priessnitz had, nevertheless, in future to use his 
hands only. In 1829 Priessn1tz treated forty-five 
patients, a figure which reached 2,000 by 1843. 6 ;2' His 
success led doctors elsewhere to "intrigue in all ways 
against him"63) and in 1837 he was again subjected to an 
investigation by a medical commission in Vienna, which found 
no evidence of malpractice. Priessni tz developed fifty-six 
varieties of cures, ranging from foot compresses and wet-
sheeting to the extremely powerful douches, known as fire-
boses. Many doctors numbered among his clients, one hundred 
and twenty of the seventeen hundred in 1839. 64 :. The nobility 
cured at Grafenberg, as did the famous; Chopin, for example, 
was treated there. Priessni tz advocated a life "devoted to 
the recovery of health, not living partly as patients, partly 
in search of pleasure"6S) and a description of a typical day 
makes it clear that his cures were serious undertakings: 
In the early morning, often before 5.a.m., sweating 
through dry compresses followed by a full cold bath. 
Then breakfast, spartanly simple with black bread, 
butter and cold milk. One or twa hours after 
breakfast, a climb up the GrAfenberg, a walk of some 
thirty minutes. Once up, remove all clothes, 
whatever the weather, and shower in ice-cold 
mountain spring water which had been harnessed and 
streamed from different heights. At midday, a meal 
together; broth, pudding, fruit and salad. From 
3.30.p.m. repeat the morning cure. 7.p.m., supper -
as breakfast. Sundays dancing. 66 ) 
The popularity of Priessnitz's cure led to the setting up of 
similar hydrotherapy centres in the Duchy of Nassau - in 
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Wiesbaden, Nassau and Cronthal, II at first to compete wi th 
Priessnitz and later as an extension to spa remedies."OS 7 ) 
In Bad Ems treatment continued to use the traditional methods 
of bathing in and drinking of the mineral spring waters. 
During the 19th century many disused springs were 
"rediscovered"Se) as demand increased, except that the amount 
of water consumed and the length of time spent bathing 
decreased. The resort was described as the ideal centre for 
chronic laryngitis and complaints of the larynx, bronchial 
catarrh, haemophysis, emphysema, 
intestinal catarrh, chronic 
bronchial asthma, gastro-
diarrhoea, gallstones, 
haemorrhoids, arthritis, 
kidney stones, hysteria, 
womens' complaints, paralysis, 
hypochondria, nettle-rash, eczema 
and eye complaints. Spengler introduced his inhalation room 
based on the methods of the French specialist on chest 
complaints Sales-Giron, which was the first in the Duchy of 
lassau. It involved breathing in the gases emitted from the 
mineral waters and "came into contact with the mucous 
membrane of the throat and larynx." 69 ) The gas, a mixture of 
carbonic acid and nitrogen, was recommended as treatment for 
"chronic catarrhal inflamation of the pharynx, tonsils, 
fauces and uvvia, and particularly of pharyngal-
laryngitis. "7C» In the first three years of his inhalation 
practice, Spengler treated two hundred and forty-four 
patients: 
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12 teachers 
10 doctors 
6 factory owners 
4 actors 
2 lawyers 
1 painter and 1 author. 71) 
His reports on treatment quote many individual cases - all of 
which resulted in success - such a "Herr N. from B., a public 
servant, aged 30, who had been suffering, often for months at 
a time, from angina and chronic catarrh and gonorrhoea for 
one year ... [who] had fully recovered after four weeks 
treatment,"72) and "a calvalry officer, aged 21, who had been 
suffering from hoarseness for more than a year, despite all 
treatment. ... After drinking, bathing, showering and 
inhalation daily for one hour ... the patient was cured and 
two years later he is completely healthy."73) 
The animosity of doctors in Bad Ems towards Spengler and his 
inhalation methods have been referred to above <p.217ff): his 
work and his many publications on spa treatment were, 
however, widely read and respected in Germany and elsewhere 
in Europe. He was a harsh critic of "unscientific" methods 
and painfully aware that "despite the array of literature, 
the medical science of spa treatment did not belong to the 
most respectable branches of medicine in the nineteenth 
century ... for decades ... [ spa doctors] were apparently 
regarded as second class doctors. "74) Spengler, as all spa 
doctors throughout the history of spa treatment, insisted 
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that: "The cure is solely the business of the spa doctor; and 
as desirable and necessary it is that patients always bring 
the report of their own doctor with them, it 1s reprehensible 
that they arrive with precise drinking and bathing 
prescriptions ... this should be left to the spa doctor." 7S ) 
Spengler's quest for specialisation and a scientific approach 
reflects the tensions which existed between spa doctors and 
the rest of the medical profession and amongst themselves. 
The implicit criticism in the introduction to his 
Brunnen~rztliche Xitteilungen uber die Thermen zu Ems, "I am 
not one of those spa doctors who recommend their waters as 
the panacea for all illnesses"7G) would not have endeared him 
to his COlleagues, neither would his scathing attack on the 
unscientific basis of many cures: 
It is a real shame the way things have gone up to 
now: spas come in and out of fashion like coats and 
women's hats. A spa which a few years ago had a 
great reputation is now forgotten; new, formerly 
seldom used spas on the other hand are favoured; 
others have simply become pleasure resorts. Does 
this not look as though the whole thing is just a 
game? Will it really remain so that doctors and 
large sections of the public merely indulge in the 
predilections of the moment and fashion and are 
pushed by one whim in that direction and by another 
in a different one? The lack of sound opinions on 
the actual indications for individual springs, and 
doctors groping about in the dark for the uses of 
same, the continuous travelling about and self-
recommendation of the spa doctors is like the 
commercial travellers who ply their wares, the 
continual coquetry of writing ever new works on spas 
on things covered a hundred times already, simply as 
testimonials is truly insupportable, and the 
disadvantages for the spas no less so! It is to be 
feared that this humbug will discredit even more our 
wonderful springs. this great healing treasure. 77) 
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Despi te Spengler's efforts, the therapeutic success of spa 
treatment was "for many years traced back to a romantic 
spirit of springs, which could not be investigated. Unproven 
speculation, which portrayed itself as a scientific 
explanation, was treated with scepticism." -,-'en 
The works of August Vetter in the 1830's and 1840's 
"signified a new period, dependent on physics and 
chemistry"79 ) and Hermann Ludwig Helfft's Handbuch der 
Balneotherapie, which first appeared in 1861, reached its 
seventh edition by 1867. eel) 
In Bad EllS, Albert Doring junior analysed the complaints 
treated by his father between 1862 and 1882 and published his 
findings in Die Indicationen und Contra-Indicationen fur den 
Kurgebrauch in Bad E1IJS. Ell ) In the twenty years 10,000 
patients had been treated and when the third edition was 
published in 1894 this number had risen to 19,000. Between 
1862 and 1882 five main categories of illness were found: 
TABLE 1. 
Respiratory complaints 
Complaints of the stomach, 
intestines and liver 
Women's complaints 
Amomalies of the constitution 
Rheumatism, arthritis and swollen veins 
67.3% 
11.0% 
10.3% 
6.4% 
5.0% 
SOURCE: DOring, A., lndicationen und Contra-
lndicationen fur den Kurgebrauch in Bad 
E1IJS 3rd ed, (Berlin, 1894), p.24 
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The largest category, that of respiratory complaints, 
continued to increase throughout the century as a later 
study, conducted between 1892 and 1907 shows: 
TABLE ll. 
Respiratory complaints 
Complaints of the stomach 
intestines and liver 
Women's complaints 
Anomalies of the constitution 
Rheumatism, arthritis and swollen veins 
93.8~ 
3.6~ 
0.9~ 
0.7~ 
1. O~ 
SOURCE: StemnUer, F., Bad Ems und seine Quellen 
400 Jahre unter arztlicher Beobachtung und 
Betreuung (Wiesbaden, 1937), p.119. 
Writing in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Dr. P. 
Orth devotes one chapter of his book Ems und seine 
Heilquellen, deren Wirkungsweise and Anwendung in Krankheiten 
a3) to a chemical analysis of the springs, one to the 
effects of the water, one to the types of illness treated and 
finally to methods of treatment. For a drinking cure the 
amount recommended ranged from 150-400 grammes daily" for the 
young and more delicate person" a4 ) to 2,000 grammes daily for 
• stronger, less sensitive persons and those patients with 
scrofula, rheumatism and gout. HaS) "In all cases it is 
advisable to begin with small quanti ties and increase daily 
according to circumstances. Ha6) The quantity of water "must 
always be divided into separate doses, with at least 10 to 15 
minutes interval between each glass <of 100 to 200 
grammes).-e7) The bathing cure, the temperature of the 
water, the size of bath and the length of bathing time "must 
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be prescribed by the doctor"€·E\) but on average the 
temperature ranged from 24· to 30·R (Reaumur scale) and the 
time spent in the bath from 10 minutes up to one hour. 
Patients were advised to avoid acidy or fatty foods which 
"destroy the chemicals contained in the waters" as well as 
all "excitement and passions ... and dismiss all gloomy 
thoughts and worries." e9 ) A simple diet was recommended and 
a cure of four to six weeks was "normally long enough for 
success. "9C') Orth's recommendations were still valid in the 
1930's when Dr. Stemmler described them as "the norm. "91) 
Alongside the bathing and drinking cures, Bad Ems introduced 
new forms of treatment in line with other spas. Al though 
Spengler's inhalation centre had been closed down in 1866, 
two inhalatoria were later opened, one in 1885 and one four 
years later, and a pneumatic room was established in 1862, 
the first in a German spa. Elsewhere in Germany radium 
baths, electrotherapy, faradization and galvanization were 
introduced. Iud baths and packs continued to be used, and 
hydrotherapy was further popularised by Father Sebastian 
Kneipp, who prescribed cold water treatment at his 
establishment in W"orishofen in the second half of the 19th 
century. 
The variety of treatment and opinions of spa doctors and 
scientists were eventually brought together with the 
formation of the Balneology SOCiety in 1878 in Berlin. 
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Balneology in the strict sense of the word refers to bathing 
treatment, but already in the 1870's was also used to 
describe drinking cures and treatment using plant extract and 
whey. Since then balneology has been further expanded to 
include all "treatment using agreed natural subterranean 
products" ,92) whilst hydrotherapy describes Kneipp cures and 
all other treatment using hot or cold waters which are not 
mineral waters. 
In 1892 a committee of leading SCientists working on spas, 
spa doctors, spa administrators and technicians set up the 
first German Spa Congress in Leipzig, which gave birth to the 
General Federation of German Spas (Allgemeine Deutscher 
Baderverband, ADBV). An annual conference was held to 
discuss all aspects of cure-taking, ranging from the content 
and classification of mineral waters to laws in spas, 
copyright fees for spa concerts and spa hygiene. '=-~n 
The number of cures continued to rise and whilst no national 
figures are available, records for Bad Ems (see p.44 & 45) 
show that the number of cure-guests had more than doubled 
between 1850 and 1900 and other resorts recorded even greater 
successes: 
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TABLE ll.l.. 
38,119 
887 
700 (1854) 
6,930 
70,908 
22,917 
11,800 
4,354 
51,497 
SOURCE: Rufner, G., Die Sozialkur und ihre 
statistiscbe Erfassung (Kassel, 19(9), 
p.2. 
The dramatic upsurge in cure-taking in the nineteenth century 
took place against the background of advances in the field of 
medicine and the greater availability of and access to that 
knowledge. In the previous century, "general practice knew 
little besides the plague and the pox, but by 1860 even the 
ordinary citizen recognised the medical names of a dozen 
diseases. "94) In the 19th century debates concerning the 
effects and benefits of cures and spa treatment were 
increasingly dominated by scientific arguments and conducted 
within a progressively more specialised forum, in particular 
following the formation of the Balneology Society and the 
ADBV. And at the beginning of the twentieth century the 
importance of ideas and opinions on spa treatment was 
reflected in the founding of the first journal dealing with 
all aspects of the cure, the Allgemeine Baderzeitung, which 
appeared in 1904. Three years later the Imperial Xinistry of 
Heal th produced the first German Spa Book CDeutscbes 
BSderbucb) , in which each resort was described together with 
an analysis of the spring waters; It for the first time the 
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state undertook to provide an overview of its natural healing 
treasures. "Sl6) 
The cure in Bad Ems at the beginning of this century was 
descri bed by Dr. Reuter along with details of the spa and 
its "hygienic and therapeutic arrangements. "9",,) He listed 
the complaints for which the "Ems cure is efficaciousll9 7:1 
under the headings: 
I. Disorders of the Respiratory System 
II. Disorders of the Digestive Organs 
III. Complaints of the Female Genital Organs 
IV. Disorders of The Urinary Organs 
V. Disorders of Metabolism 
VI. Complaints of the Organs of MOvement 
Reuter points out that "the large majority of our patients -
more than three-quarters of the whole number - are those with 
catarrhal disorders of the respiratory organs" 9\,:.:' treated 
with drinking cures, inhalation, gargling, pneumatic 
treatment as well as, in certain cases, IIbaths and a cold 
rub-down. "99) Reuter recommended the months of June, July 
and August for patients suffering from complaints of the 
respiratory organs or rheumatism and those "persons needing 
relaxation in consequence of overwork or too many social 
duties are advised to come during the quiet time at the 
commencement or end of the seasonj whilst the more lively 
months in the height of the season are better for those 
suffering from depression." 1 00:' Reuter emphasises the need 
to continue to practice the lessons learned during the cure 
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Min order to prolong the good results of a cure, a strict 
regime must be followed after its completion. During the 
cure the patient must learn how to treat his health ... and in 
accordance with this he must arrange his life in future and 
not fall back into his old babi ts". 1 C.l ) 
Debates surrounding the cure in Germany, ideas. opinions. 
experiences and criticisms. were increasingly concentrated in 
balneological journals. conferences and handbooks. and works 
on individual spas declined. One of the last such works on 
Ems appeared in 1912. Its author, Dr. Eduard Aronsohn. had 
practised as a spa doctor in Bad Ems since 1889 and wrote 
regretfully of the "lack of authentic. objective reports on 
the worthiness and unworthiness of spas and especially of 
Ems. M102 ) Aronsohn cites numerous successful cures taken in 
Ems, for example in the treatment of stomach, intestinal and 
gall bladder complaints where he refers to the case of 
a young, graceful baroness, circa 13 years old from 
Hungary [who] came to Ems with suspected pulmonary 
apic1 tis and developed such a formidable appetite 
here that in five weeks she gained fourteen pounds; 
her loving mother on the other hand was anxious to 
lose weight. and indeed she lost fourteen pounds 
over the same period through a sUmming cure. W:3) 
The cure at Bad Ems was also successful, according to 
Aronsohn. in the treatment of heart and circulatory 
complaints. catarrh in the kidneys and bladder. urinary 
troubles. gout and rheumatism and he refers to: Ma man from 
Odessa. around 50 years old. suffering from urinary calculus 
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[stones in the bladder] '" afraid of an operation ... [who] 
came for a cure in Ems and in fact four weeks later ... the 
stones were no longer there." lC'4) 
As mentioned above, the number of guests suffering from 
respiratory complaints had increased throughout the 19th 
century and Aronsohn, referring to the treatment of 
complaints of the breathing or speech organs, stated that 
-Ems is the specific spa" for such illnesses and refers to a 
number of cases including: 
A factory owner from a small town in Germany [who] 
came to me in 1910 with ... a high degree of emphysema 
and coughing ... Because the patient refused an 
operation, the professor sent him to Ems. In 1911 
the man returned and explained that after a 
successful cure he had been able to resume his hard 
work and had no trouble throughout the winter and 
had continued to work without having to consult a 
doctor.le'5) 
He also mentioned 
a young man of 20 from Hannover who suffered from 
asthma and T. B. and on his first visit to Ems was 
unable to walk from his apartment to the springs, 
but the following year was so healthy that he was ... 
fit to serve ... and it cost much effort to get him 
exempted from mi 1 i tary service. He has stayed in 
good health, is now married and often visits Ems 
still. 106) 
Finally, Aronsohn quotes an example of the success of the Ems 
cure in the handling of complaints of the female reproductive 
organs when he met a man who told him that, "he really had 
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Ems to thank for his large family - in that ... his wife had 
used the uterus douche."107) 
It is significant to note the number of times guests 
undertook spa treatment rather than undergo an operation. 
The continued popularity of traditional healing methods in 
the face of medical advances would appear to indicate 
scepticism and/or fear of the surgeon's knife. It would 
seem, however, that other branches of medicine were able to 
offer successful treatment in many instances and that whilst 
science came to dominate debates on spa treatment, not all 
scientific discoveries worked to the advantage of spas, 
·scientific advances, particularly in surgery, diverted many 
potential patients away from Emsj the treatment of the 
tuberculosis bacillus has changed with the setting up of the 
special sanatoria, and the consumptive, who used to be sent 
to Ems in great numbers, has now totally disappeared." 
Xoreover, X-rays and bronchoscopes facilitated the diagnosis 
of diseases "which are best and most quickly removed through 
surgery.· Whilst "rhinologists and laryngotomists heal 
quickly and painlessly with knife, scissors and 
galvanocaustics many complaints of the nose, nasal passages, 
tonsils and vocal chords which several decades ago were 
regarded as simple catarrhs and sent for a cure to Ems."lOEl) 
Thus whilst welcoming advances made in medical science 
Aronsohn also complained that 
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the newly established branch of medical science, 
rhinology and laryngology, has trained a great 
number of specialists in this discipline ... who, of 
course, not only perform surgery ... but also treat 
all illnesses of the upper respiratory organs ... who 
either do not want to know anything about treatment 
using mineral water in spas or who send patients 
seldom and usually too late to Ems. 1('9:> 
The 19th century was one of great scientific advances, both 
in the use of spa treatment and in medical knowledge. It was 
at the same time marked by the beginnings of criticisms of 
certain medical procedures and an growing emphasis on the 
psychic aspect of illness and treatment. The quest for 
accuracy within the field of balneology, however, continued. 
During the First World War work began on the Handbuch der 
Balneologie, medizinischen KliJJJatologie and Balneographie11C1 ) 
which appeared in six volumes between 1916 and 1926. The 
work was funded by the Central Institute for Balneology which 
was founded by the Grand Duke Friedrich Franz of Kecklenburg-
Schwerin. The first volume looked at the scientific 
foundation of balneology and climatOlogy as well as the 
geology, chemistry and physical aspects of mineral springs, 
mud, climate and rays. Volume two, the development of 
physiology of spa treatment; volume three, climatherapYi 
four, general therapy; five, balneotherapy and six, spa 
hygiene and balneography. Treatment included bathing in 
mineral and ordinary water, gas baths, showers, compresses, 
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ray treatment, mud baths and compresses, 
emanation, gargling and steam baths. 
inhalation, 
The annual conference of the Spa Federation resumed in 1920 
and monthly journals were produced dealing with the latest 
balneological practices and general books on spas in Germany 
appeared regularly. Discussion centred on forms of treatment 
although immediately after the war began to look increasingly 
at the economic role of cures and spas: "The economic factor 
which they [spas] represent ... is still not fully appreciated 
by the authorities and economists""':> 
Against the background of a major economic earthquake in 
Germany in the early 1920's it is not surprising that 
attention focused on economic and financial aspects of spas 
and cures. Resorts were seen as offering opportunities as 
tourist attractions: "Today ... [1926] ... the spa deserves 
special treatment as an industry which is independent of raw 
materials from abroad, and as such should be given even more 
attention because it helps - like other export industries -
to strengthen our balance of trade by the direct import of 
foreign lIIOney and currency.""2:> This concern with the 
economy of cures introduced a fresh impetus to the 
questioning of the efficacy of treatment and marks a new 
approach to cure-taking, harnessing scientific and economic 
methods to quantify the effectiveness of cures. Once cures 
became part of state welfare policy so the need to justify 
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expenditure increased, particularly in times of economic 
crises. In the 1928 Deutsche Baderkalender the need to 
establish a scientific basis for balneology and the 
"dismissal of the "'spirit of the springsll'113) was described 
as "compelling" because of "the economic difficulties of 
our Fatherland". 114) 
Attempts thus began to establish some form of cost-benefit 
analysis of cures which, as we have seen, was later pursued 
and emphasized by the social insurance bodies in post-war 
Germany: 
Possibly technology will one day invent a machine 
which will be able to register the amount of 
economic energy gained by every visitor who leaves a 
spa. Without such a machine neither a calculation 
nor an approximation can be realised. Be that as it 
may, the number of patients healed or made better 
can be estimated at an annual figure of more than a 
third of a million. Even if each one of these 
persons only gained one single additional day 
through a cure, this would mean that in one year, 
300 times 330,000, 1. e. 99 million working hours 
would be gained. This would mean that spas have 
thus returned as a gift to the national economy a 
value of at least 160 million Marks. 116) 
At the same time claims were made about the outstanding 
quali ty of balneological knowledge in Germany: "A look at 
the Spa Year Book shows what a rich treasures of healing 
springs our German fatherland can call its own. Every type 
of illness is represented in the indications of the spas. 
Through their versatility, their examplary establishments 
and, furthermore, the particularly careful scientific and 
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practical training of spa doctors, German spas are recognised 
as occupying first place in the world. '"16:> And these claims 
became even mare extravagant during lational Socialism: 
"Since the seizure of power, balneology in Germany has won a 
particular significance ... German knowledge of healing in spas 
is indisputably at the summit of international research and 
science."'17) A major factor in this pre-eminence was, as 
Appelmann, writing in 1927, pOinted out, "balneology [isl 
little known nowadays, at least outside Germany.""S;' 
Under lational Socialism the administration of cures and spas 
was re-organised immediately in 1933 when Esser, Secretary of 
State, "implemented a centralising fusion of all spa and 
health resorts with regard to administration and organisation 
as well as with regard to the management of health and 
science."'19) In 1936 the Reich's Institute of German Spas 
was founded which later incorporated the "twenty existing 
research institutes in Germany ... to form a joint stUdy 
group. 11120) 
Thereby balneology can not only continue to work 
... to understand our healing treasures, but can also 
serve public health as an applied science by 
thoroughly studying the indications, by researching 
the natural remedies for the treatment of illness 
and by educating a new generation of doctors for 
spas and health resorts. 121 ) 
Visits to spas and the use of natural remedies coincided with 
lational Socialist ideas which encouraged a return to nature, 
"especially ... to get people out of the towns and industrial 
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areas into nature, into a union with nature in which their 
health is looked after and cared for .... Smog and concrete 
streets and houses have isolated modern man ... from the 
blessings of heaven and earth, from the rays of the sun and 
the gifts of the earth."122) 
Under rational Socialism reforms were made in medical 
training whereby, "natural medicine became a compulsory 
discipline and in which climatology and balneotherapy have a 
prominent role as the most important part of natural 
medicine."123) Within the science of balneology emphasis was 
increasingly given to the overall benefits of a cure rather 
than to any specific form of treatment: 
It is not only the springs which we rationally 
prescribe for the stomach, intestines, gall bladder 
and the bath for the heart, rheumatism etc., it is 
the total milieux of the bathing and drinking cure, 
of sun, fresh air and wind, the influence of the 
climate and the surrounding countryside, life at the 
spa with its calming submersion in nature; it is the 
closeness to and connection with nature, it is the 
deep force of splendid nature which is imparted to 
the cure guests. 124) 
The interwar period was a key one in the development of cure-
taking and its medical justification in Germany. Cures as a 
benefi t of social insurance introduced new guests at a time 
when traditional visitors faced economic hardship and, under 
iational Socialism, measures were extended as was research 
into and the promotion of natural medicine, which favoured 
spa treatment. At the same time, questioning began as to the 
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cost-effectiveness of cures and even went as far as asking if 
·i t is known at all whether a bathing cure is more useful 
than a stay in a sanatorium or a holiday?"126) 
The concern to vindicate spa treatment and cures, under 
attack at a time of economic recession, has increasingly 
occupied those whose livelihood depends on cures. The rise 
in the number of cures funded by the statutory insurance 
bodies increasingly involved other agencies and institutions 
directly or indirectly concerned with the administration 
and/or funding of social cures, i.e. insurance bodies, 
clinics and homes, the medical profession, the Federation of 
German Spas and the government, each with its own specific 
interests and demands. And as investment in the programme of 
cures grew and they were incorporated into state health and 
welfare policy, so they were increasingly subject to public 
scrutiny. Therefore this final section on spa treatment has 
to consider not only developments in the science of spa 
treatment but also studies and reports in the field of social 
and occupational medicine, in psychology and in general 
medical practice. We hope to bring out the shifts which have 
occurred in the understanding of illness and, consequently, 
in the approach to and value of various forms of treatment. 
The most pressing issue of post-war cures was that of 
effectiveness; the growth in the number of social insurance 
patients as well as the increasing use of public money to 
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finance cures gave rise to questions conerning the wisdom of 
such expenditure. Moreover, industry, which participated in 
the social insurance system by contributing 50t of premiums, 
also took an interest in the effective use of its investment. 
At a very early stage in the resumption of cures in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, the principal doctor of one of 
the largest retail chains, Harten, cOlllJllenced research into 
the effecti veness of cures. The findings of this research 
were published in 1963 126 ) and were based on research 
conducted following up cures taken by Harten workers in 
1954. The workers were monitored over the next eight years, 
and at the end of this period it was found that of the 1,137 
studied, 1,068 were still working in 1962. When interviewed, 
33~ of female workers and 17~ of male workers said that the 
cure had had no effect on them, and 30t of women and ~Ot of 
men maintained that they had noticed only a slight 
improvement. By combining these groups, the study concluded 
that a total of 66~ of female workers and 57~ of male 
workers benefited little or none from their cure. Criticisms 
were made both of the standard and frequency of medical 
check-ups during the cure and of the level of supervision of 
patients, who it was said, spent long hours in bars and 
caf~s, smoked, ate, had sex and drank in excess. 
ievertheless, it was pointed out that the modern day cure was 
completely different from • the old style cure" 12'7) which had 
been a holiday rather than the current cure which was a 
course of medical treatment. 
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It was soon pointed out that in fact the statistics showed 
that 67~ of female and 83% of male workers had expressed some 
degree of improvement,12e, and whilst refuting the claim that 
there was a lack of supervision it was admitted that there 
were problems in exercising control over all aspects of the 
patients life. There was total agreement with the view that 
a cure was a course of "serious medical treatment."129' 
Research published in 1963, which had been conducted at the 
University of Kunster130 ' showed that the structure of 
illness had changed in recent years, with a growth in non-
organic or functional illnesses. In view of this change 
recommendations were 
treatment, oriented 
made for a new approach 
towards psychological and 
in spa 
somatic 
factors, the social environment and giving particular 
emphasis to non-specific treatment such as physiotherapy and 
exercise. The results of this research also showed that 
people felt better after bathing in hot water and that 
-reasonable ... measureS do not produce additional risks to 
patients who have suffered a heart attack." 1::;;01:> Whilst many 
types of illness had indeed been conquered since the turn of 
the century this research can equally be seen to indicate a 
further step in the field of the medical care and 
understanding. And in the case of spa treament a step which 
completes a circle begun in previous centuries when, as we 
have seen, many spa doctors had recognised the importance of 
the social environment and the benefits of non-specific forms 
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of treatment. In the second half of this century the 
medical profession, and particularly the practitioners of spa 
medicine, were emerging from the restrictions imposed by the 
methods of empirical science and widening their approach to 
illness and health. The implications for cures in Germany 
were considerable especially with the growth of, and interest 
in, preventive medicine. 
Early attempts to analyse the effectiveness of cures, which 
took place against a background of expansion, were soon 
overtaken as research and questioning gathered pace in the 
sixties. Cri ticism became stronger from the mid-sixties 
onwards, in particular in the wake of Professor Dr. 
Schretzenmayr, "the most prolific critic of cures,"132) whose 
article published in 1965 "unleashed a wave of criticism of 
the 'classic' spa cure which found a wide and eager response 
in the press. "133) 
Schretzenmayr, a practising doctor of internal medicine, 
raised a number of issues in his article in the Kiinchener 
Jfedlzlnlsche fiochenschrlft. For the first time grave 
misgivings were voiced concerning the selection procedure 
of patients and the administration of cures in spas. Hare 
importantly still, Schretzenmayr was critical of the policy 
behind such provisions and conducted his argument within the 
context of health care in general in post-war Germany. As a 
medical practitioner Schretzenmayr was concerned by patients 
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of his who were being turned away from clinics in the city 
because no beds were available whilst II the vast maj ority of 
cure 'patients' ... hypochondriacs, healthy. not-totally-
healthy. or not-yet-ill 11134) "loll about in social feather 
beds."13s:> He was highly critical of the insurance 
companies' policy of building cure clinics rather than 
providing care and treatment for those in real need; "if the 
social insurance [bodies] have money to spare for a clinic 
then surely it should not be built in Klein-Kleckersdorf an 
der Knatter but rather at the centres of need and for the 
sick! II 1:36) 
It was in the context of such criticisms that attempts were 
made to evaluate cures. However, future research did not 
address itself to the issues raised by Schretzenmayr 
regarding alternative measures and priorities for health and 
welfare policy but rather concentrated on the the efficacy 
and effectiveness of cures. 
Thus, for example, in 1967 the Medical Association of 
Physiotherapy and the Kneipp Doctors Federation organised a 
symposium to discuss cures. A large amount of time was 
devoted to psychological, sociological and socio-medical 
problems whilst also dealing with methods of evaluation such 
as longitudinal studies and cost-benefit analyses. 'Much 
controversy was generated, which has, however, to a great 
extent been lost because "some participants ... sadly made 
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significant corrections to the minutes and a few also 
retracted their contributions to the debate which had 
provoked a lively discussion or changed controversial 
statements in a way that some of the replies seem 
nonsensical." 137) Nevertheless, the symposium was seen as 
"an important step scientifically to find ways of helping 
patients in spas and spa treatment. "1SI8:> This work was taken 
up and extended by, for example, Blohmke, Kleinschmidt et al 
139:> and Schaefer of the Institute for Social and 
Occupational :Medicine in Heidelberg. Schaefer, writing at 
the end of the 1960's,14C» was interested in evaluating the 
effecti veness of cures, particularly in view of the 
"discrepancy between the high degree of faith in cures 
expressed by the general public and the low amount of proof 
of their scientific value." 141 :> Schaefer painted out that 
previous research had employed inadequate methods and poor 
statistics, but nevertheless maintained that: "No matter what 
they [statistics] revealed, they would certainly not be able 
to dispute the fact that people of all generations have 
considered spas to be a source of healing and have enjoyed 
visi ting them without having proof of scientifically 
measurable effects."142) 
Schaefer also pointed to the paradox that at the very moment 
when medicine in general was beginning to accept the 
existence of psycho-somatic illnesses and the value of cures 
in their treatment, spa medicine and spa doctors were 
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pursuing a highly technical and scientific approach to prove 
the effectiveness of cures. 
This paradox had arisen with the development of balneology 
as a science. Claims made as to the beneficial effects of 
mineral water, mud and thermal baths and the medical 
profession's demands for proof of the effectiveness of these 
specific forms of spa treatment have concentrated on one, 
admittedly central, feature of a cure. 
experimentation and clinical research has 
Thus just as 
played a vi tal 
role in combating illness and has increased the knowledge 
and ab1li ty of the medical profession to alleviate pain or 
cure diseases, this part of medical care is still confined 
to the treatment of observable symptoms, albeit seen under a 
microscope, in an X-ray etc. Science has indeed discovered 
the biological 'cause' of many illnesses and has, in general, 
been successful in developing sui table forms of treatment. 
However, whilst the contribution of psychology has been 
recognised by many in the wider field of mediCine, the 
practice of treating illness has been jealously guarded and 
the two approaches have, in the main, remained separate. 
In spa medici ne, as we have seen, there have always been 
proponents of a wider approach to the treatment of illness 
offered by a cure rather than spa treatment per se. This 
approach recognised the psycho-somatic features of illness 
and developed a specific form of treatment - the cure - which 
went beyond the simple application of remedies. It has, 
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therefore, been the task of this particular branch of 
medicine to bridge the gap between the various approaches to 
the treatment of illness, especially in this century. 
In an attempt to clarify the position of spas and cures the 
German Spa Federation <DBV) produced guidelines in 1969 
summarising the basic principles of treatment. 14:::') The DBV 
defied critics who expressed "doubts in a sufficiently 
scientific basis of spa treatment" and claimed that "the 
direct effects of balneological and physical treatment had 
been ... thoroughly researched."144) They further pointed out 
that cure treatment involved much more than the individual 
remedies administered at the spa and that indeed there was 
"no specific effect in the natural remedies of the earth, 
climate and countryside in the sense of treatment using drugs 
for speci fic illnesses." 1 46) Rather, cures were described as 
"unspec1fically effective general therapies with particular 
properties ... suitable for the treatment of specific illnesses 
for limited periods of illness. "14€·) And whilst spa 
treatment often did affect the skin and mucous membrane these 
were not "the decisive factor."147') 
Spa treatment is not an alternative to clinical 
medicinej the spa is not simply a chemist I s shop, 
dispensing natural remedies of the earth, cl imate 
and countrYSide, but rather a sensible extension of 
hospital and general practice through particular 
methods of treatment in the course of an optimal 
plan of treatment. 14e) 
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Thus the cure was increasingly analysed not only from the 
medical but also from the social and economic standpoint and 
before looking in more detail at such approaches , we will 
summarise the current situation of spas and the types of 
treatment administered there. 
Spas and health resorts are categorised by their geographical 
setting and, more importantly, by their geological 
attributes. The Federation of German Spas classified the 255 
resorts in West Germany in 1980 into four groups. The 
largest category, the mineral water and mud resort, 141, 
followed by 45 Kneipp spas, 40 climatic resorts and 29 
coastal resorts. Table IV shows their distribution in West 
Germany. 
TABLE IT 
SfAS. II iBSI. GERIAWY Ill. llaQ. 
lIBERAL iAIii KIEIPP CLIMATIC COASTAL 
AID. m. 
Baden Wurttemberg 35 8 13 
Bavaria 2B B 9 
Hesse 18 7 3 
Lower Saxony 19 5 9 13 
North Rhine Westphalia 26 B 3 
Rhineland Palatinate 13 7 2 
Saar 1 
Schleswig Holstein 2 2 16 
SOURCE: Deutscher Baderverband e. V., (ed) Jahresbericht 1980, 
(Kassel, 1981) , p.36. 
A cure in West Germany today is specifically bound to a 
particular resort where treatment involves the use of natural 
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remedies. This does not mean that modern day cures are some 
form of alternative medicine. There is no opposition to the 
use of drugs, indeed medicines are included in the definition 
of a cure given by the Federation of German Spas: 
A cure is a remedial process characterised by the 
repeated (iterative) application of preponderantly 
natural remedies according to a plan prescribed by a 
doctor and which entails a change of surroundings 
and environment. Treatment at a spa consists of a 
general therapy, which is systematically structured 
and which, besides natural remedies, also use ... 
physical medicine, locomotive therapy, diet, 
psychotherapy and also treatment with drugs, all 
tailored to individual needs. 149' 
Within the four categories of spas, resorts are further 
classified according to their indications as follows: 
Heart and blood disorders 61 
Complaints of the breathing organs 45 
Asthma 9 
Rheumatic diseases 117 
Women's complaints 66 
Stomach, intestines, liver and gall 
bladder disorders 32 
Xetabolic disorders <diabetes and obesity) 29 
Urinary complaints 16 
Childhood illnesses 27 
Skin diseases 16 
Diseases of the nervous system 21 
Eye complaints 3 
(Xany resorts offer treatment for two or more types 
of illness and all are recommeded for convalescence 
and general debility> 
SOURCE: Deutscher Baderverband e.V., (ed) Deutscher 
Baderkalender (Gutersloh, 1975), pp.163-167 
The aim of a cure is to "normalise all functional and co-
ordinative operations of the organism with greater stability 
of the vegetative, endocrine and psycho-nervous functions" 
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and a period of three to four weeks or more is recommended, 
"since success depends on reactive rhythms which need time to 
adj ust. " 1 5<') 
Treatment at spas and health resorts encompasses both 
specific and more general therapies. The general therapy 
aims at developing the "ordering forces of the organism" and 
provides the basis for further medical treatment. 
ordering forces are developed through: 
1. relief from work and the regulated world of the 
work placej 
2. the harmonisation of daily rythms consisting of 
changes between periods of concentration, 
relaxation, nutritional intake and sleepj 
3. a healthy diet; 
4. additional exercise or rest to compensate for the 
one-sided demands of everyday life; 
5. leisure as a precondition for the innermost order 
of one's life; 
6. the elimination of harmful factors in the climate 
and 
7. the avoidance or restriction of such 'pleasures' 
as cigarettes, alcohol, coffee, sweets etc. 151) 
Whilst specific therapies include: 
1. Balneotherapy in its various forms (bathing and 
drinking cures) j 
2. Climatic therapy, including sun and fresh air 
curesj 
3. Supplementary physical therapies of, 
a) active and passive movement and exercise, 
various forms of gymnastics and physiotherapy, 
sports and trainingi 
b) Hydro- and thermotherapy, 
c) Electrotherapy, 
d) Light and radiology treatment, 
e) Inhalation therapy, 
f) Kassages. 
4. Kneipp, Priessnitz and Felke therapies: 
5. Diet. 1152:) 
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The science of balneology has produced a modern analysis of 
the waters and descriptions of treatment which, in the case 
of bathing is applied through the temperature of the water, 
its pressure and its specific mineral content. Regional 
differences between the 141 mineral and mud spas in both 
chemical content and temperature necessitate various bathing 
practices which in turn are prescribed for different 
illnesses. Treatment ranges from a half-bath for a few 
minutes three times a week to daily, full-baths for one or 
two hours; an average being three to six baths per week for 
between seven and thirty minutes. Large meals and physical 
exertion before bathing are not recommended and patients are 
advised to rest for between half-an-hour and two hours after 
bathing. 
The temperature of the water affects the skin and 
circulation, which in turn affects the internal organs and 
the nervous system: 
The thermal quality can have far-reaching effects 
through its direct influence on thermo-receptors of 
the skin, through the release of matter affecting 
the vessels and nerves in the body's surface and, 
amongst other things, through changes to the centre 
of the body's temperature can affect the nervous 
system, the regulation of endocrine functions and 
the metabolism. 163) 
The temperature of the water is used to increase or decrease 
the heart rate and circulation; cooler baths used to 
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constrict the skin and warm/hot baths to encourage sweating 
and to change blood pressure. 
Hydrostatic pressure both reduces the weight of the immersed 
body by up to 901. and mves the blood in the lower half of 
the body towards the heart by compressing the veins in the 
legs and by pressure on the abdomen. Such treatment is used 
for varicose veins, some heart complaints and circulatory 
disorders. Bathing often also involves underwater massage or 
exercising, where stiff or painful muscles and joints are 
relieved by the warmth of the water and can be moved more 
easily, assisted by the buoyancy of the water. 
The specific chemical content is said to achieve particular 
effects, especially those waters containing carbonate, 
iodine, common salt, sulphur or radon. Such chemicals are 
stored in the outer layers of the skin for some time after 
bathing and act as a chemical and osmotic stimulus to the 
skin's cells and nerves. Many ions are absorbed through the 
skin (percutaneously), but only in small quantities. 
Iud treatment - pelotherapy - either by bathing in or through 
the application in the form of packs depends not on the 
chemical content but rather on its temperature. Hot mud is 
usually volcanic, known as fango, and ather farms use loam, 
clay, turf and silt; all are recommended for many illnesses 
- ranging from liver complaints, where packs are applied to 
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rheumatic disorders to "women's 
complaints". Pelotherapy employs "substances that originate 
in nature by geological process ... [which1 , in a finely 
divided state mixed with water, are applied to baths and 
packs in medical practice. "164;, These substances can be peat 
based, collected from the coast or from lakes or volcanoes 
and are applied ei ther to specific parts of the body or 
covering it from neck to toes. J(odern pelotherapy uses 
machines to achieve the right consistency and dispense the 
mud which, rather unappetisingly, oozes out like brown soft 
ice-cream. A layer of warm or cold mud is applied which must 
be at least 5 centimetres thick and left on for between ten 
and thirty minutes. Once the mud has been showered off the 
patient has a bath for fifteen minutes after which they must 
rest for half-and-hour. 
Massages, by hand or using very fine water sprays, are often 
part of a wider programme of exercise in which the patients 
are encouraged to take an active part in toning up their 
bodies and building on improvements made during the other 
forms of treatment. Todays cure-guest .. really has to work 
hard. Active exercises, group exercises, remedial 
gymnastiCS, exercises 
patient have all the 
in the pool no longer does the 
fun. 11166) Exercise is taken wi th or 
without supervision and has become an increasingly important 
part of the cure treatment. 
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Drinking cures use springs which issue naturally or have been 
artificially pumped to the surface. All mineral waters are 
chemically analysed and standards laid down as to what 
constitutes a mineral spring. Thus all spring waters contain 
some minerals, the chemical combinations, however, vary 
considerably. 
have at least 
All waters referred to as mineral water must 
one gramme of mineral content in one 
kilogramme of water. A drinking cure involves the regular 
intake of a measured amount of mineral water, according to 
the time of day and the temperature of the water. Drinking 
cures in the twentieth century are usually used as part of a 
wider treatment programme and not always directed at 
specific illnesses. The drinking cure aims at regulating the 
functions of the stomach-intestinal canals and the passages 
in which the digestive glands and mucous cells produce their 
secretions, but should not be confused or "equated with 
medicines. "lS€.) 
Climatherapy, like balneology, 
effective factors of natural 
concerns the biologically 
remedies which are partly 
physical and partly chemical. Treatment involves many 
different influences including thermatic-hygrology (warmth, 
the movement of air and humidity). photochemical ultra-violet 
rays and the chemical content of the air. 
Inhalation - the inhaling of atomised mineral water and 
vapours can be done actively, using apparatus, or passively 
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by sitting in a room where the air is saturated with a fine 
spray of mineral water. Patients using the machines inhale 
through their mouths or noses for a period of anything 
between five and thirty minutes. Treatment taken in 
inhalation rooms can often be taken wearing normal clothing, 
although there are very strong sprays which necessitate 
donning a hood and a floor length plastic macintosh. This 
form of inhalation has the advantage that patients can chat 
with their fellow inhalers. 
These forms of treatment associated with the cure have also 
been discussed in relation to the previous century. The re-
evaluation of cures which took place in the late 1960' s, 
whereby "Grandpa's cure" was declared "dead" 1 57:' and the 
arri val of the II new cure" welcomed, 1 S8:' took place in an 
atmosphere in which those associated with cures in West 
Germany hoped would find "solutions to the many problems 
which arise in the vast field of spa treatment." 1 S'':;» 
The growth in the provision of social cures, especially as 
part of a state programme of rehabilitation, put treatment in 
spas at the forefront of preventive medicine thus attracting 
the attention of a number of interested parties. 
Charvat, 16':.) writing in the early 1970's, summarised the "new 
development and current state of spas" from four 
perspectives: the medical, social, tourism and economic. 1 €:ol :. 
He emphasized that cures were not an alternative but an 
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extension to other forms of medical treament, no longer based 
on the administration of specific spa remedies but rather on 
the programme of prevention and rehabilitation and the 
treatment of chronic illnesses. "Chronic illnesses, for 
which cures have always been the classic indication, remain 
at the centre of spa treatment. They are, however, now 
treated as part of the rehabilitation programme, designed to 
aid recovery and the physical, psychic and social adjustment 
to the physical pressures and demands of their 
environment."162) 
This new approach did not, however, devalue in any way the 
importance of the bathing and drinking cure. Rather spa 
doctors stressed that "apart from spas and health resorts 
there are today no other ... institutions ... in which alongSide 
the treatment of chronic illnesses emphasis is given to the 
complex of organic, psychiC and social aspects ... in its 
programme of treatment."163) 
The growth of the social cure not only served a vital 
function in the treatment of illness, but for many spas in 
West Germany had also become the "basis for their 
existence" . 164) Because the social cure guest .. guaranteed 
spa institutions and facilities a stable, year-round 
11 ve11hoodlf16S ) it was vi tal for local spa economies that 
social insurance cures be successful. Thus, cd ticisms of 
the attitude and behaviour of the social cure-guest - felt 
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not always to follow the necessary "cure discipline" as 
seriously as those guests funding their own cure - led to 
further extensive studies of the effectiveness of cures. 
Investigations into the modern cure have, therefore, been 
extended beyond clinical medical research which "only sees 
success in the elimination l.e. the healing, of illness"1€.€.) 
by the school of social medicine. Its concern with health 
and illness in society and particularly in the work place has 
led to evaluations of cures as effective means to restore, 
improve or maintain the ability to earn a living - the basis 
for the state provision of social insurance cures - providing 
"an objective orientation" in the quest to establish the 
success of cures. 167) 
A notable contribution was made by Dr. Wannenwetsch, who in 
1967 was the head of the health department of the LVA Swabia. 
He was the first doctor successfully to conduct a cost-
benefit analysis of spa treatment. He did so by studying the 
amount of sick leave taken before and after a cure. The 
results of his research concluded that both the frequency and 
duration of periods of illness after a cure were considerably 
reduced compared with the pre-cure pattern. Using statistics 
of the heal th insurance bodies (AOK and 
Betriebskrankenkassen) Wannenwetsch identified all those who 
took a cure in 1963 and 1964. In his initial findings 
published in 1967169 ) he compared registered periods of sick 
leave for the three years preceding the cure with that 
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registered after a cure. When he compared the year 
immediately before the cure with the year following the cure 
he found that whereas only 38~ had taken no sick leave prior 
to the cure, in the year after the cure the percentage rose 
to 69~, expressing what he calls an improvement quota of 84~. 
Comparing the second year before the cure with the second 
after he demonstrated an improvement quota of 78~, and third 
with third, 77~. 
Over the next twenty years Wannenwetsch continued his 
research, which eventually looked at seven thousand patients 
for a period of ten years, five prior and five post cure and 
concluded that the number of days of work lost was reduced by 
63.5~. 1G9) Wannenwetsch's work has frequently been used as 
evidence of the success of cures and other studies have used 
similar methods not surprisingly producing similar 
results. 170) 
However, as Delius painted out in 1973171 ) these studies had 
no comparable control group. Therefore, the results were 
assumptions, not reliable proof. Indeed it was further 
maintained that there were no results on the effectiveness of 
preventive cures and that the "state of 
research ... [was) ... very unsatisfactory." 172:> 
Despite such criticisms Dellus remained convinced of the 
logic of cures and, as so many others, saw them not as an 
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alternative to other forms of medical treatment: "The 
prospects for the future of spa medicine do not lie in 
competition with pharmacotherapy or biomedical techniques, 
but in the realisation of its own potential and in fulfilling 
its tasks in the area of recovery and prevention more 
precisely."'73) The strength of cures was seen as lying in 
their abil1 ty to bring together various fields of medicine 
which had in recent years become more and more fragmented and 
specialised. In the same book on social medicine von 
Ferber's contr1bution'74) also looks at aspects of evaluating 
cures. She considers three different approaches - the purely 
medical, the economic and the socia-medical. 
The purely medical she considered incapable of measuring the 
preventive effects, since its focus was on healing illness 
and on objective data, inappropriate to evaluate the success 
of a cure. Turning to the economic approach, employing a 
cost-benefit analysis, she looked at the studies conducted by 
Schneider and Rautenberg' ?I!S) and Wannenwetsch quoted above. 
She concluded that these economic approaches lost sight of 
the causes of the threat to earning capacity, failed to 
define what that threat was and had, therefore, no chance to 
assess the therapeutic benefits of a cure. She pointed out 
that such analyses do not help to make decisions concerning 
different types of spa treatment or the "social steering of 
the cure movement" 1 76) and proposed the use of a socio-
medical approach. 
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These various attempts to, and suggestions for, evaluating 
cures in post-war Germany have gone some way to show a 
positive role for spas. They have signally failed, however, 
to respond to criticisms made, in particular by 
Schretzenmayr, of a social policy which maintains this 
special form of care to the possible detriment of other 
health and welfare provisions. 
A study conducted by the Inst1tut fur empirische Soziologie, 
luremberg in 1979 did pose the question of whether other 
forms of treatment could achieve the same success for less 
money when setting out to research "the effectiveness and 
efficiency" of cures. 177) It did not, however, come up with 
an answer, despite the numerous interviews with "medical and 
non-medical experts". What did emerge was a high degree of 
cri ticism regarding the selection of cure patients, of the 
programme of treatment at the spa and of the results of 
previous research into the success of cures. 
levertheless, spa remedies, as part of a cure programme, 
continue to provide treatment in a form recognisable to 
visitors to spas for centuries. Medical knowledge has 
increased dramatically over the past one hundred years and 
the fields of surgical and pharmaceutical medicine have 
produced a wide array of methods of dealing with illness and 
disease. The traditional remedies associated with spa 
treatment have survived all these discoveries, evolving in 
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line with advances made in medical science. Indeed, anxious 
to keep pace with wider developments, practitioners involved 
in spa medicine developed the science of balneology employing 
chemical analyses and scientific methods to support their 
claims regarding the effectiveness and efficacy of cures. 
Throughout this scientific revolution there were spa medicine 
practi tioners who insisted that a cure was more than the 
application of spa remedies. And as criticisms grew 
regarding these remedies, particularly since the Second World 
War, so too did the insistence of those closely connected 
wi th cures that this was a programme of treatment which 
could not be successfully broken down into individual 
elements. 
At the same time the economic significance of cures has 
increased. As a provision of state health and welfare policy 
cures have become the basis for the rehabilitation programme 
which aillS to maintain, improve or restore the ability to 
earn a living. The extension of cures through the statutory 
insurance schemes has led to a dramatic rise in cure-taking 
after the Second World War and towns such as Bad Ems now rely 
on cures for their livelihood. Economic disaster would 
result in spas should the cure programme ever be abandoned. 
Thus economic considerations have gradually come to dominate 
discussions on the efficacy and efffect! veness of cures. A 
survey of medical and non-medical experts revealed that 
opinions on the therapeutic value of balneological remedies 
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were "on the whole negative rather than positive."·'7~') 
Comments on bathing and drinking practices included 
statements such as: "This remedy is useful as a background, 
but hardly effective" and "They can do no harm. "lnu Others 
painted out that whilst "objectively no success could be 
attributed to traditional spa remedies, subjectively many 
patients were convinced of their positive effects"lElO) and we 
will now consider both patients and doctors, not only in 
relation to spa treatment but also in the wider context of 
attitudes to health, illness and health care. 
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The Cure-Guests 
So far this study of Bad Ems and cures in Germany has 
followed a number of related themes; the development of a 
spa town, the introduction of statutory health and welfare 
benefits and their extension to the provision of cures, the 
doctors in Bad Ems and the treatments provided. 
considered cures from the standpoint 
Thus we have 
of medical 
practitioners, the statutory insurance bodies and the state 
as well as the administrators of spa towns and institutions, 
i.e. the providers of cures in German spas. This final 
chapter aims to complete the picture by turning its attention 
to those who take cures and to give a more detailed analysis 
of the Kurbetrieb at Bad Ems. Recent research into the 
role of medicine in SOCiety has emphasized the importance of 
the broadest possible approach. As P. Unschuld pointed out'): 
-Kedicine can hardly be understood by describing its practice 
and its concepts. Rather, it has to be understood within the 
context of the total cultural scene in which this kind of 
medicine is recognised and practised." 
With this in mind this section on the cure-takers will 
present a profile of cure-guests and look, with particular 
reference to Bad Ems, at the way in which they spend their 
time during their stay at a spa. This chapter will include 
accounts written by, and interviews wi th, cure-guests. It is 
also important to consider here the relationship between the 
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cure-takers and the providers, JOOst decisively the medical 
profession which prescribes a patient's specific routine. 
The relationship between doctor and patient and attitudes 
towards heal th and illness have been at the centre of a 
number of studies in recent years. 2) The results and 
theories of this research will be examined and used to 
provide a framework for a closer look at the relationship 
between cure-takers and medical practitioners before a more 
concentrated study of the cure-guest. 
C. Huerkamp's study of the rise of the doctor in 19th century 
Germany3> also looked at the patient-doctor relationship. 
She concluded that "in key aspects [this relationship] has 
undergone a turnabout of 180 degrees; where in the 19th 
century power lay with the patient, in the 20th century the 
exact opposite applies. "4) This imbalance in the doctor-
patient relationship has become more pronounced in favour of 
the doctor during this century. The medical profession has 
become highly specialised and the authority of practitioners 
has increased so that "medicine's position today is akin to 
that of state religions yesterday - it has an officially 
approved monopoly of the right to define health and illness 
and to treat ill ness. "IS) The high prestige assigned to the 
medical profession as well as specialisation and medical 
advancements have cemented the authority of the doctor 
throughout this century. 
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As we have seen, visits to spas in the last century became a 
widespread and deeply ingrained habit in Germany among the 
well-to-do and in this century, with the advent of the social 
cure, among the lower classes. Xedical approval and 
recommendation played a vital role in the popularity of cure-
taking. 
Huerkamp's 
How then did doctors 
study of medical 
relate to their patients? 
practitioners in early 
nineteenth-century Germany concludes that doctors were 
almost totally dependent on their wealthy upper class 
clients. Xany physicians were paid a yearly retainer fee to 
care for and advise a whole family. The relationship between 
doctor and patient has thus been characterised as one in 
which "the patient saw the doctor more or less as his 
servant, who, of course, had to come to him. "".;. The root of 
the doctors' subordinate position was their dependence on a 
small but wealthy clientele "according to whose wishes and 
moods they must comply"n coupled with the poor state of 
medical science in the 18th and early 19th centuries. 
Trained medical practitioners were unable to compete with lay 
healers and even after reforms were undertaken in the 
training of doctors in the 1820's no real advantages could be 
claimed over lay practices. This situation did, however, 
gradually begin to change, particularly with the advances and 
discoveries made in the field of diagnosis, surgery and the 
alleviation of pain. Doctors benefited from the introduction 
of a variety of instruments which facilitated and improved 
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examination and diagnostic techniques which were not 
available to their lay counterparts. 
In the 19th century the incidence of many illnesses was 
reduced and life expectancy raised, though not so much by 
medical treatment as by better sanitation, diet and 1 i ving 
conditions. S ) Nonetheless the authori ty of medical 
practi tioners was increasing. The specialisation of 
qualified surgeons made their medical practices exclusive, a 
situation which applied equally to the prescription of drugs 
capable of lowering temperatures, aiding sleep and 
alleviating pain, which the growing phamaceutical industry 
produced, especially from the 1880's onwards. The fact that 
doctors thus had a much better chance to alleviate pain than 
lay healers Mmust not be underestimated and doubtless 
contributed to the increased ... authority (of doctors] and the 
distance between patient and doctor. "9) 
Xedical advances and specialisation in the 19th century 
influenced the attitudes of the public, and the doctors' 
authority ·was increased mast by the educated middle-classes, 
where this development was further supported by the general 
rise in faith in the sciences". 10) 1llich, too, considers 
the role of the emerging middle-classes, which he sees as 
developing "a sense of guilt or shame about disease, while 
the upper bourgeoisie and nobility turned their need for 
constant health care into an excuse for fashionable 'cures', 
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particularly at spas. II 11, At the same time the new middle-
classes were able to pay for medical treatment so that, as 
Illich puts it: "In an earlier epoch, death carried the 
hourglass. .. low the middle class seized the clock and 
employed doctors to tell death when to strike. ",;;;::> 
For the less well off, the working-class and the poor, the 
gradual move towards qualified doctors and away from 
tradi tional lay healers was imposed: as a registered poor 
person, as a patient in hospital or as a member of a sickness 
fund, they were "compelled so to do by the establishment. II 1;;'1' 
The introduction of statutory insurance legislation in the 
1880'S14' involved many more people in medical life. The 
insured had to obtain a certificate when ill in order to 
receive sick pay. they had to make regular visits to doctors 
and .. had to comply with all medical instructions. II, 51 The 
relationship between these patients and the medical 
profession was by and large one of a "mutual lack of 
understanding ... between middle-class doctors and workers" and 
"deep scepticism and open mistrust by workers of doctors 
... who often acted as representatives of the employer's 
interests to whom he was closer in background, way of life 
and bourgeois values." 1 €<) Despite this the insured workers 
increasingly consul ted the doctor not only when requiring a 
certificate but on general matters of illness, "thus 
accepting them as professional experts. II 1 7) 
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In many ways the position of the spa doctor, even in the late 
18th and early 19th centuries appears to have been rather 
different. As we have seen in Chapter Four, practitioners of 
spa medicine in Bad Ems had considerable prestige and social 
status. Guests undertaking a cure visited the spa physician 
in his consulting rooms, the "patients" were not confined 
to bed or institution and the doctors prescribed a course of 
treatment which was neither arduous nor unpleasant. Indeed 
the spa doctor recommended participation in the leisure 
activities offered by a spa. Doctors did, of course, rely 
on the cure-guests for their income and, as we have seen in 
the case of spa doctors in Bad Ems, many were very successful 
and were accorded much respect. The authority and prestige 
of the doctor was thus to an extent matched by the social 
status and wealth of their patients. There was no great 
social distance between them and spa doctors benefited from 
the fact that spa medicine offered a more relaxed and less 
frightening alternative to the surgeon's knife. 
When war broke out in 1914 almost half the population of 
Germany were contributing to a sickness insurance scheme and 
consul ting a medical practitioner in the event of illness. 
At at more general level for medical practitioners in Germany 
this steady increase in the number of patients, particularly 
from the middle and working classes, facilitated a "loosening 
of ties with their exclusive upper-class clientele." lEn 
Furthermore, the ratio of doctor to patient was changing; in 
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the 1860's there was a shortage of medical practioners, which 
meant that "the patient had to seek out the doctor and not 
vice versa."'9' This doubtless "helped to dismantle remnants 
of the traditional patronage system"2C1) as well as affecting 
the doctor-patient relationship in that the earlier 
dependence of the doctor on his patient gave way to a 
situation in which the practitioners could "demand surrender 
to their instructions. "21 ) 
The modern-day patient-doctor relationship has been 
characterised as one where "the position of patient vis-a-vis 
doctor is that of layman vis-a-vis expert." 2:;':) The cure-
patient today is involved in a number of encounters with 
members of the medical profession, and just as the nineteenth 
century spa doctor-cure-guest relationship differed in some 
ways from the pattern found in general in Germany, so modern-
day relationships vary from the more usual meeting between 
patient and doctor. The potential cure-patient is involved 
in an initial consultation with a general practitioner, 
specialist or firm's doctor followed by one with a doctor 
attached to the statutory insurance body before meeting the 
spa doctor. This ini tial contact between doctor and 
prospective cure-patient is unusual in that the patient 
neither wants that doctor's immediate medical skills to heal 
or alleviate illness. nor does the patient have a direct 
financial relationship with the doctor. There is general 
agreement that in the majority of cases applications for 
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cures are initiated by the patientz;:o" who needs the doctor 
to endorse the proposal before approaching the sickness funds 
or pension insurance bodies. Few requests are turned down. 
Research conducted into the wider field of the doctor-patient 
relationshi p24> found situations where medical practioners 
wdue to their fear of losing status and income, were 
particularly responsive to their patients' demands. "2E.' In 
the specific case of applications for a cure, Schretzenmayr 
has painted to the risks run by doctors refusing to endorse 
the request. lot only could this mean failing to make the 
correct diagnosis, but could also result in "a quarrel with 
all the patient's friends and relations ... all of which would 
mean a marked decrease in the income to and number of 
patients of the practice-. 26.' These sentiments were echoed 
in a radio interview271 with a doctor critical of both the 
procedure of obtai ni ng a 
Frankenschmidt explained 
cure and of spa treatment. 
that doctors had only 
Dr. 
two 
al ternati ves, to endorse the application, or to refuse to 
comply and risk losing the patient to another doctor, and in 
his experience mast doctors complied with the patients' 
wishes. 
Thls Inl tial meeting between patient seeking a 'cure' and 
the doctor Is, therefore, somewhat different from the mare 
usual consultation process, which in turn is one where 
- nei ther the doctor nor patient enters the consultation as 
'neutral' or passive beings willing to negotiate on all 
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points; instead they enter with certain goals and interests 
which will dictate the form of the interaction. "28' Of 
special significance in the case of applications for cures 
"the doctor and patient relate in a politically based, 
bureaucratic situation" 29. where "the institutions of 
social insurance form the foundation of the doctor-patient 
relationship .• "',,',, The general practitioner is not consul ted 
for his skills in healing but rather as "a link in the chain 
of employment and social benefits rights. ":::'1' 
Consultation with the insurance companies' doctor in many 
ways follows the pattern of the initial consultation. In 
this meeting there is perhaps an even stronger interest in 
reaching agreement. The insurance companies have a dual 
economic interest in providing a cure - the possibility of 
avoiding paying an early pension and using spa facilities in 
which they have invested a good deal of money. Thus both 
participants have the same objective, the provision of a 
cure. At this stage in the path to the spa few applications 
are turned down. L. von Ferber's research:::' 2 • found that 
whilst applications for CUres in the late 1960' s and early 
1970' s rose steadily the percentage refused by the 
Angestellte (white-collar) pension insurance body fell from 
6.7~ in 1967 to 2.4~ by 1971 although the number refused by 
the Arbeiter (blue-collar) pension fund over the same period 
"has risen continually."38. Figures for refused proposals 
are difficult to find but in the radio programme referred to 
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above a doctor from the Angestell te pension fund confirmed 
that in the 1980's few applications were refused. 
Having successfully negotiated their way through these 
encounters with medical practitioners the cure-patient enters 
into a new relationship with the doctor at the spa. C. von 
Ferber' 6 study of cure-patient and spa-doctor:34:' shows more 
sllli lar! ties with general findings on the doctor-patient 
relatIonship. He identified a "greater social distance 
between providers of cures (doctors, nursing staff, spa 
administrators) and cure takers"3S) and pointed to two major 
problems in the doctor-patient relationship; cultural 
differences, in that they came from different social classes, 
and the decreasing contact in today's spa between doctor and 
patient because of the size of the large organisations of 
modern cure institutions. 
The initial consultation between cure-patient and spa doctor 
establishes the cure programme. Each cure-patient is given 
an individually tailored daily routine for such matters as 
spa treatment and diet which fits in with the pattern of spa 
life. Throughout Germany cure-patients are following much 
the same orders given to them by the spa doctors. A cure 
progra1lJlle for the )Unera' Association Home at Borkum:3s:, is 
typical of that daily routine: 
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Wake up. The morning begins with obligatory 
gymnastics ... a dry-brush massage and water-
treading (in summer). 
Breakfast. 
From this time onwards there are a variety of 
activities: 
Walking on the beach and through the dunes with 
increasing stages of difficulty. 
Sightseeing tours. 
Sports and games for relaxation. Swimming. 
Lunch. 
Until 15.00. complete silence must be maintained 
for those who wish to sleep (important for those 
suffering from damaged rhythms). 
Afternoon cure activities: 
SWimming, sauna, massage, baths. 
In the afternoon, it is possible to consult the 
doctor and discuss problems without the pressure 
of time. 
The above cure programme accounts for around thirty-five 
hours a week, for the rest of the time the cure-patient "is 
free to enjoy oneself."37) The daily time-table of 
treatment and meals, however, impo~~i; ~ \i~n-HM~nf:H rAHHnt=: 
which the spa authorities take into account when planning 
the1r entertainment programmes. Indeed, as we saw in 
Chapter Fi ve, a cure in post-war Germany aims to harmonise 
the patient's daily rhythms through periods of 
·concentrat1on, relaxation, nutritional intake and sleep.":=>8' 
The social activities available at the spa for those periods 
of relaxation are, therefore, considered to be an important 
and integral part of a cure by the spa doctors, and the spa 
has many delights to offer. How then do the cure-guests deal 
wi th their programme? And how strictly do they heed the 
doctor's warn1ng not to "undertake anything which may 
jeopardize the success of the cure"?~~) 
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In Chapter One the conduct of 19th century cure-guests in Bad 
Ems was considered in some detail in the light of Dr. 
Spengler's advice and criticism. 40:> It would appear that many 
cure-takers, having consulted the spa physician, pursued a 
way of life of which Spengler disapproved greatly. Guests at 
the spa enjoyed the many amusements offered by the town's 
enterta1 nment faclli ties, often, according to medical 
opin1on, to the detriment of a successful' cure'. What then 
of the twentieth century spa patient? 
Few accounts of a cure written by a patient exist. 
Fortunately one of them comes from the pen of a particularly 
perceptive observer: the famous novelist Herman Hesse, who in 
1925 published his Kurgast, 41) a record of the cure he 
undertook at Baden in Switzerland. Hesse later described 
this as .. tolerably candid but ... merry and enjoyable 
piece"42) and his experiences will be quoted in some detail 
since they provide both insight and a framework within which 
to consider cures in Germany after the Second World War. 
Hesse, at forty-six, had travelled to Baden in 1923 looking 
for relief from his painful condition of gout and sciatica 
and expressing his desire for peace and disdain for spa life 
which he described as "the life of the herd." The prospect 
of three to four weeks in Baden was not a pleasurable one 
for Hesse. For him undertaking a cure "was simply a matter 
of enduring it here ... bathing daily, walking as much as 
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possible, keeping excitement and worry as far away as 
possi ble" and gloomily predicted that "i t would perhaps on 
occasions be monotonous". He did, however, gain some 
encouragement immediately upon his arrival by the sorry state 
of his fellow cure-guests: 
... all were sicker, more wretched, in greater 
pain, more pitiable than I, and this did me a 
world of good and remained during the period of 
my stay in Baden a constantly recurring 
1 nexhaust i ble comfort i that all around me 
people limped, people crawled, people sighed, 
people rode in wheelchairs, all of them much 
sicker than I, with far less reason for good 
humour and hope than I had! There and then I 
had discovered, in the very first minute, one 
of the great secrets and spells of all spas and 
I savoured my discovery with true delight: 
companionship on suffering, 'sodas habere 
malorum'. 
Having booked into a hotel and, after considerable argument, 
settled into his room, Hesse immediately set off to consult 
the spa doctor. Hesse's esteem for doctors, who he saw as 
belonging to "the spiritual hierarchy" and to whom he 
attributed "a high rank" promised a favourable meeting. The 
doctor, who pronounced Hesse healthy but for signs of 
sciatica, "had at his command a number of expressions from 
the secret language of medicine which I could only vaguely 
decipher, but which aided him substantially in the elegance 
of his explanations and appreciably strengthened his position 
in relation to me." Thus, "contented and armed with numerous 
prescriptions" Hesse began his cure, following a course of 
treatment according to: 
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The list in my notebook [which] gave directions 
that were to be begun very early next morning 
and promised all sorts of health-restoring and 
entertaining things; baths, medicinal potions, 
diathermy, quartz lamp, therapeutic gymnastics. 
And so there couldn't be much room left for 
boredom. 
Hesse's first day "reached its climax in a beautiful and 
cheery evening." Dinner at his hotel "proved a noble, 
festive meal of delicacies ... such as gnocchi with foie gras, 
Irish stew, strawberry ice." And a happy evening was spent 
drinking wine with a fellow guest "from a different 
background, with a different profession, different ambitions 
and different life style." 
Early next day Hesse commenced his treatment: "each day 
during the cure begins with an important, central morning 
duty, a task that is easy, yes, agreeable to perform - I mean 
the bath." 
climb slowly down two 11 ttle stone steps, 
reverse the hourglass, and sink up to my chin 
in the hot, acrid water smelling faintly of 
sulphur ... around me plays the wonderful warmth 
of the mysterious water which for thousands of 
years has been flowing up out of the kitchens 
of the earth and is falling continuously in a 
thin stream into my bath. According to 
directions, I should move my limbs as much as 
possible in the water, performing gymnastic and 
swimming movements." 
This first bath left him "feeling two hundred years old". 
And since it was still very early, around half-past seven, he 
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drank a glass of mineral water and 
breakfast at 9.a.m. 
returned to bed until 
Hesse's mornings were spent walking in the spa gardens or 
woods or working until he had "finally used up the forenoon, 
and the high point of the day arrives, the midday meal." 
Hesse obviously enj oyed his meals of "the most delicate 
ham ... washed down with Dezaley, the most succulent schnitzels 
with Bordeaux; between soup and roast, blue trout swim 
delicately, and the abundant meat courses are followed by 
marvellous cakes, puddings and creams." The pleasure which 
Hesse gained from such good food was enhanced by the 
expectation that cure-guests would be recommended "in 
addition to the hot baths a simple, Spartan, meatless, 
alcohol-free, unappetising diet, if possible, even a regime 
of fasting." Hesse concluded that he and his fellow cure-
guests "prefer to become half well and in compensation to 
have things a bit more comfortable and pleasant" rather than, 
on top of "baths and massages, the worry and 
boredom ... fasting and mortification as well." 
Over lunch cure-guests kept a keen eye on one another, as was 
·customary at any summer resort ... All the more aVidly do we 
keep track of the health of our fellow patients, for in them 
we see ourselves reflected, and if the old gentleman in 
lumber 6 has a good day and is able to walk by himself from 
his door to the table, it cheers us all, and all of us shake 
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our heads regretfully , if we hear that Frau Flury cannot 
leave her bed today.-
After lunch Hesse would read in the hotel garden, his great 
favouri te being Dr Katzenbergers Badereise4 3 "until it was 
time once again for treatment, undertaken: 
in accordance wi th the most modern methods. I 
si t under a quartz lamp, longing to make the 
utmost use of the solar powers of this magic 
lantern and to bring the most ailing parts of 
my body as close as possible to the touchhole. 
A few times I have burned myself in doing so. 
Further on, the doctor's indefatigable 
associate for diathermy fastens little pads, 
electrical contacts, to my wrists and turns the 
current on while at the same time she belabours 
my neck with two similar pads. 
Hesse's enthusiasm for his treatment did not at first extend 
to the social Ii fe of the spa. He found the afternoon 
concerts performed by "a small compamy of musicians playing 
vigorously ... complicated pieces, mostly by unknown composers" 
both disappointing and annoying. The musicians were 
competent enough, Hesse simply wished that: 
they would play decent music instead of all 
these clever pieces, extracts and arrangements. 
And yet I don't really wish this e1 ther. I 
would not be a bit happier if, instead of this 
entertai ning bit from 'Carmen' or ' Die 
Fledermaus', a Schubert quartet or a duo by 
Handel were being played. For God's sake, that 
would be even worse... That two hundred people 
are bored and do not know how to get through 
the afternoon is no adequate reason ... for good 
musicians to play arrangements from well-known 
operas. 
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In h1s own hotel Hesse found that "fashion and elegance play 
a minor role" although society in general in Baden included" 
wealthy and elegant people who sit in ... cafes hindered from 
talking by sticky-sweet music, from thinking, almost from 
breathing, surrounded by thick clotted luxury, by marble, 
silver, rugs, mirrors", "drinking tea, coffee, and chocolate 
wi th whipped cream accompanied by expensive, delicate 
pastries. " It would appear that Kaffee und Kuchen in the 
afternoon held no attraction for Hesse who could not 
understand "why free men in possession of all their faculties 
should allow their enjoyment ... to be disturbed by an 
intrusive, insinuating, over-sweet music, by unspeakably 
uninvi ting, narrow and uncomfortable seats in narrow, 
overfilled rooms crowded with superfluous ornaments and 
decorations." 
Jeither did the shops hold any attraction for Hesse, being 
places where cure-guests "can buy those articles that seem to 
be indispensable to them, postcards, bronze lions and 
lizards, ashtrays with portraits of famous men (so that the 
buyer can, for example, amuse himself daily by crushing out 
his burning Cigar in Richard Wagner's eye) and many other 
objects ... which ... show me all too clearly that, despite the 
best will in the world ... I nevertheless live outside the 
middle-class real world knowing nothing about it." 
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After Hesse's first week of the cure his condition 
deteriorated further, and although he had been told that this 
was a common reaction he was greatly distressed by the 
tiredness and pain which afflicted him. Consul tation with 
his doctor failed to comfort him: liThe doctor, to be sure, 
remains firm in his reassurances, but after all, that's his 
profession." Hesse's distress was such that "the whole 
cure t all of Baden, has become so horribly repulsive to me". 
Hesse's pain became so bad that he could "barely 
bring ... [himself] ... to take the shortest walk" and spent a 
great deal of time in bed. Worse still for Hesse was the 
fact that he began "to surrender ... to the superficial and 
stultifying, the barren and reprehensible side of this 
indolent spa 11fe. If Hot only did he over-eat, drink too 
much and become lazy, he was horrified to find that he "now 
approached so closely to the average level of the patients 
that I no longer hate and avoid their diversions but instead 
search for and take part in some of them." He feared that 
he would soon "begin to read the lists of guests ... and spend 
a whole afternoon gossiping with Frau Muller about her 
rheumatism and about all the kinds of infusions that can be 
used to combat it and send my friends postcards." He now 
talked with his fellow guests, "expressing completely 
concordant opinions about the political situation 
stock exchange, about the weather and the spa." 
and the 
Hesse's 
visits to the cinema did nothing to improve his humour. He 
deplored his action, which he regarded as an indication of 
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his moral and intellectual decline and which prompted him to 
ask if there was "in the thermal waters some salt, some 
acid, some chalk, something that evens people out, that 
produces an inhibition against everything lofty, noble, 
precious, and removes the inhi bi tions again:5t what is low and 
vulgar?" 
The casino was more to Hesse's taste. Indeed he enjoyed 
gambl1 ng which he found "strangely different from all the 
other middle-class and spa entertainments." He found that 
its "discretion and dignity make the game immeasurably more 
appealing than other forms of entertainment at which people 
are so noisy, slovenly and undisciplined." His pleasures 
at the casino were such that he had almost gambled away his 
• whole supply of cash" when he became aware that the pain 
was easing. The slight improvement in his condition restored 
his sense of humour completely. He no longer felt" simply 
a guest at the spa, a specialist in being sick and being 
cured, but rather the sickness and the cure are now of 
secondary importance." He decided to " abandon the sickness 
to its own devices, I am not here to pamper it all day long." 
He stopped visiting the pump room and casino and set about 
making his stay enjoyable, pursuing his own interests and 
pleasures. 
With hindsight he felt that the weeks of discomfort had, to a 
certain extent, been self-induced: 
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I had made a speciality of my sciatica, I had 
played the role of the sciatic, the guest at 
the spa... I had taken Baden, the cure, my 
surroundings, the pains in my limbs much too 
seriously. 
Hesse was still not well but did feel better. "The doctor 
is satisfied, but I am not cured... Aside from the actual 
improvement, I have Baden to thank, too, for the fact that I 
have now stopped persecuting my sciatica so grimly." Hesse's 
experience has been deliberately quoted here at some length 
because it highlights one of the fascinating features a cures 
in Germany - that whilst treatment failed to heal Hesse's 
medical condition, he felt better and more able to cope with 
his illness. As we shall see in the following, fifty years 
later this aspect of the cure is still relevant in Germany 
today. 
Having looked in detail at an individual case, the following 
section will present a more general description of cure-
takers in post-war Germany and in Bad Ems in particular. We 
will concentate here on those cure-guests who are able to 
partiCipate in the daily life of the spa, thus excluding some 
forms of cures where, following an operation or as part of a 
special treatment programme for the chronically ill, patients 
leave hospital but are often still confined to bed or to the 
grounds of the clinic and receiving intensive medical care. 
As already mentioned, there are few accounts of spa life 
wri tten by cure-guests, particularly since the Second World 
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Var. For this reason participant observation was employed to 
complete this research programme. Since this is a case study 
of Bad Ems the major part of findings were gathered there. 
levertheless, many other spas in Germany were visited over 
the same period, adding to and extending the experience of 
spa life. 
Vhllst the modern clinics on the Bismarckhohe have a wide 
range of treatment facilities, some of the older clinics and 
cure homes have only limited services on the premises, the 
Albert Kurheim for example. Thus many cure-guests undertake 
part of their treatment elsewhere, in the pump-rooms, 
gargling cabinets or spa remedy centre. The cure homes and 
clinics in Bad Ems do have provisions for bathing and, just 
as in Hesse's day, it is normally with a bath that the cure-
guests' day begins. This means rising early, because a rest 
must be taken after bathing - which lasts for between ten and 
twenty minutes - and breakfast is usually taken at B.30. At 
one cure home in Bad Ems those cure-guests on a diet were 
seated in a part of the dining room where they could not see 
and, therefore, be tempted or taunted by those consuming a 
hearty German breakfast. Having eaten, guests consult their 
cure programme and set out to follow doctors orders - at 
least for part of the day. 
As with the bathing cure, those undertaking a drinking cure 
also make an early start. In Bad Ems the pump rooms open 
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between 7.30.a.m. and 11.30.a.m. and from 4.p.m. until 
5.30.p.m. except on Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday afternoons 
when they are closed. The pump rooms and gargling cabinets 
are situated on the ground floor of the Kurhaus hotel. Other 
forms of treatment, when not available at the clinic or home, 
are taken at the municipal spa remedy centre on the left bank 
of the Lahn opposite the Kursaal which can be reached by a 
footbridge across the river as well as by road. Here cure-
guests can participate in all forms of inhalation, take a 
wide variety of different baths natural carbonic-acid 
thermal baths, exercise baths, underwater massage, CO:",-gas 
baths - receive climatic therapy, have 
treatment as well as taking exercise 
Fango (mud) pack 
in the form of 
gymnastics and breathing gymnastics. For social insurance 
cure-guests treatment at the spa remedy centre is free. In 
addition to these facilities there is a thermal swimming pool 
which also offers saunas, massages, solarium treatment and 
water-gymnastics. 
This prescribed routine of the cure, where the patient's day 
is punctuated by treatment sessions, meals and sleep, 
guarantees daily encounters with the spa doctor or medical 
staff. 'Within the confines of clinic or spa remedy centre 
the relationship between medical personnel and cure-patient 
can be described by those theories of the doctor-patient 
relat ionship where the doctor has both authority and power. 
The medical personnel not only treat specific complaints but 
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also advise and guide the cure-patient towards a more healthy 
way of life both in the treatment sessions and through a 
number of lectures and seminars, usually held at the cure 
home or clinic. However, cure-patients spend many hours 
unsupervised by medical staff. How do they behave when 
removed from the physical presence of these figures of 
authority? 
Having inhaled, gargled, swum, emerged from beneath a mud 
pack, risen from the massage table or got out of the bath, 
cure-guests in Bad Ems begin to gravitate towards the spa 
centre with its shops, caf~s and gardens. Just as in Hesse's 
day, those undertaking a drinking cure are entertained 
whilst they sip the local tepid mineral spring water. Twice 
daily concerts take place in the pump rooms and, in fine 
weather, in the small gardens opposite. The band begins each 
morning concert, from 10.a.m. to ll.30.a.m. with a hymn and 
continues with f1 ve or six pieces of music chosen, it would 
appear, from much the same musical 1 i brary used in Hesse's 
Baden fifty years earlier. Across Germany Brunnenhallen fill 
wi th the strai ns of waltzes by Strauss and LehAr, gi psy 
dances, polkas and favourite melodies. The programme 
published in Bad Ems' spa magazine for Tuesday 14 July 1981 
is typical: after the hymn • Jesus, victory is everlasting" 
followed 
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Schatz-lIalzer 
lfariora 
Aus Schuberts Skizzenbuch 
Budapest bei Nacht 
In mir klingt ein Lied 
Per Aspera ad Astra 
Strauss 
lIaraczelr 
Urbach 
Geza Belti 
Chopin 
Urbach 
The afternoon concert, held between 4.p.m. and 5.30.p.m. 
offered: 
Servus IIi en 
Sternnacht 
Estudiantina 
Debreczin 
Kameraden aus See 
Dein ist mein ganzes Herz 
Balkanesisches Kaiiehaus 
Dostal 
}(icheli 
lIekl teufel 
Heisel 
Kiissel 
LeMr 
Zander 
And if still in a musical frame of mind a short evening 
concert was held in the small concert room in the Kurs1l81 
between 8.p.m. and 9.30.pm. playing: 
Honeymoon lfarsch 
Souvenir de Kona Lisa 
Russische Rhapsodie 
lIiener Praterleben 
Coppelia 
Aus dem Kuyawischen Dori 
Serenade 
Rosey 
Scher beck 
Borodin 
Translateur 
Delibes 
Ozierzanowslri 
Haydn 
The Kurkonzert, an essential ingredient of the cure, 
maintains and promotes a 'bourgeois' culture so prevalent in 
German spas and so perceptively observed by Hesse in the 
1920's. The music, "these clever pieces, extracts and 
arrangements",44) like the mineral spring water, is luke-warm 
and slides down eaSily. No Berg, no Beethoven, no 
Schoenberg, no Stockhausen here. No time nor demand for 
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symphonies or concertos. Nothing challenging, either for 
musician or audience, above all, nothing new. Tunes which 
are well-known, safe and hummable, played to a middle-aged, 
audience enjoying their favourite melodies free of charge by 
one of the one hundred and seventy Kurorchester employed to 
entertain cure-guests. 
The pump room concerts are one of the many facilities in Bad 
Em:; provided to entertain guests situated in the old spa 
centre. The main street, Romerstrasse, runs from the 
Kurbaus, the most prestigious hotel in the town, to the 
town-hall. The Kurhaus also houses a fashionable cafe whose 
Tanztees are extremly popular. 
Opposite the Kurhaus, on the river's bank, lies the spa 
concert garden. Enclosed by trees, a colonnade of shops, and 
the Kursaal, whose cafe overlooks the small concert garden. 
The Kursaal cafe serves lunches and a wide variety of 
delicious cakes and also offers a Tanz Tee in the afternoon. 
The KurslJal building also houses the reading room, games 
rooms, the correspondence room, two concert rooms, the 
theatre and the Karble room and several other rooIIE for 
functions. During the day cure-guests come to read 
newspapers and magazines in an airy, comfortable room 
overlooking the river, or to write their letters and 
postcards at one of the elegant desks in the correspondence 
room. At the other end of the Kursaal lies the spa garden 
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and the spa park laid out alongside the ri ver. The gardens 
are formal. neat and colourful with benches under the trees 
where the weary promenader can pause and watch the world go 
by watched over by a statue of the Kaiser in civilian clothes 
- the only such in Germany. Adjoining the garden lies the 
park which is also relatively small compared with those in 
other spas, restricted by the narrowness of the valley. It 
is an informal park, with tree-lined paths and park benches. 
On entering the park notices erected by the spa 
administration remind the visitor that they "are now in the 
cure d1 strict. Please give consideration to guests seeking 
peace and relaxation." Here one can also see some of the 
more active cure-guests jogging past on some enforced 
programme of exerCise, neatly attired in track-suits and 
running shoes. 
The other side of Romerstrasse is lined with cafes, 
restaurants, ice-cream parlours and shops, catering almost 
exclusively for cure-guests and visitors. Thus there is no 
butcher, baker, general store or supermarket at this end of 
the town. Rather cure-guests are tempted by souvenirs, 
jewels and trinkets, fashionable hats, expensive wools, 
books, flowers, and antiques. In Bad Ems Richard Wagner has 
been replaced by the Kaiser's "historic meeting with Count 
Benedetti on 13.7.1870", indeed the Ems Telegram incident has 
been commemorated on cups, plates, glassware and ashtrays and 
sold alongside numerous reminders of a visit to Bad Ems 
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ranging from leather goods to stationery, each item bearing 
an image of the spa, usually from the previous century. 
Cure-guests' every desires are catered for around the spa 
centre. Their clothes can be laundered or dry-cleaned and 
their appearance enhanced by the lavish attentions of 
hairdressers and beauticians. Two dispensing chemists can 
supply the full range of "Emser" products - pastilles, 
salts, nOSe salves, and mineral water, which can also be 
bought in many other shops in the town. Many businesses in 
the spa offer reductions for cure-guests upon production of 
the cure-card. Thus guests are given a "special price" when 
they take a coach tour, buy clothes, play golf, buy a copy 
of the "beloved Bad Ems record of two favourite melodies, Du 
Perle des Labntals and Du wbsal dar Natur' eat a fresh 
waffle and drink a cup of coffee, buy a bottle of dessert 
wine <gooseberry, blackberry or strawberry), take a boat 
trip, buy a film for their camera, have their hair dyed or 
permed, purchase a Bad Ems candle or a set of postcards, or 
a jigsaw puzzle of Bad Ems, or Cigarette lighter, have 
jewellery cleaned or get a tan under a sun-ray lamp. They 
are further tempted by offers of free glasses of beer, 
schnaps and strawberry liqueur, cups of coffee, semi-precious 
stones and copies of poems by a local poet. 
In the daytime, and particularly in the afternoon, when in 
Germany it is time for Kaffee und Kuchen, the cafes are full 
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of cure-guests getting to know one another, comparing aches 
and pains. swapping advice and discussing their fellow 
guests. Particularly popular are cafes which hold Tanztees, 
where a small band entertains a crowded floor of dancers. 
Cure-guests, away from the watchful eye of the cure-clinic, 
can choose from the array of cream cakes, pastries and 
savoury snacks and drink strong sweet coffee, beer and 
Schnaps (to aid digestion!). There are some one thousand 
Kurcafi?s in Germany easily recognisable by the "frilly lace 
curtains, pink carnations and gentle lighting. "45;) "For the 
Tanztee the coffee co~s by the potfull and palpitations by 
the gross. A piece of Sachertorte is already an escapade: 
perfidy in the face of the often impressively thin spa 
doctor, who at the initial consultation has recommended a 
sensi ble way of life. At least for four weeks. "4E·.) These 
instances of illicit eating and drinking are not the only 
ways in which cure-guests 'deviate' from their cure 
programme: 
at the spa caf~ it is not really about caffee 
and cake, but rather intrigue and love. Here grey 
panthers become speckled pussycats. The women arrive 
in twos or threes. Arm in arm, in silk or artifical 
silk blouses, hair carefully coiffeured. The men, 
trying to be gentlemen, smelling of after-shave, 
hair freshly parted. 47) 
There is an atmosphere of anticipation. Cure-guests, many 
for the first ti~ in their lives, are without their partners 
and the Tanztee provides an opportunity to meet and farm a 
relationship with someone of the apposite sex. Someone 
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primarily to dance, flirt and go on excursions with, partners 
known throughout Germany as Kurschatten - literally cure 
shadow - in that the one follows the other everywhere. 
In the course of research for this study very few references 
to Kurschatten could be found in any medical or historical 
account of cu res in Germany. This is in stark contrast to 
the many discussions with friends, acquaintances and cure-
guests when invariably the first comment on this study was a 
reference to Kurschatten. The word itself appears to be 
relatively modern. The only etymological reference found, in 
a dictionary of colloquial speech, dates Kurschatten from 
1955 and gives the definition "female cure-guests who 
attaches herself to (makes friends with) male acquaintances: 
love-affair of a male married cure-guest." 412':' Otherwise 
only two references could be found in dictionaries: "(Joke) 
The female friend of a man, or the male friend of a woman 
during a cure at a spa" 49) and: "Colloquial joke: Someone 
who, during a cure at a spa, enjoys a friendly relationship 
with a cure-guest of the opposite sex."EO) 
The paucity of references to Kurschatten in medical 
literature should not be taken to mean that the profession is 
ignorant of their existence. In the course of this research 
one doctor remarked that the success rate of a cure was 
significantly enhanced by patients' enounters with 
Kurschatten, which he regarded of considerable therapeutic 
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value. In the main, however, the medical profession appear 
to regard Kurschatten as a problem. In the 1960's, a time 
when crt t tcal voices began to be raised about cures, the 
sexual behaviour of cure-guests was described as "excessive" 
in a survey conducted of Harten Workers. 51) A controversial 
article which appeared in 196552 ) setting out a number of 
criticisms of cures even went as far as suggesting that a 
member of the family should accompany guests in order to 
discourage such behaviour. Doctors interviewed as part of a 
survey on the efficiency and effectiveness of cures53 ) also 
fel t that the presence of a partner could "deal with the 
Kurschattenproblem which was taken very seriously by some 
doctors. • <.4' lone of those interviewed for this survey 
reported ·sexual excesses. 55) amongst cure-patients, in 
contrast. as the compliers point out, 
of sex in the popular press. HSE·) 
to the "many reports 
One such article, written by a journalist who participated in 
a cure, reported that "the women had already found themselves 
Kurschatten from the neighbouring clinic." She was 
informed by the cure-guests that "the husband who seeks out 
his darling and his rights at the weekend is called a 'cure-
botcher' .• S8l As the dictionary definitions quoted above 
have already indicated the KUTschatten phenomenon is 
generally treated light-heartedly. Post-cards can be bought 
which make jokes about KUTschatten. For example, a picture 
of a patient outside the doctor's consulting room remarking: 
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on my lungs 
Confirming the 
but saddled 
Kurschatten's 
with 
place 
the 
in 
popu lar culture advertisements, too, use them. For example, 
ina brochure recoJlllending the delights of Baden-Baden in 
which a publishing house ran an advertise~nt showing a 
photograph of a well-dressed woman seated next to a fountain 
wi th the caption W ... if Aunt Wilhelmine wishes to enjoy her 
cure without a shadow, Xoe~1g books will bring some sunshine 
into her life. W&¢) 
Vi th or wi thout Kurscbatten the entertain~nt provides ample 
opportunities for communal enjoy~nt. Dancing is not 
conf i ned to Tanztees. In the Kursaal at Bad Ems there are 
twice weekly dances 1n the evening. 
'getting-to-know-one-another' dance. 
One referred to as a 
In general, evening 
entertainment is regarded as an integral part of a cure, 
without which wno health cure is complete".s1' Although some 
methods of relaxation are more acceptable than others. 
Activities laid on by the spa administration in the evening 
include more concerts and plays or variety shows in the 
theatre. In Bad Ems there are also, Wmany festivals, 
theatrical evenings, concerts, Jacques Offenbach week, 
fest 1 ve attractions and dances, interesting lectures and 
exhibitionsW52 ', entry to which 1s either free or at a 
reduced price upon production of the cure-card. If nothing 
on the entertainment programme appeals then, "an evening 
stroll along the spendidly illuminated river pro~nade and 
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then back through the garden to take dinner at one of the 
spa' s many excellent restaurants will be an unforgettable 
experience for any visitor."63J 
Cure-guests do not, however, dance or while away their 
evenings into the small hours. Moderation is a key concept 
of a cure and guests are encouraged to rise and retire early. 
Thus the ·colourful mix of dance and enjoyment with favourite 
melodies· 64 ' ends at 10.p.m. and the concert at 9.30.p.m. In 
spas throughout Germany there is a sudden flurry of activity 
1n bars and restaurants around 9.45. p. m. as guests settle 
their bills. Cure-guests know the house-rules - doors locked 
at 10. p. m. For cure-patients staying in the modern cure 
clinics which overlook the town the pressure is even greater 
because the last funicular connection leaves at 9.50. p. m. 
Failure to catch it will involve an embarassing explanation 
at the ot her end of along and expensi ve taxi ri de. And 
whilst the consumption of alcohol is not forbidden, arriving 
back at the clinic in a rosy haze is frowned upon. Those 
same critics who consider the sexual behaviour of cure-guests 
to be excessive also mention 'excesses' in the drinking 
habits of many patients. 
Many spas, as in Hesse's day, have a caSino. In Bad Ems 
there has been no gambling for one hundred years. Numerous 
applications have been put forward to re-open a casino there 
and very recently plans have been approved so that the 
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rou 1 et te whee 1 will soon be spi nni ng once more. Until then 
guests will continue to enjoy a wide variety of games. Chess 
1s played both outdoors, on enormous boards laid out on the 
ground in parks and gardens with giant-size pieces, and 
indoors. alongside games of skat, Doppelkopf and bridge. 
Bow11ng. boccia and skittles are popular pastimes, which 
together w1 th sightseei ng trips, fashion shows, illustrated 
talks such as 'A Winter's Hike in the Mountains' and all the 
other activities already mentioned make up the spa's 
amusements. 
Perhaps the most important function af this impressive 
programme of entertainment in spas is that it provides an 
atmosphere in which cure-guests can come together: not simply 
in Kurschatten romances but rather in sympathetic and 
understanding friendships. The great majority of guests can 
be seen enj oy1ng the company of a member of their own sex; 
discussi ng their families, their fellow guests, their 
symptoms and their treatment. Such relationships can be 
equally. if not more, exciting and rewarding for many guests 
away from their partner for perhaps the first time. Fifty 
years ago Hesse found solace in the "companionship in 
suffering" during his cure, today patients at the spa gain 
confidence and support from their new acquaintances: "Being 
in the same boat formed an invisible bond which held 
together ... people from different professions, with varying 
needs and tastes"",s) away from the pressures of home and 
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work-pla::e: indeed, far away from the modern world. Spas 
have retained, even cultivated, an atmosphere of tradition 
and nostalgia, most evident in the social life which 
surrounds spa treatment. They have been described as "oases" 
for those wishing to escape modern life.';:·6. Spas thus cater 
for cure-guests seeking refuge from contemporary SOCiety by 
maintaining an ambience of a by-gone era. 
The typical cure-guest does not want Zadek plays or 
Fassbinder films. He wants and gets Curd 
Jurgens. .. He wants to be - and is - announced upon 
arrival in the spa magaZine; VIP treatment such as 
only afforded film stars and captains of industry at 
home in Hamburg, Cologne or Kunich. ",.7) 
The atmosphere at the spa has been described as that of the 
1950's in fashion, music and manners",8'. In many aspects spa 
life in modern Germany is much more than thirty years out of 
date, preserving the treatment, amusements and values of 
19th century bourgeois spa culture. Here patients are 
cosseted by sympathetic medical personnel, treated as people 
rather than objects, having time to relax and recuperate from 
the stresses and strains of life in one of Europe's most 
modern 1 ndustrial countries. But does the cure work? In 
Chapter Two we considered the effectiveness of cures as a 
provision of social policy and in Chapter Five we looked at 
the medical profession's evaluation. We have studied how 
cure-patients spend their time during a cure and the routine 
of their treatment and leisure activities. 
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To conclude this section we will now turn to an evaluation of 
the success of a stay at a spa from the standpoint of cure-
pat ients. Kedical opinion and social policy provisions are 
doubtless vital to the continuing success of cures in 
Germany. The views and decisions arising from debates 
conducted wi thin and between the providers of cures 
influence, indeed to a great extent, create demand for cures. 
Without cure-guests there would of course be nothing to 
debate, so that the cure-takers' opinion is also central to 
the survival of spas. There are, however, few studies which 
include the views of cure-patients - in the main regarded as 
merely 'subjective' - and, by implication, not worthy of 
consideration. Which is surprising since it has been widely 
recognised that there is a divergence of opinion regarding 
the success of cures between, in particular, the medical 
profession and patients at a spa. 
Interviews with doctors and 'experts' involved with the 
provision of cures as a benefit of statutory welfare 
policies69 ) showed that many placed little faith in spa 
remedies. However, they reported that "subjectively ... many 
patients were convinced of their positive effects" and that 
patients were often disappointed if they did not participate 
in some form of spa treatment. 7C» How then do patients 
assess their cure on the few occasions that they are asked? 
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As part of a project researching cures at the University of 
Ulm's department of medicial sociology and social psychology 
an initial study was conducted in 1973 which considered the 
views of patients towards their treatment and the cure. 7' ) 
Using questionnaires, 558 patients at eight different spa 
clinics owned by the LVA were interviewed. Patients were 
asked general and specific questions concerning both their 
state of health and their general well-being. 
The survey began by asking cure-patients how they felton 
arri val at the spa. 86~ replied, "unwell, unsure, tired, 
nervous or lonely." The remaining 14% described themselves 
as feeling "happy" or "well." The cure lasted for three 
weeks, and at the end of that time the same question was 
asked. The replies showed that a significant number of 
cure-pat1ents felt a general 1mprovement. The percentage of 
those who had felt unwell, unsure, tired, nervous or lonely 
had been halved, whilst the number feeling happy or well had 
risen to 57~. 
During the first week of the cure 69~ of patients described 
their general condition as "poor to bad". By the third week 
this percentage which had fallen by half. Over the same 
period the proportion of those who described themselves as 
feeling "good or excellent" rose from 40% to 70%, with the 
"excellent" category rising during the first week from 4% to 
1l~. 
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In contrast, when asked to define their physical condition 
54% described themselves as "ill" at the beginning of the 
cure, of which half diagnosed themselves as "chronically ill" 
whilst the remaining 46% preferred to describe themselves as 
"convalescents" rather than "ill". The subjective defining 
of roles by the cure-takers was found to be complex and at 
times contradictory. Thus in another part of the survey 85% 
described themselves as "patients" for the period of the 
cure. 
In the third week of the cure patients were asked whether 
they had noticed any change in their medically defined 
"illness". Three-quarters felt that their condition had 
improved, 14% even feeling "much better". Of the remainder, 
20% replied that their illness remained "unchanged" and 4% 
felt that their condition had "got worse". Asked to describe 
the state of their health after three weeks, 14% of patients 
used the words "good" or "very good" which, taken together 
with all 'positive' statements, meant that two-thirds 
characterised their state of health after three weeks as 
"satisfactory" . On the other hand 23% still felt their 
condition to be "poor" or "unsatisfactory". Thus the study 
concluded, it was not possible to speak of a "recovery of 
heal th" but rather only of an "improvement" in the state of 
health. 
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The survey found no significant differences attributable to 
sex or age, although female patients (representing about 25% 
of interviewees) described themselves more frequently as 
"convalescing" rather than "ill" or "chronically ill", with 
the reverse being true of male patients. The older the 
patient the more "unwell" they felt at the beginning and end 
of the cure and, equally, the more they described their state 
of health as "poor" or "unsatisfactory". 
The survey thus revealed that at the end of three weeks the 
patients' view of their general condition was significantly 
more positive than their opinion of their health. Thus 
patients were clearly distinguishing between the general 
convalescent and restorative effects of a cure and the purely 
medical effects. The patient "enjoyed the cure and was, 
therefore, also satisfied with it; however, despite a general 
improvement he still did not feel healthy - correspondingly, 
the medical success of the cure was described as 
unsatisfactory rather than very good." The study concludes 
that patients judge their cure using other criteria than 
simply that of health and illness. Subjectively patients 
registered an improvement in their general condition from 
"unsatisfactory/bad" to good/very good", with the majority 
feeling better at the end of the three-week cure. At the 
same time twa-thirds defined their state of health as 
"satisfactory" so that general satisfaction with the cure 
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"was strikingly more positive than the estimation of its 
medical success." 
Fifty years earlier Hesse described much the same feelings 
about his cure. He noted an improvement in his physical 
condition, but concluded that a change in his att i tude 
towards his sciatica had been significantly more 
and brought with it a greater satisfaction 
important 
than any 
alleviation of pain. Modern-day cure-guests also find 
comfort and consolation in the predicament of their fellows 
at the spa. 
We have now analysed all the various aspects of Bad Ems and 
cure history in Germany and it is time for a summary of our 
research and a look at the implications of our findings with 
particular reference to the questions raised in the 
Introduction. 
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There are two levels at which the task of providing a 
conclusion can be approached. On the one hand, there are the 
findings which emerge from this thesis in the narrow sense 
and which relate to the main chapters. However, there is 
another level at which the implications of this research 
ought to be considered. This, as mentioned in the 
Introduction, is the level of Germany's development as a 
welfare state society with a number of specific cultural 
features which may be reflected in its spa culture. 
In Chapter One we traced the increasing popularity of the 
springs at Ems from the sixteenth century onwards and the 
emergence over the next three hundred years of Bad Ems as a 
resort of world-wide renown attracting wealthy and 
influential guests from allover Europe. The increase in the 
number of guests, particularly in the 19th century, prompted 
expansion in the town especially with regard to hotels, guest 
houses and the spa's leisure facilities. The steady rise in 
the number of guests between 1830 and 1870, from two thousand 
to ten thousand annually, saw the completion of the new 
Kursaal in 1830's and many hotels and private villas were 
constructed in the valley along the banks of the River Lahn. 
The increase in the number of visitors and in employment 
opportunities in the area supported a steady growth in the 
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population of the town, which rose from 912 in 1818 to almost 
five and a half thousand by 1871. 
The annual visits of Kaiser from 1867 until his death some 
twenty years later enhanced the reputation of the spa 
tremendously. It became highly fashionable to be seen 
promenading in the gardens or pump rooms, listening to a 
concert, sitting in one of the town's cafes, attending the 
theatre or weekly ball in the Marble Hall or, for the more 
active cure-guest, hunting, shooting or fishing in the 
surrounding countryside. The list of guests, published 
weekly, was the focus of interest for the company assembled 
at Bad Ems, for whom it was important to see and be seen. 
The entertainment programme was designed to amuse and 
delight a cosmopolitan elite and established Bad Ems as a 
cuI tural centre which became an essential part of the 
social calender. This milieu, which has been analysed, 
therefore tells us something about these el ite groups, its 
preoccupations and, not least, given the exclusiveness of the 
spa world, stratification in pre-1914 Germany. 
The presence of so many visitors to the town also affected 
the economic structure of the town. We have seen how in the 
19th century profits from cure-taking went mainly into 
improvements to the spa centre rather than the town as a 
whole. There was, however, another base to the local 
economy at this time - the local mines and smelting works. 
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In the main the two were both complementary and separate. We 
have also seen how antagonisms wi thin the community arose 
when it seemed that mining activity in the area was having an 
adverse affect on the local mineral springs. This confl ict 
flared up repeatedly and remained basically unresolved until 
the Second World War, when decisions were taken not to repair 
or reopen the mines and concentrate instead an the spa and 
attracting more cure-guests. 
We have also discussed the cure-guests in the previous 
century, who clearly did not visit spas for social reasons 
alone. They were also seeking to improve their health. In 
Bad Ems the growing number of wealthy guests who came to take 
the waters there encouraged spa doctors to set up their 
practices in the town who in turn promoted the resort's 
reputation. It was at this point that we came across the 
role of the doctors and the medical aspects of Bad Ems's 
history for the first time, to be raised again more fully in 
Chapters Four and Five. 
In the 19th century the less well-off rarely sampled the 
treatment which spas offered although there was some 
provision for the poor in Bad Ems at the Armenbad. Up until 
the First World War cures remained the preserve of the 
weal thy. The railway brought increasing numbers of day 
visitors of humbler origins to sample the delights of Bad 
Ems. Nevertheless the town retained its reputation as one of 
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Europe's most elegant and fashionable centres for relaxation 
and recuperation. As we saw in Chapter One, however, after 
the Great War Bad Ems and other spas in Germany experienced 
their first crisis. Wider social and economic changes, not 
only in Germany, but in Europe as a whole, affected that 
section of the population with whom cure-taking had been so 
popular. Postwar inflation and economic depression in 
Germany caused a fall in the number of guests, because the 
middle-classes were being hit particularly hard by these 
developments. Hyperinflation in 1923 finally wiped out the 
savings of many hitherto well-to-do families. In consequence 
spa town authorities, worried by the decline in number of 
guests, began to consider the possibility of accepting guests 
funded by statutory insurance provisions more favourably. 
The provision of cures for convalescing and wounded soldiers, 
particularly during the First World War, and for the poor in 
Armenbiider to a certain extent paved the way for this new 
type of social cure guest. In Bad Ems the first insurance 
funded cure-guests arrived in 1923 and, from this small 
beginning, henceforward they played a vital role in the spa 
economy in the interwar period. We then examined how under 
National Socialism cures as a benefit of statutory insurance 
were neither adversely affected nor especially promoted. For 
propaganda purposes, great advances were claimed by the Nazis 
both in respect of the extension of cures to a wider section 
of the population and in advances made in the science of 
balneology. The remedies used in spa treatment were 
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admirably sui ted to the more general emphasis on natural 
medicine, and the creation of a heal thy Aryan Volk was a 
vi tal ingredient of National Social ist ideology. Spas in 
Germany do not seem to have suffered under National 
Socialism; indeed the continuity of cure-taking during the 
interwar period could only serve to sustain the tradition. 
But as we also noted in Chapter Two, the social insurance 
cure-guest was not universally welcomed. In fact many 
towns-people regarded such a change as courting disaster. 
Here we looked in detail at the introduction of cures as 
benefit of social insurance. We followed the implementation 
and extension of health and welfare benefits in Germany and 
the determined campaign conducted by the statutory insurance 
bodies which at first achieved concessions in prices for 
bathing, drinking or cure tax from spa authorities. 
Resistance to cures for the lower classes was to a certain 
extent circumvented by the insurance companies which started 
to build their own homes and clinics at the beginning of this 
century. A shift towards a more positive attitude to social 
insurance cure-guests was noticeable when the economic 
si tuation made moves towards 'democratisation' a necessity, 
if spas were to survive in the twentieth century. After the 
Second World War the insurance bodies and spa authorities 
immediately began to press for cures, and despite reports of 
a lack of understanding by the occupying forces there was 
quickly a dramatic increase in the number of cures, 
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particularly of social cures. The twenty years after the war 
were ones of expansion in both the wider economy and in the 
provision of cures. Indeed cures became so firmly 
established that even later, when recessions hit the German 
economy, cure-taking consistently recovered from any 
consequent decline in numbers at spas. 
In Chapter Two we maintained that the 1957 Insurance Acts 
have been hailed as the beginning of cures for everyone in 
Germany. But we also established that there is a longer 
history to the social cure in Germany as we traced its 
development in the interwar period. The 1957 Acts 
transformed current practices into legislation, in particular 
as part of pension insurance provisions to maintain, improve 
or restore ability to earn a living. After the 1957 Act and 
government's promotion of the programme of KUT gebt vaT 
Rente, public awareness of the availabilty of cures and 
scrutiny of these measures increased. 
In Chapter Three we returned to our case study of Bad Ems and 
picked up the fortunes of cure-takers in Germany who, even 
during the Second World War, continued to take cures, with 
increasing numbers of wounded and convalescing soldiers 
benefiting from a period of treatment and recuperation at a 
spa. The end of the Second World War brought chaos and 
hardship to the population of Germany. Nevertheless, in Bad 
Ems and elswhere in Germany, the resumption of cures was 
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remarkably swift. We looked in detail at the impact of the 
rise of social cures on Bad Ems and at how. since the Second 
World War. it has become a 'social' spa. For the immediate 
post-war years we traced planning decisions. both at a 
regional and local level. which established a commitment to 
restoring the spa. The town lost its mining industry and the 
economy came to depend exclusively on cure-guests and. more 
importantly for this study, on social insurance cure-guests. 
We have followed the reorganisation and modernisation of 
facilities and the construction of very large new cure-
clinics in Bad Ems. We have also seen how, despite these 
changes. the basic cure has retained many features of the 
tradi tional cure of the nineteenth century with the same 
treatment and social life of this by-gone era. This raised 
one of the most interesting. but also most intangible 
questions of this thesis: the arrival of guests from other 
classes does not seem to have produced a completely new 
culture. Far from it: the ambience remains that of German 
'bourgeois culture' of the 19th century. with its music. 
leisure acti vi ties and social rituals. It may not be acted 
out as self-confidently anymore as in the past. but it is 
nevertheless in eVidence, at least outwardly. 
Restrictions on industry after the Second World War has meant 
that employment in Bad Ems is overwhelmingly connected with 
the cure or with one of the many administrative offices in 
the town. Thus the fortunes of the town depend largely on 
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the continued success of cure-taking. In Chapter Four we 
considered in greater detail one group in Bad Ems which has 
played an important part in establishing and retaining the 
town's reputation as a spa, i.e. the doctors. We have dealt 
wi th the relationship between doctors in Bad Ems, the local 
community and the cure-guests visiting the spa. We saw how 
in the last century the role of spa practitioners was vi tal 
to the success of the spa. At times there were conflicts 
between medicial practitioners in Bad Ems, as was the case 
with Spengler's inhalation apparatus, there were also clashes 
between the medical practitioners and the local community, 
dissatisfied with the medical care, or lack of it, provided 
by some of the town's doctors. We found that in this century 
spa doctors in Bad ElIE have became increasingly anonymous, 
hidden inside the modern cl inics and homes. Nonetheless, 
they have, in alliance with the powerful insurance bodies, 
continued to exert their influence an decisions affecting 
the whole town. 
Continuing with the theme of medicine, Chapter Fi ve 
considered the treatment recommended by spa practitioners. 
We looked at the state of medical knowledge at the beginning 
of the last century and how advances were made during the 
following one hundred years about the the nature of illness 
or disease. In the 19th century we considered the growing 
emphasis an the use of scientific methods in the field of 
treatment and investigation. We saw how discoveries made in 
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the wider field of medicine and chemistry were quickly 
absorbed into spa treatment, whilst cures still relied 
essentially on the use of the natural resources of water and 
air. Subsequently we looked at growing criticisms of spa 
medicine and the practice of granting cures as a benefit of 
statutory health and welfare provisions. We considered the 
debates and arguments surrounding the modern cure and the 
growing concern with the efficiency and effectiveness of 
cures. These debates also had to consider the views of the 
cure-taking public. In the final chapter we examined both 
the doctor-patient relationship and the attitudes and 
experiences of the modern cure-guest, 
All in all, the main chapters of this thesis tried to bring 
together, under specific themes, but wi thin a broad 
chronological framework, information on Bad Ems as a town in 
its wider national-historical context. So what are, finally, 
the broader implications of this study? 
The approach adopted for our case study of Bad Ems draws at 
one level on developments in the field of historical research 
which concentrates on the analysis of the grass-roots of 
society. This work has proliferated in the past fifteen 
years or so and there are now many studies covering various 
aspects of German history from a local perspective, However, 
this approach has encountered some criticism, which has 
become more insistent in recent years, Whilst valuable 
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insights can be gained from a 'history from below', there has 
been a risk that the findings of such research become too 
microscopic. The larger picture is lost sight of. Certainly 
in order to understand many of the developments in Bad Ems we 
had to consider the impact and influence of national events 
and policies in Germany. It seemed indispensable to have 
some 'history from above' as well, just as it was felt that 
to consider the history of cures and spas at a national or 
even international level would restrict any analysis to very 
broad generalisations. Hence we attempted a combination of 
the two approaches, providing the background to wider 
developments in Germany and a more detailed analysis of their 
impact on one locality. This may now allow us to draw out, 
however tentatively, some larger factors, which might also 
form the basis for future research on the problem of spa 
culture. 
One of the key aspects of this study has been the field of 
national welfare politics since the introduction of statutory 
insurance provisions in the late 19th century. The 
SUbsequent 'democratisation' of health care, wi th the 
expansion of state welfare benefits, has been clearly 
reflected in the 'democratisation' of cures in Germany; this 
was a process which began before the First World War, was 
enhanced by the welfare policies of the Weimar Republic and 
maintained, though not expanded further, throughout the 
period of National Socialism. The continuity of statutory 
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heal th and welfare benefits in the interwar period, a time 
when cures had been recognised and incorporated into state 
policy, provided the crucial link between the age of spas as 
the preserve of a wealthy elite and the post-war development 
of the modern social cure. The changes which occurred within 
German, and even European, society after the First World War 
might well have precipitated the demise of spas as centres 
for recuperation and relaxation had not the provision existed 
to grant free cures to those of a humbler status. 
With this in mind it seems ironic that this thesis has been 
wri tten up in Leamington Spa, now the only centre in this 
country where spa treatment is available on the National 
Health Service. Like Bad Ems, in the last century Leamington 
was a very popular and fashionable spa. But today, whilst 
the legacy of those elegant times remain in the architecture, 
gardens and pump rooms, the waters here no longer attract 
much attention, even in Leamington itself. Doctors are 
general practitioners not balneologists or hydrotherapists. 
Town-planners and civic leaders have turned it into a major 
shopping-centre for the county of Warwickshire. Car 
component manufacturers like Automative Products built and 
extended their factories and promoted the influx of blue-
collar workers with their families. 
In Bad Ems and the other two hundred and fifty spas in 
Germany the picture is very different. Not only have the 
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buildings and amenities survived but the waters still play an 
important part in the lives of both of the citizens of Bad 
Ems and of the Germans in general. In other words, we are 
now moving into an even wider field, not of class 
differences, but of cultural differences between countries. 
In his social history of holidays in this country, Pimlott 
commented that the decline of spas was caused by their 
refusal to abandon or moderate "their pretensions as centres 
of pleasure and (to concentrate) on their development as 
health resorts."l) Indeed, throughout the 19th century spas 
in this country lost the patronage of royalty and the 
nobili ty who went instead to the newly established sea-side 
resorts. The opinion of physicians, who recommended sea-
bathing and the sea-air for those complaints formerly treated 
at inland spas, played a vi tal role in this move to the 
coast. Sea-side resorts did not, however, abandon the 
element of amusement. On the contrary, the social life at 
sea-side resorts was establ ished on much the same lines as 
that of the fashionable spas of Bath and Tunbridge Wells. 
The visits of royalty enhanced the reputation of resorts such 
as Brighton where orchestras played, visitors promenaded, 
attended lectures and balls. It became increasingly 
difficult for spas in this country to compete with these new 
resorts and with the highly fashionable spas on the 
Continent. As travel became easier with the expansion of the 
railway in this country, visits to the coast increased. The 
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emerging industrial bourgeoisie imitated the habits and 
fashions of the upper classes and followed them to the sea-
side in England. In Germany they went to spas, where they 
adopted the ritual social life which had been established 
there. 
The development of sea-side resorts in this country marks 
both the end of the age of the spa in England and a 
fundamental split in attitudes to 'health resorts' between 
England and Germany. 
England's ample coastline offered almost unUmi ted 
opportunities for growth. The sea-side was within 
comparatively easy reach of the country's population and 
access was further facilitated by the expansion of the 
rail way. Spas on the other hand relied on the presence of 
mineral springs and were often at some distance from the 
maj or c1 ties. At the beginning of this century sea-side 
resorts benefited from substantial private investment in 
shops, hotels and guest houses as well as leisure facilities 
such as piers, gardens and band-stands. As Pimlott puts it, 
"a great industry had developed" 2) 
Just as we have seen in this study of spas in Germany I the 
introduction of statutory welfare legislation affected the 
future of sea-side resorts in this country too. Here however 
it was to be legislation granting holidays with pay which 
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proved to be the 'democratising' factor. Finally introduced 
in 1938, the Holidays with Pay Act is regarded as a watershed 
in the history of holidays, described in a report by Nuffield 
College in 1944 as "the last step in the spread of holidays 
through all classes."3l By contrast, in Germany there were 
enough spas to be within easy access of the population and 
could, therefore, easily have been developed into holiday 
resorts in much the same way as sea-side resorts in England. 
But spas in Germany never did abandon their raison d'§tre as 
health resorts, even though Germany also saw an expansion of 
statutory holiday pay. 
It was state funding which both enabled spas to retain their 
reputation as health centres and gave recognition to their 
value by incorporating spa treatment into health and welfare 
provisions. Spas in Germany did not, therefore, develop as 
holiday resorts. And although, as we have seen, there is 
still some stratification within the cure system in Germany, 
the fact that in principle social insurance cures are 
available to most Germans seems to point to a greater degree 
of egall tarianism as far as health provision in Germany is 
concerned, both in historical perspective and in comparison 
with Britain. In consequence the cure-taking public in 
Germany has undergone a gradual change, from the weal thy 
eli tes of the previous century to manual workers from the 
Ruhr valley in the twentieth century. 
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In order to describe this change and process in this study I 
have used the term 'democratisation' of the West German cure. 
Vhat I mean by this is that state welfare provisions have 
been extended to include the availability of social cures. I 
do not mean that spas have become completely egal i tar ian; 
there are sti 11 clear hierarchies. The clinics constructed 
or financed by the social insurance bodies have provided 
separate accommodation for white-collar and blue-collar 
workers and we have also seen that many cures are sti 11 
financed privately. Social insurance cure guests do not 
exercise complete free choice as to where or when they 
undertake their cure. But in much the same way that paid 
holidays can be said to have g1 ven the opportunity to the 
whole population to take a holiday, so statutory provisions 
gave the opportunity to take a cure to all members of the 
insurance schemes. The 'democratisation' of cures in Germany 
was effected through legislative changes within the field of 
social policy, whereby the rights and benefits enjoyed by the 
middle-classes were extended to the whole population, and it 
is in this sense that the term 'democratisation' has been 
used throughout this study, also emphasizing that this has 
been a gradual process. Financial help and legal rights do 
not, however, produce democracy in the strict sense and in 
German spas there are still class differences. But they are 
less sharp than in England, thus raising the question of 
whether stratification is less marked in Germany than it is 
here. 
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Xy own professional experience may serve as an illustration 
of what I am getting at. My many years with Butlin's have 
given me first hand experience of just how marked the 
difference between Britain and Germany may be. Unlike spas 
in Germany where, as we have seen, an atmosphere of 
'bourgeois' culture prevails, Butl in's has retained a 
programme of entertainment which clearly reflects and caters 
for popular working-class culture. It seems as if the 
British simply take their cultural milieu with them. 
There is also a financial aspect to this which highlights the 
role of the insurance system. In this country a holiday away 
from home is still a luxury for a great part of the 
population. A Survey conducted in 1976 by the British Travel 
Association showed that 40t of all adults in the United 
Kingdom took no holiday <classified as a stay of more than 
four nights) and 20% of those who did take a holiday stayed 
wi th friends or relatives. Holidays in this country are 
then still beyond the reach of many people. A social cure in 
Germany can provide for precisely that section of the 
population who need, but cannot afford a holiday. And whilst 
suggestions that cures are holidays on prescription have been 
consistently and hotly denied, one can easily imagine that 
those who have no holiday would become ill without the 
benefit of a period of relaxation and recuperation. 
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The success of cures in Germany would therefore also appear 
to represent a different attitude towards health and illness, 
and in particular towards preventive health care and here, it 
seems, we are touching upon a final area of differentiation 
between Britain and Germany. There are two aspects to this: 
the views of the medical profession and public perceptions at 
large irrespective of their divisions into social groups. 
Illich has remarked that "each culture has its poisons, its 
remedies, its placebos, and its ritual settings for their 
administration." 4) If this is correct, spa treatment 
certainly never became part of this country's medical 
culture. Medical opinion in this country places little value 
on the power of mineral water, even if the Bri ti!:;h 
Encyclopaedia of Medical Practice cannot quite bring itself 
to condemn such practices. Indeed it resorts to ambiguity: 
M The fact that these waters [mineral spring waters] are of 
doubtful value does not, however, detract from the very 
material benefit which suitable patients will derive from a 
period of spa treatment." 6' But there is yet another level 
to be considered. The authors of a study of Vichy in France 
conclude that the divergence of medical opinion between this 
country and Contintental Europe could 11e in the fact that 
doctors' views on the subject of spa treatment "reflect the 
tradition of treatment prevailing in their particular country 
as much as the objective truth about the matter. And these 
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traditions may arise from historical or social circumstance::; 
which have 1 i ttle or no connection wi th medicine as such." ••.. 
What this statement raises, therefore, is the question of 
public attitudes towards medicine, and towards preventive 
medicine in particular, of which cures in Germany may be seen 
as being a part. These attitUdes differ greatly in Germany 
and England, indeed one can say in England and the rest of 
Continental Europe as indicated by the above quotation. 
Little or no interest is shown in this country, whilst in 
Germany it is of considerable importance so much so that it 
is given priority within the health system. 
Is cure-taking then a cultural characteristic? A good deal 
of evidence would seem to point in this direction. Cures in 
Germany may be seen as the expression of a different cultural 
consciousness of health, concretely manifested in German 
welfare provisions. 
No less significantly for our argument: cure-taking is not 
confined to Germany. As Thomson observed: 
"While the powers that be wipe the map of Bri tai n 
clean of spas, continental spas are booming. 
Outside Scandinavia and The Netherlands there is 
not a European country on either side of the Iron 
Curtain that has not its spas, and in every case 
they have the enthusiastic backing of the medical 
profession. 117) 
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Thus it is that, whilst I began my research because I was 
fascinated by the apparently strange behaviour of Germans who 
spent weeks drinking mineral waters or bathing in thermal 
springs, I find at the end of my study that England is in 
fact the peculiar case. Here no-one uses the mineral springs 
as part of a cure. It would appear then that this country's 
medical culture and consciousness is the exception if 
compared with that of Continental Europe where the tradition 
of cure-taking still flourishes. But while these remarks are 
designed to stimulate discussion of a difficult area of 
comparative history, the main hope behind this thesis is that 
it wi 11 lead to studies of other spa towns in Germany a:; a 
resul t of which it may be pos:;i ble to gain a more complete 
picture of the West German system of cure-taking and its 
traditions than is currently available. 
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v. d. Heyde, Hr. a. Hammeln 
Heller, Hr. ::iteuer·Inop. a. Bromberg 
SchUler, Hr. a. Berlin 
• Bimitz. 
v. WilmOlV3ki, Hr. Reg .. R. a. Breslau 
NeelDleijer, Hr. m. Gem. a. Apeldoorn 
Jentlscb, Ur. Fabrikb. m. Gem. a. Halle 
. de Alcandera, Ie Comte u. la Comt. a. Belgien 
Scholelield, Hr. a. Petersburg 
Ffirst Blficher. 
V. Pleckersfeld, Hr. Hitter u. Kgl. Rath m. 
Gem. a. Kronstadt (Ungaro) · 
Schmidt v. Osten, Hr. Hptm. im Kaia. Franz 
Garde-Gren.·Reg. Nr. 2 m. Gem. a. Berlin 
Borstell, Fr. a. Berlin 
Duscbnee, Hr. Prof. 10. Gem. u. Sohn a. Prag 
Bruck, Hr. m. Frl. Tcbt. a. Dresden 
Nnrtoff, Hr. a. Petersburg 
Episcbkin, Hr. Comm.·R. m. Fam. n.~nsch. 
a. Moskan 
Engel, Ilr. a. Coblenz 
Bornssla. 
Falckeotbal, Fr. m. Sobn a. LuckeolValde 
Meyer, Fr. II. Neubaus a. d. Oste 
Wolf, Hr. m. Fam. a. Lieberose 
Hoberg, Hr. K. Eis.·Betr.·Secr. a. Hannover 
lJh!,tfW:I, il:": II ·J I ... l: II:..1.U ' p H.: JCr "l. Oldenburno 
Y '. Kno blcnskl, H.r. O.·Laz.·lllsp. a.. Gr. Gloga~ 
flbl, Fr. Pastorm 3. Abo 
L. Bockwinkel Riimerstrasse 85. 
Wctterqoist, Fr. m. Kind n. Celle 
. BranDschweiger Ho!' 
Rlcbardt, Mad. a. \Viborg 
Quedenfeldt, Fr. Rittergutsbes. a. . Kllnigs-
berg m. Tcbt. 
Heinemano, Fr. Bauiuspeetor a. Dessao " 
Spabns, Hr. Oberst a. D. m. 2 ' Schwlt"';- ' 
Empicb, Fr!. u. _ 0 _ 
V. Schmeling, Fr. a. Bcrlin 
Koch, Fr. a. ' lIam bur'" 
Scherepotr, Fr. Ober~tin m. Frl. Tcbt. a.. 
HU8sland 
Winberg, Hr. Colleg. R. a. Hussland 
Stewart, Mrs. m. 2 Fr!. Tcht. n. Bd. II. Irland 
~lutzenbecher, Fr. Dl. 2 Kiudcrn o. Bed. a. 
. Hamburg 
Bremer nor. 
!\!alund, Fr .. Canzlei.r. a. ~olding 
FIDel, Frl. a. Kolding . • . . 
Pleiss;. Hr. Kfrn. a. Remscbeid ' . , :' 
Pfeiffer; · B~. B~iicj. m. Gcm. n. 'Dasseld'orc" 
Westboff, HI': m. Gem. ul3cd. n. DUsseldorC 
Seibold, Fr. a. Stuttgart 
:Mabnert, Hr. Dr. meel. Bez.-Arzt a. D. In. 
Gem. a. Dresden 
Spoor, Hr. Fabrikb. n. Apolda 
Bebrent, Hr. Gen.-Cons. ro . 
Oppermann, Fr!. Gesellsebaftsdame a. Berlin 
V. Lanvis of Mcnar, Hr. a. Livland 
Lemberg, Fr. a. Breslan . 
Haho, Fr. a. Neisse 
Rolfsen, Fr. 00: ffrn. Sohn a. Norwegen" 
Wildt!lrster, Hr. a. DUsseldorf. ' . - , 
Hiller, Hr., Kfm. a: Berlin ' , ., .. 
. • . I .,'... Britannia. " 
Buss, Hr. Renl~er IL.' Frankfult 
Parminter, Revd. a. Stuttgart. 
Frederichsen, Mad. a. Petersbnrg 
Apoucbkine, Mild. m. Hru. Sobu a. Russland 
Clifford, Hr. m: Fam. a. Holland ' 
Boorlage, Fr. a. Bolland 
Doornik, Hr. m. Gem. n. Bed. a. Bolland 
V. Brasco, Hr. a. Livland 
Bender, Fr. Major n. 
Eayn, Frl. a. Berlin 
VOigt, Hr. Btirsen·Sensal a. Essen 
Wedel·Gildeos, Hr. Graf a. Hannover 
V. d. Heyden, Fr. a. Berlin 
Stadt Brll.sel. 
V. Sprcuger, Hr. Rittergutsb. u. Landes!iltest. 
a. Walitscb in Seblesit>n 
Oeblmann, Hr. m. Gem. ,a. Berlin 
Isaacs, Hr. a. Hamburg 
Hauer, Fr. a. Hamburg · 
Bennedik, Hr. m. Gem. u. 
Marschall, F r!. m. Bed. IL. Cllln 
WUnning, It'r. m. T1Icbtcb. n. M1Ibbis 
. Carlsbad. 
Jablonow~ka, Fr~ FUrsin m. Bed. a. Paris 
de Cartier, Hr. Baron a. Paris 
Holmquist, Hr. m. Ges.: 
Brocker, Hr. a. Helsingfors 
Carlsrnhe. 
Bungeroth, Hr. Kim. a. Verviera 
Richter, Fr. a. Potsdam 
Josephson, Fr. a. LUdensebeid 
Coblenzerstrasse Nr. 29. 
Kleioert, Hr. Postsecr. n. Cllln 
Concordia. 
SchotU:ender, Hr. a. Breslan 
Stadt COin. 
LGwy, Hr. m. Gem. a. Eger , 
Leszynsky, Hr. u. . 
Hirschfeld, Frl. a. Hameln a/W. 
V. Grosschoplf, Fr. Staatsr. ll. 
v. RUl1.rmel, Baronesse Ges.·Dame a. Livland 
\. _ .... J":-" ·; ;-"~a, ! .. :. ... ...... :- .. 
a . C:oblenz 
Frey, Hr. a. Aarau 
MUlier, Hr. Cona. m. Gem. :1 . Brake 
Karthaos, Sr. Kfm. s. Barmen 
Overbeek, Fr. L BarDlcn 
Spann.gel, Fr. a. Harmen 
StjerDwall.Wallern, Hr. Haron m. Bcu. a. 
Petersburg 
de BebDa, ~rr. Redaet. de la Liberte 8 . Paris 
Borgstede, Fr. a. Olden borg 
Stalker, Hr. Kfm a.. GI luacb 
Pepper, Mr. &; Mr.. m. F:un. o. Dn eb. a. 
Philadelphia 
v. Goorague.Pawliczinski, Hr. WirkL StaaL~r. 
L Peterlburg _ 
Konopacki, Hr. Reg.-Prlis. a. .. Coblenz_ 
T. Klinig, Hr. Bar. m. Gem. a . MUnsteq" tirtt.) 
Karthalls, Hr. Com.-R. a. Barmen 
Peluer, Hr. P. s. M.·Gladbacb 
Pelzer, Hr. A. a. M-Gladhaeh 
Wedemeyer, Hr. kittrucister a. D. a. Eisagsen 
Branicka., Fr. Grll.fin geb. Grlifio Potocka m. 
Doscb. L nos land 
T. Leonhardi, Hr. Bar. Kammerherr m. Frl. 
Tcbt. L Darmstadt · 
EnDS, Hr .... Warendorr 
llarlcowsky Hr. a. Kiew 
van HLm, (Jr. a. St. Trood 
• Borgbard, Hr. m. Fam. a. Hamburg 
Favre, blad. ro • .Bed. a . Genr 
Tapkeo, Fr. m. }o' am. u. lied. a . Elbnfeld 
l:)ebmissins·Kersllenhroek, Hr. Gr. m. r.rlifin 
gcb. Gordon of Albergeldie a. Westfalen 
Steinlin· Wild, Hr. m. Gem. a .. t. Gallen 
Exc. Gr. to Dobna· 'ehlobitlen, Obermarsch. 
m. Beel a. Srhlobilten . 
Blluer, tir. Con ' . m. G.:w. a. Jobanuisberg 
. SettleD, Hr. a . .Basel 
Engelhardt, fir. m. Faro. u. Dn~eh. a. London 
H1Ufner, Hr. a. Frimklult 
Dllrler, Hr. Obri t a . ~t. Gallen 
Kunatb, Hr. Kfoo. a. Ole den 
v . Eynern, Hr. Geb. Com.·k. m. Frl. Tebt. 
a. Barmen 
Sehmieding, Hr. Dr. pr. Ant a. Witten 
Silberfeld, ~~r. m. Begl.: 
Steinitz, Frl. a. Bresillu 
Soucbnez, Fr. m. Fam. u. Bed. a. Luttich 
Bayer, Hr. Fabr. a Barooen 
Bartoo, Mr. & ~Irs . m. Fam. a. Dublin 
~lerton, Hr. n "'rankturt 
Atkin fln, Mr. 8.: lIr~. m. lled. a. Englanu 
SUllletl, llis a. En:;land 
Kran, Hr. Bittergul bes. a. Oberraben~teiu 
Schjerlitz, Hr. Paslor a Oberraben, tem 
SeblinlJur::, Hr. Graf m. tied. a. Glaucbnu 
Childe~ Hr. a.. Paris 
Bretzell, Hr. Rittergut b. a. DUbzo,," 
Lewin, Hr. Kfm .•. Berlin 
Deutsche, Haut. 
EI b.JII.z, Hr. App.·Ger.·Hatb m. Gem., geb. 
v. Metteruich a. lIagdebnrg 
Hellerslrllm, Hr. Consul a. Cnrlsbamm 
Lunth, Hr. Pastor a. Carlshamm 
GlUcksmann, Hr. II. \\' nrschau 
v. Klei I, Fr. geb. \-. Gutzmerow u. 
Y. Gutzmerow, Frl. a. Slrns burg i/E. 
~lichel., Hr. stud . u. 
Michels, Hr. Hanfblindler a . pdc;iowitz 
Deutscher He-f. 
Rappold, I1r. Ii:llufm II. Angsburg 
Beueget, Hr. I\.ai . Hdcbsbankbcaml. OJ . Gem. 
n. Frl. Tcht. a . Herlin 
Wiechmann, IIr. m. 1-'lIIn. a . -X cllyork 
Y. LatchiuotT, IIr. Obb~~t m. Gbm., Kind u. 
.Bonne n. Petersburg 
• ! l' ....... ~. ." 1... _ .. I.. •• • 
Villa Diaua. 
\". 1:('('s, Fr. Ill. Frl. 'fellt. n. EIl!.:lallll 
Se. Uurebl. Prinz Fliedrich \Yilhc\JII Y. :::;a\"l) 
\\"itt~ellslciu n. Laasphe . 
Y. Hokotf, Frl. m. Hcd. a. Stuttgart 
Villa Dreis. 
Hubn, ~lad. a. I ~usslan" 
Apraxio, Hr. G rar u. Fr. Grlifiu Ill. Fam. 
Gonvern. n. Dusch. Il. Petcrsuur~ 
de XefiorC"e, ~{r.le che.alicr m. Bed.Il.11rUs~cl 
Wehlau, Hr. m. Gcm a. Hre 'Iau 
JOllkowsky, Fr. ru. Kind n. lld. a . Petersburg 
Potrap()tl~ Fr. Gen.·~laj. m. Sohn lI. GOII\'. 
n. Peter_bnrg 
.Behrens, t;"r. m. Bed. a. Hamburg 
Middletlln, ~Irs. m. Fam. n. Bcd. a. ::ie!'oltland 
Heine, Hr. m. Gem. a. '13erlin 
Zedlitz, Hr. GrafRitirucistera . D. a . Sehlcsicn 
Linel, Hr. m. Farn. a.. }<' rankfurt 
Sncbs, Fr. 00. Frl. vehwester a . Kaliseb 
Schmid, Fr. n. Hamburg 
Bourjnn, Fr. a. Hamburg 
ZimmerllJanu, Hr. Tech1likcr m. Fam. :I.. 
Russlaud 
Marggrafl, Fr. Fabrikb. In. IIrn. Sobu a. 
Schwiebus 
Exc. Joukowsky, Gen. m. Bed. n. Petersburg 
Eichelsteill. 
Beilhron, Fr. m. Tchtch., GOU\·. u. Beel. a. 
Paris 
Graubner, Fr. a. Leipzig 
Gadegast, Hr. mttergutsbes. m. Geill. a. 
ThaI h O~ebatz 
Gas-arine, Fr. FUrstin m. Rcd. a. RusslnD!1 
Krau , Fr. m. Frl. Teht. a. M.·Glac1u/lch 
Einhorn . 
Zimmermann, Il r. Forster Il. D. a. As~cJurim 
Zur Etsenbahu. 
Jhanekenuerb, lIr. Dlirgerrustr. w. Gem. a. 
Paderboru 
Lewennan, Fr. a. Paderborn 
Mittler, Fr. m. Frl. Tcht. a. Hersfeld 
Elcmentarschule. 
Dreves, Hr. Wirtb a. J:ocllnm 
Englischer Hor uod Fiirstenhof, Gasthaus. 
Smetburst, Mr. u. Mrs. n. 
Smethurst, Miss m. DlIsch. a. England 
Pim, Hr. a. Dnblin 
Wcsenclouck , Fr. w. Dell. . a. Dresdcn 
Y . Bissing, Fr. Uar. m. Kind II. Bed. a . Berlin 
Bad('r, Hr. a . Hrnnllsehweig 
Bartbolomicw. ~lr5 m. Iled. a. Eng-I "ud 
B111ruLer:.:, Fr. m. :J Frl. TUcut.· II. Dllsch. n. 
Juliellheim . 
Ballm:.:arten, Hr. a. Stoekholm 
n.)senberg. Sr. a. tockbolm 
~liIut in , Hr Flugelndj. ::i. M. des Kais. ,' . 
HussJnnd Ul . Bed. a. Petersburg 
MUller· ' tumm, Hr. m. Fam. u. Doseb. n. 
lIrank fnrt . 
Tys7,kic\Yicz, Mad . & Mllc. In eomtessc m. 
Dnsch. a. RII·sland 
Hauge, Hr. m. ::loho u. GOI\\ .. n. Chrh.tinnin. 
Bruneau, ~lr. u. ~ad. Ul. Dnsch. a. BrUsscl 
Dunean.~haw, Mr. lI. Mrs. m. Dnsch. a. 
Sebottland 
Ross, l\[r . u. llrs. m. DlIsch. n. New' YllTk 
vnn der • wcep, Mr. & Mad. m. Dusch. a. 
BrUs-el . 
Bethune, ~jrs. u. Miss 11. 
Deth1lue, ~[r. IU. Dusch. a . Schottlnnd 
o linn y l'Iufantaclo, ?lonseig. Ie. Due II . 
lIemiljllo y Mcrns, ~lr. m. Dusch. a. Spauien 
.. ; ..... 
:""'101 III 11 i:, IiI". a. Urattll:-:cLJ\\'ci;.: 
Holten. Fr. Ill . lied. a. ~Ia:;tldlllro 
Tig-I,e, ~lr. a. Ell~laud 
lIarwcy, Mr. II . lIIrs. m. Bed. a. Enf)lallll 
JOUUSOII, Mr. a . EnglaDlI 
Crutehlcy, Mr~. In. 2 MisRcs n. ned. a. England 
'Witting, Hr. a . I.lr:\nn ~cb \\'c io 
SeeLobm, I1r. Hi1ttendir. a. VUlkliogcn a /So 
Zub:dotr, Hr. a. Petersburg 
Y. LJooeneck, Freihcrr u. Freifr. m. Bed. a. 
Frankfurt 
Delins, ~[r. a. Bradford 
Krnnz, lIr. IU. Gem. a. LC~' dCI\ 
YOIl U. zu Sehachtcn, Frhr. \{itlm. a. Paderuorn 
Barrett, ~Ir. a. England 
Gnelieb, Mr. &. lIIrs. lD. Bed. a . London 
Scbultzc, Hr. a. M.·Gladbach 
Prinz Eugen. 
Knipper, Fr. m. Frl. Tebt. a. St. Johann 
Karsten, Hr. Oceonnm u. Jnngfer O.·Pr. 
Kikutowski, Fr n. Bcrlin 
Penon, Fr. a . WeCHer 
Heckel, I1r. Fnbr. n. SI. Johnnn 
Privat· und Badehaus zum Europaischen Hor. 
Reiebsfreiherr v. d. Kne~eheck.)lylcndonk, I 
Prcm.·Lient. i. 2.l-iardc.U1an.·Rcg. a. Berlin 
Georg Y. d. Knesebeck, Ur. Omcier a . Cunve 
Bauer, Hr. Fabr. a. Kenstaut·Magdeburg 
. Staadeker, Hr. ~fm. a. Bruchsal 
Waguer, Hr. Corn.·Il. m. Gem., 2 TUcht. u. 
Dnsch . R. Aachen 
Heiruer, Hr. Fabr. a. Hh('ydt 
Jawilz, Hr. m. 1o'rl. Tcht. u: Ges. a. Warscball 
Henser. Fr. a . Aacben 
Cockerill, Fr. a . Anchcn 
Caspar, Ill'. Hallq. a. Hannovcr 
HUsing, Hr. a. Lundon 
Burg Falkens tein. 
i:)('hruidt, Frl. a. ~Itihlhauscn i. Th. 
Ui~Jleker, Hr. a . Filrth 
SchrUder, 2 Frl. a . \YiSlI1tlr 
LohUle~'er, Iir. Krci.<e(,l". ll.. Banis 
Junker, HI .. a. Ert"urt 
Huffmann, II r. a. Ert nrt 
Lazarol"iz, Hr. Kreisr.llI. Gcw. a. Hcydekrug 
Goldenes Fass. 
Schilofi", ~Iad. a PeterSburg 
E'pcrance Broutchini, "lad. a. Rom 
Faulwasscr , Hr. GI!tsL. a. PI{!fzkau 
~lelllleliuikofT, Hr. a. ~loskau 
Duft. Fr. a. Fraukfurt 
Ebbrccbt, Fr. II. \riesbnden 
Vom Fels zum hIeer. 
Rus~l cr , IIr. 1'1101 o:;r:l)l h a . U:nnberg 
Hall. III". Kim. II. :::;trlHlbiug 
Greoick(', Ilr. m. Fr. II. !\yrilz 
Felseoburg. 
\rild, Hr. l\fm. n. l\clI·Strc:litz 
Bei W. Ferger. 
Tosse, Hr. Oberl"eTl\"altcr a. nucr b. Fssen 
Hotel de Flaur.re, Gasthaus U. StadtAntwerpen 
~ehrjitcr, Frl. n. Snarbrllcken 
Y. Hur:;sdolfi, Fr. II. Frankfurt 
,'. \\" eddl, Fr. a. He('kliughatlscll 
BOlckow, lIr. Amt-hl.tlll. II. Scbwerio 
Busch, Frl. n. ~chwcrin 
r'Jllck, IIr. Guts· n. Fabl'ikucs. m. Gcm. a' l 
A Itengra bow 
J\:rl'ger, Fr. ll. nign 
Kr(j~er, Ilr. Hcamter a . ili):'a 
Gieshcrs. Hr. 1. DUssclut'rf 
Wcuzel, 2 Fd .. ~ . Friedriehsthal 
Ganue, IIr. B<lnrath a. Parch in 
LYCrd, lIr. Ill . Falll. :<. lil .""al1l 
. lIclltptcnlUachcr, IIr. COUIlII.-1:. UI. Frl. Tebt. 
a. Berlin 
Hbiiuill, Ilr. Kim. a llelsin;;hoq; 
"olllber", Hr. Kim. a. J1elsil1;;lJorg 
I:)cruugradsky, llr. Oberstll. :l. l'ctilrsburg 
v. Burghk, Frhr. Lieu!. m. !:led. a. Dresdcn 
SCI'Cllk v. Stau/fellberg, Hr. Graf a. Baiern 
Zirkel, lIr. · llofratb 3.. \\,icn 
Scbueofsky, lIr. Gen. m .• iled. a. Petcrsburg 
OadcD, Fr. Glitsbes. m. Frl. ~cbwiigeriD 3.. 
Ostpreusscn 
Flora. 
Hro~sDer, Hr. m. Frl. Scbw. a. Sorau 
Mictbe, Hr. Ill. Gem. a. Eisenaeb 
Friedlrondcr, Hr. HaDq. m. Fam. a. Brcslau 
::lcbacht, Hr. BaDq. m. lo'rl. Teht. a. Hildesbeim 
Meyer, Hr. Apoth. a. OSDabrllek 
Weymar, Hr. Fahr. Ill. Gem. u. Kichte a. 
MUhlbauseD i/Th. 
Heinecke, Hr. a. Ascberslebcn 
liaDiel, Hr. a. Rilbrort 
BraDdt, Hr. m. Gem. u. Kind n. Bcrnburg 
Fonuna. 
Zelz, Hr. Gutsbcs. a. Aremheiter 
Trail, Hr. KIm. a. Oppenheilll 
Lamberg, Hr. Gen.-Sllperint. n. Kurland 
Feddes, Fr. a. Groningen 
DalO.te, Hr. Huchbandler a. Grooingen 
ColJot d'Esiney, ~fr. Ie Baron et Mad. la 
llaroDne, Substitut Greffier de In Haute 
Cour a. Hag 
Feindler, Hr. Baullntcrnehmer n. Siegen 
Adl.:r, Hr. Uomm.-lt. a. Bncbholz Sachsen 
Deubel, Hr. a. Cobleuz 
Hotel de France. 
Weyhe,Hr.Geh.-R.u:.Gem. u. Frl. 'I'cbt. a.Bonn 
l)feltl'el', Ilr. HUl'germst. m. Fl'! . 'fcLt. a. Brlitz 
Peplin, Hr. a. Rig-a 
RatlJ, Hr. Burgenust. a. D. a. Brisheilll 
Excel. Y. Orteuber", Fr. m. Tebt. a. Petersburg 
v. Poorten, HI'. m. x' am a. Petersburg 
1: rU~er, ~'r. a. Grlin berg 
Denis, Ur. u. Faulquemout 
Hier, Hr. Faur. a. tlerrnbaag 
Zuhlke, Hr. Muhlenb. Il. . Greifenberg 
De la 'l'errass, Ilr. Gut8b. ill. Fum. a. ()~t-
preusscu 
Hucke, Hr. a. Berlin 
v. Kaulla, Fr. m. Bcd. n. Schloss IIIert!ieben 
StaUter, Hr. i\ lu Jlax 
Krurubbolz, Hr. Lehrer n. Petersburg 
l;perling, Fr. Oberst n. SaarhlUis 
Stuve, Hr. Rendant 1\. Soest 
Neimhtif1'cr, Hr. a. Hcidunheim 
Hart, }!'r. a . .ilrUssel 
Kritzlcr, Hr. Ob.·Cons.-Priis. m. Tucbter a. 
Darmstadt 
Stadt Frankfurt. 
Krause, Hr. Gastwirth a. Berlin 
Freiburg. 
Goocker, Hr. Kfm. a. Kopeuhagen 
StriaolVer, Ilr. Gros~biindler a. Jaros!au 
Leollticfl, Fr. Oberrlt m. Sohn u. Bed. a. 
.Husaland 
Fliedlichsburg. 
Schulz, Hr. ru. Gem. a. Berlin 
Weise, Fr. Oberst.-Arzt m. Te~tch. n. Bcrnbnrt; 
Messer, Hr. a. Lieb 
:Boos Hr. Kfm. m. Gem. 11.. lloekenhnuscn 
Wah~er, HI'. Kfm. m. Gem. Ii. Berlin 
WUrsich, Hr. postsecr. a. Br.:lslau 
Hcinc Frl. Lchl'erin n. De!J~au 
Kurul;ll, Hr. postclir. n. Trier 
UdSlem. 
llucila,i cn; Ill'. l\J'lli . a. 1(11 ~,l alld 
:-ie-I"I lila, ,\la(1. U(I\(IlI . a. l' et crsbur" 
Makllrolr, llr. III. Gem. II. lied. !l . Pc~rsbur'" 
" 'tl '1 II 'j ' 1 b t> r rl nnZI ()" r. m. c ite . n. Petersburg 
1;egcr, Hr. II . Berli" 
Geof. 
Wiukler, 2 Frl. Seh\\'. a. Hreslau 
l\larsllall, ~Irs & lIliss m. lied. a. Elwland 
v. Haodow, Fr. III. hind II . Bcd. n. ll~l'Iin 
Keuh;\lJs, J<'r. Obcrst n. Nassau 
/:)oltilU, Hr. !:luchdruekereibcs. m. Gem. u. 
. 'chw"!stcr a. Xordcn 
Luck, Hr. Prem.-Licut. im Sil. Iuf;.Reg. a. 
Mainz 
Villa St. George, Cafe Restaurant. 
Wernror, FI'I. III Fr1. Kichte a . !:lerlin 
J~rg-en s , . lIr. Braller~ibes. a. Braunschweig 
lllherstelD, Hr. Kfm. a. Braunschweig 
Ehmke, Hr. Kfm. a. Hamburg 
Germania. 
Ket~charff, Hr. m. Gem. n. Petersburg 
Netch:eff, Hr. Alltm. m. Gem. a. Petersburg 
Goffin, fir. m. Gem. n. llrllssel 
Sc hulz, II r. a. CUln 
Lauvick, Fr. m. Tchtch. n. Hamm 
Morgcnr(Jth, Hr. fabrik. !l. Elberfeld 
Ullmann, IIr. Dr. ~Icd -R. a. Weimar 
Hotel Goedecke. 
l\Ieyer,. Hr. Rittergutsb. a. Kloster Mansfeld 
bci Hnlle a. S. 
G~rn, Fr .. a. Berlin 
Heese, FrI. a.. Berlin 
Hasselblatt, HI'. Probst a. Livland 
BUHcblcr, Fr. 0.. Elberfeld 
v. Oren, Fr. m. Frl. Sehwester u. Bed. a. 
~IUochen 
Tbies, Hr. a. Braullschweig 
Siruiek, Hr. Ref. im l\larinedept. a. Bata'l'ia 
Walter, Fr. a. ;\!Ublhauscll 
Meyer, Hr. Hentner n. ZUrich 
13uret de Stontz, lIr. Dr. pract. Arzt a. Paris 
Zabel, Fr. Dr. m. Scbwester a. Uerlin 
J\OPP, Frl. n. Hanan 
Y . :Sebmiit, Hr. Col!.-n. a . Petersburg 
Tayior, :'1a(\. LU. Hr;:. Sobo ll. Ued. a. Paris 
Ie Grand, Ill'. Lehrer n. Paris 
FraelHcnber!;, Ilr. m. Fam. a. Petersburg 
tichHisst! r, Fr. a. Brlls~el 
Bary, HI'. Dr. l'J'act. Ant a. Pctcrsburg 
We!: 1', Hr. Dr. Gymn.-Lchrer n. Gllttiugco 
Oelmer, IIr. n Dresdco 
~chlluk, Fr. Dr. a. Uauau 
Burg Gn tenfels und Goldener Ring. 
Pohlmann, Frau & 
Schluo, FrI. n. MUnster 
Jleno, Fr. m. Frl. Xiebtc a. Grenzbausen 
Beo-Gco"ge, ~Ir. & ;\lrs. a. Loudon 
Wolff, :lllid. u. 
v. lloorwich, Mlle. a: HrUssel 
Krostoer, Hr. a. Dresdcn 
Block, Hr. Kfm. a. Frankfurt 
Weli, Fr. a. Cijln 
Sarao, Hr. Kfm. u. Rittergutsb. m. I"am. a. 
P .. tsdam 
Schram, Hr. Kg-I. dilu. Hof·Operslinger m. 
(l.em. u Frl. Tcbt. n. Copenbagen 
Tbome, Yrl. n. Lackweiler 
Thome, IIr. !(fm. n. Brussel 
Hotel Guttenberg, Gasthaus. 
Erek; Hr. Fabrik. n. Berlin 
Brudtmann, Fr. m. Frl. Schw. n. Berlin 
JoachiLU He'Ventiow, Fr. Gr!lfin geb. Grafio 
GcrDsfdd a. Jel'~beck 
v. )laydell, Fr. !lar. a. Reral 
Si ev~ rs, Hr. a .• \llOua 
La~ "J~ '\i I')t,. ~ . 
TII () rlJJII'ill, MiM~ III . Hell a . L"'llllJll 
Prius, IIr. Ill . Gcm. a. Altoua 
Kaufmann, Hr. m. GeUl. II. Herl in 
JUJlP crt, Fr. m. Tcbt. a. Stetlin 
::ic~raIUlu, Ur. Krm. Ill . Fr. n. l1 uiger 
IJCldenfeld, Ilr. Heutmeistcr n. Blndenborsl 
Cohn, IIr. a. Oppcln 
ll:~u S'er, IIr. Dll'i ij ionspfr. a . CWo 
\\ It l. eUmann, IIr. F:I br. Ill. Sohn n. Pforzbeim 
Vcrita g-c n, Hr. n. (;olo 
'·O? ::; tulk, Ur. !'fm. Ill. Fr. u. Teht. a. Hottcrdam 
ilelssel, lir. Krm. n. A:\('hell 
E'p.:ut, IIr. Sanit.-R Or. ], rcISJlhys.a. Spaudan 
Muscbi, Fri. a. Nordhallscn 
Gebauer, Hr. Fnbr.-Di r. u . .::l tntltralu n. Char-
. lutten burg 
Kasch, lIr. Kfm. a. LUheck 
Zolotikoff, Hr. n. Jluskau 
liofmeister, Hr. Geh. Ober-Reg.- R. d. Minist. 
n. Oldcnburg 
Exc. v. Bossc, Rais. Russ. wirkl. Staatsr. m. 
Fam. u. Bed. a. Dresden 
Hroseb, Hr. a . .Aacbcu 
l\Ii ~ h)r8ky, Mad. u. Jille. a. Petersburg 
Ja~uco\'i~sch, Hr. a. l'etersburg 
BOI:sscvam, Hr. m. GeLD. u. Ued. a.Amsterdam 
~Iiclalis, Frl. n. Domit7. ple.:kleubr;.-Schw.) 
Toouuies, Hr. Kfm a. Aachen 
Jobanny, Hr. m. Gem. a . HlIckcswngeu 
Grlif, Hr. a. Creuznach 
BOtel Haag. 
Sievert, Hr. Stndtrath m . .1<'rl. n. Stolpe 
Hrandt, Hr. Hahnmeister A. Snehseo 
lIIiehnlowsky, Hr. m. ~'am . n. Bed. a. Krakau 
Holte, ~'r. Krim.-Dir. geb. Pauly m. Gee. n. 
Kohlwck (Mecklcubllr!» 
Weisses Haus. 
M.ittweg, Fr. Dr. Sanit.-R m. Frl. Tebt.a. Essen 
~lll1on .,-BUrgcrs, Fr. m. Tcht. 
v. Kcsseler, Fr. u. fled. a. Cilln 
Heilquelle. 
Scherff, Hr. Pro Licut. n. D. u. Kg!. l!i1it. 
~[llg . Heodant m. Fam. n. Steudal 
)ft:e~~e, Ur. Postbcnmtcr n. Spcycr 
,'. "leck, Fr. Uptm. n. Berlin 
Ollcnrotu, Frl. a. Hcrjin 
~Iosehcl, Sr. Consistorinl-R. n. Speyer 
HOtel Hemp~l. 
~Wekel, Frl. n. Auullbcr!; 
lin;;en, Fr. n. Berlin 
Dworak, Hr. m. Gem. n . PORtelberg 
Steiner, Fr. m. frl. 'reht. n. l<'mukfurt 
l~ei,t, r'r. m. Frl. Tcltt. n. Cillo 
Mie~sncr, Fr. HofrilthlD m. Kind u. Bed. a. 
B"rlin 
CroniJeim, Hr. Kfrn. n. Berlin 
Scilltlt, Hr. a. Hrelllen 
Helgoland. 
Stiegele jr., Hr. Hof~e,vehrfabr. n. Mllneben 
Lappe, Hr. Rittergutsh. m. Frl. Tochter 1\. 
Neu-Dietendorf b. Gotha 
Scbumacher, Hr. II . Jjremen 
H!lrtel, Hr. a. Bremen 
Aichele, Hr. a. Berlin 
Helvetia. 
Eisder, Hr. n. Petersburg 
Bei Max Heidenreich. 
Bceff, lIr. Ingcn. n. Fceuenheim 
Scbieber, Hr. Gnstw. u. FeebclIheim 
Klemens, lIr. a. Stl'l1ubiog 
Detring, Hr. Pr.-Lieut. n. Stettin 
Hohenstallfen. 
Fischer, Hr. Staatsr. u. Ritler a.l?etersburg 
Flondor, Hr. Landrath a. Bukowiu 
Siefert, ilr. Eiscllb.-Betr.-Secr. n. Danzig 
Fiusclbaeh, Hr. Salin.-Iusp. a. Sal ~ lIu g-c u 
....... 1.; .. r' u il \1 0)' _ ~ • • t 1:. 1'\.1 l11 . J 11. f r 1 1 t ' •• ~ ;... . J , \,., : . : ... . . 
:b\ erpel't, Mad. u. Mlle. s . Kicw.e 
de Ijary, Ilr. Rittmeist. a. Herh~ 
Hubert, Fr. Awtilr. a . Brunscbwlg b/Cotbus 
Bartels, l!'rl. a. llrlln6chwig b/Cotbus 
. Hor von Holland. 
Kabel, Hr. ru. Tcht. a. UUstrin 
Hesslein Hr. Kfm. 1\. FUrth 
Dassler 'Hr. Kfm. a . Herlin 
lIorco b~rgcr, Fr. a. Braunscbweig 
. Hnyns Gartenhaus. 
:". Scbmieueberg, Fr. a. Breslan 
v. Carnap, Fr. a. Breslau 
Wedekind, Fr. a. Hannover 
Perlbaeb, Fr. m. Gcs. a. Merau 
Stnrm, Frl. a. Konigsberg 
MUlier, Hr. Kr.-GerAl a. D. m. Gem. a. Berlin 
ltlldd!\tz, D r. Schiff~rbed er n. 
Raddatz, Fr. a. UeckermUnde 
Bodewig, Fr. a. COIn 
"Y. Seherr·Tboss, Frh. Rittergut$bes. m. Fr!. 
Tcut. a. Oels 
Detring, Pro Dom.-Pliebt. a. Frankfurt a/O. 
'~ IdJlI~. . 
Borow~ki, Hr. Lieut;! T. 68. Iuf.-Regm. a. 
- Eh b 'tst'" .,..:.." 1/ , - ' . . -' , -' • . ren reI eID ,.~ ""', , ',' _.,. ,'. ' __ . 
Lewis Mra: m ' Fam:"',,- San Yrancisco .. ·; 
Huebbe,;' Fr: a.;~tru.bDj.g';:'.; "'/ . • ' . ' . . . 
Scbmidt;" Hr: Fa5r;"'u; Landlv.-Lt. d. Cavallo 
Iit--iii-t GelD., Tllcht. n. Bed. a. Magdeburg 
Schli'cbting, Hr. WI\sscrbauinsp. a. Titsit 
\Vynecken, Hr. Lient. u. Adj. .im Hannoy. 
. Fus.·Heg. Nr. 73 a. Osoabrllek 
Wehuer, Hr. u. Fr. a. Frankfurt 
. Rosenfeld, Hr. Kfm. a. Herlin 
Scbwarze, Fr. m. frl. 'rcht. Il. Neu Rnppin 
Eeymaon, Fr!. a. Crefeld 
Ullrich, Hr. Wasserbau-Insp. n. Coblenz 
Borck, Hr. Kfrn. a. Ncu-Hnppin 
Frank, Fr. Dr. m. Hro. :;obn a. Petersburg 
Y. Hinkeldey, Hr. Kammerhr.a Naumbnrga/S. 
Stadt Innsbruck. 
Scb;;nwald, Hr. Reg.-R. n. Magdeburg 
Kurdt, · Hr. a .. Kl'edcnburg 
Barz, Hr. a. Anweileu" 
Fllrster, Hr. :\. NUrDherg 
Unbeballeo, l<'r. Il. Arnstadt 
Schloss Ingelbeim. 
Schmidt, Hr. Berginijp m. Gem. n. Kijthen 
Interlaken. 
Scbmidt, Hr . . a. Ferocncwertler 
Scbrobsdol'ff, Hr. a. Jachow 
Gasthaus zu den vier Jahrcl)zeiten. 
de CaTl'alho, Mad. la Marquise m. 2 Frl. 
Tiichter a . Spauieu 
van Kcmpen, Hr. Kfru.lO. Fam. a. Hoorschoten 
Roche, :;ir David u. La(ly m. Bed, a. klaud 
Siebel, Hr. Rentner a. Elberfeld 
v.Stracbwitz, Frh. Mlljorathsbs.a. Bruschewitz 
v. Ollvensleben, Hr. Landr. a. Neubaldensleben 
Bonble. Mr. n. Mrd. Hutler, m. Dnsch. B. 
England 
Wiener, Hr. a. Brussel 
Finkenstrodt, Hr. a. Hamburg 
relt~cber, Hr. Dr. Hoi· u. Ger.-Adv. m. Gem. 
a. \Vieu 
~an Bala.~y, Hr. Gutsbes. a. Wien 
Dassce, Hr. a. Schweden 
irllrosi, Hr. Maschinenfabr. a. Graz 
Reimann, Fr. a. Holland 
lieimanu, Hr. a. Paris 
Hotel Schloss Johaimisberg. 
~emof8, Hr. Artist n. Petersburg 
:loyer, Hr. Pfarrer a. Dlinemark 
k Hui~ken, Hr. Prof. a. Braunschweig 
)ementiff, Mad. m. Fam. a. Petersburg 
)r, Drewkc, Hr. pro Arzt a. Berlin 
. . 
Z'l~ l! : , 11 :- . !1 t1!'fcullall d lcr oi L. ~ lIruhc r~ 
"'111'111 , ll ~. 11"I'f'ellliauolcr a. ~hrn ucq; 
?Iiclcke, IIr, J: !!:..· ll. n. l\.ulli l:=S lJClo 
Pallli, 11 1'. Ill . Fam. n. Hcrlill 
Erdlliano, 1Ir. III . Falu. a. :\litlall 
Gcrmuooll', Fr. Htullt~r . Il . Mitlau 
~itolzcr, Fr. u. Knrlallo 
Zange, 11r. Buclulruckcreib. Ill . Gem. u. 13e{;1. 
a. Erfurt 
Ileinze, Fr. m. Tellt. a. Leipzig 
MUller, IIr. :;tr .. !nsp. a. Dcutsch Crone 
Scureiuer, Hr. \30111118tr. a. Bcrlin 
Geruer, Ilr. a . Ik rliu 
Hcnig, ill'. Kflll . n. Nowyork 
Otto, lir. m. Gem. a . Gnoyen 
Jacobi, Fr. a. Vcchta 
Wicdmer, llr. n.. Gullen 
Lwwe, Hr. Fnb:·ikb. m. GCID. a. Dresden 
Dimu, IIr. n. Berlin 
Eu!)clm:lnn, Fr. Kfm. III . Kind u. Bed. a. 
B<.']'lin 
Alarzienietz, Hr. Bahn-In~p n. Barmen 
Robwetter, Hr. m. Gem. n. Frankfurt 
Harrassewitz, Hr. Bucbhandler n.. Leipzig 
Hartmann, Hr. Stcuereiun. a. Lippersfeld 
Grange, Mad a. Paris 
Verbey(\er, ~Iad. Commere. a. Bclgien 
Adelmann, Hr. Lebrer Dl. Gem. a. llannheim 
Odendatl, Hr. a. Frankfurt 
Lauth, ITr. m. Gem. a. Frankfurt 
Eici;e, Hr. Restaur. a. Bremen 
Bradaissig, lIlad . m. Tcht. a. Teplitz 
Barabart, Hr. Pfr. a. Altona 
Jurgens, Hr. StallUlslr. m. Gem. a. Petersburg 
ScbUtte, Hr. Offizier a. So est 
Stephau, Hr. Hestullr. n. Leipzig 
Staro'te, Hr. llraumeister a. }{eotuitz IJ. Leip . . 
Prosdorf, Hr. Krill a. Leipzig 
Ricu,ud, }'r. m. Frl. Tebt. a Cassel 
Pabl, llr Kflll . a. Magdehurg 
Engelbrecbt, Hr. Danq. a. Creissen a/O. 
Nicl;itin, Fr. Stadtr. rn. Begl. a. :\!oskan 
Lewinson, Fr. a. ;\Ioskau 
Reehenberg, Hr. Dl. Gem. n. Lcipzig 
Mentzel, Hr. Kg!. Eisb.-Bau- u. Hetriebs-Insp. 
n.. Breslau 
Hngenberger, !:Ir. Kfm. a. Remscheid 
Brilngcr, Fr. 13rancreibrs. m. Fr!. Tcbt. a. 
LUcbow 
Foysaek, Hr. m. Teht. n. Schweden 
Monhaupt, Hr. m. Gem. n. H ~ d. a. Breslan 
Bruns, Fr. !D. Frl. ~icute a. Lutzig 
Bird, Hr. a. Darl1lstadt 
SDlirunff, Hr. u. 
Smirnoff, Fr. a. Wladimir 
Hartmnun, Hr. Stenereiooehmer a. BUlzbeim 
Benzillo, Hr. a. Land~ tuLJI 
Foltz, I-Ir. ReDthenlDtcr a. Lnndstuhl 
Eichele, Hr. )laseh.·Fabrikallt a. l.\erliD 
Prehl, Hr. 01. Gelll a. Petersburg 
Bollmann, IIr a. Hoya 
:Meyer, Hr. Dr. med. a. Osnabruck 
Koch, Hr. Oberst n. OsnnhrUek 
Dwcks, Hr. Hptm n. D. a. Hannover 
Buttoer, Hr. Hittergutsbcs. n. J/lnik 
Steffens, Hr. l"ahr. m. Sohu a. Magdeburg 
Biebrieher, Hr. Kfm. a. Hamburg 
Hampel, Hr. O.·Str.·!osp. n. Oels 
Braun, Hr. Kfm. a. Magdeburg 
Rwbel, Hr. n. Berlin 
Richter, Fr. Gutsb. m. Tcht. a. Dresden 
Jugenheim. 
Richter, Hr. Geb.-Seer. m.lIru. Sohn a. Dresden 
Primo, Hr. Kfm. a. Stcttin 
MUlier, Hr. Gntb. a. WcsterUnreld 
KrUger, ilr. Krcisger. R. 111 . GeLD. a. Saalfeld 
Klec, lIr. n. Lauocnfnbr 
~ i!~ _ L.Ur •. \J u .J ~uJU_ 
i, ram· :. l'r III 10', 1. 'l oc hta u. I :v l kcllh~ 
h C~' lc. 1Ir. Ou.t, IJ . n. LlUdcr 
~t"l·l;. II I'. ( ; l1tsLJ . II . Lind er 
J clag ill . III'. UC!\llItcr a . Cll rlaud 
Kalserkrone. 
T . lI ei lllbur!), Fr. a. Oldenburg 
Edl.:r 1' . Hallluacb, II I'. 1\.. K. ~tat\lijbel\ 
Ii D. !D. Gem. a. \\'icn 
ScLid kow~ki , Itr. :l. Berlin 
Bu rbcr, F r. u. Czcrnowitz 
Burg K(jnigstcin. 
SCllll'cdllW, llr. UlJerst m. HelO u. Ilrn Sl 
n . . \I onu·cnli. 
1'chisc lioll' , Il r. Kolicg -Ass. n. MontrellX 
I' . ~ ord stcill, Fr. 'apitilDznrSeea. Pctersbl 
A ~mlhseu , fr\. a. KopenhnA' en 
'l'rmbcrt,Hr. SchUferciuir. m. Gem. a . Friedlt 
Goldenc KeUt .. 
Wei s~lo) r, Hr. a. Freiunrg 
lWll i;;s bel';!cr, 11r. Krm. a. '~.slau 
Kuunne, !II'. Kf'm. a. Warse';; u 
v. Wassill iefl; Fr. m. Hed. a.I\'1oskau 
Kleeblatt. 
Elrose, Fr. Dl . Gcs. 1I. Curlnud ., 
Conrath, Ilr. a. Kim 
Wassermann, I1r. a. Reval 
Steuer, Ilr. m. Gem. a . Vilbcl 
Arthen, Hr. a. Oberbreeben 
GoldcDes KreUl. 
1Ileyer, Ilr. Ill. Gem. a. I'renzlau 
Tllubcr, Hr. Kg\. ISnbnlleamter m. Gem. 
\\' Urzbnrg 
\ . III.1'oc, Frl. n. Petersburg 
Giil'llitz, Hr. m. Gem. a. Wuldheim 
Villa Kuhn . 
PI,sll er. Hr. Pfarrer n. lillchwald 
Geck. I1r. Kfrn a. Humnl 
.ADllerson, Hr. K~1. :;uperint. a . ErdmnnnSdo 
Puhl, Ur. I'farrer :l. Lnmpersdorf 
Kllnck ell. Frl. m. Ges. a . Xordbau en 
Hwhme, Hr. Kflll. n. Abcbel'sleben 
Hcmmler, Hr. l1uchdr.- Ue~ . a. GeestemUnl 
ScIJleilner, !:Ir. Lebrer a. llarop 
Burg Labn~ck . 
Burcbard, lIr. m u cru., Kiuo u. 
Schweitzer, Fr!. 111. Beo. a. Berlin 
BAnks, Ilr. Dl. 'reht u. 
Banks, rrf. a. Ilambllr~ 
Boserct, Mad. rn. Frl. Nichte a. LUttich 
Sac!J~, Ilr. a. Dresden 
Scbmidt, IIr. n. J41\Uenuurl? 
blosltlr, Hr. m. Gem. n. Gle sen 
LahDthal. 
Scbulze, Hr. a. Canit~ 
'. Eu~clurceht, IIr. Officier .:. Baden 
Bel HeiDrich Lanio. 
Gruf, IIr. :UUhl.:ub. u. Oielkircucn 
GoldeDes Lamm. 
Kllpckc, Hr. lll . Gelll. u. Altcnbrllcb 
Pbschc1, IIr. m. Gem a. Breslou 
Vogel, Fr. a. , .:hwdDl 
Zeppen eld, Fr. n. Lalin"tein 
~ettllrbel'f' Fr. 01 . I-'rl. Schwatr. a. Schweden 
Krause, f r. nl Fr!. Tcht. u. Hed. 11. \yicsbaden 
Klli ~er, Fr. n. Bamunrg 
Herzberg, IIr. a . Liebau 
Bcojalllin, Hr. Kfm. a. Berlin 
Preisser, Hr. a. Strnubiug 
notel Schloss LaD2enau. 
Kurtwicu, I1r. Restnur. n. Herlin 
Schwal"l., Fr. Ilall)ltm. a . Brcslan 
Seha~}JensteilJer, Fr. Apoth.lD. S. a. Pr.-Uinden 
V. HlllU.bcr, Ilr. Amtm. n. D. a' Moringcn 
v. RiiS-IO;;, Fr. Oberst·Lient. 1\. Morio"'en 
BoruhH.upt, Fr. :\. Riga 0 
Sartig, Hr. ·tlld . n. Herlin 
v. ~cl1Ii t h\!D , i'- I'. lI auptru. Ill. ::i!lbnch. a. 
Dresden 
MUCl"CU', IJ •. Ill. l.cl/; .••. Ij~ rll 
01.)0; Ur. ~rci);!!rr.-l:. III. Yam. L. Car:U:lU, 
Wi.kolt, Hr. Krill. a. E~,cn 
Meissner, Hr. [;uchhdl. : .. Xcnwarp 
Gruneullerg, Frl. a. AlIcnstcin 
Waurcnbere:. lIr. a. Berljn 
Vog-e." Hr.lIpt7.ollamlha~sisl. n Gcc~leUllinde 
GO~80\f, Hr. HptOl. Ul. F:.Ifl. n. Bre~iau 
Dicker. Hr: Gut~L. a. Willich 
JoiJncn, Ht. GUlsh. a. l\aar5t 
,,"uulcrt, Iir. m. Fr!. Teht. n. Lippsladt 
Ralumann. Hr. n. Leipzig 
Biiurner, Frl. a. Lliueburg 
Menzel, 8r. 01. Teht. a. Ilolzkircb 
Kaufmann, 11 r. a. Langcntbal 
l\ablcnbcrg. Fr. a. Halle :1/:5. 
MUller, Hr. Verla.zsbuchbdlr. m. Gem. a. Berlin 
Schwarz, Hr. Ap(,tb. m. Tebt· u. Kichte a. 
Wotslawok ~ 
Klein, Ilr. Let-f,r a. Leonep 
Karlbaum, En. :tientner a. Hanoo'l'"cr 
Zeppenfeld, n·. lL HaUl burg 
Korok, Hr. KllD. a. Forst i. L. 
Mooller, Hr. Kreisr. m. Fr. a. Guhen 
Flugge, Hr. Senior Ministerie a-: Hanuo'l'"er 
Scbwarz, Ur. a. Bern 
Xlingebcil, Fr. a. Hildesheim 
Beck, Fr. a. Hallc a lSo 
Seeve, Hr. Ei~eob.-ExJ1eu. a. Braunschweig 
Hrcnken, Fr. Gestut-Dir. a. Warcudor r" 
lirenken, Hr. Ger.-Asses or a. Warcndorf 
Vcrch, Hr. m. Gem. a. Bromberg 
Hesse, Fr. m. Sohn a. Gadebusch 
". Passow, Hr. m. Gem. u. Frl. 'feht. a. 
Schwerin 
Oesterle}", Hr.Dr. Prof. u. Ho[malera. Hanuo .. er 
lirinkmano, Hr. Rfm. m. Gem. lL Quedlinbarg 
Gissler, Fr. u. Remscbeid 
MUller, Hr. GYllInas .• Dir. a. llreslau 
Hennings, Hr. m. Gen,. a. Laueuburg 
lioffmann, Hr. ;\ssessor lll. Frl. Schl'l'"ester 
n. Ua \"Teuth 
Strack, 'Hr. Kim. a. Geestemtlnde 
Hibbert, Hr. Kfm. a. Barmen 
Wander, Hr. Hplm. m. Frl. Tellt. n. ~nrlberg 
Scbiinbeek, Hr. Hptm. m. Gp.m. a. "Illgdeborg 
Hindrieks, Frl. a. Liugen 
Cartnum, Hr. Hpt.-CllS~.-Huchbltr.ll. Hauno'fer 
Herzog von Leuchtellherg. 
BrUningk, Hr. a. Ober-Oorbitz. h. Dresden 
Glitz, Hr. nl. Gem. a. Chemnitz 
Y. Ladigensky, Fr. In Dnsch. a . Petersburg 
Tolsl'I'", Hr. Geb. Hath n. Petcrsburg 
~cbaper, Hr. a. Berliu 
~lnrariew, Hr. laatsr. Il. Petersburg 
Weiss, Hr. Glasbtindlcr a. OldenllUrg 
Uwell. 
R:mchy, Hi. Dr. phil. a. Lehrte, Ranno'l'"er 
Blcssiug, Hr. HofdomliD.-1t. a. D. a. CllllnSladt 
Weidner, Hr. Kfm. a. KUrnberg 
Kliipfel, HI'. Rfm. a. NUrnber:; 
llupprecht, Hr. log~llieur a. ~Urnberg 
hOlli.zsberger, Hr. Krm. a. Dl.~Z 
Goldschmied, Hr. Banq. a. "len 
Kceb. Hr. Hanq. a. "\\ien 
Batzdorf, Hr. Fahr. a. Langenhielau 
]{d~si:;" Hr. Re:; -Canzlist a. 1). n. 'frier 
l;eehti; Hr. m. Gem. u. Kind a. Ke\T~'ork 
BOtel LOwenstein. 
Hnkofzer, Hr. Kim. a. llerlin 
F:ol'sbcim, Hr. Kfm. a. Cassel 
Spiegel, Hr. Kfrn. n. RatiLor 
Ruseno\"\'. Hr. a. Strassburg i./PT. 
Epslein, Ilr. m. Gem. a. Ejclistlitten 
1I1eier Hr. Kfm. a. Halber.tadt nresl~uer, Ilr. 1Il. ~illueru 11. UegJ. n. Derlill 
•. ) ..... :. ... . " . : ... I ..... J~, .. ; ... ii: 
~ltllll ~. 1 r . I : . 
Muill l (T. \Y •. Fr. a . lIarllhnr;: 
•. (,,,:.: ~ eld . Fr. Ill. Frl. 'rein a. Petershurg 
'1'" . \\35,'(i<)ll, Fr. C"lIc;:.-Ass. m. Kind a. 
Pei"rsiJnr!: 
Y. ]'"i 'i iSrboO·. Fr. m. FrJ Tcbt. II. Mo<k:lu 
Hefhe~. Fr. Geh. Ohcmi!;.·!: Ill. B~d. a. B~rliu 
•. Lrocnciul, Fr. g-~b. •. .uorstelJ, Gener. 
0.. Bed. a. Herlin . 
Mar.cien, Ur. K fill. w. Gem. n. London 
Czelweclynska, In Priueesse m.lled. u. Jungfer 
a. urc;:den 
HU;:lec. 1-'r w. (;es~llsch. 
Meaut;... Frl. a. Sill,cborg 
Hcu '. Frl. ?. llaneuth 
IJuilim '.noff, ~Iad: eonseil1er de cullcgue a. 
Mo,;;au 
Y. ~ieyer, Fr\. a. Petersburg 
... Kau!unolr, Hr. Capit. d. Feldart. m. Gem. 
a Petershurg 
Meis. ~r, Fr. m. FrJ. Tcht. a. Stettin 
Cairm, Mrs. u. 
Cairns. ~liss a. Euglanq. 
Schleicher, Hr. Efm. a.. Stolberg 
Lud"'i;. Hr. D. Berliu 
Y. Kiint:mann, Hr. Just -R. n. Hannoyer 
'1'". d. ~cbl1lenbllrg, Fr. GrMin, Sliltsdame m. 
fit~ . a. Li l'Jl~1 ad t 
Reu,c; .. Fr. m. tied. a. Kcuwied. 
y. \\"eud, Hr. Prem.·Lieut., Drg.-nt. 1\r. 9 
a. N. ,\.Yo\U h. ~ctz 
].f. Schleicher, Fr. a. Stolberg 
ScbleiciJer, Hr. a. 1\ew·York 
E. Scbieicbcr, Fr. m. Hr. Sobn a. Stolberg 
Stern, Hr. Kfm. a. Petersburg 
LudwigshOhe. 
Rekow,ky, Hr. Sergo a. Mn.inz 
~cbalk. Hr. Serf:. a. Asehcrsleben 
Guckennl\l~s. Hr. RegAlllpernnmerar a.Colmar 
Klol7. l:!r. Im·a.!. a. Danzig 
Huf. Hr. a. Limhnr~ aIL. 
MUller. Hr. a. Erfurt 
Lindtr:. Hr. a . CoIn 
LUdt~e. Hr. a. JUterlHlk 
"\\eri;mcister, Hr. Occollom a. ~eeseD 
Yoze .. Hr. OeCnll(.m' a. Keesell 
Han'.!:. Hr. Zahlm.-Asp. a. DUsseldorf 
Kru;e. Hr. Wachllleistcr :t. ::ianrllllrg 
Koc!: . !:i •. Iu'-nliue n. Bcrnburg 
Sieber:. Hr. IU\"Illide II. ChelIlnitz 
Hippt. Hr. Oller,La7. ·GebUlfe a. Wesel 
LudwigsthaJ. 
Rnfal,,>it~eh, Hr. KIm. a. uebeJleo 
Karlmann, Hr. a. ScbeJ1cn 
Hafail)";"it8cb, Hr. a. Russlaud 
Luern. 
~rliwer. Fr. a. lIIainz 
Henle. Hr. Dr'-Prof. OIJermed.-R. a. (>iittiugen 
RodlJl"Cc. Hr. Kfm. m. Frl. Teht. n. Frank-
tur: ::i ·0. 
RoJs:. Hr. Gastwirth a. Rraunschweiog 
Kai,~~. Frl. Opem8lingeriu a. Leipzig 
Beero::mu, Hr. Kfm. a. Berlio 
NUhlan,l. Hr. ::)tadtratb m. PrJ. Tocbter a. 
KU:.i3slutler 
Stadt Liittich. 
KaJin(''I'"~ky, ~iad . a. Petersllurg. 
Hene:. Fr. a. Poisdam 
Ja\·. Hr. Kfm. a . Frankfurt 
'1'". Hta:5co. Fr. Gcn. m. Frl. Teht. n. Stockholm 
Hur!,. HI'." l\fm. m. Gem. n. Frankfurt 
ue GuDlaut Bi! ou, Mr. Ie Vicomte, Ambnss. 
de France Ill. Du-"cb. a. Berlin 
Anh,i:e de Gom<Lul-bi,on, Mr.lcCorute a. Paris 
Gouiu;;·-lliroll. Jlr. Ie COlute, Attaclic r] 'AmlJ. 
Il . :-. ris 
~1.: il\\ ~iL: :": .. ! .. _ . . . . . . .. j .:' • • ~-;";; 
Damm, 'Hr. KfllI . a. Hcrlill 
de l'Eau d'AlHlriOlllnt, ~Ir. 1l\"(I(!al ct COllSlllt. 
pro\". & :\!ad. a. Hrii-scl ~ 
Maioter Haus. 
TrompeD, Ilr. m. Gero. a. Arnsterd:-.m 
l\uttcbaUID, Hr. Pfr. n. DUsseldorf 
Marier.tbal 
Y. Soucllntou T. Giraru, Hr. Baron Garde-
oberst m. Fr. Gero. a. Pcter~burg 
'1'". Huokcl, Hr. Kgi. Landratb a. Heddersdort 
Hadra. Ilr Ill. ~ F"rl. 'fcbt. ll. Berliu 
Goldslllid, Hr. Kim. a. ~lilwaukee 
Hiesenfeld, Hr. Ap .. Ilcs. a. Gross.Strclitz 
Y. Klot-Trautc:ctter, Fr. Bar. bcb. Plateu u. 
V. Klot· TraUl'lltler , Bai'ollesse m. !Jed. a. 
Stralsund 
Maximilian. 
Heimann, Fr. Kim. a. ::;ehweillfurt 
Drane, Fr. Geu. m. F'rJ. Tehl. a. Petersburg; 
Wenzel, Fr. Iugeu. a. Zwickau . 
Baekbaus, Frl. a. Leipzig 
IlVanowskn, Fr. m. Fri. Tcht. 11. Frl. Kichte 
a. Russlaud 
liIcran. 
'1'". ScboDber~, Ilr. Oberst u. Command. des 
K. S. 2. Clan.-Hcgmt. ~r. 18 m. Gem. a. 
Hochlitz 
Wallenberg, ~Iad. m. Bcd. n. Scbwcuen 
Dionaco. 
Fries, Hr. Dr. jur. a. ~lemmingcn 
Zollner, Hr. a. Cottbus 
Marqu:lrd, Hr. a. Ouernick 
Hellseid, Ar. a Hussland 
Alberda, Hr. Kfm. a. Am,terdnlD 
Wysmann, HI'. a. Amsterdam 
Villa It Pavilion . Mourepos. 
Staritsky, ~IaLl. Generaliu ill. ram. u. Ded. 
a. Mosknu 
V. Lie\'cn, FUr.tin Helcoe u. 
I'. Lieven, FUrstio (;atharina a. ~Ioskau 
V. Crnieff:sky, Fr. 01. Ucd. a. l)~tersburg 
Kamp, Hr. a. D(j~8seluorf 
Se. Erlalleht Graf KaDlaro\Ysky, Hr. Kaiser!. 
russ. wirk!. Staatsr. ro. Fam. u. Bed. a, 
Moseau 
Baumann, Fr. Relit. lU. Gcs. a. Hedin 
". Knorriug, Ilr. Har. a: Li\"lnnu 
v. Kar.kn ;;cb. Y. 1'.lll05ka, Fr. Rittergutsb. 
01. Suhuch. n. ,,'arsehllu 
Ward, )Ir. & .\Irs. W. Fam. a. London 
Stadt Moskau. 
Bierfreund, Hr. Gch.-It. m. Gem. a. Berlin 
Kampe, Hr. K(m. a. Reutlingen 
Stadt Munchen. 
Meyer, Hr. Superiutend. cUlcr. m. Gem. a. 
Osterode a/H. 
Mtiller, Hr. Arcuitcrt a. Hamburg 
Nassauer H?f, Privat· nud Badehaus. 
Frykmaun, Hr. Dr. mcd. a. Schwedcn 
Samson, Hr. Ingcn. a. Siockhulm 
Samson, Hr. Oir. a. Sto~kbolm 
Neumann, Fr. a. Dcrliu 
SUssmeyer, HI'. Cn\liti~D a. D. m. Gem. n. 
Brixen 
RoselJ~tock, Hr. Kim. a. Leipzig 
Hhien, Hr. Baur. n. Kicnburg a. W. . 
Olining, Hr. Dr. ",cd. m. Gem. a. BerllD 
V. TOl'cbinska, Fr. n. Petcrsbu~g 
Reinstein, Hr. A l'0th~ker a. ll:lIern 
V. Ostrowsky. hr. Graf Gutsb. m. Fam. a. 
Warschau' 
Bonu-Cotta ~iacl. !D. Ellkelil1: 
". Reiseha~h, Frl. m. Bed. a. FranHul't 
Burg Nassau. 
Adlerucrg, Ilr. Gra!" Oberst Flligeladj. S. M. 
d. KlIis. Y. Rus.laud m. Bel. u. Pctersuurg 
Herzog von Hassau. 
Fotherston-Stoncsrreet, Ilr. rn. Gem. geb. 
~'reiitl v. Harnmerstein u. Bed. a. England 
Berenu, Hr. m. Gem. u. Bed. a. Berlin 
"Y. BUlow, Fr. Geb. Leg.-HitthiD, gob. Dolivo-
Dobrowobkv m. T~htch. n. Bed. n. Berlin 
Aschert, Hr. a: Dresd~u 
. Nassovia. 
'Volheim, Hr. a. Laibach 
"Niedermaycr, Hr. a. )JlIncben 
Nerothal. 
Y. Wcnden, Fr. Gen. m. Frl. Tcbt. n. Bed. 
ll.. Hnssl:UJd 
-Stuppel, Hr. a Rerlin 
Norderney. 
.Abe~ser, lIr. Staats-llelimter a. Sonueberg 
Friese, Hr. HOtelier a i"ehrbellill 
Nonnaudie. 
WoltT, Hr. a. Ciipeniek 
SilkTl,dt, Hr. ll.. Berlin 
.:Neubeck, !·'r. a. Scbwerin 
Villa Nova. 
Priuzcll, Hr. Com.-H .. a. M.- GladQach 
Bezerbrok, Fr. m. Bed. a. 'i\'ien 
.Sehnitzler-Erckens, Hr. m. 2 Fr!. Tllcht. a. 
DUsseldorf 
Oeorgii, Hr. Kfm. m. Fr. Gem. a. Stockholm 
'Thoma$, Hr. Kfm. a. NUrnberg 
Gam per, Fr. m. ~'aw. n. Petersbnrg 
'Wiuckelmann, Hr. Honilbograph a. Borlin 
'Compes, Hr. Justizr. a. Cilln 
Klein, Hr. Kfm. a. Brandenburg 
Kilttgen, Hr. Kfm. m. Gem. a. Dortmund 
Droriug, Hr. Kfm. m. Fr. Gem. u. S'Ohn a. 
Breslau 
Winkolmann, Hr. Buchbiindler n. Berlin 
'y. d. Schulenburg, Hr. Grat' a. Wollsburg 
Hagen, Hr. Baurath a. Hannover 
' ~Vinde~heim, Hr. a. Halle a/So 
i\ltgelt, Fr. Geh.-R. n. Dusseldorf m. Kichte 
Wuppermann, Fr!. a. Harmen 
Pape, Hr. Senator :I. Gronau 
Lejeune, ~Ir. & )Iad. m. Hed. u. 
'Urun, )1 r. a. Paris 
:-RalTuluwieh, Hr. n. Odessa 
'KilIian, Mad. m. Fr. Schwester u. Kintl a. 
Antwerpcn 
Nussbaum. 
~. Schneben, Fr. geb. V. Berger a. Hildesheim 
l\Iarzahn, Fr. a. Spandau 
Wildt, Hr. Canzlei-R. ro. Gem. n. Berlin 
Radicke, Hr. Reallebrer a. Bromberg 
:Scbnnrfscbmidt, Hr. m. Gem. a. Chemnitz 
Hanau, Fr. m. Hrn_ Sohn a . Snarlouis 
Geen, Fr. m. Enkeliu n. Cnssel 
Cas pari, Fr!. a. Detmold 
:Scherz, Hr. m. Gam. u. PrJ. Tcht. a. 
Wusterhauscn 
' Tbuucs, Fr. m. Fri. Tch!. a. Wtdssenbnrg 
Friedrichs, Hr. Capitlin a. Bremen 
.Lenz, Fr. m. Frl. Nicbte a. Gardelenoeu 
'v. Vnnnschmidt, Hr. Seer. im Kg!. "Unooar. 
. l't1inisterium a. Budapest " 
Koller V. Granzolv, Hr. Seet.-R. des Ktlni"l 
. Ungar. Ministerium a. Budapest b • 
Osteude. 
Eisig, Hr. m. Gem. a. Heilbronn 
Pariser Hof. 
Paterson, Revd. m. Gem. n. England 
The Henl. Cubitt & MT:I. Cubitt m. Dusch. 
. n. Eugland 
Witt, Hr. m. Beg!. a. Hamburg 
KUhtze, lIr . .\porb. a. CUln 
v. :Daltlllb:lcb-Lel:uer~eheid, Hr. a. Cassel 
Belt, lit·. n. Hamburg 
Taylur, ~(is~ u. 
Dnncau. ~Ii~~ ·t. -:,·!:"rtlalld 
• 
:?03 
Schwarz, Hr. Apothckcr a. ~euRs 
Hiehmer, Hr. m. 2 ~'r!. 'l'cht. a. Berliu 
Dittrich, lIr. a. 13erlin 
Drmge, Fr. Dl. 3 Frl. Teht. a. Hamburg 
Pauicb, lIr. m. FaIn. :l. Err'urt 
Kemper, Hr. m. Fam n. Dusch. a .• \.m8terdam 
Gill, ~lr. & )Irs. a. England 
Druyvestcyn, Hr. :l. Amsterdam 
Ludell, Frl. 01.12 1~r1 . ~icbten u. Bcd. n. Utrecht 
Hoskow~ki, Hr. l~abr. a. Sangcrhallseu 
Vcnn, )!rs. m. Beg!. a. En~laml 
Robinow, HI'. Kaiser!' Deutscher Consul m. 
Gelll. ::I. Edinhurg 
Arnold, Hr. Gllt:!hes. a. Stolp l Porumernl 
WaoUtll', Hr. Krm. a. Berliu 
Feddersen, Mad. tn. Bed. a. Pau 
Krobll, FI'. a. LUbcck 
Speyer, Frl. a. Frankfurt 
Hasse, Fr. a. LUbt!ck 
Pfalz. 
v. WeJelslrodt, Hr. Oberst a. Hannover 
Sutor, Hr. Ger.·As~es" m. Gem. a. Xaumborg 
de Leskotl', j[ad. Col.-R. :l. Petersburg 
Flentje, I1r. Dr. mcJ. u. 
Stumpf, Frl. a . Nalllllbllrg, Hessen 
GlIItzdt, Fr. Oberst a.' Unnzig 
Steffens, ~'r. n. jlittel-G,lluckau 
Kauschmann, Fr. a. Petersburg 
Wiese, Hr. n. Dresdeu 
Apraxiue, Mr. Kammel'berr S. ~[. des Kais. 
v. Rnsslanu m. Bcd. n. Petersbllr~ 
Crosar, Fr. Rittergutsb~s. m. l~rl. 'rcht. a. 
Hotbenhof 
Musill, Hr. m. Gem., llusill-Borozdinn, Artist. 
V. Knis. Thentl!r a. )losknu 
~1eyer, Hr. Kfm. n, Dresdeu 
Blltzelen, Hr. ::ip.-Dir. a. WolfenbUttel 
Alte Post. 
Schay, Hr. KIm. :l. Grlluherg 
j[eycr, fir. Kfm. n. ilrauuscloweig 
Haberkorn, Fri. a . Giesdcn 
Vo/-:lcr, Fri. a. Gie~sen 
Balhoru, Fr. m. }<'rl. Teht. a. Braunscbweig 
Bock, Hr. a. Giesseu 
llicuco, ){ad. a. Pelershurg 
Briel, Fr. Hofger.-Adv. m. r'rl. Teht. a. Giessen 
Frenken, Hr. Dr. Doml>err a. COln 
lIeb~rlli, Hr. n. Mulha ... ~eu ill!: . 
lo'renzel, Hr. Stadtr. n. Eisenberg 
Rognant, Hr. a. Pans 
Mensing, Hr. Pfr. a. Wicbmannsbausen 
Scbubert, Hr. Gut~b. m. Gem .. a. Markwichpncb 
Scb:unbaeh, Hr. Rector m. Gem. a. Einbeck 
Glirtnel', Fr. a. Ualle (~estfalen) 
Pick, Fr. Lebrerin a. :}[onheim 
~cufel, Fr. n. Schr:lIuberg (Wrttbg.) 
0 1[0, Hr. Kfrn. :1.. Nallmburg 
!llUlIer, Fr. Ill. G es. a. EltI'i11e 
Brros8, Hr. n. Braunschweig 
Kanig vou Preussen. 
Oppen, Hr. w. }i'am. u. Bcd. a. Berlin 
Zci~e, Frl. n. Giirliz 
Muraine, Frl. a Berlin . 
Rzewuski. Hr. ::it,tbs·Rittm. m. Fnm. u. Bed. 
a. RU~8laud 
Y. Stncbow8kj, Hr. wirld. Staatsr.:1.. RUF.sland 
Tbilcllius, Hr. a. Wiesbadcn 
v. Gl'i~orietT, IIr. a. Petersburg 
V. Sonkowkine, Hr. a. Rus.; lllnu 
Wesemann, Hr. Kt'm. a. llaunoyer 
Pyrmont. 
Kontollzotf, :'t!ad. 1:1 COllltcRse ct sa soeur 
Griazoft; Mlle. m. Bcd. :I. I{ussland 
Auoutchinc, Fl'. 01. 8iibncucn a. Husslanu 
Reitzcnbaum, lIr. a. ,'tcttin 
Lchnraicl'. !Jr. III. lieU!. :I . Xcw\'ork 
V. Lwoll'. · Fl'. III . Tij~ Lt. II. Ikd: ,1.1:1I,.,lau,1 
PtaIY. Fr. a. !:" I'lin 
Zickermllnn, Frl. a. Schwerin 
V. :'lliller, Fr. Obcrgt·Lieut. m. Urn. Sohn 
a . Petersburg 
v. :'(uydell, :.! Bllronesscn a. Li,laod 
V. Smirnoy, Hr. wirld. Staatsr. m. Gem. u. 
Jungfer a. Petersburg 
M eyer, Fr. J ustizr. II. 
Wnllmhe, Frl. a. DU~8eldorf 
BultbaZllr, Hr. Rechn.-H. n. Dresden 
~eiler, Hr. a. Dresden 
Kratochwill, Hr. m. 2 .lfr!. TcM. a. Posen 
WechscllUunn, Hr. BaUllleister a. Budapest 
Rebenstock. 
Brie~c Dlci.tel·, Hr. m. I'·rI. Teht. a' Berlin 
Hoft'm~\nn , Hr. m. Gem. a. Braunschweig 
~em8ebillo\V, Fr. Hofrlltbin m. 2 Kinder u. 
Penl;o\'sky, Frl. Gcs. n. Moskau 
DOllbrovsky, )l1'. registr de College a. )[oscau 
Frilzen, Hr. Kfm. m. Gem. n. Dortmund 
(;amp~, 1'=1'. a. J3raunschweig 
Reichenhall. 
Stiernspet7., Hr. ~laj. m. Gem. a. Stockholm 
Drei Reichskroneu. 
Blauschild, nr. Kfm. a. Warschau 
Ortle(lp, Fr. u. Frl. Tcbt. a. JIagdeburg 
Igli,clJ, Ill'. a. Wei~sentels 
Frie~e, Hr. Kg!. llf7fbucbdruckereibes. m. 
Gelll. :I. )(agdeburg 
Hein~ius, Hr. Or. pbil. m. Gem. n. Berlin 
Kronthal , Hr. Kfm. a Posen 
Reicbenbcim, HI'. Gob. Com.-R. a. Berliu 
IHltblisberger, Hr . .Fabr. a. Waikringen 
Dcnmeade, )lr. & l[rs. n. London 
Seblllssel, IIr. Kfm. m. ~'r1. Teht. a. Dresde n 
)[uller, Hr. Rittel'gutshes. n. Scblesien 
Lautcrbnr:;, Hr. [<'ahr. a. Langnan (Sehw.) 
Faukbau.er, Hr. Kfm. n. Lllngnuu (Hchw.) 
Rheingau. 
Kalz, 111'. Kfm. m. Fr. a. Posen 
Hart, Hr. Kim. m. Fr. u. ~ichte n. Amsterdam 
Buttnl!)', !II'. m. Gem. a. Pndcrborn 
Vollers, Hr. Rentier m. Gem. n. LelJe 
Bncbma\ln, HI'. Ober-Postseer. m. Fam. u. 
Bed. a. Hamburg 
Arndngson, Hr. Kfm. m. Gem. a.. Bremerhaven 
Wt!itlinger, /Jr. n. NUrnherg 
Krci~el, Fl'. n. Habelschwerdt 
Schloss Rheinstein. 
Scheibert, Ur. Kfm. m. Gem. :l. Stcttin 
Hus. maun, IIr. Fabr. II. Kg!. Hoflicfernut a. 
Han novel' 
Lind, Hr. Goldarbeiter a. Hambnrg 
Rheinischel Hof, Gnsthaus. 
Peltzer, Hr. n. Coblen7. 
Berdel, Hr. Kfm. a. 3urbnch b. Saarbl·Uck. 
Scbneider, Ilr. a. Bonn 
Villa San Re::l~ . 
Dennig, Fr. m. Ued. n. Plorzbeirn . 
d'Ou1tremont de Dums, Mr. Ie comte, grnnd 
muitro de la mnison de leurs Aitesses 
Itoynlcs Ie eumte et In comtesse tie Flundre 
m. Bed. a. llclgien 
Orbl/D do Xirvcy, Gen.·Lieut. a. BrUssel 
Lentsch, I"rl. n. Leipzig 
Felsch, Frl. a. Leipzig 
ll ' Uultr~mollt de Duras, Mr. 10 Comte rn. 
Bcd. II. Paris 
)!eIlzcl, [lr. Arehitekt :1. ~(iI1rath 
BlII'bel';;, Hr. Krm. :I.. Mettmann 
V. Vclthcim, Frhr. Rittergut~h. m. Gcm. n. 
Dnsclr. u. Dcstedt 1I. Urnunschwei,; 
V. Fcll<!lIberg v. ~Iorwyl, 1[ ... Ill . (tern. a. Berll 
Oicckcl'holl', Hr. Gl'u. ·DiI .. II. ~cbwesto 
StCI'IIIJl!r,;, l~r. nI. I\CII. u. 
Lau!Oc, 1"1'. a. ~la:;llchl\l' :'; 
Bnllll, Ill'. Kim. a. I'IlSI!II 
' 1". :1. :'1.' " '! 
l\ll, iH': :1 [J : . 10. 111 •• ; . .. ~lJL 
Kiparsl;y, Ur. (;u: slr. :.. Lid a nu 
• cbmler, IIr. Dr. phi l. a . IIl'iliclLcrg 
Niemer, Hr. Kfm. a Cottous 
Tag~Dkopf, Hr. :L Prcuzlau 
Stein bruck, Fr. Ger. ·It. a . l<crloLn 
Zum llitler. 
Skibicki, "fr. SenueuT :llaitre de la eour im-
perial dc Ru sie m. Ilcd. :1. . W:Hschau 
Cw~necky, :llr a . l:usslancl 
RaolDoW'i~z, Fr. tn . Kinueru a. 1'1'nrscbau 
Hbtel Rittmann. 
PlatzmaDD·Preuser, Fr .. m Uns('b. a. Leipzig 
v. Helo,,,, Fr!. a. llau· l\ii,cu 
MUlier, lit. Krill. 10. Tiicbtch. a . Darmstadt 
Lehmaun, Fr. m. Ges. a. He"ensburl> 
T. Geldern, Hr. Kfrn. It. COlD'" 0 
Scbweitzer, Hr. a . BrU el 
de Weber de Trcuenfels, Fr. Bar. a. Brussel 
de Grelle, Mad. m. Fam u. Bed. a. Baag 
:Meyer, Hr. Kfm. a. Hamburg 
Wolff, Hr. Gruheudjr. a. ~ .en 
Kaufmann, Hr. Architect m. Gem. n. Ges. 
a.. Paris 
Pfau, Hr. Kfm. a. Breruen 
HODveD, Hr. Kfm. m. Gem. a. C61n 
VareDbolz. Hr. Secr. 11 . DettOold 
Ericsson, Hr. 8. Gefle ( cbweden) 
!Iajert, Hr. a. HocbDm 
. MOller, Hr. a. Gefte (. chwcueD) 
Haase, Hr. Hofapotbeker R, Dclmold 
Heyland, Fr. Kr.-R. ~eb. \'.:lurmfederm. 'reM.: 
Homeyer, Fr. Riltru. a. tolp 
Meyer, Hr. Kfm. a. Hamburg 
!I llrtens, }I'r. m. Ges. a. J.)etUiold 
Rbmischer Kaiser. 
Brady, l:Ir. Kim .•. Koxbafen 
SiemoD, Hr. Kfrn. a. Wie:;baden 
Diml8Dowit8cb, Fr. m. Fam. a . Petersburg 
Kabane, !:Ir. m. Gem. n. Berlio 
R~merberg. 
Demutb, Fr. a. Frankfurt 
d'Hanterive, Mr. Ie conlte et :lIad. la comt. 
m. Bed .•. Paris 
Zeisler. Fr. m. Kind u. Bed . a. Erfurt 
v. StaDdiDger· \\' urlb Fr m. Be~1. a. WieD 
Tumansky, Fr. Ober tiD m. 11m. Sohn u. 
v. Scbultz, !.-'r. a. Petersburg 
Rolandseck. 
Eberlein, Hr. Kfm. n. Berlin 
Lintner, Hr. m. Gem. n. HegcDsburg 
Thiele, Hr. JDt-Secr. tu. Gem. n. tras burg 
Lanis. Hr. m. Frl. Tcht. a. Weida 
P:epcke, Fr. m. KiDd u. Bed. n. Haida 
Stark, Fr. Dir. Dr. m. Ttlehtch. a. Stefansfeld 
J ~ \I" . __ "'\"'" y. l!: :.... . 11,(1\·.:-;~.~taV. 
jnc(,i.i, j. r. Ill. T cht a . l- ra nkltJrI 
HanncDlan·n. Hr. Kim. a. SlCltiu 
HartllJan!: , Hr. n. Manuhcim 
Busch, Hr. GUlSO . a. il(lttmersdorf 
Hotel Roth, Privat·HHel. 
• chwarzknpf, Hr. Hendant a . Kauen 
Jacobi, Hr. :to Kaueo 
Lomer, Hr. Adroeat m. Gem. a . PaSS<lD 
neinbothc. Hr. a . Kordhausen 
Fentoo, ~rs. & ~!iss n. hlnnd 
Marriolt, ~!iss a. England 
Spencer·Stanhope, Mrs. a. Eo::laod 
lsphClTdiog. !::Ir. Kfrn. a. Atlen'dorn 
HDndt. Hr. Auct.·Com. a. Aneeclnro 
Greincrt, Hr. ReeLn.·IL a. Nurdbausen 
Un~er, Hr. Fabr. a. Gr:cfenthal 
biicket, Hr. Kfm. a . Attendorn 
Villa Rnpu. 
Mentiplay, 2 ~iiss a. LOlldon 
Y. Wietersbeim, Fr. R-Gulsh. m. Fr!. Tebt. 
u. Bed. a. Neuhof 
T. Wietersheim, Frl. a. Torg3.u 
Rabe, Hr. m. Gem. IL. PotsuaUl 
Zie~elmann, Hr. a. KI. Seidlitz 
Scbonert, Ur. Sladtr. a . D. u. Stadtllitester 
m. Fr. u. Frl. TeLt. a. liraDdenburg 
ltalieDer, Hr. a. Dallzi~. 
Michaelis, Hr. Dr. Med -R. m. Fr!. Tcbt. a . 
Magdeburg 
Goldstein, Fr. m. Hi'll. SoLn u. Frl. Tebt. a. 
Danzig 
Berthold, Hr. Dr. Landgcl·.-Ref. a. Elberfeld 
Gottstein, Ilr. Dr. pro Ant, Univ.-Doe. a. 
Breslau 
'1'. Alten, Hr. Cllpit. a. Hannover 
Russischer Hof. Gasthaus. 
NawiDSkl)v, Hr. Kfm. II. liussland 
de Berance, ~rad. m.Kind 1\ . Bed. a. Petersburg 
T. 1:Iassiue, Fr. Geoeralin a. Petersbnrg 
Disch, Hr. a. Duisburg 
Hligedorn, Hr. Kfm. a . Rheda 
Holtz, Hr. :I. Born 
Scbmierer, Ar. Kfm. a. Galatz 
PeterseD, nr. a . Hambu"g 
\'. Pannief, I1r. wirkl. Stantsr. a. Petersburg 
Surk. Hr. Dr. St!lutsr., Chef der Mediciual-
bebtlrdc a. \\'arschau 
,'. Waldheim, Hr. Dr. n. Rus.laDd 
'rownend Hall, ~lr. u.lIlrs. m. Bed. a. EDgland 
Y. Eal'eskerke, Hr. Baroo m. Gem. a. Brussel 
dci Doria, Hr. a . Petersburg 
Gow, Mrs. & Miss a. EDglaod 
Trumann, Mr. & :I!rs. a. New· York 
l". Erlanger, Hr. Bar. u. Fr. Bar. rn. Be d. 
a . Fra, ·klurt Pelmann, ~Irs. a. Amerika 
Steilf', Hr. a. Leutkircb 
Bolt7., Hr. Ref. a. RerJin 
KUndinger, Hr. a. NUrnberg 
• Brandes, Hr. m. Gem. a. Apolda 
Keudell, Hr. m. Fam. a. Herlin 
l:Iirsch, Hr. Stadtr. m. Fam. a. Danzig 
Bresnig, Hr. Dr. Arivoeat m. Gem. a. Gra.z 
Fiedler, Hr. OecoDom m. Gem. n. Eisleben • RoseDgartell. Wilmnn~, Frl. a. Bremen 
Waplcr, Hr. m. Gem. a. Erfurt 
Gold"lein, Fr. m. Sebwester a. Namslau 
KemJl, Hr. m. Gem. 3.. Stettin 
Lerum, Hr. Kfm a. Herlin 
Houen , Hr Maler a. BerliD 
Gelold, Fr. rn. Tcbt. a. Sachsenhau en 
Zur Rost. 
Dropncr, Fr. Gutsbes. rn. Hr. obn a. Bahnau 
Scbnltze, ilr. m. Gem. a. Slet1iu 
Bachmann, Hr. Guu. bes. m. FrJ. Tcbt. a. Berlin 
Scbilling, Hr. DI. Fr!. TcbL a. Berlin 
Fradelius, Hr. a. letlin 
Einsch, Frl a. Hamburg 
\\ eibe1.ahl, Fr. m. Gesellsch. a. Magdeburg 
J:c,;cr, Hr. ~tadtr. m. Gem. a. Waldenburg 
Weisses Ross, Restallration. 
Kuhn, Hr . .Bierbrauer a . GrUnstadt 
Jac(JusollD, Hr. Apolb. a. Bromberg 
Villa Sans·Souci. 
l'. Eynern, Hr. a . Barlllen 
Meier, Fr. Dr. H. H. n. Bremen 
BeD eke, Frl. a. Bremen 
Hausemann, Hr. h:fm. m. Gem. u. Bed. a. 
Arusterdam 
Sleckner, Hr. Banq. m. Gem. a. Balle 
chady, Br. Kfm. m. Gem. 3.. Berlin 
Spitzer, Hr. KIm. a. Leitmeritz 
l::Iiltrop, Fr. GeL. Ober·Just.·R a. Berlin 
~!i chke, l'r. Oberst m. Bed. a. Berlin 
Biball, !.-'r. m. 
BeeD, Frl. Ges. a. Siockbolm 
Sans·Souci. 
Y. Kessinger, Fr. a . CLerunitz 
Olmidotl~ ~Il' . conseiller de coul' m. Gem. n. 
Russl:md 
.Minette de ~lattbys, m. Frl. Tcbt. a. LULtieb 
l.Jrc!c:-: :J; t'~."it:' I : .. \ 1 l'J:i . U . ~lIaC'b lJ tnC l 
'-. i\li(;lJalk(l\\' ~i;y, 1-'1. l:nthiu :\. Bremen 
Sacf¥:ischer II of. 
Beder, Hr. a. Cassel 
Zimmcr, Hr. 1\ fUl. a. HI umath 
Gross, Hr. a. Stra~sburg iiE. 
Scball, Hr. a. Pari" 
. Schloss Schaumburg. 
HeDDlg, Hr. a. Hoppard 
HOtel Schafer. 
Heugclin, Fr. He~.·R. a . Stutt"art 
Witzgall, !-Jr. m. Gem. a. Kro~ach 
Voros, ~Ir. a. Pari, 
K~nzler, Hr. O .. Post.-C'as.-Reod . a. Strassburg 
KlDlzrl, Hr. Post,Ull'. n. Stras~burg 
Rose, Hr. G~·mn. CODr. a. D. a. Hameln a/,W. 
Hake, Hr. Kim. n. Bremen 
lIehne, Hr. MUhlcub. a. Zerbst 
Christo Petro, Hr. m. Reg!. a. Rumanien 
Lidorikis, Hr. Sec. iUl Finanz·Minist. a. Atben 
Villa Sch~n blnDn. 
Ribbert, Hr. a. Lin,llUrg a. Lenne 
de KlimeDko, :Mr. c{lD~eiller d'etat aetuel a_ 
Petersburg 
Lissmann, Hr. Fabr. a. FUrth 
Y. l'insnrkiD, Hr. m. Gem. a.. RiO'a 
Hildebrandt, Hr. a. Redcntin e 
Heine, Hr. Kfm. a. tlerlin 
Sclwp~, Hr. :\frn. m. FalU. a. Brcslnu 
Tessmann, Fr. n . WisnJ:lI' 
Hammer, Hr. Mtihlcnbes. a. Zerbst 
Wolf,' Hr. Fabr. a. Herxheim . 
Tralia.arub, Hr. a. Schweden 
v. Eichler, Hr. Golleg.-R. m. Frl. Tcbt. a. 
Peter~ burg 
Wolff, Fr. a. Herxbeim 
Hammer, Hr. Dr. Prof. a. Zerbst 
GroDan. Fr. rn. 2 Kindem a. Berlin 
Goldener Schlliss61. 
Brieseruann, Mr. u . ~lrs . m. lied. a. London 
Heller, Hr. Fabrik b. m. Gem. a. llerlin 
Banr, Fr. Baumeist. m. Frl. Tcht. n. Zurich 
Scbuk, Hr. Fabr. &, Hoflief. n. Budapest 
Scbablikine, Hr. Gcb.·r:. a. Moskau 
Sarage, Hr. m. Fam. U. 
FrotlJUrgbaUl, Fr. Lebrel'in n. Amerika 
Brauu, 111'. Pir. a. Huudisburg 
Bei Jo~ . Schmitt. 
Scbuckert, Hr. a. HeriiD 
Wenzel, Hr. Hofpianist m. Gem. a. Hannover 
Neue Schule. 
Lahm, Hr. Oecollom a. BiDgenbeim i. d. W. 
Bei Christian Schnlz. 
Thai, Ar. BllckerlUstr. a. Qnedlinburo-
Hirschler, 1"r. K. K. fleg.·Arzt a. Wi~n 
Frank, Fr. a . Wicn 
Schlitzeuhof, Gasthaus. 
Engelke; Fr. a. Hannl)ver 
Hitskland, Hr. a. Schweden 
Bergmann, Hr. It. Schweden 
Haller, Hr. a . Vilbe . 
Sommerlad, Hr. a . .Biebrich 
Schafer, Hr. a. Erfurt 
Wiessner, Fr. a. Leipzig . 
Breil, Hr. mertlr. u. ticbiefergrnbenbes. a. 
Mayen 
Procondius Gorsky, Hr. Knmmerj. Sr. Maj. 
des Kais. to. Gem. a. Petersburg 
v. Hundelsbuusen, Hr. Offizier n. Cassel 
Zingraf Hr. Gutsh. n. Neustadt 
OPJller,' Hr. I:hnkdir. a. Br~sl~u 
Eckert, ·Hr. m. Beg!. ·a . LeipZIg . 
Vigier, Fr. 6riifin m. Bed. a. Pans 
Znm Schwaneu. 
Teetzmann, Hr. Banq. m. Frl. Tocbter a. 
Mngdeburg 
Neumeister, Hr. 1\. Ale~andrien 
11it.·J'EU er~te Dellage. 
Suorl;liu. Fr. m. Be:;1. a tockholm 
Hartmaun, Hr. m. Gem. a. Diuge!stlidt 
Cobn, Hr. a. A!l"ram 
Fritz$cht!, Hr. Hestaur. m. Gt!m. u. Kinu a. 
Chemnitz 
BensemanD, Fr. m. Frl. Teht. a. Berlin 
Michaelis, Frl. a. Doooitz 
Heinemann, Fr. 00. Frl. Tcbt. a. Hannover 
Drei Schweizer. 
Playne, )!r. & )Ir~. U1. ram. u. Bd. a. England 
Ditmar. Fr. m. r rl. Tcbt. a. ErCurt 
Ft!l1chtwauger. Fr. 01 . Tchtch. a. MUnchen 
v. )Iyschdsky, FUrstin a. Petersburg 
Guwperd, Hr. )lagiEtcr a. ~chweden 
Schweimthal Nr. 2. 
Y. DerEcbaa, Hr. Baron a. Curland 
Ger¥ais, lfad. actrice a. Hamburg 
Koch, Hr. Gutsues. a. Rnssland 
Wilhelmi, Hr. Oberamtmaun a. ~Ioisburg 
Gouing~r, Hr. ro. Gew. a. Berlin 
Schweiterth.1! 3. 
Neubauer, Fr. m. Kiud a. Pa~is 
v. Yeltheim, Hr. Barnu Forstmeister n. 
Holst!!, Frl. m. Bed. a. Ebstorf 
GUttooa.UD. Fr. 00. Kind u. Bed. 3. Lodz 
.... Hotel Soltau. 
Keitcrnich, Hr. m. Gem. a. Coin 
Lukowitz, It'r. u. Fr!. a. Paris 
.soltau, Hr. m. Gem. 3. Hamburg 
Keimes, Fr. 3. Rheydt 
Trevelyan, Mr. a. Duhlin 
Harzbeim, Hr. :l. Gejen 
Bill mann, lIr. Kfnt m. Gem. a. Frankfurt 
Ogle, ~Irs. &: ~Jiss m. Bcu. a. Eogland 
Ernst, Hr. 00. Fam. a. Culn 
van de Water, Hr. 11.. Hotterdam 
Spaa. 
Stephau, Hr. Baumstr. 3. AltwlIsser 
Brille!, Fr. m. ·ohneb.. a. 13roruberg 
Thi~mann, Hr. m. Fr!. Tcht. 1I. Stassfur! 
de Gerlache, )(r & :'llad. a. Nh'elle Helg. 
Kruning, Hr. a. Lod7, 
Finken, Hr. Gnt~b a 'l'eufclsmoor 
Finken, Hr. Oecon m a. Teufelsmor 
Prolliu~, Hr. Bcr6coUlw. a. Hannover 
Steinert, Hr. Kfm. m. Gem. 1I. Colo 
Se~giewilky, Hr. Ob.-Ing. 00. Gem. a. Ru~sland 
Bei Lolli. Spriestersbacb. (Grabenstrasse) 
Slent:er, Hr. Lehrer I. Grieboldsbausen 
Barg Stei~. 
Exe. v. Grotenhjelm, 1<'r. Gen. m. Ptlegetcbt. 
'Y. Manstein, Frl. a . Russland . 
v. Malt7.llhn, Frhr. Gutsbes. m. Gem., geb. 
v. Uulov a. Rotbenmoor. 
Bardenwerper. Hr. Kflll. a. Hamburg 
Lavy, fir. a. Hamburg 
Sabinska, 2 Frl. Gutsbes. 1I. Gr. KUdde 
Wiozmhnn, Hr. KIm. a. Coin' 
'Seutiu8 geb. v. Brauuscbweig,Fr. a. Prenzlau 
Engel, Fr. Botelb. m 2 Frl. ·feht. a. KlSnigsberg 
. ~chau7nburg~ Hr. Kfw. a. Hambnrg 
~ Scbnelder, l'r. m. Bcd. a. Berlin 
Geiss, Fr. I. Berlin 
Dei Wilh. Steuber. 
Kollmar, Hr. Kfm. a. I:lesigheim 
Sporkenburg, Gasthans. 
Peter~, Hr. Kfm. a. CobleD? 
Kritzler, Hr. Gastw. a. Limburg a/Lenne 
Kortmann, Hr. Gastw. a. Limburg a/Lenne 
Bimberg, Hr. Dr. phil. a. Lenningbausen 
Sils, Hr. a. Altgrn(and 
Stadt Stockholm. 
.... Knpylotf, Fl'. ~taatsr. geb. v. Sanger m. 
Sobnch. u. Bt!d. n. Warscbau 
~~hr, jo'r. m. Tchtcb. a. F1arburg 
W
efer
, Hr. "I'm. a. llracke 
e8tltott, Hr. :I. Rarmen 
~RnmaDn, Hr KfOi. m. ~ichte 
Koho,:sky, Frl. a L;,han 
Drnrr. Rr. a. Fmnkr.!: -
S toilenburg. 
.. \-dam, Hr. CUUlDli ',iuu,ir m. Gem. n. Berliu 
LalJ,;c, Hr. Kfm. ru. Gem. a. Berlin 
SloizeDfels. 
liof,ulInll. Hr. m. G<!ll. U. Frl. Tcbt. a. Berlin 
l'WI!\!T, Hr. Hauptlehr. m. Ge:lI. u. Hro. ~obn 
a. llanucu 
BraUlt, Fr. Dr. med. a. Berlin 
Hluode:lu. Hr. L'nteln<!~Ulcr a Hu>signy 
Stadt StrJssburg, Gcisth aus. 
Umber, Ill'. UI. GelU. 3. Laubcnheim 
BrClInun/.:', f'r. Schl1linsp. n. flcrslcld 
Kiibler. fro 01. Frl. Trbt. a. Edurt 
SchumanD, Fr. Dr. rt:eu. a. Zeitz 
Butruer. Hr. n. Educt 
Fheher; Hr. a.. l)t:rIle;;c 
Konlmann. Fr. 01. f'ri. ;:;ehwcster a. Coin 
Rkhtcr, rr. U1. FII. :::chwest. u. Tchtch. a. 
Cht!n.nitz 
I1nrlhard, Hr. Fabrikb. a. Offenbach 
Oenkert, Hr. HoibllCilh. a. Coblenz 
Fraucke, Frl. n. Ure5.jen 
Orts, Hr. GlH5b. <I . 1$$UIU 
Kleppe, Frl. a. Uodn:m 
ZllIlIpt. Ill'. Dr. puil. 'I. Berliu 
~ei-sig, Fri. a ... \lt~nonrg 
Schreiber, Fl'. u.-jjed ·R. W. Fam. n. £schwege 
Tanh 
~Ioulart, Fr. DoctM a. Kurland 
llurkewitz, Fr. a. Kurland 
~lehlhorll, Hr. Com.-I:. nt. Gem. u. Freiberg 
Hardt, Fr. Hauptm m. ::;iibncb. 3. Bensberg 
v. Funcke. Hr GUlSb. ill. Gem. a. Dosen 
Rheillfd~, Hr. a. Haono,er 
TaDuus. 
E1C. \'. Rudie-er, c·r. Grar'. Ill. Dnsch. a. Russlanu 
Filler, Hr. m. Gem. a. Zeitz 
Dh:~td. Fr. m. Hrn. ;S.,bu a. Lauenburg 
Feinberg, Fr. a. KL;D . ~5bcrg 
Klillpendort. Hr. KaGzlail·. u. Siegen 
Siche, Hr . .\potuekc!~ m. Fr. a. Hrcsiau 
Opp~llheilU"r. HI'. a. Cvln 
Cohn, Hr. a. Liuz 
Y. Jena-Cuthcu, Hr. }Iajor tn. Fum. 11. Bed. 
a. CiJtheu -
V. :-ichulcnburg, Hr. Graim. Bd. U. Alteubansen 
FiJlzer, Hr. Fabr. m. ,';o!Dl. a. ::iic1)en 
Bei J. Thalheimer. 
Frank, Hr. Krill. a. S!Jrdhansen 
Goldene Traube, Gaslhau3. 
Vmge, Hr. Kfm. >l. Bremen 
Rnuelllanu, Hr. a. Wagbausel 
Auler, Hr. Fabr. a. Plorzbeim 
Saloschin, Fr. 00. Begl. a. Kosten 
Katz, Hr. a. Eldagseu 
Liepe, Fr. Gutsb. m. Frl. Tcbt. ll. Goblitz 
Teutonia. 
Scb.mitit, Hr. Reebn.-H. m. ~·rl. ~icbte a. Erflll't 
• Vuigtmano, Hr. Bm~tr. a. Guhen 
v. Goldenberg, Fr. a. h:iiuigsberg 
Valencia. 
Ayren, Hr. Preuiger a. Schweuen 
LanderosseD, Hr. Predigcr u. :Sebweden 
Vichy. 
MUller, Fr. m. Gesell>ch. n. Leipzig 
Pmtscbke, Fr. Fabri:'b. a. KDI'sk (Russlllnd) 
Reik, Hr. Kfrn. a. R::ab 
Giesler, Fr. ll. Siege:) 
Dormann, Hr. Rendant n. Dortmund 
Viciona. 
Rusche, Hr. h:allt'm. a. ~(n!!ul!bur~ 
Reinecke, Hr. m. Fam. J. Dnsch. n. Petersburg 
Grafe, 1-'r. :l. Drcsde!l 
Flugel Haller. Fr. a. J"m 
Hustig, Hr. UI. Gew. 'I. Dresden 
Pnu:t.i!;, III'. K(m. u. Jrt!sJl!u 
Krnhel. Hr. Fallr. :1. :-:aucbchwcrdt 
~lan(, llr. a. ;laod · , :; w~ rdt 
Gottschalk. "r. :;:1II1. .. dclIIlllli'!: 
Zum griinen Wald . 
Tan tla Haagen, lIr. n. Amsterdam 
Pc!,;, Hr. a. Amiitertl:ttu 
Altxl'j~\\', Hr. :-im.lent a. Dorpat 
~ehry, Jlr. Schllliu~jI. a. lialber~t3dt 
Wllidschiosscben 
Sonutag, Hr. 1'clegrlljJbi:;t a. Czenyinsk 
Badehaus UD,l Privat·Hotel 
. tum l'nnz von Walts 0: nomerbad. 
Sr. Exe. Graf Karulyi, K. K. Oestr. Ungar. 
U(,t.;chaftcr m Ued. n.. Bcr.in 
Burdett·l{oubcl ts, Mr. u. 
- R()hhert~. ~Irs a. Eoglan(l 
Pailavicini, Hr. .\\arkgraf Oesler.·Ungar. 
H"tschafts·Attacite ;I. lkrlin 
\'. Platrn, Hr. a. Schweden 
Hos~llner, Fr. Geh.·n. a. Berlin 
lure El:c ~(aJ(~iUlovitsch, Gener. m. 
KoposotJ', Frl. u. ned a. Petershurg 
tllil tel. Hr. Stadtiiltest. m. Gem. a Leipzig 
V. Gerhard. Fr. 01. Faro. u. Beu. :l.. Coblenz 
Krechly, ~!ad. u. 
Dobrosselsky, ~fad. m. Bed. a. Pctersburg 
)feckel. Hr. m. Gcm. U. Frl. Tebt. a. Elberfeld 
L'Jparine, Hr. m. Gem. a. P"lersburg 
Seekentlort', Hr . . m. G<:tn. U. Frl. Tcbt. a. 
Niirnherg 
Nehrkorn, Hr. Amtm. u. Riddagsbausen 
Ptlnger, Hr. Geu.·Cons. a. Hremeu 
Ie Marschund, ~Ir. Attacbe a l'Ambassade 
de Fmnce m. Onilcll. a. Herlin 
Schnider, Jo'r. Crimminalr. n. \\'iesbaucn 
,all der Me<:r, Hr. m. Fr. a. Haag 
Gerhardt, jo'r. m. Eukelill a. Annaberg 
v. ct. Gultz, Hr. 1311r. 01. Fr. ~ehwc~ter, Kind 
u. (;tlu. a. Berlin . 
Y. Kol<:ssolf, Hr. K. RlJs~. wirk!. Staatsr. a. 
PcterRhurg 
v. ::ichreckentcls, 1I1'. HOI'r: a. )[osknu 
Karl r. KiI~tl!r, Hr. Baron "'irk!. Gell.·R. u. 
Otto \'. Kli~ter, HI'. Bnrou 'I. Petersburg 
PtlU~cr, Hr. Krill. a. Hon .. lulu 
Billet. ~Iad. u liellf 
Peyr;;t Petit, )[r. U. ~!ad. a. Genf 
~e. £xe. Or. Hnyunld, Erl.hischofvon Kaloesa, 
Kais. Kgl. wirkl. Gl:h.-It tn. seinem HoC-
;:cistl. Hrn.Dr. Varo~v m. Bed. a. Kaloes:l. 
in Gogarn -
Briiurigal1l, Fr. 1II. 1'1'1. Tcht. n. Bed. a. 
l'(!t~rsbUI'" 
Apponyi, F~. GrHtin, geb. Grlifill Staray, 
::lternkreuz., Ordcns· 11. P:dast-Dame. 1. U 
der Kais. v. Oeste ... m. Bed. a \Vien 
V. )[orgoli, Fr. ro. Kind 11 . Bed. a. Petersburg 
CleOO'lw, ~Ir. Hanq. Ill . ')ll's. n. En "'land 
V. KUstel', I~r. Bar. a. Petersburg " 
Ex~ .. v. Gtircbww, Cel'cm.·~Jstr. S. Maj. des 
Kms. V. ~usslalld m. Gem. u. Dnsch. a.. 
PeterSburg 
'Yerner, Fr. a. Dresden 
Jakotldf, Hr. Krill. a. HlIs,land 
~<\.lollkin, lir. Kfm. a. Russland 
Laurs, Hr. a. ~!'·GIaduach 
Wartburg. 
Gottwald, lIr. Krm. :l. Pm.!!' 
Unger. Ur. Statiousvl.rst. u. K;;1. Ostbabn. 
a. ScLollsce . 
Znm Weidenbusch. 
Y. Bib"w, Hr. Lector 01. Fr. a. Potsdam 
Jan)" Fri. a. I(i}uigsbcrg 
Weilbnrger Hor, Gasthaus. 
Hart, Hr. Ki'm. a . ..\m~tertlnm 
Nagel. Hr. n. Altona 
KUlm. Hr. K:li8. Ohel'flil·st.·Caud. n. :Strassburg 
Holte. Hr. Sttlllcreiun. a. HocllllUl 
Linke. Fr. GCtl.-:-Jupcr. 01. 1\:::. a. \\' 01 i'l!niluttcl 
Gerhard. Fr. Ill. I::llkellll ". AuunDe!'!!' 
Wichmlllln. lIr. Dir. :l. Liibec k ~ 
'\liIli,'r. lir. Lalluwinh ~I. i~iltcr::;ttt l'oris-O 
Wendclllarl'r .-
: :. , I' • 
I," 
IlL \ tliui.:r;:c: r.v_ !.:;u ... ~:~ i.h.u.J ;". 
Bi.ilJOen, Hr. :1 . .:)cllci!lt -
Schune, Fr. lngco. ll. Brcslau 
Stadt Wiesbaden. 
Nilson, Hr. Kfm. a. Christiauia 
v. Oblen-Adlerskron, }'r. m. Kindcrr. u. Bed. 
a. Rerlin 
Sehleituw, IIr. Gch. Com.-Rath m. Gem. u. 
Bcd. a. Stetlio 
Cuenod de Joffrey, Mr. &. Mad. a. Ve\"ey 
Behrend, Fr. m. Gesell ch. a. Berlin 
Lcwi~son, Fr. m. Frl. Tcbt. a. Berlin 
Schcrz, Ur. Kfm. a. Gr.-Kanisa 
Loris )iclikolT, Aide de Camp Gen. de S. M. 
l'Empereur de Ru ie m. Bed. a. Petersburg 
Lewerenz, Fr. m. Nicbte a. Bresin 
Bocklen, Fr. m. Frl. Tcbt. a. Heilbronn 
Nabbat, Hr. Fabr. rn Frl. Tcht. a. Gr.-Slircben 
Oelsner, Hr. Kfm. a. Ureslan 
. Villa Wilhelma. 
Eckstein, Frl. Lebrerin a. Limbach 
Wilhelmsburg 
The Honble Dalrymplc, lIlrs., 
Dalrymple, :\lis &. 
Dalrymple, Esqr. m. Dnsch. 1\. England 
Brigut, Mrs. m. Gcs_ a. Rochdale England 
v. l£vreynofl', Mad. m. Kind n. Bed. L Peters-
burg 
Heatb, Mrs. a. London 
Ocdmansson, Hr. Gntsbes. a. Schweden 
Meine, Hr. a. Hannover 
Natermann, !:Ir. lngen. a. MUuden 
Zickendraht,Hr. Faru.-lIes tn. Gem. a.l:Iersfeld 
Abrcsch, lIr. m. Gem. L Havre 
Gliuderuann, Fr. Arutsrentrnstr. m. Fr. Teht. 
a. GiOlorn 
Behrens, Hr. a. Mancbester 
Prinz WIJhelm. 
Sehwcnniger, Fr. a. 'ienburg a/W. 
Geibel, Hr. a. Herlin 
Crone, Hr. m. Frl. Tcbt. a . Bonn. 
Geiser·Geiicr. Hr. Kfm. a. Langentbal 
Blls31er, Fr. Kfm. a. Altenbnrg 
Becbstein, Fr. Fabr. a. Altenburg 
Kobler, Fr. Fabr. a. Altenbnrg 
WieDerhof. 
Fischer, Hr. Geh. Jnstizr. tI. Marienwerder 
Kessler, Hr. Pastor u. Sehnlinsp. a. Lesbeck 
Kfinigliche K.urgebande. 
Fr. Hafl'auf a. Cublenl. 
Darmstadter Bof, Gasthaus. 
Fr. SchUll, Fr. Bondon, Fr. Anthea Scbenten 
u. Fr. Schentcn m. (o'rl. Tcbt. a. Wiesbaden. 
Englischer Bor und Ffirstenhof, Gasthaus. 
Mrs. u. 3 Misses Stevenson m. Dnscb. a. 
England. lIfr. Yarasseur a. Paris. Hr. 
Quintus m. Fam. a. Amsterdam. Hr. Dyk 
a. Amsterdam. Hr. Huwhert, Hotelbes. m. 
Gem. a. Frankfurt. Hr. Hrand m. Fam. a. 
Berenburg. Hr. Riess a. Berlin. Ar. Dahm, 
Fabrikbes. a. ~agdebnrg. Hr. Scbulz u. 
Hr. Brese a. Cilln. Hr. FIscher a. Franfnrt. 
~!lilllstclj'. Hr. Iltittcnal'sisl. Y. Gudu!i:thUtte 
I'ra~cr, Ilr. Kfrn. a. Gorlitz 
::'cucllclltr:i;;cr, II r. a. Giirlitz 
Eliis, Miss a . l£dillhurgh 
Jolschin. Hr. m. 1- am. a. l:ussland. 
Bulzau, IIr. Kfw. a Heilit:cnstadt 
l:)clJrciucr, Hr. III p. a. UGer-Hcidnck 
Ttiehuscuke, Hr. Kfm. a. Giir!ltz 
\reber, IIr. Braucreihed. a. \\'ittcnuer'" 
\\'oort, 11r. Kfm. a. Annaberg b 
Littmann, Hr. Kfm. a. Brc lau 
IIOtel Wolf. 
Grodsensky, Fr. m. Prl. Tcht. a. Kowno 
lien TOWIU, l1ad. a. KOWllO 
Grunwald, Hr. a. Hull 
• ·cbick, Hr. a. Leipzig 
Simou, Hr. a. Trier 
::ltrauss, Ur. a. Elberfeld 
Singer, Hr. Obercantor a . NUrnberg 
Dauziger, ~Ir. u. ;\!rs. a. Bradford 
W oog, Fr. a Creuznach 
Jonas, Hr. m. Gem. a. Kei8~e 
Spier, Frl. a. Geldcrn 
l\iederhofbeim, Hr. Dir. der oster. Crcd.-B. 
a. \\'icn 
Kaufmann, Hr. a. Constanz 
Hosenber;, Hr. Kflll. a. Bielefeld 
Haarblcicber, Fr. II. Hamburg 
~pyer, Ur. m. Gem. a. Amsterdam 
Cobn, Fr. m. Frl. Tebt. a. ltatowitz 
Goldstein, Hr. a. Sanderslcben 
,trauEs, Hr. m. Gem. a. Trebur 
Rosenthal, Ur. a. Bielefeld 
Guekenbeim, Hr. a. Schweiz 
KOnig nnd K.ronprinz Ton Wiirttemberg. 
v. Reicbe, Frl. a . Dobbertin 
"an der Wiel, Hr. a. Arnbeim 
T. Guerard, Hr. Kfliserl. Eiseubabn·Dir. a. 
Strassburg if E. 
Frank, fr. a . Ludwigsburg 
Martini, Hr. m. Gem. n. Erfurt 
~enzen, Hr. Notar a. Saarlonis 
nascbh!, Fr. n. Scb\!eiz 
Sableuder, Fr. m. i"rl. Tcht. II . Erfurt 
". Scbwerio, Hr Frbr. Gutsb. a. Scbweden 
::itrauss, Hr. a. Frankfurt 
Bnchmann, Hr. Bechn.-R. n. D. a. MUncben 
iJ nrc h g t} rei s t ~ . 
Hr. Lnrkhc n. DUsseldc:,rf. Hr. Lang a. 
Cliln. Hr. Barlet a. Bamberg. 
Hbtel Gntt· nberg. 
IIr. Schulze, Pastor a . Uel·ern. IIr. Krobn 
a. LUbeck. Hr. Gallo a. Kreuznnch. Hr. 
Y. Yantcniroff, Edelmann a. Petersburg. Hr. 
Stadler a. Augustentbal. Hr. Poster a. 
Elberfeld. Hr. v. d. Heyden m . . Fr. n. Berlio. 
Fr. Bruhl a. Bonn. Fr. Winnetz a. Benns-
beim. lir. lIassel, Kfm. a. ElberFeld .• Hr. 
Kubo Kfm a. Elberfeld. Hr. ~lelster Kfm. 
u. Ur: Hannemann a. Stettin. Hr. Lohl, 
KIm. a. Elbcrfeld. Hr. Katbof, Kfm. a. 
Leipzig. Hr. Hr. eken a. Helsingfors. Hr. 
Belmquet a. Finland. 
, ••• : ... . _ . . l h ~ i. : .. ~ 
l:ohr. hr. COlli -I: . Ill. (;CIIl. a. Char\ottcnuur'. 
1:eh, Hr. I're/U .·Li~ut. :t . Posen b 
M all'> S, Hr. KiUl. a. Berliu 
Lippmann, Hr. Kim. =<. 1I:1ll.lh\lr~ 
~ehualJel, Hr. KIm. 10. Gcm. a. "COIn 
Grill, Hr. Oberstlt. m. Gem 3.. SCblVeden 
Pfuhl, Hr. Rector a. Pro Scblesien 
V. d. Marwitz, Hr. Rittmstr. a. Erfurt 
Geibel. Hr. Kfm . a. Leipzig 
I'. d. Osten, Hr. Gutsbes. m. Fam. u. Bed. a. 
Jannewitz 
liorn, Hr. a. ~I.-Gladbaeh 
Horu. Fr. n. ~1.·Gladbneh 
Lindau, Hr. Major a. D. m. Gem. u. Sobncb. 
a. Berlin 
Weruer, Fr. m. Gcs. a. Barlin 
Schmidt, Hr. rn. Gem. a. Kaiserlautern 
Dlluois de Luehet, Fr. 10. Hrn. Sobn a. Maim: 
Hitter, Fr. ~[ajorin a. Mainz 
Dubois de Lllchet, Hr. a.. Mainz 
Israel, Hr. Kfm. a. Hamburg 
Degeuer, Hr. Ritter"utsbes.· m. Gem. a.. 
Wernigerode 
Hertzog, Hr. Scbirmfabrik. a.. Leipzig 
Schulze, Hr. a. Erfurt 
Selke, Hr. a. Hamburg 
Dreyer, Hr. Kfm. a. Bielefeld 
v. Kleist, Hr. )Iajor a. D. R. Stolp 
Tbule, Hr KfU1. m. Gem. u. Frl. Nichte a. 
Oldenburg 
1'. Kleist, Hr. :\Ia,ior a. D. a. Darmstadt 
1'. Blomberg, Hr. Oberst!t. a . Darmstadt 
L. Epping, Hr. I\fm. a . Bielefeld 
J. Epping, Hr. a. Bielefeld 
Peters, Fr. m. Frl. Tcbt. a. Berlin . 
Schoulenburg, Fr. Grlifin m. Hrn. Sohn a. 
Russland 
Lorenz, Hr. Kfm. a. Edenkoben 
1m Arm en bad. 
Bis jelzt sind im Ganzen anwesend 
D:l.von sind Inlander. . 
" "Ansliinder. 
45 Per!. 
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Zahl der Kurgl4~te . 
" Passanten. 
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Gasthaus zu den vier Jahreneiten. 
Hr. W. Schlamp m. Gem. u. Hr. J. Scbla.mp. 
Kflll. a. Nierstein. Hr. Moser m. Fa.m. a. 
Aaeben. Hr. Fcts m. Fr. a: Breda. Hr. 
Dobberstin m. 1<'r. a. Hamburg. Hr .. l<'leck 
a. DUsseldorf. :'lr. Wiener a. BrUssel. Mr. 
~licard a. Fleurus. Mad. n. ~I11e. de M on-
ravieff·Apostal a. Rnssland. Mr. u. Mrs. 
Osk~mp a. Cincinnati. 
Schiltzenhof. 
Hr. Mertens m. Gem. a . Kempen. 
Zahl der durchgereisten Fremden 1782 
BadchallS d r lionig ~ilbelD.l.s-FelsellquelleIl. 
Trinkquellen ' -ictoria •• ~llgul'ltn. ulu1 Eillcnqucllcn. 
ElegaDte Bader, gc~peist :,U8 der WilhelmsqneUe (3,*0 R.). . _ 
Brau CII, ~rah1- nnd UterusdOllchclI. Vollstaudige lK.altwcl'IScl'.nchalHllnng (Hydro~hcrap~e). 
Inhalatorium nacb nCllcm System eiogericbtet. zur Eiuathmnngwarmclllim Staub bis ,..,-30" R.)undJaucn zerstuubten Mmeralwassers. 
Bureau und Eingang: Eu r 0 p 1\ i s c her HoI', gegentiber den Colonnaden. 
Die Administration der Konig-Wilhelms-Felsenquellen. 
Que hi, Director. 
KOnlg!. Knr· and Bade·Polizei·Commissanat: 
Hr. Kammerjunker •. Lepe I, K!5nigl. 
Hade.Comlllis ar. 
Pri.atwohnung "ilia Diana. 
Hr. Bo rn he i m. Kiini.1;1. Polizei-Inspec;or, 
im Hause , 't~dt Algler-, Lahnstra t: _0, 
:Sr. 2 parterre. 
polileibnreau d:!selbst Xr. I, puterre. 
Bnreaustnnden von 10-12 Uhr Vormittags 
K~nigL Amtsgericht 
im Hau e Prinz Wilbelm in der Riimerlltr. 69. 
Hr. Ober·Amtsricbter The w &1 t. 
Blirgermeister·Amt: 
Rumentr:!! e ~r. 52. 
Hr. BUrgermeisler B rod tin a. 
Kanigliche Hospitalbad·Oommission. 
Director: Hr. Geh. ~anitills·Ratb Dr. 0 r t h. 
I:fospitalverwnlter: Hr. L 0 08. 
Hr. Dr. Cobn, pract. Ant, Brnnnen- nnd 
Badeant. 
Wobnnng: ~ Prinz .Albert" oberhllb der 
alten Po,t in der Xilhe des KUnigl. 
P olizei·Commissariat3. 
Sprech tanden: Mor;:en 7-9 Uhr. 
~acbmittags 3--5 Uhr. 
Hr. Dr. 0 ii ri n g, pract. Ant, Brunnen- lind 
Badearzt. 
Hans: .Kaiserkrone- Rumcn,tr. 23, gegen-
Uber der ncuen Wandelbnhn. 
Ordinationsstnnden : VorruittngsS-l0Ubr. 
Nncbmittags 4-5 1;, Ubr. 
Hr_ Dr. Geiasc, Saoltlltll-~th, Brunnen· u. 
Badeant. Haus.K iser Karl". 
Consult tion: 
81/1-10 •. Ill., 4_5 1/. p. m. 
Hr. Dr. Go It z, pr ct. Ant, Hrunnen· nnd 
Badeant, im Wmter in San Remo, Itnlien 
Sprechstnnde.n: forgens 71/t-9 Ubr, 
N ebmittags 4-5 Uhr. 
in seiner Wohnnng: .Stadt Luttich~ bei 
den 4 TbUrmen. 
.B an 0 rae n. 
Provisorische Knr·Commission. 
Vorsilzeuuer: ua LauuratbsaWl~ -\' erwaiter 
Hr.l:{cgiernngs ·A ~ se_sor R 0 I s b 0 v e n zn Diez. 
tellnrtr. Vorsitzender: Herr Kammer· 
junker ,'. L e pel. Kii?igl. 13adecoDlmissar. 
)1itglieder: Hel r llademspector )[ U 11 e r, 
Herr Eschenbrcnne~ 
lIerr Carl \:I a I:t e r. 
Kaiser\. Post· Austalteo. 
K. PIISL'\mt iDl Darrnst~dter Hot'. 
teUvertretendcr Postdirector: Hr. Post· 
inspector T h u s ius. 
Die Annahme· n. Ansg.-~I!hnltcr ind;!eu/fnet: 
a , au Werktagen v. 7 -\ VorUl, &.:?- S aehru. 
b. an Sonntagen "1".7-9 " ~ 5-~ , 
K. Stadt·Postagentur t3 tichwclzerl.,. 
Brief.Anuabme v. 7':-1 Vorm. u.2-o-"nchm. 
Kaiser!. Telegraphen·Station it? Darm t. Ho!': 
Geutfnct Tag_u~ X acbt. 
KOnig!. Iiunbahn· Verwalt~ng . 
Stations·Vorstand: Hr. Sosennelmer. 
KOnig!. Unter·Steuer·Amt 
Grabcn8trasse ~r. 1: 
Hr. 'teuer-Eiunebmer J un g. 
Practicirende Aerzte 
n~ch al p habetiscber Ordnung. 
Hr. Dr. Guttentag, Kiini.d. SaniUits-Ratb, 
~ronnen- u. Badeanl, 
Wobnung: Deutscbes Haus vor Jen 4 
ThUrmen. 
Sprechstunden: ~Iorgeus 7-9 Uhr, 
XachDl. 3-5 l:br. 
Hr. Dr. Lauge, pract. .-\1'7.t, Brunnen· und 
Badcarzt. S vrcchstunueu: '\[orgens ~-10 
und Xachru. 3-5 Uhr in sciner WI/hnllng 
~ Hotel Hitzmann a , gegenUber dem !:Iahnbol'. 
Hr. Dr. X 0 I d a, pract. Ant, Brunnen- nnd 
Badeant. Spreebstunden: In seiuem lIause 
~ Carlsbad a, ;regeuUber d. 4 TilUr,ueu, jlor-
gens v. 8-9 Uhr, ~aeblDittnbs v. 4 -;> Uhr. 
Hr. Dr. Ortb, Kl:InigLl le' Brnnnen· nnd Bade-
ant u. Geh. ~anitllt8-Rath. Sprecbstnndc: 
MorgeDs VOD 7-9 Ubr im berrscbaftl 
Kurbause, Lahnban Nr. 49; Naebmittags 
von 4-6 Ubr in scineDl Hause ,~izza", 
bei den 4 ThUrmen. 
Br. Dr. Grossmann, Hofrnth und Konig\. Hr. Dr. Pantbal, Kunigl. Sanitlits·Ratb, 
2'" Brunnen- o. Badeant, Ant in Cannes. Brunneo- Ilnd Undeant. Zu sprechen 
Sprechet. : llorg. v. 7-S3 1/ 1 Uhr, Naebm. :Morgens voe 8-10 Uhr, XacbUl. \"lJll 3--1 
T.4-51/1 Uhr in ciner WohnllDg im unteren {Jbr in seinel Wohnung .llelgol:md· beim 
FlUgelbau des Kiinigl. Kurhauses Nr. 71. Bahnhof. 
'o lllllng rJachm iltag fallen die S pl'cehs tuuclell hei 
Konig!. Bade· nnd Brannen· Verwaltnng 
iru unteren ::>locke des COlUmissariatsgebllu-
des, dem Kesaelbrunnell gegenUher: 
Bnreaustunden vou 8-12 Uhr Vormittag8, 
~ 3-6 "Naebmitt. 
Vorstand der Bade· u. Kuruaus· Yerwaltung: 
Hr. Bade-Inspector ~[U lie r. 
Vorstand der Bmunen-Verwaltung: Hr. 
Brunnen-Inspector 13111 m, 
Geistliche: 
der evaugelisch en Kirche : 
lIerr Pfarrel' Voemel, 
Herr Pfarrer ~[o s e r; 
der katholischen Kirebe: 
Herr prarler Jun k, ~~[ninzcr Haus". 
Herr Caplan Kii n i g ~ t e in, "Flora". 
d ere D g lis c hen K i rc he: 
ReI'. W. G. P n I' min t e r. 
Israelitische Gemeindc: 
Herr Rabbiner Dr. Hoc h s til!l t cr. 
HOhere Bilrgerschule 
Hr. Rector \\' agner. 
tIro Dr. PrUss ian a. Odessa, pmct. Arzt, 
Brnnneu- und ilade:!rzt. Wobnung : Ber· 
liner·Hot Parterre ~I'. 1. 
Sprechstuuden: ~[orgens 8-10 Uhr, 
Xacbruittags 4-6 Uhr 
Hr. Dr. Reichert, Pr:lct. Arzt, Brunnen-
und Ba.dcarzt. Sprcehstttudcn iu seiner 
\\' ohnung: Hatts Rigi, Riimcrstr:lsse 53 
Parterre ){orgeos jl.',_IO und Nachmit. 
tag~ a-o Uhr. 
Hr. Dr. V 0 g Ie r, praet. A..,t, Brunnen- und 
Badearzt. Hau, : .ZUID Herzo,lr \'on 
-"assRu·, Roruerstrasse :15, geg-enuber der 
neuen Trinkballe 
Sprcchstunden: )[orgens 71:._9 Uh .. , 
Nachmittags 4-5 1/. Uhr. 
Hr. Wenckeubacb,pract.Ant, Bronnen.n. 
Badearzt. Zu sprechen: )lorgens V. 8-10 
Uhr, Mittags V. 3-5 Uhr in seiner Wohuung 
.Rllmerberg" in der Niihe der 4 ThUrmo. 
IIr. Dr. W uth, pract. Ant, Brunnen- nnd 
Badearzt. Sprecbstunden: Morg. von 8-9 
Uhr, Nachwittags \"on 4-u Uhr in seiner 
WOhnung ~Freihurg", bei der Alten Post. 
allen A.erzlen nus. 
Prinz von Wa.les. Roulerqllc Jlc ( a s.o o :n.). Romerbad'. 
C ornt"ortable Bn.deeinrichtuno- (Marrnorbiider) nUt ""Vii.r rneo.p po.l·o.ten_ 
, . :..-...... -..... ~ ............... -- -
Bnrnn nnd Eingang: R o m crha d nnd P r inz v on ' ' 'alclt, gegenUber dem Kurhause. 
v. Apraxin, PetersbllTIl V. Dreis 
V. Alten, Belgard Bndlscher Hot' 
Anoutchine, Ru lund Pyrmont 
Auler, Pfonheiw G. Traube 
Alexeje,v, Dorp t Gr. Wald 
AeIandrotf, Hus land R. Vue 
Alex. V. He en, Ju~enhcim 1 Th. 
Abney, EO~IaDJ KnliJau,~ 
Apr.nxine. Petcl1ibl\r~ PLLII. 
\Uf t~ !!!!. 'rt'\cl·~::.n 
Alphabetisches Register. 
Alarzienietz, Barmen Johanni b. 
Apoucbkine, Rus land Brit.'Lnuia 
Adelmaun, ~lauuheim Johannisb. 
Abe ser, Sonneberg ~orderlley 
Alcaodera, \:Ielsien Hiarritz 
Anderson, Enlmann~dorf V. Kubn 
Abre cb, Ha\'le Wilhelmsbnr; 
,-au .\kcriat'l!n. Uo\,rn ElI:;i. d. 
Aim:!. !loMn !::u~l. .1. 
v. Arnim, Herlin Kurhaus 
v. Albed)II, Llcriiu Ku.rhaus 
Adam, Berlin ~tolzcuburg 
Altgelt, DUsseldol'l' Villa Nova 
Ayrrn, Schweden r .. lencia 
Albert, Dre~ul!u Knrbaus 
_hmn~sell, KUllcnu:luen Kunigst. 
\" .. \lIeu, Ha DUIII','r \ ', Hn PI' 
\irhcic. l3cruu .1..:1:::'JI:u\li 
v. Appollyi, Wie)) P. V. Wales 
Adler, Bucbholz Fortnna 
Albertia, Amsterdam ~ronnco 
Atkinsou, England Darmst. Hof 
.\lonkiu, \{ns:<iunu Pr. v. W. 
Armio!;son, 13rcllIcrbafcn Uheiugau 
Asdlcrl Dresden !-Ierz. V. Nassnu 
_\rthen.' Obcrilrc..:hclI Klcehbtt 
J" '. n:1!!.:'lIat •• , ... OHU 'll. j I1 ri,;J.U · 
];Ctkh,- Witrlll' lIlhcr~ Y Ilcri.,: 
t:lanscitild, 'YarselJau;i Heicuskr. 
'icr;;maUll. Schwlldcn ::'chlilZ~llhu f 
:iric,cnJann, Londoll (; ;:-,C'!aliisscl 
lluchajcff, j:us~l:l1ld G:t 'Icin 
Burkc\\'itz., KlIrlllUlj Tauhc 
r. Uclo,,", lJad-Kosenll l:ilzm:l1111 
iluk(lfzcr, Berlin H. Lowell tein 
ilright, England Wdhclru.hurg 
BardcnwCfl'er, l1amhnrg- B ~tein 
Breununo, H('rs rcld ' t.. ~tra-sburg 
\'. B3s~in(!, l'etersourg Hus •. !:Iof 
Beil, !lam bur;; Pariscr HOI 
v. flaumbach, Ca sci Pariser lIof 
Jllc<sing'. Canllsladl Li,wen 
liUl'chard, Herlin Burg Lahncck 
de Helma, Paris lJlIrDl't. Hof 
llalsop, Husslalll] Bavaria 
Borowski, Ehrcnbreil-tcin ]cly\le 
lll'Odtmann, Uerlin B. Gulteuberl:' 
Bordett-Robberts, 1::ng-laod P. r. W. 
de Derance, Pelersburg I:u~s . H. 
Hen Towin, KOl'I'lIo H. Wolf 
". Blldisco, ~tJckholm St. LUttich 
B"rnhaupt, Riga Lan;:cnau 
Boubon David, BrUssel Kurh. 
\'. Unr;;sdortr, Frankfurt Flnndr. 
Bank., Hamburg l.l. Lahneck 
v. Ills.in;, Bcrlin Eo;;1. Hof 
Bader, Braunschweig Eu;;\' Dor 
Ue:luch:uup, London Labnbau 
Barthillomicw, En:;land Engl. H. 
Bijlckow, Scbwerin H. de Flandre 
Bl.scb, Sclmerin H. dc Flandre 
Bohmer, LUnellarg Langenau 
!luxton, Eoglaoti Pari~er H. 
Borg-stede, Oldenburjr D.U'm~t H. 
Braner, Bremen V. Halzer 
lllumber)!, Julienbeim Eogl. Hof 
Bcrenu, Hcrlin Hen. y. Nassan 
Briesemt'ister, Ucrhn Hebenstock 
Beneget, Berlin Deutscb. H. 
~arz, Ann wc:iler't. I unsbruck 
nih,tid, D:iuemark Kurh. 
Y. l.lrUucck, Dusseidorf Panor3m. 
Branicl;a, nn~s!auu Darm~t. H. 
llezerh:ck, \rien V. _Xuya 
Beuu, LUueck Pariscr H. 
Brcwusky, Hus.land K. v. Pro 
BUschler, Elherfeld n. Goodeeke 
fluebmano, JIUochen K. Y_\\'llrtcwb 
Russe, Forbt Albion 
Baumg-arten, :;tockholm Enfr\. H. 
Bass, LOl1uon ll. tlulhuuerg 
Boseret, LlIttich Burg L,ahneck 
Beueke, BrewcD Y. Sacs-~ouci 
Bierlin~, ;Jre,;c\en st. 11a8el 
Russ. Fr:mkfurt IkiIHnui;\ 
Ecbren~, Hamhurg V Dreis 
Brady, Uuxhaveo Kai erkronc 
RrUnlD;:k, U.·(iorbitl. H. Lencbtenb. 
Balnmn, Braunschweig A.. Post 
Dock. Giessen A. Post 
ollttner, k:rmrt st,. StrllllsbUr!; 
Hesson, Paris Kais. Aleund. 
Burghard, Hamburg lJarmst. H. 
Baur, ZUrich G. cblussl!i 
v. Bibuw, Pot:;dllm Weidt:nbusch 
Behreud, fierlin ':t. Wieshaden 
Boucwig, CtHu llurns Gartenhau;< 
Brady, Cuxbaven Hum. Rai er 
Baumann, Berlin Monre)Jlls 
Bierfrellnd, Ilerlin t. ~Io k:\u 
Daehmann, Berlin Hose 
Bradai sig, Teplitz Johauni -berf: 
Barnbart, .-\ltoUil Jobannisber:: 
JJeck, Halle Laugenau -
Briel, Gicsscn Alte Post 
Hlirberg, ?llettmann :;3n Hemo 
p, ethune, '. chottland Eng!. H. 
iJitllH;:L;'. Jj;":I..... • •.. ;.:. Ii •• 
l .iurc: lie 'tO UI .. :j~i i, H. (~u:t.icckc 
bccrmanu, I ;e~> Lllzero 
l;rcil. ~Ia"cn .'=' ·Ji;IZenh .. f 
hu! slcH, herl il ~ il r~t BlUcher 
Haller. Xcust.-:l;;!"ebnrg I::urop. H. 
hier, Hcrroha2': :1. de France 
Hutlcr, Eng-lilne: .; Jahre~zeitcn 
Ul:llsc, elirluliL :n::leeblatt 
Drun. Paris \' ~('t'a 
ti l lelclder, p(l- ~ r: Hair. Hof 
Behr..:nt. }jeri!:.. crewel' H. 
Ih:rlagc, n"linr. ~ Brittannia 
Y . lira«''' , Lie \·. and Hritannia 
lIunfrcruth, \-e:-: ierb Carsruhe 
n .{I.cr, Jobano!; )"r,; Darm~t. H. 
Billwaliu, Fra~,::'i!rt ll. ~oltau 
Ris,ler, Altcui..:: ; Pr. Wilbelm 
Beeostein, Ahc:..;,urg Pr. \\'iluelm 
Backbaus. Lei :'Li: )I:ll:imilian 
BUttner, Pade; II vrn Rbeingau 
Burk, FrankIe:: 5t. Ltaticb 
Bolle. BochullJ \\'eilbllrg~r Hof 
Baulig, M.-Glu': oaeh r. d'Alger 
de Dary, Herlu: Houenzollcrn 
Bolzau, Heilig~n.sladt 'Yindsor H. 
Dibcr"tein, firil .. lbchwcig Hnss. H. 
Bruck, Dresde!! FUrst U1Ucher 
Henuedik, C,ilo _'I. HrU~scl 
GUOS, Rocken~ .. :..;en Friedricbsb. 
Bti<sel, Aacue:: Guttenbnrg-
Ben-George, L(,::llCln B. Gutenfels 
\". l:iounstcttec . bern Kurh. 
Brenkell, Wart . <i'Hf Lnng-ennn 
Lender, Herlin Britannia 
r. Hurghk, Drd.:i~n H. Flandre 
Brandt, Sachse!! B. Haag 
Haspari, Detmr:d Xns<baum 
Borck, Berhn h:nrbnns 
,'. Hrallchilscb. Herlin Knrhaus 
r. Bullow II, He:iin H erz_ '-. X as~au 
T'. HUnan, Wic:: Eu;!. HoI' 
Hoiten, )Iugdr[,:: rt; Eng\. Hof 
Brilles, Bromhe'" Spaa 
HiDel, Gent P. ~. \\' all:s 
Halzdllrf, LIID,-:: oiclau Lowen 
"an Bnlil<Y. Y'-. -::c 4 Ja1ire:;zeiten 
l:sriln~cr. LI,cn ' ,'" .loh:l.1lUi~berg 
l:sriuku.aun, ~~~ ci; inbllre Lanfren. 
Ballo, roseu Y. Sun-Hewo 
Behue, Zerhq ::. Scblil~r 
DUlmen, Scuei_' ircilbnrfrcr H. 
Hriillti~ I'W, P~:~:,bllrf P. Y. W. 
BauDl, DII:;selc ·: ::. \-. l3:1h.cr 
Y. Blondoff, Ii-~ -;5e\ Panorama 
Banllt'YCr, De<·an Alhion 
Rredin:'haus, [l tHelrlllrf Knrh. 
Behrens, Mucc':le,ter \\'i1belmsb_ 
Busch, l1ottme:sdorf \\'. Ross 
Braunfels, Fr~n :"urt Jugcnbcim 
r_ d. Boufcn,. Pari Jugenbeim 
Braun, lIundi- :,:.:r:; H. ~cbllt .. sel 
.Henscl1l:t.nn, hr!in Z. Schwanen 
ill,ltz, Herlin F:,laod~eck 
Buchmann, l:i:;:n!JlIl'= Hbeingau 
r. tllllow, He:;:.: Herz. \'_Nassau 
Benjamiu, B~:'i ! 1l (Told. LamUi 
Uork, r-;eu-HII! , 'i~ Idylle 
Uotre, Kohlw;;.;;. H. Haag 
Bois~cyain, .-\::.,renlaw Guttenb. 
'-. lloSSI!, Dre·':eu H. Guttenberg 
Bayer, Harm,,: uarmst. Hof 
\)el tuultl, EiOe:dd Y. TIu]>p 
Brnn o, Lntzi; J il ilanllisherg 
Uanel;: . Brlln' ~ :1Wi!! I-lohcuzollern 
llIock, Frank;::: B Gutelll'cls 
Bu<ebIlIHun.· a:-eudN!' :\Iilcr 
l'.oekl~n , H\!' i~ r nn Wieshaden 
DOllrjau, lIan: ~r~ Y. Dreis 
Breslnuer, Be::,:) H. Lrowen ... tein 
Bimberg. l.eL::u::ban,en :5porkb. 
l ~, u ll(h;; ll:. l iu ~ ... i ::l1 \ ;:,rUlz. t· ll i'~b 
J;i],au. SLOckhu lr~1 'r. Sans. ~ouci 
Ih!co, :-itockbolw V. Sans.Sonci 
Brcsni;;. Graz Hus~. Hof 
Brandes, :\ polpa Huss. Hof 
BUtzelcn, \\. ohcnuilttcI Pfalz 
Br:css, llraun-chwci)! Alte Post 
Braun, Magdeburg J obannisberg 
Brocker, Hebin:.:fors Carlsbad 
\'. Blomherg, lJarwstadt K. v. W. 
Bonn-Cotta, Frankfurt Kass. Hof 
HUttner, Janil; Jobannisberg 
Biehricber, Hamburg Johanuisb. 
BolIlII"no, Boya Johannisbcrg 
Benzinll, Land-tubl Jooanllisberg 
Bird, Darmstadt Jobaunisbcrg 
Uarton, Dublin Darmst. Hof 
Bauehwilz, Ilalle Pariser H. 
Barker, England Pauorama 
Bary, l'l:Lershnrg H. Ga:uecke 
Barber, Czernowit7. Kai~erkrone 
Brebme, Aseherslehen V. Kuhn 
Bretzell, Dubzow Darmst. Hof 
Barrett, England Eng\. floC 
lirandt, JJernulirg Flora 
Cubitt, Englanu Pilriser Hoi 
de L:arvalbo, Spanien 4 Jahrz. 
V. Garuap, IIreslau Huyn's Gan. 
'. Craietr"y, PetersburgY. Munrep. 
Grone, \)olln Kurbaus 
Cuenou de J"f]'rcy, Vevl:y Wiesb. 
Cznrneeky, Hnssland Znm Ritter 
Cairns, £n"land St. London 
v. Carnap. Elberfeld Panorama 
Czetwerlyn,ka, Dresden St. London 
Caro, Sclllesien Villa Balzer 
Cohn, Oppeltl Guttenberg 
Cahnheim, Herlin Villa Halzer 
Compe~, Coin V ill II Nom 
Clifford, Holland Britaunia 
Courath, Kirn Kleeulatt 
Cresar, Rotbcnuor Pfalz 
Cohn, Agram SclJII"anen 
Cas-ee, Scbweden 4 Jabresz. 
CloDlow, Englaud P. v. W. 
Crutcbley, En;land En~l. Hof 
Caspar. HannlH'Cr Enrol" H. 
Cockerill, Aachen Europ. Hor 
Camp3, \)raunscbwcig Hebenstock 
Cronhcilll, Berlin II. Hempel 
v.Camp.-K i reh b<:r"kKirch berg Krb. 
CuJ\inet, ~chweiz 'muans 
Cortullm. Hannover Langenau 
Cohn, Hatuwilt 11. Wolf 
de Cartier, Paris Carlsbad 
Cabn, Linz 'l'annus 
Calli, lIann(wer Iklle Alliance 
Cbilde, Paris D:must. Hof 
Daher, MllhlbeiDl a/ltuhrSt.London 
Dmitrotr, Russland V_ d' Alger 
Dalrymple, ED!;laud Wilbelmsb . 
Drepner, I~abnau Hllse 
Dementi IT, Petel'~hl1rg Johannisb. 
Drew];:e, Berlin Johnunisberg 
Denni:;, Pforzheiru ::). Remo 
\ .. Ocrscha u, Ourland ::ichwcizerth. 2 
Duncan, Schottland Pariser Hof 
Dreyer, [lraunschweig Langenaa 
Demuth, Frankfurt Bomerberg 
Df,hrn, Altona H. Guttenberg 
Dicker, Willich Laugt:nau 
Diestel, Lancnhurg Tannus 
Dnft, Frau\;furt nolcl. Fass 
Dobro8sclsky, Petersbnrg Pr. Y. W. 
Disch, Duisbnrg Rnss. Hof 
lJymman, Hl1ssland V. Bal7.er 
lJitmar, Erfurt 3 ;Scbwcizer 
Dittrieb, Berlin Paris B. 
Drreg'e, Hamhl1rl; Paris. H. 
1 'UI1IIlJ., • ..., l·l;i u~it; ~ ll· ·L;ar;II ~ t. 11. 
lJruyvcstc.YI:, Ao,sl c:'dum Par. H. 
lJuncan-Sh:m, .":iclJ(\t1land Eng\. H. 
Dworak, PU 41clher:; H. Hcmpel 
Duscbnce, l'rag FU r"t GIUcher 
Dispeker, FUrtb (;. F alkcl.stcin 
l.Jiwiau.owitseh, Pt!ters bu rg-I:Um.K. 
Dreves, HalUuur~ Llair. LJof 
Doornik, llo!land Britanuia 
v. d. ~Icer, llaag Pr. Y. W. 
Denis, ~'aulqucruont R. France 
Drake. Pctersburg ~Iaxirnilian 
Dieckerlwtf, Scuwcsre San Remo 
DUsslcr, Bcrlin 11 of '- lIt1l1 ~lUd 
Danziger, Bradfl'rd H. \rolf 
Dreier, ~littebbUren Sans-Souci 
Denkert, C:oulcllz ;:;1 Stnh,burg 
De la Tcrrnss, USI prcu:;scn H . .fr. 
Dreres, 1l0chuUl Elcruelltarschule 
DUrlcr, :;t· Gallen lJannst. H. 
Drering, Ilreslau \' illa !iova 
Doubrofsky, ~ I oskat\ Reucustock 
Darnstc, Gr(,nilll;eu Fortuna 
Degener, WerDi~erode K. Y. W. 
Denmeade, London 3 Rcicbskr. 
Doorr, Fraukf.lrt st. Stoel; bolm 
V. Dllbeueck·Hebdorf, Bcrlin Kurh. 
dt'i Doria, Pctcrslmrg Huss. HoC 
.Detrin", Frackfurt t!nyu's Grtb. 
Damm, Berlin Lyou 
Dreyer, BidcfelJ K. \-. "-. 
Deliu., llradt'urd Eog\. liof 
Detring, Stctlin jla:.:. Heidenreich 
Dorksen, Konigsberg St. Basel 
Deubel, Co bien;'. Fortnua 
Dembinski, hllnczuga Dcrliucr II. 
Dietrich, Uldenburg Borll8sin 
V. lJtlbeneekJ- Franl;furt Eugl. H. 
Dreeks, Hanuover Juhannisuerg 
DUTl.nann, lJortUiunJ Vichy 
E!scboltz, )jagdeburg Dtsch. Haus 
Erck, Berlin 11. Gt:trenber;; 
Engelke, HanuO\'er Sebtitzenbof 
Esperance B"Olltcbilli, Rom G. Fass 
Erck('n, :;uutos \'.- aage 
Ebedein, Berlin l:olandsc.' k 
Erdmann, )Iittau Jobaunisberg 
Y. Ernst, Uels Adkr 
v. EynerD, earmen Y. Sans-Soutti 
Evens, Wnrenc!orf Dannst. H. 
Eiseler, Petershurg Hdretia 
Engels, \\'ansbeck Panol'aUltl. 
EngdlUaun, Berlin J obannisbel'g 
Ellis, Edinbur;,:h Windsor Hous!) 
Estrlldere, Paris H. Flamlrll 
Ever., Blyham H. FJaudre 
Eic\te, ill'ell1en Johanni-lberg 
Espent, Spaudau GuttenlJerg 
Engel, Konigsberg Burg Stein 
Eckstein, Limbach V. Wilhelma 
Ernst, Colu H. :;oltau 
Engelbardt, London Darmst. H. 
Engelbreebt, Creisen Johallnisb. 
Ehmke, Hamburg Y. St . George 
Ebbracht, Wiesbaden Gol!!. Fass 
Epdtein, Eichst!itten R. Li)wcnst. 
Y. Eieru, Hedin Knrhaus 
V. Engelbrecht, Badeu Lahnthal 
'1'_ El'Dern Bnrmen Darmst. Hof 
Y. Eichler,' Petcrsburg V. SCbonbr. 
Eric.snu, Gcfle H. Ritzmann 
Eckert. Leipzig Sehtltzenhof 
d'E,iney, Hng Fortuna 
Eisig, Heilbrono Ostende 
Epi~chkin, MoskRU F_ Rllichcr 
En!!'el, Coblen;>; FUrst mlieher 
Eicbele, Herlin Jouanllisher;; 
V. Erlanger, Frankfurt RllSS. H. 
Epping, Bielefl!ld K. Y. W. 
Flenrje. Xaulllour;; Pfalz 
~Frank, Luuwi;;silurg h: . Y. Wtirt. 
Fre,', durau \)arm t. Hof 
Fetherston. En;;luod H. v. ~2.5SaU 
Faulwa<~er. PIOtzkan Golt!. Fass 
Find, Kolding Bremer 111)[ . 
-F'alkentbal Lllckellwah.l~ ll')russla 
Flugel-Halier. 13eru \'lct?riU 
. Frykmanll, ~chwedeu :-ias . HoC 
l'riesc, ~Ia:.:ueiJlIr:; ;: 1:':lchskr. 
Fillcr Zeitz Tallnll~ 
Fries: )lelDUlin~eu )[OIl:'CO 
Fralldi'ls, Slelliu Ro.e 
FracblcniJerg,Pelersbur",H.Gmdck 
Frie.dl:cnd:r. Breslau V. Flora 
Favre, Geut' \)arDl·t. H. 
Foulu, Paris l'aDor,,\D1a 
.Fmpicb, llHliu I:Iraullocbw,. SO! 
Frederich~en.Pdel shurz I:IntanDla 
Forster, XUmh.:n; lushruck . 
FlOrsbeim. Ca . ..,) H. Lvwcnsleln 
Felsch, Leipzig ;::,III-H<:mo 
"\'. Fraukenstein, Pdcr~bur' ;\urora 
'V. ~'elleubo!r;:, Beru Darru t. H. 
Fricllricb, Hannonr W. Ro 
l!'IUgtre, H aUliover Lau:;cnan 
j"reukeu, CUln .-\\te PilOt 
Feucbt" uu;;er,}[lIncbell., ~cbIVeiz. 
}<'reuzci, Ei3euher" A Post 
Fischer, Borucke 'l 'tra burg 
Foller, ,'icoen TauDns 
Feist, C:lln H. Hc,u(lel 
'Finken ·t:l!dt, Ho.mburg .. Jahrz. 
Fischer, lIani werder Wiener H. 
Fenton, lrlaud H. Itotb 
Fmnckenberg, Paderb"TIl Ei enb. 
Fiorentino, Paris Korhau, 
·Y. FelicDberl:, Bern Kurh. 
Feiuher,;, h:~Dig,bcrg Tnuuus 
Flondor, llUc:-ol'l'in HobcnstaufTen 
Fiu:;er, Bll.liu Kurbau, 
Fritlsch, Ch"wnitl. 'c!lw:\neu 
Fedes, un,niu:':l'n Fortuna 
Foy~ac", ~cJIVedcn j.,i1au:li ·h. 
Fischer, Pt:lcrsburg HolJ~u'tanfen 
l<'ritzen, DoraDunu Helll:ost',ck 
-Friese, LellTbellill ~ "rd\!fn~y 
Frank, \rieu Chr. Schulz 
:Fritz, Hcrrlin:;erudll frit:drichsb. 
.Feddersen, Pau Pariser Hoi 
Fcindler, Sicgen Fllrtulla 
_lrinken, Teufelsmoor :5paa 
Vril!drichs, Brl!men ~ns<baum 
Frotbnrgbm, Boston II. ~chlu'!sel 
Francke, Dresdeu 't :;trn ~burg 
Frank, Nordhausen J Tbalbcimer 
' Fiuselbacll, 'alzuu;en 1I0henst. 
Faukbans<!r, Laegllun 3 Reiehskr. 
Frank, Pctersburo Idylle 
Fritlanziky, Pelersburc; Gil~tein 
-Fiedler, Eisleben nn s. H,," 
'V. Funcke, DoseD Zur Traube 
'Foltz, Land"lnhl Johauaisberg 
• deGiedroy~, Pete'rsburg Lahllbau 
Y. GrotenLtJelm, Russland B. ~tein 
~riazotf, Ruasland Pyrmont 
Gubbi.ns, England P nomma 
Guckeomuss, Colmar Lutlwigsh. 
Grale, Dresden Victoria 
v. Ger~tfeltl, Petersburg 't Lond. 
Gurtzeit, Danzi;; Pfalz 
Y. Guerard, :itra "bur6' K. v. W. 
GruDer, £urigsburg Apotheke 
Gern, Berlin II. Gmdecke 
Grodscn,,l:y, KowDo H. Wolf 
Germanoll·. "iUau JobaDni~berg 
Goltlstem. S,uuslau Roscn~arten 
v. Gehlern. rilln :1. Hitzmanu 
Gruncnbl!r:; ... \II ~ II~ll' i" Lall:;cnau 
Gelhel, l3~rtllI Pro li' ili lcilll 
". "'; )!"" '. " ti (t .j , '" .. f • •• il~'" 
GIHck maou.Wars"uau D~U;$c:l.rt. 
Gt:rbartit, .-\nll:lbo!~,: PI'. \' Wales 
Grunwald, Hull H \\'"Il 
GoSsO'lT, Bre>lau Langlluau 
I'. Gonragoe, Peter~bllro Durm. H. 
Gricnke. Cal"\! Kai<cr Adolph 
Gotlin, BrUssel Germania 
Gerber, Berlin Sdll. Johauniiberg 
Go sler, ~ewyork V. Balzer 
Giesber', DU"'eldnrt il. Flanure 
Giltt. Cbemuitz Il. ,. Leucitlenb. 
Gervai', Hambur:.: . 'chweizertual 2 
Goldschmied, "'ien Lijwen . 
Garthe, Parchea n. Flandrt! 
Y.Gutzmerow, ~tr:l,sbllrg Dtsch. H. 
Gamper, Petersburg Y. ~o\'a 
Geor~ii, Stockholm \'. XO l' a 
f;i11, England Pari·er H. 
Goldstein, 03nzi;; V. HlIpp 
GE:iser, Lan:::enthal Pr. Wllhclm 
Grunauer, BerllD Helle Vnc 
Gorsky, Peter bur .. :,chiltzcn~of 
Giesau, ~Ial;debur..; Bert. Hot 
GO!cker, Kopenha:;en Frdbnrg 
Grange, Paris Johalll.i'lberg 
Geck, Hamm \'ilIa Kubn 
rle Grelle, [Jan" l{itzmaun 
Gorbotf, Rn~~land B,lir. Hof 
Gliodemaon Girboru Wilhclsbrg. Gril~ ":chw~dcn K. v. \YUrttemh. 
Gantelinett, llamm Germania. .. 
Graf, Dielkirchen :Ieinl'. Lamo 
v. GrigorieiT, Pdcrsburg K. \". P. 
Gerhard, .Aunabllr;; P. \". Wales 
Gos lcr, Hamburg V. Balzcr 
Gouuer\ Frankfurt Deutsch. Hof 
GottlVa d, Pral; Warthurg 
v Goldenber!!, !\oni!!sberg Teutou. 
GUrts, DUsst\UClrt St. ~tockholm 
G!litioger, Berliu Scb\~eizerth. :! 
Geeh, Cassel NilS bnulll 
Gi ler, Rcm-cheit! Lall:::,'ouu 
Giirdiz, Waldhdm U. Kreuz 
Gebauer, Chariultl!uhurg tiUltenb. 
v. d. Goltz, ilerlin P. y. Wales 
Geibel, Leipzig K. v. Wllrttemb. 
G'IIY, E:nglaud Rn.s. HCJf 
Gartner, !:Ialle \\. eSlpf. _.\.\te Post 
Galdicke, Kyritz. Fel~ z. lleer 
dol Gorlacbe, )liyelle Spa:L 
Gerold, Sach8cnhaus~n Hoscng. 
Goldsruid, 1I11lwaukee Mnrieuth. 
Grunebaum, Rerlin H. Lmwenst. 
Ie Grand, Pari~ H. Gredcckc 
Grubert, Giit:ingen [i'rie:iricbsburg 
Grauhner, Leil'zi.{ I!:ichelstein 
Gadcgast, Thill Eichclstein 
Gros-, Strasiuurg Siichsischcr H. 
G<Jttstein, Ureslau V. Hupl' 
Guttmann, LllUZ S~h\'\'eizerth. 3 
Geiss, I3crlin Bnrg Stein 
Giisler, Aschcrslebell .stockholm 
Y. Gereb7.0w, Petcrsbur; P. V. W. 
Giebder, Wiesbaden V. 131tlzer 
Goldstein, :,)anclersleben H. Wolf 
Gnckenheim, Sehwei~ H. Wolf 
Gumperd, Schwedeu 3 :o:cilweizer 
v. Grot, Petersburg V. Beriot 
Gottscbalk, Bernburg VIctoria 
Giesler, Siegen Vielly 
Greinert, Nordhausen U. Rotb 
Y. Granzow, Rndape>t SussbaulU 
Gadcn, OstprellSstu H. flantlre 
Gugarine, ){usslaDll Eichelstein 
Gontaut-Biron, Pari~ :-it. LUttich 
Gronau, Berlin V. 'e!Junhrunn 
v. Grosschoptr, Lirlaml "';1. ei.iln 
Gnclieh, Lllnt!,'n En:;!. ii"t' 
Gr:if, Kreul.Dach Gutcnller:; 
HUhn. RII~ ' I:UHI Yilla Dn"s 
'. 'j'!": 
Herzer. ~ ·· (S U :lru ...:[ Lt.ittic~ 
\'. Hirsriticld. Cohlenz l\urhalls 
V. l:liDtilH~r, ~,Iclrillgen Lnll1;cnnu 
v. Heiue, Peters bur" lIalisch. H. 
\". HartOluun, B.::rliu Kurhaus 
Hennig, Bc'ppartl Schaumburg 
Huiskcn. Hr:llll,schweig JolJannisb 
Herhcrt, Leipzig Juhannisncrg 
v.Hazerwonucs,.\mslerdam4Jahrz 
Hitsklaurl, Schwe!lcu ::3chu:zenhof 
v. Hesse. Russland AllJion 
Hmpfner, Jlagtleburg Durmst. H. 
H clierstrdm,L:arlshamm Deu ticb. H 
Heinemaun, De~sau Brsclnv. Hor 
v. d. Haagen, .\m~terdam Gr. \\'ald 
Haewecker: :llinuen Bairiscuer H. 
Heugelin. ;-)tutt;art H. Scuiit'er 
Heese, Uerlin H. Goodecke 
Ho.sallcr, Berlin PI'. V. \\' al~s 
Hein7.e, Leipzig Johanuisberg 
Hdfter, Berliu St. Londuu 
Hi ~ lerllp. Diinemark Kuri!. 
Hartel, Lei pzig I'r. v. \I'ales 
Hareug, llalle _-\uler 
d'HalltcriYe, P~ris Romerbel'l; 
HasselLbn, Lirlalld II. Goodecke 
H:lllcr. Vilhe :)chilt'l.enhor 
Hnr<lc:l>tle, En"land Pariser H. 
Henle, Gijttingeu H. Gnttenoerg 
V. HalJn, Odessa V. u'.\lger 
ileDn, Greuzhau:;en B. Gutenfels 
Hau~r, Humburg St. BrU.sel 
Huebbe, Strassburg Idylle 
Heiusiu., Berlin 3 Reichskronen 
Ho.rzueirn. Gejen II. Sultau 
Haun, Dresdeu KurlJau:1 
llerzi,;, Xc\\'york Jouullnisberg 
Heller, Berlin G. Schlils,;el 
HlIt'maun, B~rliu StcJlzenfels 
Hanmallu, Diugel"tild t Sclllmncn 
vau Ham, St Troncl Danu. II. 
Hill!en, Berlin H. Hempel 
Hot; Limburg Lud\\'i~shohe 
Haberkorn. Liiessen A. Post 
Holtz, Bllrn Ru~s. Hot' 
Hart, Amsterdam Weilhllrg. H. 
Harra~so\'\'itz, LClig-zig J"h:lDnisb. 
Hildebrandt, Rcdentill V, Schvnb. 
Heiee, Berlin V. Schiinbrllnn 
Hagedorn, Rheda Russ. H"i 
i:fallscruann, Amsterdam V.:'. Sone. 
Hardt, Ben~berg Taube 
Hustig, Dresden Vic:oria 
Heat~, London WiJuelmsbnrg 
Hu,ted, Silkeborg St. L')udou 
Holst, Uraun·cblYeig Luzero 
Y. Heimburg, Oldcnbu,'g Kaiserk. 
Hcidenfeld, I:lJadcllhorst Guttenb. 
Huuger, COin Guttenberg-
HllTr, Amsteruam Hhein::au 
Hcnmanu, Berlin ~ass. Ih,!' 
Hotl'm:lDll, llraunschweig Rebcnst. 
Hu~smann, Hanuo,'cr Hheiustein 
Hinsch, Hamhurg Znr Hose 
liange, Christiania Eng!. Ii. 
Hcssl~iu, FUrth H. v. lIo11:tnu 
Hartmauu, Lippersfdd Johanni.sb. 
Heimann, Scitweiut'urt )laxilllilian 
Hcrdriugen, Wcstfaleu i(urh.lus 
Heine, Berlin Villa Orei-
Hcmptenmacher, B~rlill Fhuure 
v. Ho"rwich. Brits-el n. Guteof. 
IIebcrlu, 'IUhlhausen A. Pust 
lll)rcnuurger. I:lraunschwcig 
IU, tel, I3reUl~n Hel1;olalld 
V3U Hall', :::t l'ronu Dentsch. Hof 
H:nWl!ckcr. ~lindcu Hair. HoC 
Hesse, GJa,lchusch Langcn:llI 
[lollcns. I:lcrlin i{oS0n::artCn 
HCller. C,\.sd :-:iiclt i-l!ill!r !Iur' 
Hakc. I:lrclllcn II. 5..tlii:'cr 
' 1 :11~ ." '.~ ' ~. , ;. ~\·f'ii· ) . ~ ! I I" 
il~liiJron. l':ms Zi.:I1ClotW' 
!:lucke, He 'lin !1. j.',.,\nce 
lIayn, Berlin Britaunia 
Henlel, Burbach l:l.lJein, H of 
llageu, Hannover Villa Xova 
HiUf'nl)r, Fraukfurt D<lrmst. H. 
Hoberg, Hannover Bornssia 
Heimer, Hheydt I!:urop. H . 
Heoriquo, ~pauien Eng!. Hof 
1'. Holwede, Scblesien Belle Vue 
Hahn, Neisse Bremer 1-101' 
Hadra, Berlin :\Iarienth,d 
Hauau, Saarlu'l1is Nussbaum 
Hie~sncr, Berlin Kurhnlls 
HUttig, Berlin Kurhaud 
Harwey, England Eng!. Hol' 
Hoffwann, b:rfuTt II. 1<"llkcusteiu 
Hayoold, Kal"esa Pr. v. Wales 
Hennies, H;1nno~er B. Alliance 
HOll\V~U, C;Hn H: Ritzmann 
Hiltrop, Berlin V. Saus-Souci 
Heiuecke, Aschersleben V. Flora 
HeiDe, Dess:lu }<"ricdriebsbarg 
Heymann, Crefeld layl!.: 
Ha:;enher;;er Item<che,u.1ohanisb. 
llalDnlC;lr, Zcrbst Y. ;;chiinIJrunn 
llirscbler" \Vieu Chr. :-iclllriz 
Horn, Ji ·Gladhach K. y , W. 
Hache, Bremeu Belle Al liance 
Hobo, Hahden H. Amisia 
llert7.0g, Leipzig K. 1'. Wllrtt·~mb. 
v. H!\ ve.kerke, !3rUssel Huss. H. 
Hubcrt, Hrunschwig Hllhenzollern 
Hunut, Attenciorn H. Ho,b 
IIi rsclllelu, Hammeln ~t. Culn 
Haase, Uerlin A Icmann ia 
Heuser, :\acIJen Europ. H, 
v. d. Heydll, Ballllnein Rern~tein 
v. d. Heyden, Berlin' Britannia 
Halliel, Ruhrlll't Y L,lora 
Hofruei.tl!r, Oldenburg H. GUltenb. 
Hrosch, AacIJen H. Guttenbe"g 
Herzberg, Liebaa Gold. Larum 
HeDnings, Laucnburg Langcnan 
HolflUann, Bayreuth L.uugenau 
Boast, Diiuemark St. Ba"el 
Heckel, ::it.·Juhann Pro Engen 
Hcose, Weener Denscbcr H. 
Hauer; DUs.eldorf Lutlwigshlibe 
Hippe, \Vesel Llldwigshohe 
Hannllmalln, ::3tettin Wei~s. Hoss 
Hartmano, ~lannbeim W. Hos:! 
\' . HundclslJau~en,DasseISehtlt1.cnll 
Holste, Ebstorf Schl~eizerth. 3 
Hart, 13rUssel H. , ~'rance 
V. Hinkeldey, Nauruburg Idylle 
Hasse, Laheck Pariser Hot' 
Hellseid, Hussland Jlr.naco 
Heller, l.:crlin ::. rliuer HoI' 
Ueller, Rromber; l3ern"tein 
Hiller, I:lerlin Bremer Hot' 
Hartmann, Btlhhcim Jubannisb. 
Hammer, Zerbst V. Scbliubrnnn 
Haarbleich~r. Hamhurg H. Wolf 
Holmquiit, Helsingfors Carlsbad 
Hamp(JI, Od!S Johnnnisberg 
Hinurieks, Lingen Lang-euau 
Hause, DetnNl<l H. RitlllJann 
Heyland, Stolp H. HitzlIlunn 
HUlOey!'r, :::itol p H. ,; itzmaun 
11 irseh, Danl.ig Rll~8. Hut' 
Heinemann, Ha!lIJorer :::icIJwllnell 
llieneo, Petersbur~ Alte Post 
Iglisch, Weissenf~is ;j Heichskron. 
V. lllyne, Pctcrsilnrg U. Krellz 
Isaacs, Il:lIl111urg :,t. Hrii'tic1 
Israel, !lamhur!i' K. ,'. Wnrttemb. 
I wallowska, I:nsslancl )bximiliall 
L, l' itltrd ill .:;, Alt~nd"rn i1. 1(olh 
, 
';"; ... II\", ::>_:", ! \,;i·:r~,'ur.:: l. Llr:.;). 
JllilllCll , J~aar't Lnn1!'cn:lu 
Jentz,che, Dresaen hurb . 
Johustone, En!!laud Kurh. 
Jahn, SteUin 11. GlltteuLl!r;; 
Jacobi, Yeeht" ~cb1. J"hanui b:;. 
Jansa, Berlin h. ,'. \\'Urttemberg 
Jacobsohn. Hromber!= \\. eis Hos 
Jainkolf, I.olldvD Albion 
JUr!!en~, ~Iagdehurg H. Flandre 
Juppert, Stettiu Gnttenberg 
JUrgens, Petershurg Jobannisberg 
Jenssen, :\or\\egeu Kurbaus 
Joisebin, Hussland WlDdsor House 
John, C<,lber;: Kai er Adolpb 
JUrgcn!. I1ral1n~cbwcig\'. S. Georg 
Jonas, Kei~se H. W"lf 
Jobnson, England Ellg!. Bof 
Juuker, Erfurt B. Falkenstein 
JOB 'puson, LUden cheid Carlsrnhe 
JelaglD, C"rlnnd Pr. Karl 
.Jaylor, Paris H. Gredecke 
JIl, ucovitsch, Petersburg Gutteub. 
Jentzscb, Halle Biarrilz 
J:eger, WaldenbDr~ Znr Ro e 
Jacobi, Frankfurt Weis'. ROBa 
Jawitz, War~ehau Enrop. l:i. 
J(,ukowsky, Petersburl!' V. Dreis 
v. Jena·C(ithen, Clltben TaunuB 
Johanny, HUekeswa:;en Gutenb. 
Jo~t, Aschersleben Lilwen 
Janke, Hreslau Belle Alliance 
Jablon(\wsl;a, Paris Carl bad 
Jakoflelf, Russland Pro '1'. W. 
Jany, Konigsbcrg Weidenbnseh 
v. Kooo\'aloff, Petersbnrg London 
KalinoYsky, Pctersburg 't. LUUicb 
T. d. hnesebeek, Berlin Entop. H. 
T. d. hne~eheck, CarweEurop. H. 
I\eiternieh, etiln H. :soltau 
h:roschel, Arnstadt 1\. Alexander 
Tau Kempen, Hoor.choten 4 Jaun. 
Kort\\'ich, Herlin Lang-enlln 
I\ootouzoff, Hu land Pyrmnnt 
};lot7., Danzig Lud1\'igsbuue 
V. Kablen, Lirland V. Balzer 
v. Ke8Sio~er, Chemnih; V. S.-Socci 
KlGpfel, NUroberg Lllwen 
v. Kopylolf, War ehau 'toekbolm 
KUbtze, Cilln ['ariser Hof 
Kleemann, J1eeklioghausen Alem. 
Kettelhaek, Hecidin;:hau en Alem. 
Krepeke Altenbruk G. Lamm 
Kartbaus, Barmen DarmsL. H. 
Kralnlld, Kolding llre.ller Aof 
T. Kolotscboff, ~Ioskan St. London 
Keil, ~cnfteuberg 5t Basel 
de Kliemcn!;o, Petersburg Sehllnbr. 
Kaufmann, LangcDtbal Langenau 
KaDlp, Dus~eldorf Y. Monrepos 
Kurdl, Kredenborg 't. Innsbruck 
Kamberger, Berlin Bair. HoC 
Kruchll' Petersburg Pro V. Wales 
K!!hle(" Erfurt :st. ~trassburg 
KaUlOlann, Lei(Jzig Langenau 
Ke'~ler, Liuder Pro Karl 
Kon"paeki, Cobleuz Darm t. B. 
T . Konig, MUuBter Darmst. H. 
Kartbau~, Barmen Darmst. H. 
Kahlcnberg, Halle Langen au 
Kamar.' w~ky, Russland Monrepo8 
Kauscbmann, Petersburg Pf:J.lz 
KUster, Hamburg V. Heale 
Kiparsky, :stuttgart Rus • HoC 
Keimes, Rlle>dt H. Soltnu 
Kahel, CU trin H. ,. Holland 
Eipar,k\" Li"land 11. Reuter 
Kubn U;un tadt \\'e~. Hoss li:r!!g~r, Riga H. Flandre 
hlt'\:::.U' "' • . :. !.: II ... ·. ~ 1',J ! . .:l.!~\J. 
K:usc:-, i..Cl1)Zl!: LUL.l.!:-t! 
KeOlller. Am,reruall l I'ari,;e~ lIoi 
Kohli. !'-tr;\s"uur;: \I clllt;.:, Hof 
Kiini;:sbcr;:c~. O,~t7. L i' \\"~lJ 
Kanzler. l:itr:.ssour:: II :,cu[iicr 
Kintzcl. 't ra~s',ur!; Ii. =,eiliilCr 
Kocu. Hu,sland clnn:lzcrlnal 2 
Karol\·. lSerilll l'r Y. W:lle~ 
Klciu; Lenel' Lallzeuau 
Karihaulll, Hannover Lauzcnau 
Kramer, ~iainz Luze~n ' 
Kliogebeil. ililde,ueim Langenau 
Kampe, ltculiin~cn Sl. ~Iosk~.u 
'1' . Kablollllotl. l'etcrsbllr~ Loudon 
Klcin, Hranut!lI),urz rilla Xova 
Kmtgen, lJrll tmulld Yil la :\ol'a 
Krippcntlorf, Sie::en Taunu;: 
Kleinert, Con Coblenzerbtr. 29 
Kaufmann, Herlin Guttcn ' erf 
V. Knorring, Liel'iand ~Ionrepos 
Katz, Posen Hbciugau 
KrU/:er, GrlJnbcrg H. France 
Y. Kaulla, lIireiehell II. France 
'\'. Karaka, 'War~euau )Ionrepos 
Kilbler, Altenburg Pr. \\'i1belm 
Krontbnl, Posen 3 Heicbskronen 
Kunatu, Dresden Darmst. H. 
Kettelhaek, U"rstcu Alemanuia 
KeDned,·. Endand Lahnhau 
Katz, Elda1!scn Gold. Traube 
Kemp, ::ltetlill Rosen~artell 
KrHgcr, Saal:"eld Jugenbeim 
Klee, Langenfnhr JlIgcnbeim 
Kesler, Wien Kaisu Adolph 
Kratscb, Altenburg Alhion 
KOchlin-Gaigy. Ba~el Adler 
Kollwar, Besigheim Wilh. :;Ienber 
Kaufmann, Culn St. [rassburg 
KUrol~u, Trier Friedricb~h. 
V. Kesselcr, Ciiln Weis-es HailS 
Klinig~b(!r~er, Hre~lau G. Kette 
Kunckell, XordiIausen \-. Knbu 
Knnzki, BerllD l\urbaus 
Kocb, Herliu Knrhans 
Koeb, Berlin hnrhau 
Kes el, L~'on :all Hl'mo 
Krahel, Habelscbwcrdt Yictoria 
Kes ler, Lcsbeck Wiener Hof 
Krause, Wiesbliden Gold. Lamm 
Kasch, Luheek H. Guttenberg 
Klemen , .::;traubin~ He.\ denreieb 
E!irii i, Grllz -1 Jabreszeitcn 
Kolekmann, Peter5Lurg Sau Remo 
T. Kolcssolf, Pctersburg- P. Y. \V. 
v. KUster, Petersbllrg P. \". W. 
Knipper, St. Jobltnn Pduz Eugen 
Karsten, Jnngfer b.-Pr. Pr. Engen 
Krause, Berliu '1. Frankfurt 
K.:estner, Dresden H. Gutenlels. 
Kaufmann, Paris H. Ritzmann 
K.owalo'l'fsky, Inowrazlaw \\'. Ross 
V. Konemann, Hannover London 
Kleppe, Boebum t. Strassburg 
". KUster, Petersburg P. T. W. 
v. Rouscbaxewitcbe, Peter 'b. D. H. 
Kaiser, Bamhurg Gold. Lamm 
Krumbbolz, Petersburg H. France 
Kopp, Hanau H Gredecke 
Kabane, Wa~cbau Gold. Kctte 
KUndin~er, }l;Urnberg- Rolandseck 
Kahane, Uerlin HUmiscber h:aiser 
Krlinin, Lodz Spaa 
Krlimer, Berlin K. Adolpb 
Kruse, ~aarburg Ludwigsb15be 
Koeu, Bern burg Lud wigsulihe 
Killian, Ant\\'erpcn ". :\o\'a 
Y. Kleist, Stolp K. Y. 'W. 
Kessler. Paris Kurhaus 
Kobl, CUln Uelle Alliance 
h.~I:IIII .~:: : ,.HIJ-.:':'U: j •. Y. j.1t 
hellllc!. , IL'rlll: l:us:,. liIJI' 
Krel:c l. H:lbclscilWadt J{lIein"'au 
' -. hi'nl':. Elbiuo; Y. d'AI!.'er t: 
\". Klc .,:. lJ.!.rlU,tadt K. ,'. \\'. 
Klich _ Vsnah, lick J ., hanni~ber" 
Krall-, ~I.-Glad;'acb Eichdsteio 
Kadi.;cb. <'~ralldenz llcrliner Hof 
Y. KnoLl!!n;;;;i, Ur.-Gl"zau HoruSl>ia 
Kratt, Uucrrnh.:nstein· l>armst. H. 
Karlruuun, ::ichelleo Llldwi"stbal 
hrobn. Lllueck Pariscr HoI' 
Knppelrua lllJ, :chutt"rt Alliance 
Kratoeh"ill, Poscn \'. I:calc 
Kahil:, SC'uft, nber!.' :->t. I~a,el 
Kritzler. DarDl ladl If. France 
Krautz, Leyden Eug!. HoC 
,_ Lysander, 'WiesLaden Rair. H. 
Y. d. Leeun, Haag H. Guttenberg 
de Leskllfi', Pcter~burg Plalz 
T. Lil'ouiu~, Reichcnau l:ladiich. H. 
Lentz, Polen Alte Po~t 
Lomer, Passau H. Roth 
Lunth, Carisballlm Del1tscbes H. 
V. Ludwig, Breslau Langeuau 
'. Lic\'en, ~11I~kau V. Monrepos 
Lukowitz, Paris H. Soltau 
Lowy, I::~cr Stadt COin 
V. LIDUheiw, l:lerlio St. LOlltlon 
Llltke, Hemscueid k,\\'aria 
Lewis, :-an Francisco Idylle 
L:n')', Hamburg Hurg ::ilcin 
Licbrt!lcb, itolll V. d'Alger 
Lintner, lt~gensuurg Rolandseek 
LehwcEs, Petersbnr;: Adler 
" . Leonhardi, Darlllst. H. 
Lapp, Magdebllr:: hurb. 
Lebruaicr, :\eW\'ork Pl'TlUont 
V. L\\'ofr, Russluud P~:rmont 
Lopat:n~, Petersbllr~ Pr. I'. \\' ales 
Lndll'.:/.. Hattenburg,Ellgland 4 Th. 
'\'. Latchinoft', l'eter,;hurl; Dent. H. 
U:ewe, Dresden Seb!. Johannisb. 
Lind"n, Clilil Ludwig-sh(ibe 
LUdtkc, JlIterhok LDll\\'igshobe 
Lis'mnnn, FUrth Y. Scbiinb. 
Lahm, Hill;!cnheim~; Sdll1le 
Lewissou, Ilerhn :'t. Wiesbaden 
Lauis, \\. cida Holalluseek 
Lentsch, Leipzig- Sall-l{enlO 
Lindeus!IDrit, Uerlin Uair. Hof 
Lejenne, Paris \'. K 0"11. 
Lauth, Fraukfurt Johnnnisberg 
Lippmann, Hamhl1rg K. v. Wtb". 
Y. Lrewis, Livland Uremer H. 
Lohmeycr, Ranis B. Falkenst. 
V. LlIsrobe, Livland Belle Vue 
Lukntin, :llos~au \reisses Ross 
Lewinson, ~Ioskau Johannisberg 
Lapp~, X eu-Dietendorf Helgoland 
Lange, ~!agdebllrg San Heroo 
Linke, W'olfenbUttel Weilb. HoC 
Leontieff, ltus~land Freiburg 
Laban 0 fi', Petcrsburg 4 TbUrme 
Lemm, Berlin Rosengarten 
de Lucbet, Mainz K. v. WUrttemb. 
Linel, Frankfurt V. Dreis 
Uiwenthal, FrankJurt De\lt.~eb. HoC 
Lewcrruan, Pllderborn Eisenbabn 
Lemberg, Brcslau Bremer Hof 
Luden, Utrccht Pariser Hof 
V. Lehndorff, Herlin KlIrbaus 
~. Lauer, Berlin Kurbaus 
Lange, Berlin Stolzenburg 
Lamberg, Kurland Fortuna 
Ludwig, Herliu St. London 
Landeros -en, chwedcn Valencia 
Lewerenz, Bre~iD St. Wiesbaden 
Liudau, Berlin K. y . \\'Uruemb. 
LIIIl •• ilOtHdHll":': '''·'Tid. l~L!.!iu " {ein 
LClIl_ (;arlkk'::CII ?ill<siJauw 
Liepc. (."hliLZ G Traube 
Littlllanll, Hrc,lall \\'indsor House: 
LUck, Mainz (;cnf 
Lebkuchner, Scbweiulurt n,l\"aria 
\". Lcvetzow, Wllbi~er "urhallS 
Lidorikis, Athen H. Schiiter 
Lallltcinou, LUtlich Friedrichsnurg-
Lautcrbllrg, Langnau 3 Reiebskr_ 
Vi~ch, t'henlllitz Belle Vue 
Lewin, Berli n Dllrnlst. Il of 
Lurenz . Edellknben K. I". \\'. 
Laufs, ~I..(: lad bach Pro v. W. 
],[aylander, Bernbtlr~ Bail'. Hof 
MlIhlsteJi, U(,dlllluhUlte Winds. U_ 
Y. ~fanstein, IllIssland B. ::itllin 
v. Maltz(Lim, kotbenwoor 13. Stein 
Michel, England Villa Reale 
Muble, lJalllhurg St. London 
Mielcke, Klinil-'sherg Johannisb. 
Martini, Er;urt K. I'. WUrttembg_ 
Menzeu, ::laarlouis K. '\'. \\'Urltemb_ 
Marshall, En!:land GenC 
Mever, KI. )!allsl'dd H_ Grodecke 
Mentil'lay, Loudou \'illa Hupp 
Muller, [)armstadt H. Ritzmann 
Monlal't , Kurland Taube 
Muller, Leil'zic: Yiehy 
Meyer, Braullscb\\'ei~ Alte Post 
Meyer, Prenzillu Gold. Kreuz 
Mei,.sllcr, :\cuwarp L:mgenau 
Molincus, liarmen Pariser H. 
Meyer, :\euhn.ns Borussill. 
Martin, CUIJeniek Kleeblatt 
Maxsi movitctJ, Petersbur" P. Y. IV' _ 
MUeksch. Berlin Langeullu 
~IUller , Ilrake Darmst. HilI' 
\' .. \laydell , lle"al II. (;uttellnerg-
Moekcl, Anoilberg H. Hempel 
Middleton, Schott land V. Drds 
'. ~llll!er, Dusseldort K urh. 
Muraine, Herlin K. y . Prensscn 
lientel, Hol7.kirci Lall~cnau 
Mittwe!!, E~8en "'ei<ses lIaus 
Med ncdkofl', .\!osknu Gold. Fass 
Meckel, Eibl!rf'eld I'r. V. " -ales 
MUlier, Berlin Hu~' n 's GartenlL 
Meyer, llremen V. San~-Souci 
MUusler, Copcnhagen Labnailll 
?llarx, !:Serlin Albion 
},lUller, Berlin Lllugenau 
Mewes, ~[cxieo H. Gnttenberg 
)[allachllw, Bromberg Bairiscb. H_ 
lIlUller, Deutsch Croul! Jobannisb. 
Muller, Tann H. Henter 
Mietbe, Ei~enaeb Flora 
Mehlhoru, Freiberg Taube 
Markowsky, Kiew narmst. H. 
MOlller, Guben Langenau 
lIIarsder, Londou St. London 
Medum, Silkeborg 8t London 
Messer, Licit Friedrichsburg 
Y. Ma~' dcll, Livland V. Reale 
Marzahn, Spandau Nnssbaum 
Ie Marchand, Berlin Pr. V. Wales 
MUller. Erfnrt Ludwigshohe 
Milntin, Petcrsbur~ Eugl. H. 
Meine, Hannover Wilhclmsbg. 
Afahnert, Dresden Brem. H. 
Y. MUller, Petcrshurg V. Reale 
Menzel Uillrath San Remo 
Merenberg, \Yiesbaden Kurbans-
Me\'cr, OsnubrUck Villa Flora 
Meister, Stetli11 St. London 
Mever. DlI~srldorf V. Reale 
Me;'er; Hamburg H. Ritzmanu 
Merpert, Kiewc Hohenzollern 
MUller-Stumm, Frankfurt Engl. H. 
)fcycr, ZlIricu II. G,)!<Iecke 
llelikou, Pcter.;bur; St. Wi~sbad. 
Michaelis, )Iagdebnrg V Hupp 
Jlaass, Herlin K. v. WUrttcmi> 
\" Zur-~IUhlen, Liel'!and B rue 
y. Meyer, Petersbur:; St Lo.?do~ 
v. Michalkowskv Brewen S -::JUUCI 
Muller Paris W e~demark \\' eilb.H. 
lfarri~lt ~;n"laDtI ll. RIOth 
'}laonhei'mtr,O Osch,: rsfebcu I:!. Vue 
Marschall, Culu ~t. llnls·el 
Miebels, Prigluwilz lJculseh. Haus 
de ~lerejkowoky,Pcter~ bg. Engl H. 
'Y. ~Illhlcn , Livb\od Helle Vue 
y. ~Iyschetskr, Petersburg 3 ::;chw. 
~[entzel, Hreslau Johall ll isbl!rg 
~Jijller, Weteronfeld Jugcnbeim 
Megele, Speytr Hellqllelll! 
de ~[attbY', Lllttieh Sans-:,ouci 
Mnsehi, NordhllUS;!O H. Guttenb, 
~I!iller, Berliu Kl\rhau~ 
~Ian:, Habel~ehwenlt Victor a 
~Iouhaupt, Breslau JIOhanuisberg 
~Iosler, Giessen B. Lahn~ck 
~[arquard, Obernick )Iouaco 
"Iuller, Scbbien 3 ReieLskronen 
~Illtzenhccber,H:ullburg Brsebw.H. 
Meyer, O.terodc ::it. )IUnc!:en 
Mensing, WichUlanu@hausen A. P. 
'Y. d. )larwitz, Erfurt K. v. W. 
1tIi~ehke, Berlio V. Sllns- 'ouci 
"Y. ;\iorgoli, Petcr~burg P. v. W. 
Micbelly, KUoigsber; V Balzer 
'Y. ~roltje, ASllen St. Basel 
Meyerfeld, Frankfnrt V. Beriot 
Moscbel, Speyer Heilqutlle 
lIakaroff, PetersLurg Gastein 
]'(u\1er, Hamhurg t. llUneben 
lleyer, Dre~uen I'lal~ 
Iirus, Leipzig \Y eilburl!'cr Hof 
Michalolvsky, "'rakau l:f. Haag 
Miessner, Berlin H. Hcn.pd 
~lielalis, Domit;,: II. Guttenberg 
lIliehaelis, Dilonitz Z SCh\Vllnen 
lleier, Halber.tadt H. Lam'eost. 
. MUller, Bre lau Langenau 
:}listorky, Pelerdhur:; II. Gutteub. 
llusill, Moskan Pf.Llz 
ldeyer, Hannovcr Belle Vue 
Morgenroth, Elbcrfeld Germaoia 
lIittler, Hersl"eld Zur Eieeubabn 
~!Uller, EILvillll Altu Po,t 
Meyer, Barten H. Amisia 
'Mertoo, Frankfun Darmst. Bor 
Meyer, Osnabruck Jobanni~berg 
.Marggrll.fT,Scbwiehus Yilla Dreid 
ltIllrtena, Detmold H Ritzmano 
Micket, Alt~nuorn H. Roth 
MolIl!r, Gdle Ii. I{itzmann 
.1Ileyer, Hllmbu"g H. R,tzmann 
-lIura\'ielV, Petersburg Leuchteob. 
~awin8kow, RU~8land Huss. Hot 
:Nemoss, Petersburg Johatloisberg 
'de Neft'orge, BrUssel V. Dreis 
Nehehartl', Petersburg Germania 
Nilson, CbristiaDia 8t Wicshadcn 
Nunnemncher, Milwaukee Ktlrb. 
Netchmff, Petersburg Germania 
Neumeister, Alexalldrien SchIVan. 
Nebrkorn, Riddagshausen P v. W. 
Niedermnyer, )IUnchen Nassovia 
Y. Nasarki, Rie-a V. Scbonbrunn 
Nagel, Altona Weilbg. Hof 
Neeb, \Vien LUwen 
v Notdstcin, Petursburg B. Kiinisst. 
Nellball', ~IIS . nu Genf 
Niegm, Pctcrshur,. K. Alexander 
Naumann. Liihnu :·t. ::itockholm 
Neutze, Xicucrmeiscr Dcut~cb . II. 
Sich~. Bre-hlt '\' :\111\ ,' . 
Xickttin, )!l·~k:t u J llh :\O uishcrg 
Xikutow,ki, Dedi u Pro Eu::eu 
Xenoauer, I'MIS :-i,h\\eizerih. 3 
Xiederhofhdlll. Wi en H. Wolf 
Xottebaum, UU,seldll rl ~IaIUZ. H. 
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Strauss, Frebur U. Woll 
Scboulcnbllr:;, HIt ~ land K. v. W. 
Stenr, Vilbel I\leebllltt 
Scheitner, Hnrup V. Kubn 
Stern, Pttc r~burg Sl London 
v. u z. Scbacbtcu, P dcrborDEg.H. 
Te~rlor(lr, IInmburg L. Wic8blldcn 
Tilcb, liUrlitz Joballnisberg 
Tnylor, 'cboftlal1d Pariaer Hor 
Trompcn. Am~tcr(lnm Maintcr [1. 
Tliuhcr, WUr~hurg Gold . Kreutz 
'l'chnpplin, Ilombur!t' Pr. Albert 
Thumb, Uurtschcid V. d'Algcr 
Trcllther, Xl\uudorf K. Alexander 
Trcvclyl\n, Dublin 11. ohnu 
'l'ecfzlllnnn, Ma~ dcbor{: :cb"".n. 
Tscbischo'" , ~[outrc u}; B. KUo lj;st. 
'l'hormwill, London [I. GutlcDbg. 
Thics, Brnunsl'I.lwcit: 11. Grcdccl;c 
Thollla", ~l1rnbcrb V. No\' 
: "" ',' , .:, I 'I 0"'1i . /. ' • !, I 
:1 .;1,,1;"11. 1:IIT t,tld· IJ<lfllI"t II 
,l"l~'a:" tilt :0.1' )' ""l'Il , II \. ::-.dlllll\'. 
I .v 1.1;",\\lI'z , J:II HM "lJul ElJgl. II. 
'1 UIIHIII 1., . 1'<\(" IJllq: IWrncrhcr:; 
Trail, Ui'(lcllht'lI11 I, orlllllll 
T . 'I nllschk(,IT, I 'CII' I hllllJ" h. , \Ir. 
tic TICUI'IJICI", 11IU" cI j(JI"lJnn~ 
1'h:lI, Qlll'lll illhllJ'j: CIH. ~l'hlll/, 
'1'r(l II·. ':1'!J"'CtlCD 1' \'flIIOllt 
Tbilcllilll, WII·,ltcH).:1I h , " l'r. 
Tc. " nn 1111, \\' 1~IIH,r \' . ~ch(\uhrU lll1 
TOR ,lIl1er h, Jo:"rn \\' Fer er 
'111\\,11 1111. blldn nd HIIK 11111 
T.dIlIMChkc. (; ilrlJ tz \\IIHi~lIr II. 
ThYClI, IITl'nll'D Lahnllllu 
Trlt.ch~r. \\ icll I Jnhre zeitell 
ThOll', Oldcnlolll!;, ". \'. \\': 
Y. 'l'Tlllltn·ttcr, :- trul .lln,l ~I nr i cn th _ 
v. Tcrrclllu ~kll, ['ettor,hnr,::\o J. II . 
'l'hllLl f6, \\ .j ,cullu ll' 1\ lI~s).nuD\ 
TlliernnlllJ, :-:ta lurt :;;p"a 
Trwbcrt, Friedlaud " (mIt: tCIU 
Trumann, '\ew ,"ol'k I:uII. 11. 
Tbome, 1.1Ickwcilcr II . (lut 'n,.da 
Thoruc, lirllft8CI II. C:utl'nfd 
'fight', F:II!=IIIU(I Ellg!. IInr 
Tl'llfcl,clll'llllllocq: AIt\! I'o~t 
Tlq:cll\;upl, ['rcllzlall 11. i{el1f er 
Trunllic>, AllellclI II. t," rcnbeq; 
Umher, LnnlJcllhcim:it. ~tr:tll"hurg 
Uller, Schlin eo \1'111 Ibur:; 
Ullrich, Culllt'n/. 1(1,,110 
LnbchoIlCII.Artht:lI.it::-.r Il1n brnck 
UIIUlnnlJ, \\'cil1,nr GI'rlllRuia 
Un!;!:r, l1rnclcntl .. d 11 Hoth 
\'(U Z(~, IIrl'mCn (lulo 1'rnnhe 
\'ol kt·, ,'cllwl'idnllZ 1\ .\clo'ph 
Y(I !!," , (,('('slcmll lld e I.:UIj!Clltlll 
\'IJi ::llUlltln, (:u!Jcu TCl\tll11l1l 
\'o~ 'I, :o;cllwc1J1I r LIIIUIII 
\ (',t.:lcr, Gi '~·cu A. Pu,t 
Yolhl'illl , L:dbllch XIII o"in 
\'u r(l~, I'nri- II. ~(~It il('r 
\ 'erhcnl('r, Ikl;':lctl .J"hCIIIIII bcre; 
Y('Trll; IhllllllJrr:.: Lllnl! 'no ll 
VIJgcl. .\crl'·11 LII<I\\i;.: hl,l,c 
f. \ ' chhellll. LJ &I('(lt :'"n /( CIIIO 
\'cI'lJl. ~rll , UVln,IIUrnhrrc; 
V/lid, Ea, II IIritunl IlL 
Varos)" l'I\ I"e"" Pr. '. \\ nil'. 
VolI'r" L 'hl) I:hCtll gRU 
Vart'uhnl", 1)~IUl(lI(l It . l:il l. l1Jano 
V. V ·I lb 1111 , Ehatorl ~c:hwe izth 
Vi;.:i r, Pnri Sclt llrzcnhof . .. 
,'. Vunll8chmiut, Ilndll)lc t XUI b. 
T. W delstned t, lIaul1(J\'c r rrlll:r; 
Wilmllnl, lltcntru );u eOj;artcn 
Winkler, Brcel,11I n nf 
Witt, Ulllllhllrg PnriM' r II(I( 
Wurrn , 1\Urnhcr;; J oblltlnilberg 
We~t)lb .I, U rllII 1I('rlilll:r Bur 
Wentzel , Friedrlchathlll (1. r ' laod 
\\' rullner, Berli n Lunc-cnau 
\'. d \\,icl, ,\ruhrl ul K. , •. WU I UeOlb 
Wcl(llI cr, Nllrllhcrg LUw n 
.,. W l\ ,i ii If, Peter burl;- ' t Lont 
\\'i,koH, ~:"~t'n Laug~u nu 
Wapler, Erfurt Rosent:llrt.eu j 
\\' cntlunck, DrcpdCIl 1:U" 1. U 
Wnller, ~IUblbnu.cu ,t. Hucl 
Wolff, (lpcuick t\ormunul8 
". Wedell, Becldin;:bnufcD Flandl 
v Walc,ukn, HUR~ I:,,)(I Lnltub 
T' Walther, ~3nttcr \ !;alzer 
Wehlnn, lire lau \'illll Dtei~ 
W vhe HUlin II. dc Frnnco 
v. \Vie~k . ~[cdcbn('h Lllhnhno 
Ill,·,..,,, 1\\ C"'ltt IIt·U"J:t·_ 
Wiccllm:\Un. Scun,ri; Dcut~cn. 8 . 
\\'cLiemeycr, El5agsc n Darrn. H. 
Witzgall, ~ronach H. chiifer 
Wiasem~ky, Homburg Pro Allert 
Wahrcuberg, Berlin Lanl!~nau 
Wedekind, Hannol'er Hu) u's G. 
V. Wictersbeim. Xeuhof Y. Hupp 
V. W ieter~heim , Torg:ltt Y. Rupp 
Wahlert, LiPPsHldt Lal~genau 
Wolf Licberose B"nlS>la 
Winkbaus. \\'e::rt'alen ::t. Basel 
Westhot; DUsseldorf HIemer H. 
'\". Weitncr, Petershurg Gl1ttenbg. 
"'eissler, Frciburg G. Kelte 
Westen burg, Haarlem H. F1andre 
Wiedmer, Guben Jobannisberg 
Werner, Xenwied Lyoll 
V" Wendeu, Ru:,sland Nerothal 
Weis mano, Petersburg Eug!. H. 
Wefer, Brncke St. tockllolm 
Wiese, Dresden Pf.llz 
Wentzel, Friedrichstltal F landrc 
Weise, Bern burg Friedric b burg 
Winckelmann, Berliu V. Xova 
Wyneken, O"nabruck Idyll.: 
Wehner, FraDklurt ldyloe 
Wiener, HrUssel 4 Jollrest. 
Witzenmann, Pfonheim Guttcnb. 
Wildt, Hcrlin Nnssbaum 
Wineberg, RU$sland Braunsch. H. 
Wetterqnist, CelIe Romerstr. 85 
\Y:\tir~oc, i.JiiSS~H.i.t.irI \+. l\C :tt c 
W ~ibe7.altl Ma!: tiebllr:; Zlll' Rose 
Wie~sner, Leip'lio Scbtitzcnllof 
\\'estkott, Barlllen !'it. :-5tockholm 
Wagner, Aach~n Europ. H. 
Waltcr, ~IUhlballsen H. Gredeeke 
Werkmeister, !\eesen Ludwigsh. 
Wolff, E. sen H. Ritzruann 
WiU7.01ann, CGlu Burg Stein 
Wassilielf, Warunege G. Kette 
Weidenbaupl. DlIs~eltlorl FJandre 
Wichmann, LUbeck P. V. \\' ales 
W tnzel, Zwickau ~Iaxirnilian 
Windesheim, Halle V. XOI'a 
Walwer, Berlin Friedricusbnrg 
Werurer, Herlin V. :::t. George 
"an '" ieldrecut, lIaag K mhaus 
Wolff, Hrnsst:! B. Gutenf~ls 
WUnniug, lWbbis :::t. Brusscl 
Winkelmann, Berlin Villa Xoya 
Walcker, Marbur;: Adler 
Wallenberg, Schweden :'1 eran 
V. Wilmowski, Bre~lan Dh.rritz 
Wild, ~ eu, trelitz Fcl~cnhurl! 
v. Was~illietr, ~Io~kall G. Kettc 
Weymar, Muhlhau~en V. Flora 
WUn;ich, Br~sl:\U Friedricbshnrg 
Wru;sermunn, Reval Kleeblatt 
Wupperruunn, Barmen V. Sova 
Wolf~ Henheim V. Schonbrunn 
Woog, Creuznacll H. Wulf 
"B ..... ....... -.- NAS A " , 
It ~:I~c::. ISGL.: ~ .. ,. " _::~CIIIO). 
y. Wieck , Her:;n ~eilqueiic 
v. W ioteric!tl. Edin Kurhaus 
". \\'i1O\ow~ki. 3eriin Kurhal1s 
W tdcl-(;i(jdcns.;: aunover Bril:l11nia 
v. W fllel , SI. .\ ,old St. Loudun 
Y. Waldlleim. HtI,;s land Rnss. H. 
\\' cnzl'!. H:Jl!c'.'>er Jos. ~cumiut 
\\' i1hduli. :I: oi; ::,:r~ Schweizerth, 2 
Weber. Witte:":; ... r~ WiLd50r H. 
\\'eli. Coin B. (; uteuftls 
Werntr, Dre,·icu Pro v. \\'al\:s 
\\'O()rt. AunaGcr;: WiDd~or Hume 
WOYClechon\;; i. Galizien Y. Halzer 
Wiuckel, Ber:e::,org K. _-\dolph 
\Vatu. Lomh·o ':. ~IOnri!jJl s 
,,,. 01 ft'. BIn Ul!l .:.:emnnnia 
Wildt,:rstcr, D;,se1dori Brp.lI:cl' H. 
\rage"r, Beri:n Pariser Bof 
Wittiog. B~3t::.schweig Engl. H. 
"an Wicldrecbl. Haag :!diltdball 
Weiss. OIJenc,nrl! H. L~uchtenb. 
Wesemann, EaDlloHr K. '\". Pr. 
Weiuiuger, ~ _r::berg Rheingall 
\\' oltf. Herxhe::n V. ~chiinbrllnn 
'\". de' Water. E'ilterdam Fortuna 
Wehr. Gottin.:'!:: H. Gc.edecke 
Wanuer, K:lr::erg Langenau 
". ysmann, Aosterdam )lonaco 
W cchselmanu. 3udapest \-. Reale 
'''au I, \vihorg Aarora 
Zag-el. XUruberg Johallni"bcrg 
Y. Zaborow,:ki, Coblenz Darrnst. H. 
V. Zlotnllzki, Russla~d Labnbau 
Zange, Erf\1l't Jollannisberg 
Zeise. Giirlitz K. v. Prellsscn 
Zickermann, Schwerin V. Renle 
Zelz, Arcruueitci' Fortuna 
Zeppenfeld, Lahnstein Gol Lnmm 
Zepptufeltl, Hamhurg Lnngcnau 
Ziegdlllllllu, 1\1. ~eidlit1. V. Rupp 
Zickentlrabt, Hersidd WillIelmsb 
Zimmerlllann, Husslalul V. Dreis. 
Zett~nberg, Schweden G. Lamm 
Z(dlitz, ~ellicsien V. Dreis 
ZUhlke, Greiftnber~ H. France 
Zum)Jl, llerlill St. ::ltrassburg 
Zeisler, Erfllrt Rumerberg 
Zul!ncr, Cult bus H. Glltteoberg 
Zirkcl, Wicn H. Flandre 
Zahel. Berlin H. Gcedecke 
Zolutikotr. :lloskau Gutenberg 
Zeisig, Breslau Belle Vue 
Zimmer, Hrumath, ~iichsiscb. H. 
Zimmermann, Rllssland V. Drcis 
Zllbalotf, Petersburg Engl. Hof 
Zingraf, Xeustadt'Sehlitzenhof 
Zimmermann, Asselheim Einhorn 
Zei.;sig, Altenburg Sf. Strassburg 
l~alLe ulld wanne, r om ische, J'Ussiselie UJld Kiel'el'lllltlel biiller zu jetl e lO 'rllgI'SZt~i l , 
Hausarzt: D r. R uuge, 
E leclrol l\(! loapie. 
v. d. Wyk, 1'''. a. d. Haag 
WebdeklDtl, Fr!. a. ~lin(len 
Hllm, Hr. l:Ianlder m. G~IU . a. Berlin 
Fischel, Iir. S, Kfm. a. Berlin 
T.· Stockhausen, FrI. a. Kliuigsberg 
Wnlkow, Fr. Dr. a. Pima 
Brauer, Fr. m Fr!. Tcht. & . Berlin 
,1tleister, Hr. Kfm. m. Frl. Schwest. a. Bremen 
Krllnig, Frl. a. Bielefeld 
van Niessen, Hr. Archil. m. S. &, Moskau 
Delina, Hr. Reg.-R. a. HaoDover 
Kurliste vom 24. JUDi. 
~(eozel, Hr. a. Bochum 
Lorge, Iir. m. uem. a. Gr. _-I. uheim 
Schmidt, H-. Post<ec. a. Clilo 
Kuhlmann, Hr. KrUt. u. Frl. Tcbt. a. 15crlohn 
Krntmeyer, Hr. m. Gt!!U. a. Oeyuua::,i:u 
Nenhaus. Fr. a. ~[Unster 
Ovcrlnck, Hr. J\fm. a. Crele:d 
Bl!oder, lIr. Kfnt. a. Fricdber~ 
:::clll1clJafllt. Hr. PlOt'. a. Halltl 
Cale, IIr. Krei,r. a. Plescuen 
Levi , Hr. KfUl. m. Gem. u. Bet!. :l. frankfurt 
.-\aroll, Hr. Kfm. a. Breslan 
Frick, Frl. a. Crcl1zuacll 
~~iJmicding, 1-'1'1. a. Witten 
BirschlllDLI, Hr. Kfrn a. lkrlin 
Fiedler, 2 Frl. Schwc.teru n. Cassel 
Witte, Fr. n. BreUlen 
~Garlicb8, Fr. A. Hrem~n . 
V. Hc:itlelureck, Hr. Hptm. a. ~larbur.; 
Rosendorf, Hr. Kfm. a. Herlin 
Rosenthal, Hr. KfD). a. Wetzlar 
Heuser, Hr. Fabr. a. :'ioliogcn 
:Uacr, Hr. Kfm. a. Maim: Sante, Fr. u. Frl. Schwester n. Hildcsheim Gliiser, Hr. rn . ~'Il. Tocut. u . 
.... Homcmann, Fr. Wwe. m. Sobn a. Rehburg 
,"'eddigen, Hr. Kfm. a. New-York 
Martin-Lebrun, Fr. rn. Fam. a. 'Verners 
Cohn, Fr. a. Greif~wnld 
RlIders, Hr. Kfm. m Gem. a. Soltau 
Henscbel, Hr. Musikdir. n. Bremen 
V. Hartmann, Hr. Reg.-Assesor a. Hannover 
Frederking, Fr!. a. Cassel 
Deiters, Fr. a. MUnstcr 
;V?gelsan~, Hr. Kfm. m. Fam. a. Leyden 
.;!h'sch, Fr. m: Fr!. Tcbt. a. Neuss 
·.~ruc~, Hr. DlTector des Vorschussvereins a. 
'k Wleabaden . • 
~ t.;... ~ 
, 
Wolll, Hr. a. Berlin 
v. Beckcratb, Prl. u. 
Peiser, frl. a. Crefeld 
Hasler, Hr. a. Neesbach 
Runge, Hr. Kfm. a. Bremen 
Mllhn, Fr. a. DanhoTD 
Oehlschliiger, Hr. Kfm a. )Iainz 
Ladewig, Hr. Gutsbes. m. Frl. Teht. :l. ::tettin 
Waagen, Hr. Dr. phil. 01. Gem. a. )I encben 
Hunzinger, Frl. a. Crefelu 
Reutber, Hr. m. Gem. u. Jo\va 
Schnahel, Frl. a. Siegen 
Levy, Hr. Kfrn. a. ZweibrUcken 
Bekanntmachungen. 
airiscller D~", 
La.hnstr. Nr. 19. 
Hotel I I. Range . 
Table d'hOte run 1 Uhr. 
Abonn ments. 
Preiss lr ark 1.50. 
R~st~uration, Diners & Soupers a part. 
Bler m ganzen und halben Flaschen. 
Tho U('ilc't". 
Unterzeichueter cmpriehJt sein La~er in 
Gol d-. 
Stl~~r -&Alf~nirr~waar~n 
zu sehr billigcn Preiscn. ,,(.wic cioe :~osse 
Auswaltl in . 
ii c ht biihmh-cIH~ JI G I',m a l CJl 
1. Bernstein, 
Gold- und Silbernrbei:er. 
.. !·:~tr(llI:ii~l·bl·r 1ill !'-
Daub, Fl'. a. Siegeu 
Jnrgens, Hr. Kim. a. Werther 
Petrus, Hr. a. Berlin 
Schueider, Ilr, ,Kfm. n. Crefelu 
Hernsbeim, Hr. Kfrn a. Hongkong 
Witticb, Hr. a. 'l!ochutn 
Wilk, Hr. ~fru . m. Gem. a. Tilsit 
Arnolu, Hr. Kfm. m. Gem. a Lauf 
DaYissen, Hr. Kfrn. ".l. Frankfurt 
'. Gruniltg, Frl. u. Bremen 
5al4)mo, Iir. Kfm. m. Fam. a. Berlin 
Zahl der Giiste 253 
Anwesend 121 
Schloss Schaumburg, 
5cbonstcr Puukt des Lahotbales, sebr lobnen-
der Austlllg von Ems. Pracbtvolle AlIssicht 
~nd hemerken.werthc SehcuswUrdigkeiten. 
Jederrulinn 1I11cntgeltlich zugiinghch. 
Resta. ura tion. 
Table d'hote nach Ankunft des Mittags· 
zuges. 
Wn.gen am Bannhof. 
P. :r " JjL . 
I~(;1'1i~licuer 
Ii () P - L I ~ P E H _\ X T. 
Alte Leipzigel'.Strasse Hr. 1, 
an der Jungfernbriicke. 
\"on 
FOUl·ni,;.:""eur 
!)B'~ L:\ {~OUn nOYALE. 
Alte Leipziger·Strasse Nr. 1, 
an der Jungfernbriicke. 
m ..il~Jl t~~t 
de 
I 
~ 
s ·1.nyar~e1'1 u1'1<1 :f'ul'big-e1'1 S 'id 
l::5ammet und Velvets, 
JIallufactur. Ulld ;Uod c · " ·narc ... 
I Soiel'ie,.. et ""'\ "elOl.l.rs . • Etoffes en laine, demi.laine, demi-soie et 
{' 0 n tee t i U II S I' 0 II r D a In (' s. 
eoton. § ~ Confections fiir Damen. 
Mobel· und Portieren - Staffen . Gardinen. 
= 
Etoffes pour ameublement, ndeaux. 
TAPIS, TAPIS DE TABLE. Teppi 11 1'1, Liinf' r,.,::{.offi n. Ti~('IHlec1,en, 
Herren- und Damen-Cravatten, Corahs. II 
! 
Cravatte"" Slips, Cohra,;;; etc. 
Plaids, couverture de voyage. Plaids ond Rei. edecken. 
Illd .. chell nllc1 Frauzo t chen Chalcs. 
,I 
Chalt.-s des Iur!('s ct Chlllcs fl·anvais. 
ARTICLES DE CHINE, Chinesiscben ArtikeL 
Ell "'''l'o",;-Haus ill Lyon. I: 
r 
l\'.Iaisou en gros a L~· on. 
Portofrcie Znscndong von Proben und aller (esten Aoftrage. Echautillons et commiiisions serout eDl'o~'es fran eo. 
&e .. ,o· .... •• 
Hor Y n lIoHnod. 
lahnstrasse Nr. 18, oberhalb der Srucke. 
Quter )Iilta~ ti cb urn l:l Uhr zu I ~l. 
Table d'hc)IC "In I hI' ZU ~I ••• 50 
'"'t. nt'a ion. 
Gute Weine, 
Nassa.uer Actien·Bier. 
vis iH'It; dew Uahllhofc. 
,. ahl d il6 (! 11 III 1 - hr. 
Abonnements 1. Mark 50, 
Restauration, Diners it part Nassauer 
Actienbier. 
Carl Reuter's Wittwe. 
Hot·1 Ulld Pt~U!!Sjou 
chlos JOIHlnni~~eI'g, 
ris·a"is dem Bnbnhofe. 
Table d'hote um 1 Uhr: 
He tauratlou :tu jcder Ta~('~zeit. 
.T. U. Scherf'. 
Relv -dcl' ~ ilbt'!'clll. Em~. 
Kaifee·Restnurant. Empfieblt chI Etab· 
Iissemellt beondel'll :Lur Rosen- nnd Erd· 
ooerenzeil dem geehrten Publikum. 
AcbtUD~S\'oll 
GII!lIl'" .l{)ulph " 'ichtrich. 
ai;"" LaEaaae -k 
,·is-a \ iller Bogeuul"f1cke. 
'Rt"tculI'ntion U. P~~n 'ion. 
Table d'hote urn I Uhr. 
Re tau ration zu .1cdcr Ta~~- zeit. 
Louis Unverzagt Jun, 
Bin Retourbillet nach Berlin 
uber ,'- j('s bncll· lI·l~ranl Curt 
i.: ~ il1i !." ZI' ""rklluleu 
s; 9*4W*'s;;q;, Ab,a' we PI F2iRQ3~?;9·+ Iff; ED 
Artiktlllill1 {(rIm ~ 
Gesundheitspflege J IJ 
als: 
Gummi·Sitz- und Riickenkissen, 
'~~~~~~~ii~h·ri~nteIH·S" ('lysopo;UP(\ ;~, 
&; Injections· etc. Spritzen 
bewlihrtestcr Art. 
Pnfentil'te Inhalntionsa,_pcH',ife 
fur medicamentiise kalte und warme Einathmungen nach Dr. Siegle, Martin und Levin. 
nes, 
.. 
" 
.E 
A.. FR .. -'\.... .. - K. 
Haus "VICTORB." in der Nahe des Bahnhofes. 
•• so wa,+* 
Dusscldorf, ;lrUnchen, Paris, London, Culn, Dublin Oporto, 
1852. 1 5,1. 1855. ]8G2. 1865. 1865. 18G5. 
..l:Gnl.plb.hlc u .t!!' ,","er1:h tOur Jcdc :J:. .... UDliJif! : I 
Xicbts ist ~o angenchlll kUblend und erquiekend in der heisscn Jahreszeit, I, 
auf Iteisen und Marschen, als Zuckerwasser, Selters· oder Sodawasser mit, 
H~i)oil(·km!ll) of _Hang-Batter, 
bekanut untcr der Devise: . Oecidit, qni non servot," 
erfundell uud einzig nnd allcin destillirt von 
H. "[Jlule~·bel·g;-.-\lbI'Ccht 
am Ratbhause in RllEINBERG am ~iederrbein, 
Hoflierera.nt 
Sr, Majestiit des deltt~chen Sr, Majcstiit des Konig'S 
Kaisers lind Konigs yon Bnyern, 
\,on Prcnssen. Sr. Konigl. Hoheit 
Sr. K~1. Hoh. des Prinzcu des FUrsten zu 
Friedrich von Preusscn. Hohenzolleru· Sigmaringen, 
Sr, Kai erl. ~Injest:it des :Sr. Kaiser!' Majestiit des 
'l'aiknos von Japan. Sultans Abdul·Aziz, 
Sr. Kaiser!' Hoheit des Sr. Majestat des Kouigs 
Primen vou Japan, Ludwig 1. ron Portugal, 
sowie ''icier andern Kaiser!., Konigi., Prin7.l., FUrst!., etc. etc. Hofe. 
i. 
Eio TheelOffel ,"011 meines ,.1l(WIICluIIIlP of ,1Iiury-Biffc',." 
~euU~t rur ein Gla von' 's Liter Zuckerwasser. 
Der "BoonekalDp of maag·Bitter" ist in gauzen und balben Flaschen ;.~=_::.. ! 
nnd in Flacons Hcht zn haben in E)I bei den llcrren Fl'. Lil1){cllbach~ _ 
\\' eilbnrger Hot; P. §chmitt. Enn-]j,eher Hof, sOlVie allenthalhcn bel 
den Ubrig-en bekannten Herrell Dcbiranten. 
~s: Willcnherg, Alton~', IViM, Hremen, l\o\n, 
1 ' 1~7. 1 "lif\. 1~13!', 1~73. 1 j.J. " 1875 . 
. - --- -- .'" .----,...;- -~-~ ~.::jlb.£s.eAiE .. _'i¥S'is&t&M6WiMW" M 
(;oj) eii8ZQ 
o F. z. V. So :25/6. jL 12 L. 
J. F. F u. T 0 J .::.. 
~ . U: . Kranzchen. 
Johannisfest und Schwesternfest 
aw :l4. JUDi AbeDJ~ ;, t;br 
L isttlD zurn Einzeicltnen fllr Cobleoz u. Ems 
Bureau der Konig-Wilhelm-Felsenquelle. 
Bankbureau Wilhelmsburg. 
Vorlaufige Anzeige. 
Die rilbmlichst b~kaDDte 
~ Zillerthaler -""..-A 
Silngel'-GcscHschan~ 
bestehend aus 8 Personen 
uuter Direction des Herm R ° I a u s wir.1 auf 
ihrer Durcbreise im LauCe der n[i~hsten 
Woche dabier eini;;e Concerte geben. worau!" 
;aile Freullde des Gesan!!es hierdurch auf-
merksam gemacht werde'n. 
L41)'0 'L P H ~J1 0 L l E R 
vis-a-vis dem Cnrsaal. 
lager von deutsch., franzos., spanisch. 
und ungarisch. Weinen. 
eha In )Jagn e r &: L iq I~eu reo 
Jamaica. Rum "Original", 
"Eau de Vie Pale" de la maison 
J. Hennessy & Cie. a Cognac 
]lc[ant~ Hmm~18id~1' 
Hefert prompt nach :\[aa8, zu miis igen 
Preiden 
P. A. Hartling, Coblenz, 
. Clemensstrasse 7. 
-Gro'Sse Auswahl von in- und aus-
landischen StofIen, 
. bur solider Fabrika~e, besonders reich sortirt 
~; . ' - - III e'l~irlischell 
.:. ;.~~ n.,ejs~· Anzug- Stonen. 
. Geschafts-.Eroffnung. 
:Lahnstrasse Nr. 10 im Rotel Gmdecke 
... Franz Hess aus Wien, . 
,- . --Vormals Beisiegel .. ~ :II:es,;: 
:J~~~: ~~::.,~: I ' M'eerschaum-
:~ -' L!tr" < , • \,:. '. uud 
- -l1ernstelllwaaren -Fabrikant, 
empfiehlt ein mchbaltiges Lager neuester 
RauchrequllJiteu zu reellcn Preisen. 
J. • eISUeJI-, 
liofliefcl'<Ult 
oberhalb den vier Thilrmen Nr. 32 
emp6eblt ZIl <len hilligsten Preisen seiu reich-
haltige~ Lagcr in 
Spitzen It \V(~iss\vanrCn, 
Ca ." ,. e 
vis-a-vis dem Bahnhofe. 
Restauration it la carte. Bairisch Bier. Billard. 
N. A. Beringer & Compo 
W Ein[llt~nflsitzEr nM W Ginhanulef 
10 
,",",~illkel iln Rheiug:a.u. 
Filiale: Bad·Ems, Romerstrasse Nr. 45, 
"\"is-~'\-,-is den. -:&. rr11iirJncu. 
OI)ii§cDne ltVaalren. 
fiir Gesundheitspflege, Physikalische Apparate 
und 
Artikel 
Ze~tbcnuteusilien. 
Unterzeichneter empfichlt seio wohlas~ortirtes Lager von Operngncker, Feld· 
stech ern & Fernrohren, Stereoskopen & Mikroskopen in jeder Grlls.ie & Ausstattllug 
~1l~ Brillen und Pince-nez ~ 
io Gold Silber, Sehildpatt nod Stabl fur jedtl S<lhkraft uod Koplform mit deo besten 
hi-conedy und hi-convex, perhkopischer Plao- nod :\Iu~cbclgliisern, weiss, blau uud gran 
Aneroid-riletall- und Quecksilber-Barometer, 
Bade-. Zimmes'· !Hut S?cnstcl'-ThC!·snoiuet{~(·, 
. sowie iirztliche mit I/JO Theilnng. 
Irrigateus. Clysopompen und Inhalationsapparate. 
Augen· und Nasendouchen. Injections- und Subcutanspritzen, Eisbeutel, 
Luft· und Wasserkissen, Bruchbander und Suspensorien, Gummistriimpfe, 
Respiratoren und Inductionsapparate. 
Repn.rn.turen ""verden in. cigen.er vVel"k,;: t i'l.tte ausgefi.i.hrt. 
Wiihel Gobel~ in der Niihe 
o I) t i Ii e I' n n d ,11 c c han ike I'. des Bahnhofes . 
Haus 
Rheingau 
o ~_""""".'~ ____ 'M!!I:_~~_~ ___ ., 
~ IleSf,RliPl-aslHt ILilll~iea!g)Q-acBI. I 
~ Cafe' a 
" Dejenners, Diners a part, Soupers.' In- nnd ansHLndische Biere. 'I . 
, Reingehaltene Weine. . ~ 1 Re!Jtauratioll a Ja carte ZII jedcr Tageszeit. i 
.~ Feed. I ... n.llg. ~) ~~~~--~~--~---~! 
. 
li.all(411sta'~~~§tteI13!lID~ iliUUl ii.IID.·§4aaai. 
Eingang an der Lahnseite im l:-Stock sind ausgestellt: 
DelO T()d I~ aisero Josefl! . 
von Oestl·dch. 
Grosses historisches Gemahle von Professor GEORG KONRlEDERin :rrHinchen, 
AU5serricUi eint! qro<~e Collection G"m,ildcll YOll )Icistcrn . : r~tt!ll I{un:.:-es als: Rembrandt, 
Pahl. Gugel, Lichtenheld, Koken. Lang, Ullik. Heine!, Wolf, Gaisser, 
Chetmintzky, etc. 
T:i;lirh ~ci; tfnl)t YOU .llor:.:-cus .; hi,;. U 1:111' lltl([ ~:u-h1l\itt:l;;~ von :~ bis 7 Ultt·. 
sowie I 
Buntstickerei -1nrl 1n;:::~":'.r~g:,?1. 
]~ nH" i'~~ ~ J~'H"~i . 
~. _ ~ ~; -:!" _ ""'\ T ~~ .. i~ T,,- 1-:::- -1 . 
tJ 
I 
I 
I 
.J 
I 
elicatessen - Handlung. 
Aile uur I ·::heh n .... rico \ on 
F1eischwaaren. femste :-.oneu In- u. 
Auslander-Weine he-unuer, maebe 
lufmer!' aOJ an To ayer. medicin. 
Tokayer, aPl,r(lbar u,.d ual~·sir:. 
Ruster-Ausbruch. En~1. Bisquit uud :imWll.l 
Conserven. EWJlfcllic lerner d~w <!,cebrten 
Publikuro mein elcgant eID!:eTlc:blctc- ruh. 
tiicl zimmt'l'. \\0 Ie Speisen. Weine. 
sowie kalte nod warme Getranke in an· 
gc~eicbuetcr QDalil;L\ \ r. brdcbl werden. 
Hocbacbt 0': 1011 I 
F. Demand, 
Berliner Hof. 
vi .... "is dcr Bo .. enbrllcke. 
~Den reebrtcn I\crlremlleo Dnd bie i~ea 
Eiuwohneru eropfeble i h meia 
huh- . ~ titJ 1-Lc . 1'. 
J 
welches eiDe Au wabl elej:&nt ·earb ileler 
Schuhwaaren flIr Herreo, Dam 0 und Kiader 
eotb It. 
BeatellDDgeD oacb ~11lD , "" ie Repara. 
toren 'Werdea I14:hoell nod Eut be r'" 
Ph. Schmitt, 
bubmacber, Huw r tr. 
au frau a h . 
Bad·Ems. Deutscher Hor neb. Hotel Darmstadl 
III d u 1 I' i I - U Z n I' 
Lu,xus· It Gebrla~hsart iel B ili&e Prelse. 
Groue luswahl pau Dder Gucheake. 
!.. ,01 1> h 
Ihrer Kai erl. 
und Kiin gl. Hoheiten des 
Kronprinzen und der Frau 
Kronprinzessin yon Preussen 
und Deutschl nd, 
Rudolf' '\' ilUm{'r'~i 
Das Ban k- & We c h s e I g esc haft von 
Ae..B. ~ ·I·C tD'err·rt.. .. r 
~ 
befindet sich im "Nassauer Hof", gegenuber der Colonnade .. 
Le Bureau de Banque et de Change de 
l. J. 1<lRCHBERGER 
se tronve dans Ie "Nassaner Hor", vis-a-vis de la Colonnade .. 
a·. L. • i·i·~fiDben·::;el·· .. 
banking and exchange office is in the "Nassauer Hof", 
opposite tho Colonnade. 
Mein {.(\ 'ehii 'ts-Local befindet sich jatzt im Hause 
crumuia . vis-a.-vis dam Kursaal. 
• iOriBUcrSStelureu·. ~ e . 
-------
on mCl~a~in se tronve dans la maison ~~Gel'nuulia'" 
vis·a·vis Ie Cursaal. 
Franzosische 
rrtcc~~~ a:ubf'djnfjc1 
owie 
de 
:.- - ""' kn<;pfi c>' 
fUr Herren und Damen werden, nur kurze Zeit, zum Fabrikpreise a.us· 
verkauft. 
Nassaner Hof, neben den "vier Jahreszeiten". 
Bei Abnabme '\'ou 1 Duhend \\ erdeu 13 Peare fUr 12 gerecbuct. 
Preis~ekront v:~ ~e~oAkademie dar Der Ausverkauf Rl' D f hifffahrt 
bi! enden Run. te:J z~ unchen. meioer WeiSiwaaren, ~Iumen, Ba~der ~od I A:(~!~: VOD (~~~£i~~acht~ 12{';, Cbr 
Spltzen 6JIdet ooch bl I. J u I i ID melner Dnd ~jorgens 6'/! Uhr \Jis ~Iannhelm; Morg. 
Hall •. , ill" el.:1 al nhof Wobnno!; ~Hoben taufeo , GrabeD~tr alalt. 10'/., ·achm. 11;,.,2'/, bis Maio7. j AbenM 
empfebleo ibr arti 11 ('h'Jlboto~rallbi cbe J . Deutsch. 7 Ubr nacb St. GOllr. 
lnatnot tar "\DfertigDog Ton --N-----M-------- Morgens 8 Ubr his DUsseldorfj Yorm. 
Ch t · L b typl'en KUD tl Zulln ~ J hj e 11'/, Nacbm 1'/,., 2'/" n . .j' /, uhr bis romo. yple~& a~. er m/ und ohne Gaumenplatte I..: Cillo'; Abend 7'" Ubr bis Coblen7.; '2'/, ~br 
aUerneae Ie l'a~eDllIle ~ trlal,r~n llir un, werden Icbmen.lo einge clztj Znhn- bia Rotterdam' IIm' tags nur bi~ Arnbelm; 'ftr;:I~t:'lte~e ~bol(\grap~leo . dun I'7.cn in weni"'en finuteD bei Er- Nacb Rotterd~m \'ia Nymwegen Montag, 
Portrats In Jeder Grosse . blltDO" der ZlIbDe ebr eiDfllcb beseitigt, DieD, tag, DonDerslag, l'reitag, SonDtag. 
in 5eb an aliuarell, 1'a ell und Odwaler I wie .1Ie Dienstag und oDDtag oacb London. 
unler Gar~ofi~ der Aehnlicbk it DDd kaa t· Z n h II 0 JI r n l i 0 II ell· ScbnellfabrleD dcr Salonbotcn .Hum-
I rJ ('ber .Au IUhrun • I'd (Ub t boltlw uod .Friede.· 
• ) 4 10 I au. "'e r . (·111~«· OI'(I'(h~ .. • ___ ----------
auf ilcbgl. \l d Elt nhcln io brillanler Oberla.hnstein L. BelD, Burgstr.33. 
Au bruD m I' 
Ges 11 cba rUItpen 
in und ausserha.lb des Atelier's. 
l~hotolllh II "fin' I'orcrlif. r h • 
« • tur ulld L "1(1''''10'' II . 
• omeDIA babn en "0 J\ind D h i .ieder 
Eine geprUfte L('hr('rin. welche mit 
Hemchallen "erei. t, gut dent ch, tram.U-
.i ch en~h ch und ru j ch prichl, ucbt tell~ al Ge ell chafterin oder Erzieberin zo 
I!r ,er n J\inc\ern Oflerten: Frl. W. Hapner, 
••• • '\ ... :. f· •• r.:-, 
Wi.un t-
Farberei & chem. Wascherei 
vou 
Theodor Kra.mer, 
Xrnc Krone. Coblenzerstral!se Kr. 26 . 
